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Chapter 1

Introduction

It happens to everyone, at a certain moment in life, to perceive clearly that what the
law states, how public services implement the law and how people actually behave
are three different matters which are only loosely aligned. This idea may arise in
both common and less common situations: when registering children to school; in
accessing the health-care system; in moving to another country; in settling the payment of taxes; in buying a house; and in dealing with other types of contracts, from
employment to web browsing.
If we are able to form the very idea of misalignment, this means that we have some
mental model of the three matters: e.g. an (at least approximate) idea of our rights
and duties, a (possibly wrong) model of the formal steps to be followed in practice
within a certain legal-administrative context, and some knowledge about the conduct
of other social participants in a similar situation. On the other hand, if we run into
the comparison, it is because we assume that the three matters do have some ground
in common. But how can we operationally define this ground? This question, and
what we could do by answering it, delineate the main tracks of investigation of this
thesis, naturally reverberating in multiple directions.
In more concise and specific terms, the present document is the result of an inquiry on how representations of law, representations of implementation of law, and
representations of behaviour can be aligned, and on how such alignment can be used
to support a continuous realignment of the administrative activities to the legal and
the social domains.

1.1

Problem context

Evolution of society, catalyzed by technological advances, increases the expectations
of citizens and businesses concerning the quality and agility of public services. The
current European setting provides a contemporary case for this scenario. The scaling
up of complexity determined by the European integration—in terms of novel and
more frequent inter-national interactions involving individuals, collective agencies,
1
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legal institutions, and so forth—requires the introduction of a broader perspective to
the nation-centered service delivery paradigm. In addition to effectively maintaining
their mandate, national agencies are required to facilitate the institutional integration
of European citizens and businesses, all while being concerned by efficiency because
of more rigorous budget constraints than in the past.
Globalization carries related concerns. As socio-economic actors (including private individuals, private companies, NGOs, and public institutions) become more
and more active at international scale, institutional interdependencies pass from exceptional to normal operative conditions. Operating concurrently within different
legal jurisdictions, these actors are subject to an ever-changing compound of rules
(e.g. national provisions, international treaties, standards), whose complexity naturally increases with the number of international activities maintained. This carries
risks of misalignment, which may lead such actors to suffer enforcement actions. On
the other hand, as their activities occur at international level, those actors have the
possibility to establish practices—for instance, aiming to reduce the burden of compliance with environmental, labor, or privacy regulations; or to implement schemes
of tax avoidance, tax evasion or money laundering—which are not yet (or impossible
to be) recognized by formal institutions at national level.
As a result of technological, socio-economic, and institutional innovations such
as those depicted above, the pace of change motivates the exploration of new approaches to enable a smoother and more continuous realignment between the social
and legal domains. This is relevant both for the private sector, typically seeking to
ease the design of operations in compliance with legal norms, and for the public sector, looking to consolidate internal consistency between formal institutions and to
rapidly acknowledge changes in the current social environment.
Public administrations occupy a central role in this interplay. Public services are
built upon contextualized ex-ante interpretations of the entitlements that social actors have in a certain setting. By offering institutional recognition and possibly institutional response in exchange for adequate evidence, their implementations of law
are meant to produce an impact on the social system, facilitating and guiding social
coordination according to the law. Additionally, while translating norms in practical
terms, they take into account specific operational choices and constraints, including
financial ones. In short, public agencies act as ‘chains of transmission’ between the
legal and social domains, and, for practical purposes, they provide (or better, they
should provide) first-class institutional references to social actors.
Such institutional references are not definitive however, for at least three reasons.
First, the legislative activity of the Parliament or other legislative bodies may operate
on relevant norms, thus creating reasons for a reconsideration of current implementations. Second, courts may settle on relevant ex-post interpretations, which may
be in conflict with previous ex-ante interpretations used as requirements to design
public services. Third, the social system continuously adapts: for multiple reasons,
behavioural patterns may change, in quality and in quantity.
Administrative agencies are not extraneous to this adaptation: they are compo-
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nents of the social system as well. An ecological view over the social participants allows us to acknowledge the existence of structural couplings. For instance, schemes of
tax avoidance, tax evasion, money laundering et similia are facilitated by the existence
of blind spots in the monitoring and enforcement measures of tax administrations.
Similarly, identity theft or misappropriation of any other personal sensible information may be enabled by an improvident centralization or publication of data. Therefore, in order to fulfill their mandate, the responsible authorities must put in place
adequate activities to target known and hypothetical non-compliance patterns, along
with anticipatory, discovery mechanisms to unveil new ones. But non-compliance is
only half of the story. Succumbing to conservatisms consequent to the necessity of
service predictability, administrative implementations may fall behind in guaranteeing the provision of services granted by the current normative dispositions, thereby
not responding to new, emerging needs of the citizens. In short, public administrations have to adapt their allocation of resources and scheduling of activities in accordance with the social environment in which they operates, and to the requirements
set by the legal system.
For these reasons, we believe it is of foremost importance, particularly in today’s
world, to support the streamlining of the collection and processing of relevant laws
and cases, of service consumer requirements, and of scenarios of non-compliance. As
this choice results in bringing to the foreground the requirements underlying the administrative activity, it supports the emergence of situatedness of collective agencies,
contrasting the anecdotal alienated idiosyncrasy of bureaucracy.

1.2

Research questions

The research question originally motivating this study is:
• How might we establish a constructive computational legal theory that supports
administrative organizations in achieving better responsiveness and adaptability?
In principle, the second part of this question may be associated with the category of
engineering problems. It seems to consider that administrative organizations are not
responsive and adaptive enough; or, at least, it assumes the existence of a potential
for better administrative activity. Taken as an engineering problem, the requested
support would be reduced in terms of allowing higher flexibility in the definition
and provision of services, or, at the IT level, better management of IT development
activities. In other words, it would take as inputs the specifications and constraints
provided by experts in the organization, trying to solve an optimization problem on
the related implementation, without further considerations about the context (normative, social) in which such specifications were formed. This surgical way of proceeding
certainly has important advantages, as it allows for concentration on specific aspects
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which are relatively under control, and whose efficiency can be increased exponentially by a good use of technology and best practices. This intervention would be
limited to the ‘tools’ utilized by the organizations. Rather then focusing on the operational problem, however, this work stems from considering the problem from a
broader perspective.
How do we define responsiveness and adaptability? In general, responsiveness
and adaptability are features associated with the abilities of an agent to provide respectively short-term and medium-/long-term successful responses to changes in the
environment. In behavioural terms, reactivity (resulting from responsiveness) is enabled by having correctly internalized associations of external stimuli with internallydriven reactions, whereas adaptation (resulting from adaptability) is about adequately
adjusting the current behavioural and interpretational structures to the current environmental setting.
How might we improve these properties in administrative organizations? Taken
as collective entities, administrative agencies have two environments of reference: the
legal institutional reality and the experiential social reality, on which they have only a
partial control. Depending on their mandate, they have the authority to issue regulations in specific domains and they are required to implement the services related to
such regulations, via adequate resources allocations and business processes. On the
other hand, by providing services, they are embedded in the social system, and, as
social participants, they interact with individuals and organizations. Responsiveness
and adaptability, then, have to be considered with respect to the normative system,
and to the social system. From this perspective, the problem becomes one of supporting a more correct and faster alignment of the administrative activity (e.g. services
implemented as business processes) with legal norms (enacted by legislation or other
sources of law) and with social practices (performed by social participants).
How might we support the alignment of services to legal norms and social practices? A necessary condition to start any alignment action is evidently to recognize
a misalignment. On the legal side, a misalignment with services may supposedly occur when new relevant legal rules are issued, or when an adjudication proposes a
novel interpretation of a relevant case. Its recognition is a matter of being able to
check whether a certain implementation of law still meets the novel requirements
set by the introduction of the new law. But this is not sufficient. If positive law is a
system of legal rules, pointing out (via the ascription of institutional positions) how
private legal persons or public bodies must ‘ideally’ conduct themselves—regardless
of the actual impact that these legal rules have in the experiential reality—then public
administrations, as public bodies, have to promote the normative order by contextualizing it in the social reality.1 For this reason, part of their activities are naturally
1

This intervention contributes to the construction of what we may call the pragmatic meaning
of law. While the role of public administrations has an ex-ante nature, as it sets practical expecta-
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concerned with responding and adapting to (deal with) non-compliance. At first
glance, recognition of non-compliance is a matter of being able to check whether the
behaviour of a social actor meets the requirements set by the law. However, certain
seemingly compliant behaviours may hide unlawful intents (e.g. money laundering,
tax evasion schemes). On the other hand, citizens may have legitimate interests that
may be not supported by existing services. To capture all these elements, an external perspective to behaviour is not sufficient; rather, we need to explicitly take into
account the motives driving the social participants as well, i.e. to intentionally characterize their conduct.
How can we integrate institutional specifications presented by law with representations of behaviour? This question naturally carries other theoretical concerns. What is the matter constituting institutional specifications? (§ 4, § 5) Which elements are necessary to model intentional behaviour? (§ 7) How do we relate the declarative nature of law to the temporal and causal aspects of experience? (§ 6) How are normative positions, motives, and actions related? (§ 5.5, § 7.5) How does the legal system interact with the social system? (§ 9) For the purposes of this work, these sub-questions are
investigated keeping in mind an applications perspective: they are primarily meant
to provide the theoretical requirements necessary to address adequate computational
representations. In particular, we will focus on agent-role models, i.e. abstractions of
behaviour which are institutionally and intentionally characterized (§ 8.4.2).
How can we acquire these integrated representations? The choice of a representational model cannot be separated from acquisition and processing. Desisting to
directly building upon mediated knowledge artifacts (e.g. sources of law, texts), we
target instead interpretations of law, and interpretations of behaviour, which may be
provided by experts or other social participants. Similarly to scenario-based modeling
and requirement engineering practices, we prefer the use of visual notations. Furthermore, considering the basis on which this acquisition would work, we cannot
neglect that human communication, even more with respect to legal activity, mostly
concerns narration and argumentation. Consider the prototypical case of an expert
providing an example of legal scenario as a story, or arguing how a certain piece
of evidence relates to a specific scenario, all in furnishing interpretations of the underlying legal mechanisms at stake. Consequent sub-questions are then: How can
agent-role models be acquired from narratives? (§ 11, § 12) Which knowledge constructs
are involved in argumentation? (§ 13) How can normative positions be used to model institutional mechanisms? (§ 15) How are reasons, rules, agent-roles, and scenarios related?
(§ 14)
How can we process this knowledge to support responsiveness and adaptation
in administrative organizations? In general, for tractability reasons, problemtions before a failure may occur, courts provide an ex-post contextualization, after a failure supposedly
occurs.
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solving tasks shouldn’t be based on knowledge that requires the application of additional problem-solving tasks. Such a situation would bring the risk of an infinite
instantiation of problems. Unfortunately, this constraint is not satisfied in reasoning
about agent models, because agent deliberation is a problem-solving task. This issue
has to be addressed, in preparation for any tractable operationalization. How can
the reactive and reflective components of agency be separated? Which elements constitute a purely reactive agent? (§ 8) The associated answers identify further operational
constraints concerning agent-roles.
Collection of agent-roles can be used in different ways. At an operational level,
they can provide hypothetical explanations of behaviour, in support of monitoring
and treatment of non-compliance, thus impacting the responsiveness of the agency.
The associated questions would be: How can we implement model-based diagnosis for
social systems? (§ 17) How can we operationalize the underlying argumentative process,
interpreting evidence against hypothetical scenarios? (§ 16)
At a design level, checking the alignment of agent-role models can be used to test
e.g. the compliance of services with norms, the adequacy of a service to deal with a
certain type of use cases, etc. How can we test the alignment of agent-role models? (§ 18)
We also investigate the particular case of alignment between the normative directives
(which are provided in a temporal sequence) and the operational normative system
entailed by them (the norms currently holding). How can we revise an operational
normative system when a new directive is introduced? (§ 19.3) In addition to this structural alignment, we also consider systemic alignment. Related theoretical questions
would be: How might we design a service considering a given social setting, taking noncompliance into account? (§ 9.5.3) How could we, in principle, evaluate the effectiveness
of an implementation ex-ante? (briefly treated in § 9.6) And then, more concretely,
how can we optimize operations with respect to a specific environment? (§ 19.4) The
associated answers provide elements of methods to improve adaptability.

1.3

Contribution and overview

In essence, this thesis stems from the consideration that the dimensions of play (relative to individual, collective, and social practices) and of game (relative to formal institutions) cannot be reduced one into another without losing the overall picture. In
fact, it is in the frictions occurring between these dimensions that social participants
find reasons for behavioural and/or normative change. Thus, from a conceptual
point of view, this thesis can be seen as an attempt to enrich with a phenomenological
perspective the legal activity and the legal categories, where for phenomenology we
refer to the study of the structures of experience, i.e. of how the subject makes sense and
interacts with the world in which she or he is embedded.2 This stance will be applied to
different stratifications of agency: the individual social participant, the administra2

For the sake of simplicity, nouns and pronouns about agents will be in masculine form. Please
read them as feminine and neuter too.
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tive agency, and the normative system as a whole, motivated by the intuition that,
by settling general principles of (bounded) situated rationality, we can reduce the
alienation consequent to improvident centralizations and myopic designs.
On the other hand, the contribution is grounded on computational theory and
techniques: the end result aims to be a methodology, i.e. a set of methods, tools and
techniques, to be eventually operationalized in IT infrastructures. Unfortunately,
the mainstream approaches from computer science and artificial intelligence are not
natural companions to phenomenology. Therefore, this thesis investigates a second
dimension of innovation, providing a case for the introduction of constructivist methods for knowledge acquisition and processing.
By integrating explanatory/requirement models (e.g. scenarios, business processes, use cases, etc.) with normative concepts (e.g. fundamental legal concepts),
we address a computational applicative niche in current technologies for organizational design, specifically addressing and leveraging the knowledge of legal experts
and administrators. Between the lines, relocating the function of law and of technology
within a human setting, we strive for distributed autonomous intelligences rather than
centralized ones.

Overview
Preparatory elements. We start by addressing foundational conceptual issues such
as existence and negation [Meaning and negation, § 2], and the interaction between
logic dependence and causation, introducing a visual formal notation (Logic Programming Petri Nets, LPPN) that will be used along the thesis [Modeling notation, § 3].
Part I — Theory. The first part starts by addressing the normative matter. After a
brief excursus on the motivations behind the formalization of norms, we revisit the
analytical framework of primitive jural relationships presented by Hohfeld [Fundamental legal concepts revisited, § 4] and ground them in an interactional perspective
[Positions in institutional interactions, § 5]. We dedicate a specific chapter to the analysis of constitutive rules [The creation of institutional meaning, § 6]. The practical
reasoning embedded in these concepts motivates an investigation on the general reasoning constructs, making explicit the different intervention of positive and negative
positions [Positioning agents, § 7]. A second aspect we are confronted with involves
taking into account off-line deliberation, i.e. that agents may simply follow given
scripts rather than creating their own course of actions. We propose, then, an agent
architecture centered around the agent-role concept, obtained by separating reflective from non-reflective components, and considering that agency may be distributed
amongst different identities [Reaction and reflection, § 8]. The conceptual part ends
with an investigation of the embodiment mechanism, i.e. of why a certain agent
would embody a certain agent-role: we briefly reflect on institutions, enforcement,
and social systems, connecting the notion of agent-role with that of social affordance
[Social affordances and social systems, § 9].
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Part II — Modeling. The second part investigates in more detail the knowledge
constructs that are necessary for the target applications, building upon the concepts
investigated in the first part, and with a particular attention to the corresponding
acquisition methods. As the first source of knowledge consists of scenarios and cases
(as experiential and normative models), we start by targeting narratives and descriptions of requirements, presenting methods for the acquisition of agent-roles from
interpretations of these artifacts [From narratives to agent-roles, § 11, From requirements to agent-roles, § 12]. A second dimension, of epistemic nature and particularly relevant in the legal activity, concerns argumentation. We investigate, therefore,
the underlying interaction between argumentation and interpretation, proposing an
explanation-based theory of argumentation (EBA) [Argumentation, § 13]. Thus, we
delineate a unifying account [Reasons, rules, and agent-roles, § 14]. Finally, we focus
on institutional mechanisms, addressing the modeling of procedural and constraint
aspects of norms as design patterns, and investigating the deontic paradoxes via the
proposed notation [Modeling institutional mechanisms, § 15].
Part III — Operationalization. The third part focuses on computational operationalization, and starts with the presentation of a (simplified) implementation of
EBA, addressing the general problem of justification amongst competing interpretations [Explanation-based argumentation, § 16]. We then consider the specific case of
model-based diagnosis, operationalized to treat cases of non-compliance [Model-based
diagnosis on social systems, § 17]. The third problem is more general, and concerns
the testing of the alignment of models that supposedly share the same referent. We
work with notions as subsumption, process-similarity, fitness, and supervenience to
present a preliminary proposal [Representational alignment, § 18]. In the last chapter, we apply a constructivist perspective on rule-bases, enabling the analysis of the
operational impact of a new rule to an existing rule-base, and the optimization of a
rule-base with respect to the environment in which it applies [Revision and adaptation, § 19].
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Chapter 2

Meaning and negation

Grounding cognition
Modern logic, with its various distinctions of sense with reference, expression with
denotation, syntax with semantics—in more general terms, what is abstract and what is
concrete—can be seen as building upon dualisms similar to the Cartesian mind-body
division. Despite the assumptions of ‘pure logics’ programs, however, all agents are
intrinsically embedded in a world in which their actions produce certain outcomes,
and practical reasoning will always be inherently grounded, accounting for more
components than mere propositional content.
Therefore, rather than the objectivist approach of logical positivism, inherited by
contemporary analytic philosophy, we have naturally turned towards a subjectivist
approach, i.e. an approach that reconsiders the subject at the center of the knowledge
acquisition and processing experience. Logic is indeed subjective, when it deals with
practical reasoning: a subject is a priori involved in any inference and decision. The
challenge, then, is to shed some light on this complex involvement.
Modern logic perspective
Modern ‘classic’ logic, introduced by the works of Frege, Russell, and Whitehead,
deals with propositions about the world, which can be true or false if there is correspondence between the described content and the referenced world (correspondence
theory of truth): existence grounds individuals specified by the language of logic to entities of the world. As provocatively put by Girard [2012], after Frege, “the language
is about something else, the denotation (semantics); everything is in the else”. On the
other hand, the auto-referentiality of logic is efficiently illustrated with the ‘locked
room’ metaphor:
“Suppose a logician is locked in a dark, windowless room, and knows everything about her language but nothing about the world outside. A sentence is
presented to her, and she must try to evaluate it on the basis of her linguistic
competence only. If she can do that, and specifically establish that the sentence
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is true, then the sentence is logically true, and if the sentence is a conditional
then the corresponding argument is (logically) valid. Logical truth and validity
are based on how our language is defined—independently of what extralinguistic
reality might look like.”, Bencivenga [2001, p. 32]

Despite the undeniable successes and clarity of formalisms based on modern
logic, this approach raises critical issues not only in practical contexts, but also at a
theoretical level; for instance, the problems concerning the nature of proper names,
and the treatment of fictional entities (i.e., entities which do not exist ‘out there’,
including norms). These critical points brought about the introduction of several
correspondence theories of truth: Frege’s distinction between sense and reference,
Russell’s theory of descriptions, Wittgenstein’s picture theory. An overview on these
can be found e.g. in [Anscombe, 1967, Ch. 2]. Their treatment is outside the scope of
this thesis. We will focus in this chapter on just one aspect that plays a fundamental
role in the overall conceptualization supporting our contribution: existence.

2.1

Existence does not come alone

A core assumption of modern logic is what Vilkko and Hintikka [2006] call the
Frege-Russell ‘theory of ambiguity’ on the use of the verb being. According to this
theory, we could distinguish the is of predication, the is of existence, the is of identity,
and the is of subsumption, as summarized in Table 2.1.
use of ‘being’

formal expression

informal meaning

predication
existence
identity
subsumption

Dog(argo)
∃x Dog(x)
jekyll = hyde
∀x Dog(x) → Mammal(x)

Argo is a dog.
There is a dog.
Dr. Jekyll is Mr. Hyde.
A dog is a mammal.

Table 2.1: Frege-Russell theory of ambiguity of ‘being’ (after Vilkko and Hintikka [2006]),
example.

In contrast, traditional Aristotelian logic fails this distinction, and the core problem is usually identified with the treatment of existence, which remains intertwined
with terminological usage:
“[..] existence was for Aristotle a predicate or, rather, a part of the force of a
predicate. This force depends on the context. Existence could not serve alone
as a predicate term, but this was only because it would have been too broad a
term, not restricted to any one category and hence not an essence of anything”,
Vilkko and Hintikka [2006]

To state the point differently, Aristotelian logic considers that when we say that
‘there is a dog’, we are implicitly referring to all properties that we associate to dogs,
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e.g. they have fur, they barks, etc. Similarly, when we say that a certain norm holds,
this means that the normative process specified by that norm activates all the implicit
structures of normative reasoning. This explains why the theory of assertive categorical statements was already directly related to the analysis of modalities in ancient
times. Physical existence is only one of the modalities of existence, together with
metaphysical (alethic), normative (deontic), conceptual (epistemic), etc.
Categorical statements
Most of Aristotelian logic deals with categorical statements: statements concerning
two terms, a subject and a predicate, expressing how the members of the categories/sets
identified by the two terms relates to each other (e.g. “all crows are black birds”).
They are the typical constitutive elements of syllogisms. The template of standard
(assertive) categorical statements is the following:
<quantifier> <subject> are (not) <predicate>.

(2.1)

Available quantifiers are ‘all’, ‘none’ and ’some’. Subject and predicate refer to groups
or classes of entities (in our example, the set of crows and the set of black birds). In
such standard form, the verb ‘to be’ is used to affirm (‘are’) or to deny (‘are not’) a
complete or partial membership of the elements of the first set to the second set.1
Given two sets S and P for the subject and predicate categories, this template
produces four types of categorical statements, usually identified using the first four
vowels (A, E, I, O). They are reported in Table 2.2, together with the usual mapping
to formal notation (see e.g. Anagnostopoulos [2009, p. 34]).
categorical statement

type

formal expression

all S are P
no S is P
some S is P
some S is not P

A
E
I
O

∀x S(x) → P (x)
∀x S(x) → ¬P (x)
∃x S(x) ∧ P (x)
∃x S(x) ∧ ¬P (x)

universal affirmative
universal negative
particular affirmative
particular negative

Table 2.2: Types of categorical statements, with mapping to formal notation.

An additional dimension of specification, overlooked by the previous template,
is modality: in the general case, verbs other than ‘to be’ can be found (e.g. “all crows
can fly”).

2.1.1

Square of opposition

The relationships that hold between the different types of categorical statements are
traditionally illustrated on the square of oppositions (Fig. 2.1). This diagram was not
1

Note how non-membership can be seen as membership to the set dual to that referred by the
predicate (e.g. all elements which are not ‘black birds’).
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Every S is P

A

contraries

E

No S is P

subalterns contradictories subalterns

Some S is P

I

subcontraries

O Some S is not P

Figure 2.1: The Aristotelian square or square of oppositions.

drawn in Aristotle’s times; however, although it was introduced several centuries
later by authors as Apuleius and Boethius, it is directly built upon philosophical
ideas coming from Aristotle, such as those expressed in this passage (italics mine):
“I call an affirmation and a negation contradictory opposites when what one signifies universally the other signifies not universally, e.g. ‘every man is white’
and ‘not every man is white’, ‘no man is white’ and ‘some man is white’. But I
call the universal affirmation and the universal negation contrary opposites, e.g.
‘every man is just’ and ‘no man is just’. So these cannot be true together, but
their opposites may both be true with respect to the same thing, e.g. ‘not every man is white’ and ‘some man is white’.” [De Interpretatione, 7 17b16-26],
translated by Ackrill [1983]

The square visualizes three relations of opposition between categorical statements,
with the following properties:
• contradiction: the two statements cannot be both true or both false;
• contrariety: the two statements can both be false, but cannot both be true;
• subcontrariety: the two statements can both be true, but cannot both be false.
Existential import
The explicit quantification brought by predicate logic easily unveils the implicit existential assumptions present in Aristotelian logic. These concern the set of elements
identified by the subject term S, also named extension. However, if we consider the
position A (“Every S is P ”) and we translate it in predicate logic as ∀x S(x) → P (x),
we lose the implication from A to I (“Every S is P ” → “Some S is P ”), because the
‘modern’ logic conditional does not assure the existence of any x that belongs to
S. Furthermore, the requirement of subcontrariety is satisfied only in a context in
which at least some x exists, and in which the law of excluded middle2 holds when
applied on S(x).3 This explains why modern logic considers traditional logic to be
2
3

Given a proposition, either it is true, or its negation is true: p ∧ ¬ p.
See e.g. Varzi [2014] for a more detailed analysis.
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outdated: it is deemed to fail at explicitly separating linguistic and extra-linguistic
aspects, and to rely on an implicit existential import.

2.1.2

The complexity of negation

Despite this problem, the square of opposition is still acknowledged to clearly illustrate that complex notions fail to enter into a binary scheme.
Internal and external negations
The formal definition of negation of a proposition p can be expressed as the proposition that is true when p is false and false when p is true. However, ‘everyone is unwise’
is not necessarily true if ‘everyone is wise’ is false. Anscombe [1967], elaborating on
Frege and Wittgenstein, makes a distinction between internal negation (‘everyone is
unwise’, which can be rewritten as ‘everyone is not wise’) and external negation (‘not
everyone is wise’). When applied on A, the internal negation produces the position
E, whereas the external negation produces the position O. Only the second applies
the classic negation ¬ to the source propositional content. Furthermore, if we make
explicit the existential import ∃x for A, the external negation of A produces residual
scenarios, disjoint from the previous one, according to which there is no x (if we leave
x open), or there is no x that satisfies the predicate (if we circumscribe x, applying
the conditional given by A).

Everyone is wise
Everyone is unwise (not wise)
Not everyone is wise
There is nobody wise
There is nobody

formal notation

operation

∀x W (x) (∧∃x)
∀x ¬W (x) (∧∃x)
¬∀x W (x) ↔ ∃x ¬W (x)
¬∃x W (x)
¬∃x

–
internal negation
external negation
(external negation)
(external negation)

Table 2.3: Outcomes of internal negation and external negation (and residuals).

Investigating the neutral position
The complexity of negation is a matter of common sense: things often are said to be
neither black nor white. In effect, many qualifications that we use on a daily basis
can be read as graduations between two extreme polarities; e.g. hot, warm, mild,
fresh, cold. Blanché [1953] noticed that these scalar qualifications fits with the square
of opposition, provided that a neutral position is added to the diagram. This new
position, Y (meaning in the quantificational form some but not all) can be obtained
by a conjunction of I and O. Additionally, he included the bipolar position U (all-ornone), obtained by the disjunction of A and E, obtaining an hexagon of opposition (see
Béziau [2012] for a recent overview). Table 2.4 summarizes the six positions.
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type

quantification

formal expression

U=A∨E
A
E
I
O
Y=I∧O

all-or-none are P
everyone is P
everyone is not P
someone is P
someone is not P
some but not all are P

∀x P (x) ∨ ∀x ¬P (x)
∀x P (x) (∧∃x)
∀x ¬P (x) (∧∃x)
∃x P (x)
∃x ¬P (x)
∃x P (x) ∧ ∃x ¬P (x)

(∧∃x)

Table 2.4: Positions of the hexagon of opposition.

Interestingly, the three positions A, E and Y can be seen as corners of a triangle
of contrariety, so that in addition to positive (+) and negative (−) polarities, we take
into account a null or neutral (0, zero) polarity. Beyond the realm of physics, this
qualitative dimensional characterization is common and widely spread in language,
and therefore has important connections with the way by which we represent information. We will return to this topic in § 4 to support a redefinition of permission
alternative to standard deontic logic. The following provides a wider analysis.
Negations at object level
Black is certainly not white, but gray is not white as well. Similarly, prohibition is the
opposite of obligation, but they are both not the same as faculty. Alternative negation
operators can be considered for these negations:
• quantitative negation (or contrary opposite): operates on the contrariety of two
notions (black/white, obligation/prohibition), it is the same as the internal
negation stated above. We will represent it with ‘−’ (minus sign), as in ‘− p’.
• qualitative negation (or contradictory opposite): removes the polarization, determining a null position; we will represent it with ‘null’, as in ‘null p’.
The null position states that a certain qualification cannot be concluded either positively, or negatively (and, therefore, it is different from external negation). In other
words, when restricting ourselves to the terms proposed by that bipolar frame, undecidability holds. From a model perspective, this holds when positive and negative
polarities are both negated, but two situations are possible:
• there are partial components of both, as with the gray colour;
• there is no component of any of them, as with permission.
The second situation is not captured by the previous formalization, because the Aristotelian square assumes existence. We need therefore to include the positions A* and
E* corresponding to A and E removed of existential import. The null position Z,
given by the conjunction of A* and E*, is perfectly legitimate: it states that the interpretational frame provided by the two polarities is irrelevant for the considered
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type

quantification

formal expression

A*
E*
Z = A* ∧ E*
W=A∧E

no one is not P
no one is P
no one is P and no one is ¬P
everybody is P and everybody is ¬P

¬∃x ¬P (x)
¬∃x P (x)
¬∃x P (x) ∧ ¬∃x ¬P (x)
∀x P (x) ∧ ∀x ¬P (x)

Table 2.5: Additional positions of the hexagon of opposition.

referents. In contrast, the conjunction of A and E (positions with existential import)
identifies the position W of (global) inconsistency: all entities are both P and ¬P ;
the law of non-contradiction is thus violated. Table 2.5 summarizes these new positions. Building upon the Aristotelian square, all these positions can be illustrated in
a positional map, as in the inner part of Fig. 2.2.
Negations at inferential level
So far we have taken only an object or model-oriented perspective: the matter is already settled, and the problem lies ‘only’ in specifying it. We can then consider a
second-order dimension, concerning the modification or change of the elements of
the first dimension (cf. the first and second Hohfeldian squares, § 4.3.3). This corresponds to take a production, inference or proof-oriented perspective.
In effect, the positions at model level are generally reified by some epistemic process: a subject or agent inferring and reifying propositions. Given a proposition p,
two opposite statements synthesize the outcome of the related epistemic process:
“I’m able to conclude that p”, and “I’m unable to conclude that p”. Therefore, undecidability is consequent not only of having settled on partial or no components
of the two polarities, but also in not settling on any of the previous conclusions. In
computational inferential systems, the impossibility of deriving a conclusion—due
to non-availability of resources (cognitive, temporal, etc.)—is known as negation as
failure (NAF). This negation operator is also called default negation because it is used
to implement principles as “if something is not known, or cannot be inferred in reasonable time, then it is not the case”, i.e. closed-world assumptions (CWA).
At this point, we can map relevant second-order positions, as in the outer part of
Fig. 2.2. For simplicity, we label them adding the prefix A (standing for ability) and
D (for disability) to first-order position target of the inference. For instance, and AA
stands for “I’m able to conclude that everyone is P ”, DZ for “I’m unable to conclude
that no one is P and no one is ¬P ”.
Null or neutral positions
The positional map in Fig. 2.2 can be used to easily identify all cases in which we
fail to use the binary code corresponding to the positive and negative polarities, and
namely:
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• (AZ ⇒) Z: (the subject is able to conclude that) the target referent is neutral,
irrelevant to the code;
• (AY ⇒) Y: (the subject is able to conclude that) the target referent is neutral
according to the code, but this neutrality is the result of equilibrium on the
opposite characterizations;
• DU: the subject is in a situation of disability to assess the target referent according to the code.
The neutral position Y is used when we are facing phenomena that account graduation (e.g. heat, velocity); Z is instead the neutral position for phenomena which
are bipolar in nature (e.g. prohibition and obligation, truth). for practical purposes,
they may conflated. We may need for instance to relax the strict bipolarity in order
to take a decision (cf. § 13.1.1). In effect, Z can be seen simply as a specific case of Y if
we abandon the constraint of subcontrariety.
The neutral position DU is instead the default position, i.e. the one that is accepted
in the absence of relevant evaluations. For instance, in normative systems operating
with closure norms as “everything which is not forbidden is allowed”, this default
position is linked to permission (cf. § 4.4.2). In legal philosophy, this is also called
weak permission (§ 5.5.3)
Possibility, strategic ability, and practical ability
The choice of the qualifier able for the second-order statement was made on purpose,
in order to stress the existence of cognitive aspects. However, the full dimensions of
this ‘ability’ to be accounted for are:
• alethic: there exists a procedure that brings to settle on a conclusion;
• epistemic: I know a procedure that brings to settle on a conclusion;
• practical: I have the resources to execute that procedure.
The first dimension, identifying possibility, is agent-independent, whereas the last
two, respectively identifying strategic and contingent abilities, are agent-relative. There
is obviously a hierarchy: practical depends on epistemic, which in turns depends on
alethic. Therefore each position in the proof part could be distinguished on these
three levels. For instance, inflecting the position of null conclusion via disability (DU)
on these dimensions, we have the following situations:
• there is no procedure possible to reach a definite conclusion;
• there is no procedure known, but one may exist;
• one or more procedures are known, but there are no resources available.
Note how the last position may be formulated ex-ante, i.e. as expectation, or ex-post,
i.e. as failure feedback of an actual attempt.
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Figure 2.2: Squares of oppositions of first and second-order, including types of negations,
null and inconsistent positions.
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Positional triples and computational mapping

To summarize, in our framework, given a certain (declarative, normative, etc.) proposition, we can always place it in one of the three positions: positive, negative and null.
Equivalently, all propositions belong to a positional triple. In answer set programming
(ASP) syntax (cf. § 16.3.1), the respective constraints between the three positions can
be specified as:
#domain position(P).
pos(P) :- -neg(P). -pos(P) :- neg(P).
neg(P) :- -pos(P). -neg(P) :- pos(P).
null(P) :- not pos(P), not neg(P).
:- null(P), neg(P). :- null(P), pos(P).
1{neg(P), pos(P), null(P)}1.

Note how the quantitative negation (or contrary opposite) is operationalized with
strong negation, while the qualitative negation (or contradictory opposite) as a conjunction of negation as failure applied to both polarities. This is correct when the
null position is default. In other situations, a different configuration should be considered.

2.2

Existence for things that don’t exist (out there)

A second crucial difference between traditional and modern logic is that in the former a proposition (‘propositio’) is the spoken assertion, and not the meaning of such
assertion. In contrast, since Frege, propositions have been primarily considered as
truth-bearers: entities which are true or false, depending on the alignment between
their propositional content and their referents, i.e. whether a correspondence holds
between ‘what is told’ and ‘what is in the world out there’. This raises an important
problem, particularly in the representations proposed by deontic logic as, with a correspondence theory of truth, norms do not bear a truth value.4 In a way, it seems we
are still listening to echoes of Parmenides’s dictum:
“It is necessary to speak and to think what is; for being is, but nothing is not.”

Despite this anthem, modern physics (cf. quantum physics) builds upon ‘nonrealistic’ models of reality, in the sense that they introduce physical variables that
have no evident denotations. These ‘subjective’ variables—subjective in the sense
that the subject intentionally introduces them—provide specific functions required
to construct the model, and, as long as the model works as the world seems to work,
they are as real as any other directly accessible, ‘objective’ variable (distance, velocity, etc.). Now, in the model of practical reasoning proposed in this thesis (§ 7), we
will argue that agents’ inferential mechanism dwells on four elements: commitments,
expectations, abilities and susceptibilities. When an agent reasons (or seems to reason)
4

For a more detailed analysis on this issue, see Makinson [1999].
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according to this model (or any other theory of mind), these elements become real
as real entities ‘out there’, because their attribution explains to a good extent visible effects, just as the non-denotational variables in physics. Interestingly, these four
elements were selected in analogy with Hohfeld’s four main categories of primitive
normative concepts: duties, claims, powers and liabilities (§ 4.3). Therefore, we may
apply the same argument to norms, concluding that norms are also real. Leaving to
the next section a commentary about the ontological status of legal institutions, we
must then clarify our attitude towards facts.
What is a fact?
In general, facts are seen as something which is the case (ontological perspective) and
something which is true (epistemic perspective). If we assign existence to entities,
even if we are not certain of the ontological nature of their referents, we consider
them as being the case, and therefore being true. But, can norms be true? The
usual approach to the assignment of truth value to norms is that what is true or false
is the normative proposition, while the norm does not bear a truth value in itself.5
In accepting this, reasoning about norms becomes an activity performed merely at
discourse level, but, for the reasons stated above, we cannot be satisfied with this
solution.
A first step converging to our interpretation is proposed for instance by Hage
[2015], who argues for the recognition of deontic facts. Citing one of his examples:
“[..] ‘Car drivers should drive on the right’. [..] The rule applies to all individual drivers and makes that they should drive on the right. As a result, car
drivers should drive on the right, and this general fact is truly described by the
sentence ‘Car drivers should drive on the right’.”

In other words, when we consider norms (or commitments), as elements guiding
and explaining behaviour, we are assigning them an ontological status, much like the
variables used in physics with no evident referent.
However, we need to extend this argument in two respects. First, facts can be represented through statements, but can also be directly perceived (§ 9.2.1). Evidently,
legal norms are mediated through the sources of law; nevertheless, legal activities rely
on direct facts as well: a complete account should consider them both (cf. constitutive
rules, § 6.3.2). Second, while it is clear what a negated proposition is, it is more difficult to support the idea that we may have ‘negative’ states of affairs. The analogy with
modern physics works again in this case: electrons have negative charge, and protons
have no charge; to take an example from the past, fluid dynamics were explained as
a response to the void (horror vacui). The more general answer is given by studies
of perception, particularly the experiments of gestalt theory, showing that figures (direct, finite, bound elements of perception) cannot exist without grounds but, if the
contextual conditions are changed, what is ground may become figure and vice versa.
5

cf. Makinson [1999].
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Absence is directly perceived when presence is expected, and vice versa: expectations set
the ground that drives our attention. In other words, negation (of states, of events)
is phenomenal, and as such, it may be reified by the subject.6 In the legal domain,
for instance, this aspect becomes critical to account for the occurrence of negative
actions, i.e. actions that were expected but did not occur (Lehmann, Breuker, and
Brouwer [2004], Hart and Honoré [1985], Boer [2009][p. 129]).
To sum up, these three steps of inclusion:
• from reality ‘out-there’ to subject-enriched reality,
• from represented facts to represented and direct facts,
• from only positive facts to positive and negative facts,
are the necessary foundations to build a modeling framework based on positions (and
dynamic of positions), rather than pro-positions.

2.2.1

Law or the hidden ball

Obviously, an existence consequent to collective acceptance is very tenuous, compared to the existence of the objects that we see in front of us, and this is clear in the
practice of law. As Schlag says in a brilliant paper:
“The law student [..] comes to internalize a contradictory picture of law. The
law is there just like a ball—stable, solid, uncontroversial. And it is knowable.
Yet at the same time, this ball cannot be specified or articulated in any definitive
manner.”, Schlag [1996]

Despite this issue, it is clear that we experience:
“the tacit positing into existence of whatever ontological identities (whatever
balls) are necessary to play the game of ascription (the gesture).”, ibid.

So, because we assume that judges are able to form an idea of what the law is, we
can accept that they can apply the law—not only for known cases, but also in scenarios that were unforeseen at the moment in which norms were enacted. Not less
importantly, even if these interpretations conflict (or better, because they are conflicting), they enable the generation of a pluralistic legal discourse, which makes possible
a rational adaptation of the legal system coupled with the social system. Similar considerations apply to all institutional phenomena.

2.3

Affinities with other approaches

The previous sections presented part of the philosophical grounds upon which this
thesis builds. In order to support these assumptions—in particular the importance
6

If we are used to hearing the continuous tick tock of a clock, when it breaks, we do perceive its
absence, even if no real absence has been ‘generated’ in the world.
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of going beyond classic negation—this section provides a few examples of similar
conceptualization utilized in other disciplines. This list is not meant to be exhaustive:
to support the underlying common-sense spirit of our proposal, additional examples
may be suggested.
Programming with null values. The foundations of computation are based on a
binary system. However, most high-level programming languages introduce a null
value to the range of values that variables of a certain type may have; it is usually used
by programmers to identify non-initialized variables, and to deal with exceptions to
the normal computational cycle. We already observed in the previous sections the
importance of negation as failure in logic programming. In this thesis, we will refer
in particular to answer set programming (ASP), as it allows us to easily separate strong
and default negations (§ 2.1.2, § 16.3.1, § 16.3.3).
Three-valued and many-valued logics. Extensions to classic binary logic have
been presented since the end of the 19th century. Pierce, Łukasiewicz, Kleene, Priest,
Post and many other researchers in logic and philosophy have worked on similar issues, although with different methods and purposes. These various contributions
interpret the third value alternately as undefined, paradoxical, meaningless, senseless
and vague (in this last sense, it approaches the domain of fuzzy logic or other forms of
approximate reasoning). For reasons of necessity, we won’t enter into this rich but
complex network of conceptualizations.
Repertory grids. References to structures based on enrichments of binary codes
can be found in many theories that do not stem from logic or computer sciences. In
psychology, for instance, qualitative distributions are provided by repertory grids (see
e.g. Gaines and Shaw [1993]), a technique of psychological data extraction and analysis introduced by Kelly [1955], built upon the Personal Construct Theory. According
to this theory, people organize their experiences into conceptual classifications using
constructs, expressed as a set of polar opposites on a scale. For instance, after our experiences (direct or indirect), we learn that some people are exuberant and others are
shy: the construct defined by these two polar notions is what we use to consciously
or subconsciously categorize new people when we meet them. Another relevant hypothesis proposed by the Personal Construct Theory is that each person refers to and
continuously develops a unique set of constructs when experiencing the world. The
differences in the construct systems of individuals create different perceptions of the
world and, therefore, result in different modes of conducts. This has some affinity
with the practical reasoning framework presented in § 7.4.
Thesis, antithesis, synthesis. The positions negated at semantic level are reified by
some reasoning or generative pattern. A classic philosophical reference for this aspect
is the dialectic triad, traditionally—and mistakenly, for certain authors—associated
with Hegel, which provides a general argumentative template for constructing knowledge. First, a certain claim is asserted; second, arguments are developed that support
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the opposite claim; third, conflicts amongst the two claims are decided upon, resulting in a new claim synthesizing the previous positions.
Conflicts create change. Applying the dialectical analysis on social forces, Marx
and Engels attempted a general theory of social change, which may be (over)simplified
and generalized according to three principles (see e.g. Morgan [2006, p. 276]):
(a) systems are structures of oppositions (e.g. all acts of control produce consequences that will resist them);
(b) the negation of negation maintains part of the first negation (e.g. an act of
control produces an act of counter-control, which in turn will produce an act
of control depending on this) and it is not the same as the original source;
(c) at a certain point, quantity transforms into quality (revolutionary change).
Put in this form, there are evident analogies with theories in physics, especially with
theories of dynamic systems, chaos theory, complex systems (attractors, phase shifts,
etc.). Phenomena similar to these principles emerge in this work as well, such us
when we show that a commitment to a target is not the same as a negative commitment to the negated target (§ 7.4.1).
Systems theory. More recently, the social systems theory proposed by Luhmann
explains the existence of social sub-systems by the emergence of an evaluative framework based on binary codes. For instance, the legal system is characterized by the
code lawful/unlawful, the economic system by efficient/not efficient, science by
true-/untrue, etc. According to Luhmann, such codes are functional to distinguish
what communication is positive and what is negative for the sub-system. In other
words, the social system creates provinces of ‘competences’ that allow a successful
communication, i.e. self-referential production (auto-poiesis), required by these subsystem of communication to maintain itself. If the (social) complexity arises after
a certain threshold, new codes emerge, otherwise the original social system would
collapse. Luhmann also takes into account a neutral position, which corresponds to
acknowledge the irrelevance of a communication with respect to the sub-system. We
will analyze this theory together with our conceptual framework in § 9.6.1.

Chapter 3

Modeling notation

This chapter is meant to contextualize and introduce the basic computational grounds
that we will use to construct our thesis. In order to continuously test their alignment
with the (non-orthodox) philosophical grounds introduced in the previous chapter,
we preferred to work on an ad-hoc notation, built upon a low-level model of computation (Petri Nets), rather than referring to formalisms providing higher-level constructs (modal logic, descriptive logic, defeasible logic, etc.). As a practical choice,
this may raise concerns of reusability, of practical interest, and of computational efficacy. On the other hand, this choice implies the necessity of being more transparent
regarding the underlying assumptions, and offers the advantageous visual power of
the Petri Net notation. For the sake of this thesis, we believe this is the best choice.
However, as the Petri Net notation is about processes, we need to extend it adequately
to support declarative knowledge.

3.1

Representing and processing knowledge

In psychology, knowledge is traditionally divided between procedural knowledge (the
know-how), often implicit and concerned by how to perform actions, and declarative
knowledge (the know-what), which is conscious and can be communicated in a verbal
form [Anderson, 1995]. The question here is how notions can be approached by
computational means.
Imperative and declarative programming. In programming, these two aspects
can be fairly associated with two orthogonal paradigms: imperative and declarative.
According to the imperative paradigm, we ‘command’ the computer via a list of instructions, i.e. a sequence of actions to be performed in order to obtain a certain goal
(which remains hidden to the machine). For historical reasons, this can be thought
of as the ‘natural’ programming paradigm. As computation was first performed by
mechanical devices, the notion of programming arose as an evolution of the idea of
pushing buttons and turning knots. This is also the approach that served as a basis
25
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for ideal models of computation as the Universal Turing machine, and for the implementation of actual machine codes. In contrast, according to the declarative paradigm,
here exemplified by declarative logic programming, we provide the computer with a
certain knowledge, consisting of facts and rules, and rather then executing it, the machine is required to solve two types of problems with it. The first type of problem
involves querying the knowledge, i.e. asking the solver to find one or all elements
which satisfy an explicit goal expression. This processing is usually implemented in
backward chaining: the solver attempts to establish whether there is a proof that entails the goal from the known facts. The second type of problem involves providing
all the facts that are entailed by the knowledge, asking the solver to produce all the
possible consequences from the known facts, following and constrained by the rules
given as input. This is usually associated with forward chaining. Languages whose
solvers can, in practice, be seen as associated with these types of problems/processing are respectively Prolog and answer set programming (ASP).1

3.1.1

Procedural knowledge is about transients

Reinterpreting the imperative paradigm from a knowledge point of view, we could
say that, from a modeler’s perspective, procedural knowledge is arguably a natural
way to specify causal mechanisms: with a correct program, if the machine follows
the instructions, it causes the intended result.2 On closer inspection, however, we
observe that it specifies the sequential aspect of the process, rather than essential
causal dependencies.3 A more correct interpretation would be to say that procedural knowledge describes a transient4 , i.e. an intermediary phase which goes from an
input to an output state. Note that in non-deterministic settings, a stable dynamic
system may exhibit multiple outcome-equivalent transients. Returning to the previous terminology, we could then say that, in procedural characterizations, temporal
contingent aspects are added on top of structural, causal aspects, which remain tacit.
1

This is not necessarily correct from an implementation point of view. Both SLD/SLDNF resolution (Prolog) and DPLL (ASP) are based on backward chaining. In DPLL, however, all variables are
grounded, and all intermediate atoms generated in the search are collected in stable models; without
defining any goal, all the worlds that are implied by the input knowledge are returned as output. From
an external perspective, this is the same result we would associate with forward chaining. The intuition that there is a relation between ASP and forward chaining is confirmed in ASPeRiX [Lefevre
and Nicolas, 2009].
2
Contrary to the psychological case, in the computational domain, procedural knowledge seems to
be completely explicit, but in reality, it overlooks what is done by the machine below the instruction
level. Primitive actions can be seen in practice as declarative goals given to the machine to be ‘solved’.
3
Consider the recipe to cook a dish of spaghetti: for the final outcome, it really does not matter if
you put the salt in the water before the water starts boiling or after. Vice versa, it does matter for the
final outcome whether you add it while you are cooking the pasta or after you drain it.
4
In acoustics and in electronics, the transient is a short-duration, high-frequency oscillation occurring when there is great change in amplitude. Non-digital systems never pass abruptly from one state
the other, but follow a smoother, continuous pattern, up to eventually reach a new equilibrium state.
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Declarative knowledge is about steady states

On the other hand, declarative knowledge is unanimously considered to be a powerful tool for modeling definitions and constraints holding at the terminological and
ontological level. Continuing the metaphor with physics, we could say that this type
of representations focuses on steady-state aspects of reality: how entities are related,
after the transient has passed. This view is consistent with one of the requirements
associated with pure declarative programming: the absence of (or better, the transparency to) side-effects. The world that is represented by this knowledge has to be a
still world.
Representing change. But what about the representation of change? If you want
to represent a transition in a declarative way, you can consider snapshots of the arrangements holding before and after the transition—possibly labeled with a sort of
timestamp. This is, very simplistically, the principle behind situation calculus [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969; Reiter, 2001], event calculus [Kowalski and Sergot, 1986;
Shanahan, 1999], and fluent calculus [Thielscher, 1999]. Using appropriate axioms,
you can create and reason about the relations between these snapshots in a way such
that they correspond to the natural relation between the moments they refer to.5
Unfortunately, these methods do not provide the most natural visualization for
a modeler. Rather than trying to project one on the other, an alternative tradition in
AI and logic proposes to consider causality as a primitive notion, not to be reduced
to simpler concepts. This approach is, for instance, behind the idea of all Action
languages [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1998]. Unfortunately, even when the dichotomy
is made clear, operationalizations of these languages often result in compiling action programs to logic programs [Ferraris and Lee, 2012; Gebser, Grote, and Schaub,
2010], returning to ‘snapshot-handling’ solutions again.
On the other hand, recent research shows that the choice of leaving process
analysis to procedural descriptions brings a great computational advantage (see e.g.
Munoz-Gama, Carmona, and van Der Aalst [2014]). Intuitively, this may be explained by saying that procedural knowledge exploits causal computational mechanisms, not only to re-present, but also to re-create the process object, transforming the
question from what should be (characteristic of logic), to what it is (characteristic of
simulation, intended as model-execution).

3.1.3

Logical conditionals and causal dependencies

As convincingly noted by Kowalski and Sadri [2009], there is a widespread confusion in cognitive science and computational disciplines around the notion of rules,
primarily because of the lack of neat distinction between declarative rules and reactive rules. A prototypical example of this problem is the use of the term ‘production
cf. van Lambalgen and Hamm [2004] for a complete account on cognitive, linguistic, and computational aspects, especially in respect to event calculus.
5
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rule’. In (formal) linguistics, production rules define the grammar of a language, i.e.
the combinatorial system defining valid linguistic elements. In the tradition of expert
systems and active databases, production rules are reactive rules: rules guiding actions
or interventions, in response to certain conditions. These interpretations deal with
two perspectives: one concerning objects (e.g. symbols) and their relations, and the
other concerning patterns of actions, mechanisms, or processes (involving objects)—
the declarative and procedural dichotomy again. Formal logic is the prototypical
domain of the first perspective, just as process modeling is of the second.
A possible reason for this confusion could be the tension between notions as logic
conditional and causal dependency. While logic is naturally biased towards the first
operator, as it is established, well-known, and tailored for abstract worlds, and engineering favours the second notion because it is crucial for practical purposes, other
domains have a less neat positioning. For instance, law concerns a system of norms
(which, in abstract, could be approached with logic), contextualized and applied to
a social system (i.e. dealing with a continuous flow of events).6 This encounter is
made explicit in cases, which are crucial not only in legal activities, but in practically all human activities. What differentiates legal cases from the other types is the
semi-formalization of certain concepts and procedures by legal authorities. However,
from a discipline perspective, the province of this topic touches upon the requirement
engineering domain as well, as it deals with use cases, scenarios, etc.
We have returned to the initial example of production rules. On the one hand, the
language components—i.e. the symbols that we use to represent the target system—
may already be interrelated at the formal level. On the other hand, the execution
of the model should reproduce the same changes exhibited by the target system. The
first aspect is the typical application domain of knowledge bases, and, more recently,
of semantic ontologies, introduced with the explicit purpose of defining reusable concepts and relationships (‘terms’) to describe and represent specific areas of concern.
The second aspect is the main concern of process modeling, used both for descriptive
and prescriptive purposes. Unfortunately, methodologies associated with one of the
two aspects generally have a limited treatment of the other component, or they refer
to specific mediating machinery to deal with.

3.2

Logic Programming Petri Nets (LPPN)

The fundamental dichotomy between logic conditionals and causal dependencies motivates the introduction of a new notation. The idea, in short, is to explicitly distinguish the declarative and procedural components in the model, so as to allow us to
treat them separately, recomposing the corresponding results at a higher level. From
a conceptual point of view, this choice moves towards mirroring the common-sense
distinction between objects and events [Breuker and Hoekstra, 2004; van Lambalgen
6

The interplay between the two systems is usually associated with constitutive rules. Further investigation on this specific topic can be found in § 6.
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and Hamm, 2004], roughly reflecting the prototypical use of the noun/verb categories in language (cf. cognitive linguistics studies, e.g. Kemmerer and Eggleston
[2010]). Operationally, this means that the responsibility of the logic dimension
may go to a logic solver, and the responsibility of the process dimension to a process
model executor. As static conditions provide the ground on which events play out,
the first starts the operational cycle. Because of their simplicity and their wide-spread
use, we have decided to consider Petri Nets for the process dimension, while for the
logic dimension, we turned to logic programming languages to operationalize a first
proof-of-concept of the approach. Other solutions are, in principle, possible (e.g.
semantic web languages), but are outside the scopes of this thesis. This section will
provide an informal presentation; an explicit formalization is in Appendix § A.

3.2.1

Petri Nets

Petri Nets are a visual formal notation for distributed computation, first presented by
Petri [1962, 1966] in his PhD thesis. Since then, the formalism has been further extended in several directions, determining a great number of variations, and is widely
applied in both theoretical and applied domains.
Underlying commitments. Petri’s primary intent was to demonstrate, starting
from a specific engineering problem, that asynchronous systems are more powerful
than synchronous systems. Synchronous systems are characterized by a sequential nature of operations; in order to guarantee this property, control of the execution flow
has to be centralized, generally referring to a central clock. In contrast, asynchronous
systems are characterized by partial orders of operations; removing the synchronization constraint, control can be decentralized.
According to the reconstruction given by Brauer and Reisig [2009], however,
Petri’s underlying motivation was to propose a computational modeling technique
in alignment with the laws of physics, and for this reason, he wanted “to give up the
fiction of global states”. Discrete actions occurring in physical systems usually affect
only a few of the system’s components; therefore, actions cannot sustainably be defined as relations between previous and next (global) states (cf. finite-state automata,
Kripke’s models, etc.). Similarly, Petri considered it inadequate to represent system
executions as sequences of occurrences of (global states and) actions: this strict ordering would always be based on a fictive and idealized temporal dimension. Bearing
this in mind, he decided to work on a notation intentionally constructed upon the
partial orderings induced by cause/effect relations.
To appreciate this idea, consider a system consisting of many finite-state automata
connected with each other. Rather than considering the Cartesian product of all the
possible states of these automata, and intensionally defining its logical structure, the
corresponding Petri Net focuses on the distribution of computational mechanisms
and on their interactions (and, therefore, it is naturally prone to decomposition).
Petri Nets can be fully considered as compositions of localized causal mechanisms.
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(a) not enabled transition, (b) enabled transition, be- (c) the previously enabled
before firing
fore firing
transition has fired
Figure 3.1: Petri Nets consist of places (circles) and transitions (boxes), connected by arcs,
and of tokens (dots), filling the places. The sequence (a), (b), (c) shows an example of enabling
and firing dynamics.

General presentation. Petri Nets have a direct and intuitive visualization (see e.g.
Fig. 3.1). They are directed graphs with two types of nodes: places (circles) and transitions (boxes). A place can be connected only to transitions and vice versa. One
or more tokens (dots) can reside in each place. The operational semantics (i.e. the
behavioural rules) of a Petri Net can be interpreted as a “token game”. For each transition, if all input places contain at least one token, the transition is enabled to fire
(Fig. 3.1b). If a transition fires, tokens are moved from input places to output places
(Fig. 3.1c).
The topology mirrors crucial behavioural properties:
(i) parallelization: branching (i.e. attaching two or more outputs) on transitions
produces parallel paths;
(ii) non-deterministic execution: branching on places provides alternative execution
paths; the actual path depends on which transition will fire;
(iii) synchronization: parallel paths are synchronized when places are inputs of the
same transition.
Several options are available to decide which transition to fire amongst those enabled (§ A.1.2). For the moment, we will consider that only one transition of those
enabled can be fired per computational step (interleaving semantics). A second dimension of choice concerns when the firing of the selected transition has to occur.
Two main options are available (cf. Eshuis and Wieringa [2003]):
• deterministic or reactive firing: the transition fires as soon as it is selected;
• non-deterministic: the selected transition may not fire;
We will refer to the first option when the Petri Net is used as a blue-print to execute
processes (business process, agent scripts, etc.) or for modeling a process of necessity
(cf. § 5.4.1). We will refer to the second when we are modeling systems in which the
triggering causes are non-deterministic (normative mechanism, descriptive mental
models, etc.).
Condition/Event nets. In the general case, tokens can be seen as resources, which
are consumed and produced at the occurrence of firing events. However, if places are
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constrained to contain one token at most, we obtain an important variation of Petri
Nets, called condition/event (C/E) nets. In this configuration:
• places can be seen as conditions;
• the presence or the absence of the token in a place means that the associated
condition holds or does not hold;
• transitions are potential events, whose occurrence terminates the pre-conditions
(input places) and initiates the post-conditions (output places).
This reading is important, as it allows us to label transitions and places with statements. It is the starting point that brings us to the LPPN extension, and, for reasons
of readibility, it will be utilized for most of the visualizations in this thesis.

3.2.2

Extending Petri Nets with logic programming constructs

Many extensions and variations to the basic Petri Net notation have been proposed
in the literature. Some of these—e.g. Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) [Jensen, 1996] or
Simple Logic Petri Nets (SLPN) [Behrens and Dix, 2008]—propose to integrate the
descriptive function of labels with the executable nature of the net. The basic idea
is that, in order to enable a full computational operationalization, labels should be
written in some sort of declarative language, fully integrated in the operational semantics. We follow the same idea, although we start from different requirements.7
If a language is required to model a world and its mechanisms (in the wider definition of existence given in § 2), there should be a correspondence between the modeling entities and the modeled entities belonging to the reference domain, and this
correspondence should be maintained both at the level of entities and mechanisms
(ontology as existence) and at the level of concepts and terminology (ontology as
shared conceptualization). For this reason, we introduce the Logic Programming
Petri Nets (LPPNs).8 In short, LPPNs extend basic Petri Nets—allowing the specification of procedural mechanisms—with (a) a Prolog-like expression notation for
labels, attached on places and transitions (and not on arcs, as in SLPNs) and (b) with
declarative net components—allowing the specification of purely declarative mechanisms.9
7

CPNs are very powerful in terms of expressiveness, and they are applied in many domains; however, they introduce many details which are unimportant in our setting (e.g. expressions on arcs),
and this overload does not pay off for its advantages. SLPNs have been introduced as intermediate
notation to transform an AgentSpeak(L) script into an ASP program for model-checking purposes.
More importantly, both notations give precedence to the procedural aspects of the modeled system.
8
A LPPN library for simulation and analysis is currently in development. It is publicly available
at https://github.com/s1l3n0/lppneu.
9
A similar line of research can be found in the database systems literature, with the distinction
between deductive rules and active rules. An important contribution of this track is transaction logic
programming (TLP) [Bonner and Kifer, 1993]. As the LPPN notation takes locality into account, and
provides a visual notation, it can be thought as providing a higher abstraction with respect to these
proposals. However, further investigation is needed to fully appreciate their correspondences.
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Net components and labeling

LPPNs reuse the standard components of Petri Nets in a specific way:
• tokens are entities that currently exist, specified with propositional labels;
• places, containers for tokens, function as a sort of local relational databases;
• transitions, consuming and producing tokens when fired, function as mechanisms of retraction/assertion for the databases associated the input/output
places.
Additionally, LPPNs include a new type of component:
• logic operator nodes, used to specify logic constraint or for logic compositions.
There are logic operator nodes for places, and for transitions.
Two levels of specification are therefore available for the labels: the token-instance
level (for tokens), and the type-class level (for places and transitions)
• the label of a token defines the propositional content of the associated proposition (a fact of a knowledge base);
• the label of a place defines the relational model of the local database associated
with that place;
• the label of a transition specifies the parameters of the transition events that may
be fired.
Procedural mechanisms. An example of a sub-net built upon a procedural mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. In (a), two facts hold: p1(a1) and p2(a2, b1). The
transition is not enabled to fire because the variable binding required by that event
(same parameter for A) is not satisfied by the present inputs. In (b), an additional fact
p2(a1, b2) is present, enabling the transition, which fires. Because of the firing, in
(c), a new fact is forged with the consumed elements, following the label of the output
place.

E

t1(a1, b2)

t1(A, B)

t1(A, B)

p1(a1)

t1(A, B)

p1(a1)

p1(A)

p3(B)
p2(a2, b1)

p2(A, B)

p3(b2)

p1(A)

p3(B)
p2(a2, b1)
p2(a1, b2)

p2(A, B)

p1(A)

p3(B)
p2(a2, b1)

p2(A, B)

(a) not enabled transition, (b) enabled transition and (c) the previously enabled
before firing
firing
transition has fired
Figure 3.2: Example of a LPPN procedural component and its execution.
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Declarative mechanisms. The LPPN notation adds logic operator nodes, which
apply on places and on transitions. An example of a sub-net with logic operator
nodes working on places is given in Fig. 3.3 (small black squares). These are used to
create logic compositions of places (via operators as NEG, AND, OR, etc). or to specify
logic inter-dependencies (via the logic conditional IMPLIES).
p4(A, B)
p5(B)

AND

IMPLIES

p6(A)

p5(b1)

Figure 3.3: Example of a LPPN with a declarative component defined on places, corresponding to the Prolog/ASP code: p6(A) :- p4(A, B), p5(B). p5(b1).

Similarly, transitions may be connected declaratively as in Fig. 3.4. These connections may be interpreted as channels enabling instantaneous propagation of firing.
In this case, we do not have the usual logic operators, just implication or possibly biimplication, because, for the interleaving semantics, only one source transition may
fire per step. The sense of the arrow is, in principle, sufficient to specify the direction
of the relation.
p9
p7

E

t3

p10

t2

E

p11

p8

t4

Figure 3.4: Example of a LPPN with a declarative component defined on transitions, instantaneously propagating the firing where possible (in this case, t2 and t4 fire together).

Operationally, these declarative components will be treated integrating the semantics of answer set programming (ASP) [Lifschitz, 2012]. This was a natural choice
because process execution exhibits a prototypical ‘forward’ nature, and ASP can be
interpreted as providing forward chaining (§ 3.1).10 The integration of LPPN with
ASP is made explicit in Appendix § A.
Note for the reader. For simplicity, in the following diagrams we will use the
full declarative machinery of LPPN only when needed. In most cases, we will label
elements with natural language or semi-formal statements, which have to be read
simply in the propositional form.
10

For its grounding capacities, in this thesis we will also refer to ASP to implement a form of
explanation-based reasoning; a short presentation to ASP is in § 16.3.1.
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3.2.3

Ontological foundations

When a modeler describes a real phenomenon, impulse, transient, or steady state
properties reflect different conceptualizing attitudes, corresponding to alternative
granularities.
On the one hand, the modeler considers certain phenomena stable enough to be
reified. Objects are the first element that we may think of with such a property;
in the words of Breuker and Hoekstra [2004]: “Objects are the specification of the
notion that matter, and in particular solid objects, is what makes the physical world
relatively stable and observable”. But are objects the only target of this reification?
In the previous chapter, we argued for a wider category of existence. From a practical
reasoning perspective, objects are not the only category stable enough to exists, or to
be reified: propositional attitudes such as commitments, beliefs, etc. and normative
positions such as obligation, prohibition, etc. all exist, so long as they have some
effect on the world. To distinguish different attitudes or modalities, the associated
labels have to be adequately characterized, e.g. by using specific predicates.11
On the other hand, the modeler may specify that certain phenomena are volatile,
and that they have a negligible duration (impulses). Their more salient characteristic
is to produce or cause changes on the stable phenomena. Without such changes, we
couldn’t perceive their occurrence.
Volatile change and stability become intertwined with continuous change. An
ongoing event whose duration is not negligible (a transient entity, literally) can ideally
be seen as consisting of a sequence of atomic, volatile events; it can be considered part
of the general category of (instantiated) processes. However, processes are also related
to mechanisms that potentially trigger events in response to other events. For instance,
if I push this book off the table, gravity will cause the book to fall. Ongoing events
and mechanisms—that is, processes—exist as much as do objects when instantiated:
the former occupy time while the latter occupy space [Breuker and Hoekstra, 2004;
Zacks and Tversky, 2001].
In LPPN terms, the following correspondences can be then traced:
• each place specifies a prototype of a situated object or a situated process; each token
corresponds to an instance of this prototype identified by the token label;
• each transition specifies a prototype of a situated, impulse event; together with
its input and output places it implements an atomic mechanism; when fired, it
produces a transition event;
• each procedural component of a LPPN specifies a mechanism; when the net is
executed, the mechanisms result in a process;
• each declarative component of a LPPN defined on places specifies immediate
constraints between situated objects or processes;
11

cf. McCarthy’s desideratum: “introducing new modalities should involve no more fuss than introducing a new predicate” [McCarthy, 1997].
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• each declarative component of a LPPN defined on transitions specifies immediate constraints between situated impulse events; these constructs shape groupings of mechanisms that are activated simultaneously.
Why we introduced the adjective ‘situated’? Places and transitions are defined locally: this means that we may have in the same net two places (respectively, two transitions) with the same labels, but holding different tokens (firing at different times).
Note, however, that the operational meaning of these nodes is a consequence not
only of their local specification, but also depends on how they are connected with
the rest of the net.

Part I
Theory
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Chapter 4

Fundamental legal concepts revisited

In the last century, with the advent of modern logic and of informational technologies, many efforts have been directed towards the formalization of normative concepts. Several disciplines have gathered around this topic, such as philosophical logic,
legal philosophy, and computer science. A possible explanation of this multi-disciplinary interest—which has facilitated cross-pollination—is suggested by Jones and Sergot [1993] (italic mine):
“[..] at the appropriate level of abstraction [..] law, computer systems, and
many other kinds of organizational structure may be viewed as instances of
normative systems.”

It is easy to recognize a shared focus amongst these domains: they all refer to an idea
of ought, investigated respectively from an abstract standpoint (philosophical logic),
associated with the guidance of a collective or of groups of people (law), or to the
design of artifacts (computer science, software and system engineering). But what
does this ‘ought’ consist of? Why should we formalize it—that is, why would this be
useful? How might we do it? Without the pretense of a conclusive answer to these
questions, this chapter furnishes an overview of the literature and of the problems at
stake, and advances a new conceptual framework, illustrated by the two Hohfeldian
prisms.1

4.1

On the formalization of normative concepts

Two main lines of research can be identified in the modern analytic literature.
Normative matter. The first group gathers investigations concerning the matter
of normative specification. There is a quite general agreement in this topic on the
1

The material presented in this chapter and in the next one widely extends and refines what presented in [Sileno, Boer, and van Engers, 2014e].
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centrality of notions as obligations, permission and prohibition, also known as the deontic modalities.2 The normative content (the ‘what’ which is obliged, permitted, or
prohibited) is usually distinguished in two forms: ‘ought’ directed towards states of
affairs (sein-sollen, or ‘ought-to-be’), and ‘ought’ directed towards actions (tun-sollen,
or ‘ought-to-do’). The latter type, considered by most authors to best capture the use
of normative notions in law and morality, has led to attempts at integrating deontic logic and action logic (e.g. Meyer [1987]; Segerberg [1982]; von Wright [1963]).
The type of ought does not exhaust the matter, however. On a more general level,
additional topics under investigation include conditional or dyadic3 obligations (e.g.
Prakken and Sergot [1997]; von Wright [1971]), the explicitation of preferences or
priorities (e.g. Tan and van der Torre [1996], van Benthem, Grossi, and Liu [2013]),
the integration with defeasible logic (Prakken and Sergot [1996]), the explicit treatment of violations (e.g. Governatori and Rotolo [2010]), and the inclusion of temporal aspects (e.g. Dignum, Weigand, and Verharen [1996]).
Normative relations. A second group of studies, inspired by the work of Hohfeld
[1917] on ‘fundamental legal concepts’, focuses on the normative relations holding
between two parties, and especially on notions as directed obligations and rights. This
group traditionally starts from the investigations of Kanger and Kanger [1966], subsequently refined and extended by Lindahl [1977], and includes, to cite only the most
famous, the works of Makinson [1986], Jones and Sergot [1996], Santos, Jones, and
Carmo [1997] and Sergot and Richards [2001]. Despite the different perspective,
these contributions also combine various flavours of deontic and action logic in order to describe primitive social interactions and complex normative concepts. Most
of them employ modal logic, but there are interesting exceptions, such as the works
of Allen and Saxon [1995], and Saunders [1997], based on relevance logic, and of
Makinson and van Der Torre [2000], built upon input/output logic. These authors
explain the choice to use a logic alternative to modal logic as an attempt to bypass the
issues that derive from interpreting antecedent/consequent relations as conditional
implications (cf. the contrary-to-duty obligation paradox in [Chisholm, 1963], or
[Makinson, 1999] for a more extended list of problems). Relevant to this group,
although different in spirit, is the contribution by Sartor [2006], which further investigates the teleological aspects of normative relations.
A neglected dimension: power. The creation and modification of normative relations, i.e. institutional dynamics, is overlooked or only implicitly expressed in
deontic logic, but it is instead put in the foreground by Hohfeld, via the capacitive dimension associated with institutional power. Some of the works of the second group
presented proposals for its formalization ([Lindahl, 1977, Ch. 6], [Makinson, 1986],
2

Deontic comes from the ancient Greek δέον (déon), meaning ‘that which is binding’, ‘duty’.
In general, a dyadic relation is simply a binary relation, but a dyadic obligation refers specifically
to an obligation related to a context, e.g. “if the alarm is ringing [context], you have to go towards the
exit [obligation]”.
3
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[Allen and Saxon, 1995], [Jones and Sergot, 1996]), but for the most part, this is
still a relatively unexplored field. Examples of related topics are representation and
mandate [Gelati et al., 2004], power in organizations [Grossi et al., 2005] and empowerment and delegation [Boella and van Der Torre, 2008], but these focus on
higher-level aspects of the notion rather than its foundations. Furthermore, as noticed by Makinson [1986], Kanger and Kanger [1966] made an unfortunate choice
to use the term introduced by Hohfeld for power to identify a specific deontic position. This error reverberated in other works, which persist still today in mixing the
deontic and potestative categories.
A quest not yet completed. The concurrent existence of alternative accounts (and
the continuous introduction of new ones) makes evident that the quest towards uncovering the ‘fundamental legal concepts’ is still far from being concluded. In addition to (or—plausibly best—before) striving for this target, one may start asking
whether such a quest makes sense in itself. This higher-order question may be inflected onto two dimensions: inquiring into the possibility of representing a normative system and assessing the usability for practical purposes of the identified notions.

4.1.1

Is it a meaningful quest?

The difficulty of underpinning the essence of legal relations may be seen as supporting
the legal realist position illustrated by Ross [1957] with the famous tû-tû example.
In this article, the Scandinavian jurist presents an imaginary tribe whose language
includes the word tû-tû, for which there is not a direct translation in other languages.
Despite this impossibility, we can still say that (a) someone becomes tû-tû if he has
performed certain actions, e.g. eating the chief’s food; (b) when someone is tû-tû, he
has to undergo a certain ceremony of purification. The word tû-tû is therefore used
with both descriptive (to identify a ‘non-purified’ member) and prescriptive functions
(to discipline the purification process). Knowing this, Ross observes that this double
nature makes the term functionally similar to legal terms such as rights, ownership,
etc. Therefore, as we are aware that there is nothing more than superstition behind
the tû-tû, the example is intended to show the existential vacuity of legal concepts as
well, and that “they serve a purpose only as a technique of presentation”.
Inferential function. Sartor [2009] partially agrees with Ross, but defends the latter component, arguing that terms expressing legal qualifications have still an inferential meaning. Sartor provides several reasons in support of the inferential dimension
of legal concepts, rather than an ontological (existential) dimension. He observes that,
in order to make sense of textual sources and to synthesize our knowledge in expressible form, we need to have available common terminological information, even if
this ontology (conceptualization) is to a certain extent only locally and contextually
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characterized, and evolves in time.4 Sartor focuses particularly on intermediate legal concepts, e.g. ownership or contract, which are constructed as combinations of
multiple norms.
Grounding the social function of law. Ross’s critique, however, also targets concepts defined as fundamental in Hohfeld’s theory. His argument could be interpreted
as stressing that legal notions acquire sense only when they are connected to actual
situations; but, when such connections have been specified, we do not need any more
abstract, intermediate links. Behind this argument, we may read the fear of seeing jurisprudential activity concentrated on general notions of rights, while these rights
may be not correctly realized.5 Similarly, intermediate concepts like ownership may
obfuscate what they imply in practical terms, e.g. consolidating a certain hegemonic
structure. This explains the insistence of Ross and legal realists on facts, and on the
role of judges.
Application in information systems. For different reasons, the question of whether
deontic concepts and jural relations are at all necessary can also be found in the information systems literature, e.g. in [Logrippo, 2007]. These arguments generally mirror
current practices: operational infrastructures in public administrations, for instance,
usually do not maintain references to the original normative provisions. From the
perspective of an IT developer, they are not relevant; implementations of law will
eventually be specified in terms of well-defined business processes: specific activities
performed by agents (humans or software) enacting roles. This is all that is needed
from an operational perspective. Similar considerations were made at the beginning
of the 1990s while investigating legal expert systems. At that time, it was already clear
that normative reasoning was either compiled out operationally, removing all reference to normative notions (as in the famous model of the British Nationality Act
[Kowalski, 1992]), or built upon logical formalisms like deontic logic. The following
passage nicely contextualizes the two approaches:
[We can draw] “a distinction between an adjudicator whose role is to apply the
law to routine case to which, it is assumed, the law is readily applicable; and an
adjudicator who must recognise that his decision may extend the law because
it represents a novel decision. In the former case a knowledge of the law is
sufficient, and no normative reasoning need be indulged in. In the latter case,
knowledge of the law simply will not enable a decision to be reached, and so a
4

These last two sentences use explicitly two different meanings currently associated with the word
ontology. The first, introduced in philosophy, refers to the study of existence: of entities (of ‘what
is’) and of their relations. The second, common in the AI community and promoted with the advent
of the Semantic Web, considers an ontology as an explicit, formal specification of a (usually shared)
conceptualization. See [Guarino, 2009] for further clarification.
5
Although constructed from an opposite perspective, Kelsen’s reduction of law to a system of
sanctioned norm (addressing the legal subjects) and sanctioning norm (addressing the law-applying
authorities) [Kelsen, 1949, p. 60] can also be seen as responding to the same fear: Kelsen’s structure
does not allow accounting a right without defining adequate explicit protections.
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decision must be taken which is justifiable in terms of rather wider notions and
which will require normative reasoning.”, Bench-Capon [1989]

For operational purposes, in the case of well-known routine cases, we do not need a
normative characterization: implementations as logic programs, production systems,
or, in an organizational frame, adequate definitions of business processes would be
sufficient in principle. In this case, we are in the domain of what service designers
call the happy flow or golden path, i.e. the bulk of operations that covers most of the
organizational activity and on which designers tend to focus, in order to improve
efficiency of provision and cost reduction.
Dealing with failures. Unfortunately, the previous approach fails to acknowledge
the occurrence of failures, and, more generally, of all kinds of situations that are
not covered by the happy flow. For instance, administrative services may be proven
unfit or ineffective in dealing with service consumers’ requests or in facing noncompliance. In this respect, the problem seems one of openness of the social system
and of reliability of expectations about social participants, but similar considerations
hold for much more controlled domains, such as the design of computational artifacts. Consider, for instance, this passage by Jones and Sergot (italics mine):
“[..] even where we opt for an implementation where everything is performed
by automata, the possibility of violation remains: because of faults in components of the system; because of the influence of extraneous factors beyond the system’s control. If we were now to design the computer system with the possibility
of violation in mind, we might wish to include in the specification additional
provisions for dealing with cases of violation as they arise; [..]”, Jones and Sergot [1992]

Refocusing on a legal-normative system, a failure occurs when a social participant
does not behave according to the norms, or, in more general terms, institutional
expectations of social participants are not met (and, typically, one of the parties brings
the case to the court).
Beyond frictions at the social level, a second dimension of concern involves compliance amongst regulatory specifications. In effect, changes in legislation or novel
interpretations given in relevant cases may require an intervention on the operational infrastructure of the public administrations. Therefore, a failure may also
occur when there is an external intervention on the normative system.
From the perspective of the administrative organization, both types of failure require a re-design of the existing services, but it is crucial to acknowledge that they
are not exceptions, they are ‘natural’ events for the administrative activity. In other
words, in addition to the traditional operational dimension covered by current infrastructures, there is a continuous design dimension that has to be accounted for as a
central component, and therefore requires adequate support tools.
Reaffirming the constitutional function of law. Expectations are formed at the
individual level, suggested by collective practices or by explicit normative sources,
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thus reducing possible frictions. However, even if we assume that collecting all
known and hypothetical situations that may occur is possible, norms would include
an infinite number of operating rules to provide expectations about each situation.
As this is not factually possible, normative guidance (and therefore law) necessarily
relies on abstractions, using operationally intermediate concepts such as rights, duties,
powers, or compositions thereof. In other words, rather than insisting on the hegemonic function of law (stressed by legal realists) or focusing on its instrumental function (implemented by traditional information systems), we reaffirm the importance
of structuring the constitutional function of law, in the sense suggested by Habermas
[1998, Ch. 1]. Law is meant to be a guide for the ongoing constituting process of
society, and serves neither as a specification, nor as a script.6
Metaphorically, the general role of rights, duties, and powers is that of seeds to
be further developed by the social participants. This observation provides an important, practical reason for including in the implementation of services: these concepts
are traces of requirements that are crucial to maintaining consistency (and recognizing conflicts) amongst the different normative components during redesign phases.
Thus, we reach an answer to the question starting this section: it is operationally
meaningful to investigate the representation of the normative matter, just as the modeling and treatment of requirements is increasingly addressed in organizations.

4.2

Before Hohfeld: Leibniz and Bentham

Notions such as obligation, permission, and prohibition, i.e. the deontic modalities,
are at the base of all variations of modern deontic logic, but the first investigations
concerning these notions can be traced back much further in history. This section
briefly reorganizes some preparatory elements taken from this tradition, as they will
be relevant in subsequent sections.
Modalities. The introduction of the idea of modality is usually associated with
Aristotle’s ‘De Interpretatione’, but its most commonly known presentation has
been most developed by peripatetics, and in particular by scholastics, as e.g. Thomas
Aquinas with ‘De Propositionibus Modalibus’.7
In short, a modality can be defined as the expression of the attitude of the speaker
towards the propositional content presented in an utterance. The simplest linguistic
manifestation takes the form:
It is <modal force> that <proposition>.
6

(4.1)

In a similar spirit, see the works recently addressing citizens’ and stakeholders’ participation
through agreement technologies, as e.g. [Casanovas, 2013], acknowledging that “reconciling ontologies and inferential schemes requires an adjustment not only on legal but on social basis as well.”
7
For an analysis of the relations between modern modal logic and medieval modal logic, see Uckelman [2009].
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as for instance in “It is true that the Earth is round” or “It is forbidden that a ship
enters the off-limits area”. The number of modalities existing in language is uncertain. Aristotelian philosophy focused mostly on the alethic modality, i.e. that of
truth or necessity. This modality is used by a speaker in order to communicate what
is certainly (or certainly not) the case, or what may be the case. Other common
modalities are the epistemic modality or of knowing (known to be true, unknown,
known to be false), the deontic modality (obligatory, permitted, prohibited), and the
existential modality, related to quantification (all, some, none).
From alethic to deontic modalities: Leibniz. The first explicit connection between alethic and deontic modalities is usually attributed to Leibniz. In the ‘Elementa Juris Naturalis’ (1669-71), he proposed a group of one-to-one correspondences,
here reported after Kalinowski [1976]:


possibile





impossibile
injustum, illicitum
est quicquid


æquum, debitum 

necessarium



indebitum
omissibile
iustum, licitum

indifferens est simul justum et omissibile

This analysis can be seen as a consequence of his theory of natural law, for which an
obligation is “the necessity which constrains the wise to do good” [Leibniz, 1710/2010,
p. 395]. Although Leibniz grounded the existence of fundamental legal notions on
metaphysics, he was unveiling a more general connection.
Aspects of laws: Bentham. Similar conclusions were reached more than a century
later by Jeremy Bentham. His investigations on logical patterns in law, expressed extensively in ‘Of Laws in General’ [Bentham, 1782/1970], were developed plausibly
without knowing of Leibniz’s work, and certainly have radically different foundations. Bentham’s ground is on the purposive functions of law: his attention turns on
the “aspect of a law” or “aspect of the will of a legislator”. The resulting analytical
framework can be summarized as in Table 4.1, after Lindahl [1977, p. 5]. L stands
case

aspect of law with respect to F

type of law with respect to F

L wishes that F
L wishes that not-F
Not: L wishes that F
Not: L wishes that

decided, affirmative
decided, negative
undecided, affirmative
undecided, negative

command
prohibition
non-command
non-prohibition

Table 4.1: Bentham’s aspects of a law.
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for “the legislator” and F is a variable for action-propositions. An aspect of law corresponds therefore to a qualification of the legislator’s will with respect to F.

4.3

Hohfeld’s fundamental legal concepts

After Leibniz’s and Bentham’s attempts at systematization, it was Hohfeld [1913,
1917], around a century ago, who restarted the analytical quest for the identification
of ‘primitive’ legal concepts. His work is usually considered to flow in the stream
of the tradition established by Bentham, and continued by Austin. In contrast to
these authors, however, rather than taking the legislator’s perspective, Hohfeld investigated “the basic conceptions of the law—the legal elements that enter into all
types of jural interests”, and decided to proceed by analyzing the institutional matter
as it is concretely used in the actual activity in the courts. For the first time, the
focus was put on ‘concrete problems of litigation’, i.e. on the prototypical domain of
lawyers and judges.
In this frame, Hohfeld identified eight fundamental jural relations.8 Divided into
two groups, they are—according to Hohfeld—the lowest common denominators for
normative relations, sufficient to represent all legal configurations.9 The resulting
taxonomy of legal concepts is traditionally illustrated on two squares, using two
schemes of ‘opposites and correlatives’, as in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2, where we have included alternative namings proposed in the literature in addition to the original Hohfeld’s terminology. In their essence, the two Hohfeldian squares reflect two distinct
dimensions—the obligative (or deontic) dimension and the potestative (or capacitive)
dimension—of the legal relations holding between two correlated parties, i.e. two
social actors that are bound by legal provisions, as e.g. a legal contract.

4.3.1

Obligative square

The first innovation brought by Hohfeld is the consideration that concrete normative relations cannot be expressed on the mere basis of deontic modalities. It is important to make explicit which party is the addressee of the normative proposition
and which party is the beneficiary, i.e. whose interests are protected or promoted. In
the words of Hohfeld:
“[..] if X has a right against Y that he shall stay off the former’s land, the
correlative (and equivalent) is that Y is under a duty toward X to stay off the
place. [..] whereas X has a right or claim that Y, the other man, should stay off
cf. Kocourek [1920b] for a discussion on the term ‘jural relation’ contemporary to Hohfeld.
Before becoming a legal scholar, Hohfeld started his studies in chemistry. Interestingly,
Mendeleev’s periodic table (first presented in 1869) was already taught at Hohfeld’s times. We may
imagine what the young Hohfeld might have thought as a legal scholar: what if the notions regularly
used in the legal activity could also be constructed starting from primitive elements? If this was the
case, recognizing and to organizing such fundamental legal concepts would facilitate the work of legal
practitioners (judges, legal drafters, etc.), just as the periodic table facilitates that of chemists.
8

9
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beneficiary
perspective

addressee
perspective

claim
right

duty

no-claim
no-right
exposure

privilege
no-duty
liberty
freedom

Figure 4.1: The obligative square of legal concepts, with alternative namings.
the land, he himself has the privilege of entering on the land; or, in equivalent
words, X does not have a duty to stay off.” [Hohfeld, 1913]

In practice, the notion of claim embodies the idea of right as the protection of an
interest via a corresponding duty. A privilege corresponds to the absence of duty, and
when it holds the other party has no-claim to advance.10 It corresponds in practice
to a permission, and there is no normative force associated with it, so in principle,
it could simply be derived from the absence of explicit duty. The four notions—
claim, duty, privilege, and no-claim—can be organized in the obligative square of legal
concepts, also called the first Hohfeldian square, as in Fig. 4.1.

4.3.2

Potestative square

The second crucial innovation introduced by Hohfeld is an explicit consideration of
the dimension of change, centered around the notion of power. Institutional power is
usually defined as the ability to produce changes at the institutional level, i.e. creating,
modifying and removing certain institutional facts.
“A change in a given legal relation may result (1) from some superadded fact
or group of facts not under the volitional control of a human being (or human
beings); or (2) from some superadded fact or group of facts which are under the
volitional control of one or more human beings. As regards the second class
of cases, the person (or persons) whose volitional control is paramount may be
said to have the (legal) power to effect the particular change of legal relations
that is involved in the problem.” [Hohfeld, 1913]

In this passage, Hohfeld insists on the characterization of institutional power
with volitional control, that is, with intentionality. A person holding such a power
10

The choice of the term privilege has been criticized. Etymologically, ‘privilegium’ (from ‘privus’,
stand-alone and ‘lex’, law) means ‘disposition that concerns an individual’. In Romance languages, the
term has a strong connotation of being an exception to a general condition, and therefore it fails to
identify a primitive notion. Another term, liberty, will be preferred after this section. See § 15.1.2.
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performer
perspective

recipient
perspective

power
ability

liability
subjection

disability

immunity

Figure 4.2: The potestative square of legal concepts, with alternative namings.

has the institutional ability to deliberately alter legal relations (e.g. transfer of ownership) by performing certain acts. Rather than using terms of addressee and beneficiary when considering the action, the two parties can be distinguished as (potential)
performer (enacting the power) and recipient (suffering from the enactment). Correlative to power, liability means being subjected to that power, while the opposite
immunity means to be kept institutionally untouched by the other party performing
the action (who, in turn, is a position of disability). These four notions—power, liability, immunity, and disability—can be organized in the potestative square of legal
concepts, also called the second Hohfeldian square, as in Fig. 4.2.
Subjection as obligation to follow along. The notions expressed in the potestative square fit neatly with a general interpretation of the notion of power (including
physical power). Intuitively, power is something that the agent needs to have in order
to successfully perform an action. For instance, if I want to push that car which has
just stopped, I need to have adequate power in my muscles. On the other hand, the
car is passively subject to my action, but it will move only if I put in enough effort. In
contrast to physical power, however, institutional power is primarily based on recognition. As the normative domain does not lie in the physical world, but is reified
in the minds of the social agents, a normative change is effective only if such agents
recognize an act as a normative act, and infer the associated consequences. This is
an important point, to which we will return in the next chapter (§ 5.3.2). For the
moment it is sufficient to acknowledge that:
Proposition 1. Institutional subjection can be seen as an epistemic obligation ‘to follow
along’ (i.e. to reify the consequences implied by) the normative directives.
A taxonomy of institutional powers
In legal scholarship, synonymous terms like legal ability, legal capability or legal competence are used only when the target of change constrains the conduct of agents in
terms of duties (or prohibitions); therefore, liability always ultimately concerns a
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duty. As Foulke [1919] said: “[..] we do not enter in the region of law until we reach
the limits of restrained conduct”. Similarly, Kocourek [1920b] stated: “[..] power
(Konnen) is a legal concept only in-so-far as it includes within its ambit, claims or
duties”. Therefore, for most legal scholars, there is no such a thing as a jural ‘power
to offer’. This seems to be confirmed by Hohfeld’s opinion, as he states that: “It is
a liability to have a duty created”11 , and in another passage acknowledges only the
‘power to accept’ as proper jural relation12 . However, he is not consistent with this
choice: the first example of legal power he brings is abandonment, which is traditionally not considered to constitute a jural relation, as it does not constrain another’s
behaviour.13 We propose, therefore, an extended terminology to distinguish the different cases:
• deontic power is an institutional power operating on relations of the first square;
• coercive power is a deontic power which creates duties and prohibitions;
• non-deontic power is an institutional power operating on relations of the second
square and other non-deontic institutional facts;
• jural power is an institutional power attributed by a legal system.
For instance, a buyer, by accepting an offer, determines his duty to pay and seller’s
duty to deliver, therefore the power to accept is a deontic power. In contrast, a seller,
by offering, creates the buyer’s power to accept, but no duties; the power to offer is
a non-deontic power, as it does not constrain other’s behaviour.14
The quotation about power cited at the beginning of this section suggests a second categorical dimension. In addition to institutional powers related to acts under
volitional control and deliberately aiming for a certain institutional change, we may
recognize an institutional power associated with all events that bring about an institutional change, including natural ones, e.g. death. Sartor [2006] proposes to call the
first type action-power, and the second—a super-set of the first—generic power. Without changing class hierarchy, we rename the first volitional power, and we refer to the
dual set as non-volitional power.
The second category does not consist solely of natural events. For instance, the
insolvency of a company may transfer duties on its shareholders; as insolvency is
Hohfeld [1913, p. 53].
Hohfeld [1917]: “Suppose A mails a letter to B offering to sell the former’s land, [..] such letter
being duly received. The operative facts thus far mentioned have created a power as regards B and a
correlative liability as regards A. B, by dropping a letter of acceptance in the box, has the power to
impose a potential or inchoate obligation ex contractu on A and himself”.
13
Hohfeld [1913, p. 45]: ‘[..] X, the owner of ordinary personal property ‘in a tangible object’ has
the power to extinguish his own legal interest (rights, powers, immunities, etc.) through that totality
of operative facts known as abandonment; [..]”.
14
Note that other authors assign a different meaning to the term ‘deontic power’. For instance, Searle
[2010, p. 9] calls positive and negative deontic powers respectively rights (in the sense of claims) and
obligations (in the sense of duties). Castelfranchi [2003] instead sees permission as a deontic power: “the
possibility of doing the action without violating another’s entitled expectations, without upsetting
him and eliciting opposition and persecution (retaliation and punishment)”.
11

12
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deontic power
non-deontic power

volitional power (action)

non-volitional power (event)

acceptance*
offer

insolvency
violation

Table 4.2: General taxonomy of institutional power with examples of prototypical actualizing events. In legal scholarship, only the top-left quadrant (*) is considered to be a proper
legal ability or competence.

generally not under (direct) volitional control—it is usually a side effect of e.g. bad
management and/or due to change in environmental factors—we can associate it with
a non-volitional power.15 To give another example, a thief, even if he is willingly violating the law, does not want to be recognized as a thief. The power to violate a norm
is generally a non-volitional power (unless the perpetrator wants to be recognized as
a violator); furthermore, it is usually non-deontic, as it generally results in a liability
to enforcement.
However, mindful of the realist stance advocated by Hohfeld, we cannot easily
conclude this analysis by associating some ‘power’ to events. Fortunately, a direct
response to this problem is not difficult. Death, insolvency, theft: in order to be
institutionally meaningful, some social participant has to have the power to declare
their occurrence. In effect, non-volitional power associated with events always mirrors a volitional power of recognition, which can instead be ascribed to actual persons
(e.g. the plaintiff party in the case of a violation).
Institutional susceptibility. The deontic and volitional categorizations of institutional power are orthogonal, and produce the taxonomy illustrated in Table 4.2. As
we said at the beginning of this section, in legal scholarship, legal ability or competence has a strict meaning: it concerns an institutional power, which, in our terminology, is deontic and volitional. However, this more general interpretation of
power may explain why, according to Hohfeld, liability is not necessarily a negative
relation, in contrast to the common connotation. To avoid unnecessary confusion,
we will use the term liability for the notion correlative to the deontic interpretation
of power, while we will use the term susceptibility for the correlative to the general
interpretation of power (see also § 5.3.1).

4.3.3

General properties

The diagrams in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 present interesting properties.
15

For completeness, we should say that the declaration of insolvency, performed by a person who
is in charge in the organization or by a public officer, is in itself volitional. It is the production of
the conditions that enable the recognition of the insolvency that is not under volitional control, apart
from cases of fraudulent bankruptcy.
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Correlativeness. The vertical axes separate correlative concepts, i.e. relationships
that exist simultaneously and that identify dual positions of the two parties. Considering, for instance, the first square, when a party has a duty towards a second party,
the latter has a claim towards the former. For legal coherency, “each pair of correlatives must always exist together” [Corbin, 1919].
Opposition. From top to bottom, we encounter opposite concepts: e.g. if duty
corresponds to the institutional obligation to perform an action, privilege is the entitlement to discretion to perform that action (i.e. the absence of duty). In this case,
for legal consistency, no pair of opposites may hold at the same time.
Some authors (e.g. Kocourek [1920a]) have criticized the choice of the term ‘opposite’ in this context. In effect, two types of opposition can be delineated: contrary
and contradictory, generally used with respect to quantity and to quality (§ 2.1.1). For
instance, the contrary of X owing Y a certain amount of money consists in Y owing
X the same amount (opposite value for quantity), while the contradiction would be
X not owing Y that amount of money (opposite value for quality). As Hohfeld’s use
of ‘opposition’ is related to the existence or absence of a jural dimension, it should
instead be specified as a contradiction.
Negation as conflict, progressive and regressive forms. A third category of negative concepts, to be read on the diagonals of the square, has been proposed in the
literature (see e.g. Vatiero [2008]). This relation reflects the inherent conflict between the parties holding in a legal configuration. For instance, claim is the negative
of liberty because the claim of one party is juxtaposed with the liberty of the other.
The reading enabled by the negative dimension can be used to make explicit the
interaction between the two parties’ interests. Thus, claim can be interpreted as a
progressive form of claim (‘claim to’), and liberty as a regressive form of claim (‘claim
against’ another’s claim). Note how the definition of the regressive form makes sense
only when the progressive is possible: there is a dialectical asymmetry between the
two notions.
Similarly, the power of one party competes with the immunity of the other.
Therefore, the jural notion of immunity can be seen as a regressive form of power
(‘power against’ another’s power), whereby power is the progressive form of power
(‘power of’) [Vatiero, 2008, p. 28].
First-order and second-order relations. In the Hohfeldian tradition the obligative
and potestative squares are called, respectively, of the first-order and of the secondorder. The potestative square specifies the existence or non-existence of connections
to potential changes in the normative state. Thus, second-order relationships enable
(or do not enable) one bring about a change on the first-order ones (according to the
strict definition of power), or on any relations (following the wide definition). In
both cases, they are at the foundational level of an institution’s dynamics. Therefore,
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progressive
regressive

first-order

second-order

claim
liberty

power
immunity

Table 4.3: Taxonomy of rights

institutional power, triggered by institutionally meaningful actions, can be seen as
primarily concurring to institutional causation.
A taxonomy of rights.
that:

Hohfeld started his analytic investigation by observing

“The term ‘rights’ tends to be used indiscriminately to cover what in a given
case may be a privilege, a power, or an immunity, rather than a right in the
strictest sense [claim]”, Hohfeld [1913]

Examples of this conflation, and of the possible resulting confusions continue to
appear still today.16 Using Hohfeld’s insight, we can reorganize the four meanings
using the previous terminology, obtaining Table 4.2. However, this classification has
been criticized in the literature as being incomplete. For instance, the constitutional
right to assemble peaceably is not a claim, as there is no correlative duty; nor is it a
mere liberty, as it evidently transports a normative value. Several authors (see e.g.
Sartor [2006]) interpret it as the non-primitive notion of protected freedom. We will
return to this point in § 5.5.3 and § 15.1.3.
Positional interpretation. The visual representation given by the squares makes
explicit the symmetry and duality of the relations between two parties. Focusing
on a specific perspective (e.g. that of the addressee), two positions—two points on a
virtual dimension—are available to describe where that party stands. However, this
position is strictly linked to the position of the other party. One may think of the
squares as a game board in which when one player moves, he moves both checkers at
the same time. Thus, the difference between, for example, duty and claim is just one
of point of view, as they describe the same binding.
This opens up an interpretation of legal positions in economics terms, introducing a second, more specific meaning for the term position. Following Hirsch’s terminology, Pagano proposes to consider rights as positional goods, i.e. entities for which
the positive consumption by one party corresponds to a negative consumption by
Markovich [2015] reports the recent case of a minister of Justice publicly stating: “It’s ridiculous
to say that the right to marry is a human right: it would mean that the State has the duty to find a wife
for those who don’t have one”; and the case of a president of the Constitutional Court explaining
that the constitutional sentence ‘The Republic guarantees the right to property to everyone.’ was
changed to ‘Everyone has the right to property’ because “the former would follow that goods should
be divided equally among people”.
16
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another party.17 In effect:
“It is impossible to exercise a right or a power if somebody is not subject to the
exercise of these rights and powers: positive amounts of rights and power must
be jointly consumed with negative amounts of liberties and immunities (that is
with duties and liabilities).”, Pagano [2007]

This property suggests an explanation of how correlativity is maintained in practice
(§ 4.5).

4.3.4

Previous formalizations or the lost symmetry

In order to use the previous conceptualization in a computational environment, we
need an adequate mapping to symbolic machinery. Unfortunately, despite the visual
regularity of Hohfeld’s analysis, the formalizations proposed in the literature (e.g.
Lindahl [1977], followed by Sartor [2006]) show that the opposition and correlation
relationships are not the same at different points of the squares. Considering the
correlative relationships in the first square, we have:
Claim(y, x, A) ↔ Duty(x, y, A)
NoClaim(y, x, A) ↔ Privilege(x, y, ¬A)

(4.2)

The last parameter in the Privilege predicate in the second equivalence introduces
a negation that is not present in the first equivalence. This is because the primary
interpretation of privilege refers to the omission of a performance, which is instead
required in the presence of a duty. In effect, considering the opposite relations, we
have:
Duty(x, y, A) ↔ ¬Privilege(x, y, ¬A)
Claim(y, x, A) ↔ ¬NoClaim(y, x, A)

(4.3)

In contrast, considering the second square, all relations maintain a natural symmetry:
Power(x, y, A) ↔ Liability(y, x, A)
Disability(x, y, A) ↔ Immunity(y, x, A)
Disability(x, y, A) ↔ ¬Power(x, y, A)
Immunity(x, y, A) ↔ ¬Liability(y, x, A)

(4.4)

The natural symmetry of the Hohfeld’s framework is thus lost when it is mapped
to a formal/computational system.
17

Positional goods are not constrained by economic scarcity, i.e. by a limited availability of a certain
resource. They derive from a form of social scarcity, a consequence of the fact that the aggregate
consumption by two parties must be equal to zero. Typically, they function as discriminators of social
status.
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The Hohfeldian prisms

In order to re-establish the intuitive gestalt of Hohfeld’s original contribution, we
attempt to solve the lack of symmetry made explicit in the previous formalization,
starting by reconsidering its underlying assumptions.

4.4.1

Reconsidering permission

A matter of negation. At bottom, the problem with the standard formalization
seems to be caused by a nonsymmetric use of negation. We may then attempt to
start from alternative grounds; for instance, by mirroring the human way of dealing
with this operator. In the following, we summarize and extend part of the material
already presented in § 2.1.2.
In order to represent qualitative relations within a family of related concepts,
Blanché [1953] proposed an extension to the Aristotelian square of opposition. In the
quantificational form, the square of opposition is defined by four corners: A “all”, E
“none”, I “some” (in the sense of at least one), O “some not” (at least one not). Blanché,
amongst others, observed that in natural language, “some” means rather some but not
all.18 He proposed therefore a triangle of contrariety, whose corners were A, E, and
a new position Y, associated with this new meaning. As Y can be obtained by the
conjunction of I and O, he eventually constructed an hexagonal shape, including an
additional position U, a ‘bipolar’ position obtained by the disjunction of A and E.
The position Y represents, in qualitative terms, the neutral position, which cannot
be described in either positive or in negative terms.
Permission as faculty. The same construction could be repeated with the deontic modalities. To begin, we refer to the terminology used by Leibniz and Bentham
(§ 4.2), obtaining the hexagon in Fig. 4.3a. Then, considering the common terminology used in the axiomatizations of deontic logic (4.5), we obtain the hexagon in
Fig. 4.3b.
Forb(A) ↔ Obl(¬A)
Perm(A) ↔ ¬Forb(A)
Obl(A) → Perm(A)

(4.5)

As we can see from these figures, the pragmatically grounded meaning of the term permission (Perm0 ) is different from the formal one (Perm), as it means liberty (Faculty):
Perm0 (A) ≡ Faculty(A) ≡ Perm(A) ∧ Perm(¬A)
18

(4.6)

In pragmatics, this phenomenon has been explained with the theory of scalar implicatures. See
e.g. Levinson [1983, p. 132]: “[..] if a speaker asserts that a lower or weaker point [..] on a scale
obtains, then he implicates that a higher or stronger point [..] does not obtain.”
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or commanded
or prohibited
U ≡ imperative

U Obl(A) ∨ Forb(A)

obligatory
commanded

illicit (unjust)
prohibited

I
licit (just)
permitted

E

A

E

A

O
omissible
non commanded

Obl(A)
¬Perm(¬A)

Forb(A)
¬Perm(A)

I

O
Perm(¬A)

Perm(A)

Y
Faculty(A) ≡
Perm(A) ∧ Perm(¬A)

Y
permitted and non commanded
≡ at liberty, optional

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.3: Deontic hexagon: in Leibniz’s and Bentham’s terminology (a), and standard formal notation (b) .

Obl(A) A

E Forb(A)

Y
Perm (A) ≡ Faculty(A)
0

Figure 4.4: Deontic triangle of contrariety, in formal terms

This shift, although it may seem harmless, entails important consequences to the
overall system. Ross [1968] brought a relevant argument in this respect, observing
that traditional accounts of deontic logic exhibit a foundational issue with permission:
“Von Wright’s fundamental view, that ‘permission’ is an independent normative
modality not translatable in terms of obligation (commands and prohibitions),
seems to me incomprehensible, in view of the way he interprets the term ‘permission’ in a subsequent section of his book [...]. After a lengthy discussion,
permission to do said to be identical with the negation of an obligation to omit
C”, Ross [1968, p. 124]

The standard formal definition considers permission as a simple dual rewriting of
prohibition. In contrast, when permission is associated with the position Y, this consideration no longer holds. Permission cannot be directly inferred merely as duality
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beneficiary
perspective

addressee
perspective

right to
protection against
right to
performance

claim
A

no-claim

duty

E Forb
Obl

−
+

Y Faculty
privilege

Figure 4.5: The obligative Hohfeldian prism.

to the position E, but both A and E must be false for Y to hold. In a way, we have
moved from a binary system to a three-valued logic, illustrated by the deontic triangle
of contrariety in Fig. 4.4.19

4.4.2

First Hohfeldian prism

Although providing greater granularity, Hohfeld’s framework specifies normative
positions; therefore, we expect that at least part of it should be constructed upon
deontic modalities. In effect, obligation (Obl) and prohibition (Forb) can be easily related to positive and negative characterizations of duty, and permission (in the sense
given above of Faculty) to liberty. Thus, by expanding the right side of the first
Hohfeldian square using the deontic triangle, we obtain the first Hohfeldian prism
(Fig. 4.5). It is easy then to extract the correlative triangle, describing the possible
positions of beneficiary party. Considering an action A, this triangle contains, beyond the no-right position concerning A, the right to the performance of A, as well
as the right to protection against A. Interestingly, with the new characterization of
permission, the overall framework regains symmetry. These are the equivalences for
correlative concepts:
PosClaim(y, x, F ) ↔ PosDuty(x, y, F )
NegClaim(y, x, F ) ↔ NegDuty(x, y, F )
NoClaim(y, x, F ) ↔ Privilege(x, y, F )

(4.7)

However, as three-valued logic accounts for two types of negation, the represenCrawford and Ostrom [1995]’s framework is based in practice on such a triangle, as it uses only
three operators (must, must not and may). This is also in accordance with the recent proposal of Frantz
and Purvis [2013] to extend the ADICO framework from discrete to continuous scale, constructed
on positive (e.g. +1), negative (−1) and neutral (0) points.
19
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tation of the opposite relationships encounters some differences with the previous
account. First, to distinguish the positive and negative characterizations for duty and
claim we define a first type of negation (represented with ‘−’) in terms of ‘quantity’:
−PosDuty(x, y, F ) ↔ NegDuty(x, y, F )
−PosClaim(y, x, F ) ↔ NegClaim(y, x, F )

(4.8)

The second type of negation (represented with ‘¬’) operates at qualitative level
and nullifies the normative characterizations:
¬PosDuty(x, y, F ) → Privilege(x, y, F )
¬NegDuty(x, y, F ) → Privilege(x, y, F )
¬PosClaim(y, x, F ) → NoClaim(y, x, F )
¬NegClaim(y, x, F ) → NoClaim(y, x, F )

(4.9)

At this point, we have to decide how to proceed with the negation of the neutral
positions (privilege/no-claim). Intuitively, the dual of a position of absence would
be a position of existence, but two characterizations of existence are available in this
context. Generalizing what was stated in (4.9), we obtain:
¬Privilege(x, y, F ) ↔ PosDuty(x, y, F ) ∨ NegDuty(x, y, F )
¬NoClaim(y, x, F ) ↔ PosClaim(y, x, F ) ∨ NegClaim(y, x, F )

(4.10)

The disjunction implies that two configurations are possible once the privilege is
negated. In order to solve this indeterminacy, we expect the existence of contextual
pragmatic patterns.
Closure norms and default negation. All real normative systems are provided
with some sort of closure norms. These serve to generate norms where no other norm
is applicable. A typical example is “everything which is not forbidden is allowed”.
The ‘not’ in this phrase identifies the absence of elements to reach a conclusion about
a certain prohibition from a given knowledge base, and this default negation (or negation as failure) produces the same result of the second rule in (4.9):
not NegDuty(x, y, F ) → Privilege(x, y, F )

(4.11)

It is plausibly in response to such default mechanisms that we may expect an inverse
preference when there is an explicit negation applied on the default position, solving
the indeterminacy observed at the end of the previous paragraph. For instance, when
(4.11) applies, asserting ‘this is not permitted’ entails ‘this is forbidden’:
¬Privilege(x, y, F ) → NegDuty(x, y, F )

(4.12)

This intuitive expectation is confirmed by common use: “this is not allowed” is a
synonym of “this is forbidden”, not of “this is obligatory”.
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Figure 4.6: The potestative Hohfeldian prism.

4.4.3

Second Hohfeldian prism

In the presentation of Hohfeld’s framework, we observed that institutional susceptibility (and liability) corresponds to the obligation of recognizing in a certain action
the actualization of an institutional power, and of considering its institutional consequences. Institutional susceptibility corresponds, therefore, to the obligation to
follow along the action, or better, to respond in the way that is expected for that
performance. This conforms with physical susceptibility, and it is observable by
transforming the deontic modality to the alethic one (and assuming determinism in
the physical world). For instance, if an adequate force is put on a mirror, the mirror
necessarily breaks.
Completing the triangle of contrariety related to this obligation, we can align immunity with the faculty of following along the action, and negative liability with the
prohibition on producing the expected alignment (Fig. 4.6). Considering the correlative positions, we have respectively power (the black circle), disability to control and
negative power or disability to instill the institutional consequences associated with
the action. Using a physical metaphor, the three relationships stand for attraction,
independence, and repulsion. Interestingly, the second Hohfeldiam prism can also
be used to express the positions concerning practical power of an agent with respect
to an object/environment.
Closure norms and default negation. For the second prism we have a different
situation. In this case, the usual normative structure implies that, when an institutional power is not specified, there is a disability:
not PosPower(x, y, F ) → Disability(x, y, F )

(4.13)

For the same principles of linguistic economy applied on the first prism, if we negate
the default position of disability, we should then return to power:
¬Disability(x, y, F ) → PosPower(x, y, F )

(4.14)
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As with the first square, this intuition is confirmed pragmatically: “You don’t have
immunity” means that you are liable.

4.4.4

Forgotten positions: negative liability and negative power

The position of negative liability is of critical importance in social terms, but to our
knowledge, our contribution is the first to make it explicit.20 Negative liability describes the explicit denial of the agent in that position to recognize the normative
system in which the correlative power is posited. In everyday terms, it is easy to recognize the types of situation in which this may occur, such as between children and
parents (usually during adolescence), or between younger and older brothers. The
two examples furnish an idea of the social function of that position, and therefore a
hint of where we could find its use in a normative system.
The position of negative liability holds when the recipient wants to protect his
individual identity, and to automatically respond as a not-subjected, opponent subject, without leaving the possibility of following that normative guidance. A similar
situation occurs when a country creates a completely new institutional system, and
wants to protect itself from residual application of the previous one. This typically
occurs after a revolution or a liberation from an occupying regime.
Proposition 2. Negative liability serves to ‘destroy’ institutions.
As confirmation of this intuition, we bring a passage of the Declaration of Independence of the Netherlands (italics mine):
“Know all men by these present [..] we have unanimously and deliberately
declared [..] that the King of Spain has forfeited, ipso jure, all hereditary right
to the sovereignty of those countries, and are determined from henceforward
not to acknowledge his sovereignty or jurisdiction [..], nor suffer others to do it.”
Act of Abjuration (1581)

The passage in italics can be read as ‘no one is allowed to follow along the commands
of the king of Spain’ (because we will punish him for that). This is not an immunity,
as that would retain the possibility for the people to engage in institutional transactions with the king of Spain. Rather, it is an explicit prohibition of following along
(i.e. recognizing) his directives, which correlatively puts the king of Spain in the
position of negative power.
The term negative liability has also been introduced by Dari-Mattiacci [2009], but for a different
use. Liability is usually perceived negatively, because tort liability rules generally internalize negative
externalities: people who cause damages have to provide a remedy through compensation. For symmetry, in principle, when positive externalities occur, a party who creates unexpected benefits should
also provide compensation to the correlative party. This negative liability (i.e. with triggering events
dual in terms of economic impact) is treated quite differently in law than the normal liability; in effect,
these authors show that the symmetry is not satisfied.
20
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Critics in legal philosophy

Despite the highly positive resonance in the analytical domains, the response of legal
scholarship to Hohfeld’s analysis was (and still is) rather mixed. On the one hand,
clear supporters—from the earliest days, e.g. Cook [1919]; Corbin [1921], through
recent times, e.g. Nyquist [2002], Ratnapala [2013, Ch. 13]—highlight the clarity
of the framework, as well as its clarifying functions, best experienced in didactic
settings. On the other hand, critical voices, exemplified by Kocourek [1920a], put
the stress on some inconsistencies of the framework, but, more importantly, argue
over its minimal “juristic utility” for practical purposes.21
Correlativity axiom. More foundational critics attack the applicability to all legal
rights of the correlativity axiom, i.e. of the stipulative nature of positions that bind
two identifiable individuals [MacCormick, 1977]. MacCormick argues that universal rights are not simple correlatives of a duty, as, in the legal functioning, they act
rather as grounds for duties, or better, as reasons for imposing duties (see also Lazarev
[2005]). The point is correct. However, Hohfeld didn’t start his enterprise directly
targeting universal rights22 , and the extension of his framework to these is more recent.
On the other hand, the correlativity axiom can be seen as a general maintenance
property of legal institutions: that is, not an assumption, but a more general emergent
property. To explain this point, we refer to the positional interpretation of normative concepts (§ 4.3.3). To think at institutions in terms of positions means to think in
terms of legal equilibrium [Pagano, 2007]: if a provision assigns certain rights without specifying the correlative duties, it creates ex-ante a legal disequilibrium in the
complementary structures of progressive and regressive relations. At this point, the
occurrence of relevant cases would lead the legal system to furnish solutions ex-post
to the clash of expectations between social participants, typically involving some
dilution of claims and/or partial limitations of liberties. The maintenance of correlativity is therefore a consequence of the functioning of legal system.
Conflation of rights. In truth, the nature of rights has been at the center of the
debate since the beginning. Hohfeld strongly attacked the conflation of meanings
of the word “right” in the common usage, proposing a differentiation that failed to
become praxis. Eradicating a word already established in a living language is a nearly
impossible objective: if a word has become common, this means that it functions to
a good extent, i.e. that its pragmatic contextualization is adequately successful for
21

For intellectual honesty, we should acknowledge that Hohfeld’s (or Hohfeld-inspired) work has
today only a marginal role in legal practice. This work attempts to provide additional arguments in
its defense, both from a philosophical and, hopefully, from a practical perspective.
22
After Radin [1938]: “It is a single act of A in regard to B that is before the court. Even when
there are a thousand parties plaintiff and defendant, there is only one act envisaged at a time. Indeed,
[...] the actual act of rendering judgment is always specific. It is unique as an act and it deals with two
unique persons, never more”.
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the members of that community. Hohfeld and successive authors are convincing in
showing relevant cases in which things went wrong with the word ‘right’,23 which
effectively act as warnings to be cautious in handling it, but, unfortunately, they do
not provide possible explanations of why this conflation occurs in the first place.
Plausibly motivated by the previous question, the analysis provided in this chapter
shows that the conflation is relatively clear: where claim is ‘right’, privilege is ‘right
against a right’, power is ‘right to be followed along’ and immunity is ‘right against a
right to be followed along’.
Is power truly a right? This explanation is however not completely satisfactory
with respect to institutional power. In the words of MacCormick and Raz:
“It is commonly thought that powers are a species of rights. This is a mistake.
Though powers are essential to the explanation of rights, they are not in themselves rights. It is possible to speak of a power-right only if one is at liberty to
use or not to use the power at will.”, MacCormick and Raz [1972]

Therefore, in the following chapters, we will further refine our analysis: first, investigating the relations holding between weak and strong permission (§ 5.5.3), and then,
tracing the underlying connections between permission and power (§ 15.1.3).
A ‘formal’ realism. Despite these critiques, one thing has to be acknowledged.
Going against an established tradition of his time, Hohfeld recognized the classical
division between rights in rem and rights in personam, but not ontologically: his
approach proposed reducing rights of the first type to bundles of rights of the second
type. This explains why Hohfeld is considered to be a precursor of legal realism,
despite taking an analytical and formalistic approach: he reoriented legal reasoning
“away from abstract notions of entitlement and toward the sort of pragmatic view of
law as a social institution that was naturally more congenial to the institutionalists’
(and realists’) philosophical and epistemological commitments” [Fiorito and Vatiero,
2011]. This passage also presents the perspective from which the next chapter ideally
begins.

23

See note 16 for some recent examples.

Chapter 5

Positions in institutional interactions

Institutions are not abstract, hors contexte structures: they always operate in a social system. The fundamental mechanisms we need to capture when modeling jural
interactions are related to an in-context application of norms, explaining and guiding behaviour. In this chapter, we will show that a change of perspective—from
conceptual-inferential (cf. Sartor [2009]) to agentive-interactional (§ 4.1.1)—provides
an alternative response to the critique of Ross on the ‘existential vacuity’ of normative concepts. The fundamental concepts on the Hohfeldian prisms can be seen as
mapping 12 primitives that construct any social aggregate (§ 5.1). More importantly,
by focusing on interactions and processes, we capture the dynamic nature of institutions § 5.2): on the one side, bringing into the foreground the role of power, as
the normative infrastructure allowing change; on the other, considering the flow of
events as a characteristic not reducible to other structures.
In the second part of the chapter, we will investigate the construction of these
mechanisms from a cognitive point view. Following the principles of embodied cognition, we will start from physical power to analyze the functioning of institutional
power (§ 5.3), and from idea of necessity to uncover the notion of obligation (§ 5.4).
The chapter ends with a general template of practical reasoning integrating the normative categories (§ 5.5).

5.1

Realizing normative systems

In general, the notion of a normative system may refer to:
(a) a system of norms, i.e. a system of rules of conduct;
(b) a system of components (e.g. agents) whose behaviour follows certain norms.
At first glance, these references seem to reflect the dichotomy between internal
and external perspectives on law. The first is the prototypical perspective of the legal scholar, a participant in the construction and maintenance of a regulative system
63
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(cf. Kelsen’s “Pure Theory of Law”). The second is exemplified by the observer perspective of the sociologist, for whom the legal system is only one of the components
influencing the conduct of social participants. The separation of concerns has been
advocated not only by legal scholars (cf. Hart [1994, p. 89–91]), but also by sociologists (cf. Luhmann [2008]).
Going beyond internal and external perspectives
The two points of view are, however, intertwined, because norms are always contextualized in a social setting. Hart himself, in another passage of ‘The Concept of Law’,
states (italic mine):
“[..] if a social rule is to exist some at least must look upon the behaviour in
question as a general standard to be followed by the group as a whole. A social
rule has an ‘internal’ aspect, in addition to the external aspect which it shares
with a social habit and which consists in the regular uniform behaviour which
an observer could record.”, Hart [1994, p. 56]

This external-internal aspect is exhibited by legal norms as well, explicitly defining and circumscribing standards of behaviour via the sources of law. Actually, the
very existence of sources of law presupposes that “someone” will look upon behaviour through their lens.
Legal rules—and more generally, all formal rules, including organizational regulations, protocols for distributed systems, etc.—apply by necessity to a social environment, and therefore, if we want to use them operationally, it is important to go beyond
the internal/external perspective. This means not reducing norms to (a), but to consider rather a reinterpretation of (b), which reconciles the interactional view of the
latter with the normative view of the former.1 Following this idea, a first redefinition
of normative system would sound like:
(c) a system of agents whose behaviour should follow certain norms.
This definition includes both individual participants and normative aspects, but it
is easy to conclude that it is not useful for practical purposes. The statement (c)
relates certain norms to all known and potential behaviours that individuals of a
social system may exhibit, without making explicit how this relation is structured.
Exploiting behavioural abstractions inherent to norms
Norms are rules or principles of conduct, and ultimately serve to identify correct,
‘good’ behaviours from incorrect, ‘wrong’ ones. Despite the specific linguistic form
1

The innovation of Hohfeld’s analytic contribution with respect to abstract deontic analysis can
be interpreted accordingly: the legal activity, exemplified in courts, is above all a matter of reasoning
on the institutional configurations holding between two parties, i.e. two social participants entered
in a conflict.
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in which they are expressed or their level of abstraction2 , interpreters will always
remap them in social terms. In this pragmatic view, the function of norms can be
seen as anchoring prototypical, standardized patterns of behaviour (e.g. employer,
employee, buyer, seller) described at a certain level of abstraction, to normative characterizations (e.g. obligatory, prohibited, permitted) of actions or situations.
Such behavioural patterns are usually called roles: they are meant to abstract individual behaviours, but also to specify behavioural templates that individuals can
enact.3 We seem to have a direction along which to rewrite (c): rather than all possible behaviours, we could consider only the (normatively characterized) behavioural
structures expressed by the norms. But is the role structure satisfactory for this
scope? The short answer is no. In fact, this thesis stems from the idea that role is
an incomplete abstraction for legal modeling.
A role model deals with actions, but in many cases, descriptions at the action level
are not sufficient to interpret a certain behaviour, and additional associations to the
mental states of the participants may be required, the typical example being dealing
with cases of non-compliance. This observation can be brought down to a fundamental level: all normative notions have a teleological characterization [Sartor, 2006]
that might contrast with the actual intents of the participants. For instance, using
parental rights in a way that damages the interests of the minor is an unlawful act.
Thus we need to enrich roles with cognitive and motivational components, building
upon the notion of ‘agent-role’, first introduced in [Boer and van Engers, 2011a], and
discussed more extensively in the following chapters. Agent-roles are scripts that situate interactions in the social system, integrating positional and procedural aspects.
With this extension, we can rewrite (c) as:
(d) a system of agent-roles normatively characterized as correct (good, normal) or
incorrect (wrong, abnormal).
Interestingly, this definition can be aligned with the constructive nature of institutional systems: new agent-roles may be introduced, or existing ones may be modified or removed via external interventions on the normative system. For the norm
dimension, changes would reflect modifications in the sources of law, or adjudications that set novel interpretations. For the social dimension, new agent-roles can be
introduced, for instance, when a new scheme of non-compliance is acknowledged, or
when a new requirement is presented by service consumers.

5.1.1

Related works

In the last few decades, more and more research efforts have been directed towards
multi-agent systems (MAS), i.e. distributed systems whose components are interactSee e.g. Verheij, Hage, and van den Herik [1998] for an analysis of the distinction between rules
and principles.
3
For an investigation on the uses of the notion of role in computer science, and a proposal of
formalization for multi-agent systems (MAS) see e.g. Boella and van Der Torre [2007].
2
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ing autonomous agents (usually artificial). From these studies the area of normative
multi-agent systems (NMAS) emerged, focusing on regulation and organization of
agents and of their interactions (see Alechina et al. [2013]; Balke et al. [2013]; Singh
et al. [2013] for recent overviews). The general approach of NMAS is to remap and
formalize notions and mechanisms investigated in social science, with the purpose
of guaranteeing the satisfaction of design goals at the system-level (or macro-level),
even if individual agents, at the micro-level, follow their own strategies. Clearly all
these works have relevant overlaps with our domain of investigation, but there are
also important differences.
First, most of the proposed frameworks insist on the deontic positions of obligation, permission, and prohibition, and, as observed amongst others by Boella and
van Der Torre [2007], neglect the dimension of power. Second, they typically refer
to roles as the prototypical abstraction of agents, thus overlooking any intentional
characterization at the template level. These two choices mean that these contributions consider normative systems essentially as control structures; more precisely,
they lack the granularity necessary to appreciate that agents create institutional facts
in order to obtain certain outcomes, and that they may hide an unlawful behaviour
behind compositions of conformant actions. This still makes sense for the discipline,
as NMAS contributions generally apply to artificial social systems.4
Our requirements are quite different: we aim to provide (legal) analysts with a
framework to be used both for policy design and for collecting explanations of observed (human) social behaviour. On the one hand, we acknowledge that, beside
coercion, normative systems provide agents with a predictable space for action and
therefore with opportunities, created via the production and consumption of institutional positions (e.g. a market). Proceeding along Hohfeld’s contribution, we target
reusable components concerning both duty and power, and power concepts are considered as first-class citizens in our framework. On the other hand, by focusing on
agent-roles rather than roles, we enable a direct alignment of norms with cases.
Strangely enough, (institutional) power concepts are also neglected as well in
frameworks currently used for institutional analysis, like the ADICO syntax, introduced by Crawford and Ostrom [1995] in the Grammar of Institutions. Despite
recognizing the “shared linguistic constraint or opportunity” transported by institutional statements, the syntax they propose accounts only for their deontic dimension. Similar consideration can be expressed about frameworks proposed for requirement engineering, such as KAOS [van Lamsweerde and Letier, 2004], i* [Yu,
2009]. Contracts are important sources of legal relations, and are therefore relevant
to our research as well. Contract modeling has been investigated in the domain of
automatic contract management, e.g. Farrell et al. [2005]. In distinction from these
works, however, we also consider the requirement of easy access to non-IT or logic
4

There is, however, an increasing convergence of NMAS research towards social technical systems
(STS) and socio-cognitive technical systems (SCTS)—i.e. social systems in which humans and artificial
devices interact with each other—see for instance Noriega et al. [2014]; Singh [2013].
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Figure 5.1: The sale process as a Petri Net.

experts by supporting the introduction of visual programming methods to mediate
between natural and formal languages, in the tradition of scenario-based modeling; see
e.g. Harel and Marelly [2003b]. The modeling of legal mechanisms with Petri Nets
has already been advanced by Meldman and Fox [1981]; Meldman and Holt [1971],
and by Purvis [1998]. However, these works mainly focus on events and factual conditions and neglects all normative characterization (§ 4.1.1). Other authors, such as
Raskin, Tan, and van der Torre [1996], have proposed using this notation to formalize contracts. The resulting models, however, do not consider agents as sub-systems:
they neglect the communication process constructing the interaction, and they are
not extendible to take into account intentional characterizations.

5.2

Case example: a sale transaction

As a first example, we will start by modeling a sale transaction, a canonical scenario
that connects legal theory with economics. The aim of this section is to build an
incremental model of the transaction, first representing the process implementing it,
then adding the normative positions underlying the process.
Institutional definition. In institutional terms, sales are usually considered to belong to the general category of contracts. A (simplified) institutional definition
would sound like:
A bilateral contract arises from the exchange of mutual promises (the offer and
the acceptance) between two persons which require the performance or the nonperformance of some act by both parties. In the case of a sale contract, the two
parties are the buyer and the seller, respectively bound to the performance of
payment and of delivery.

For simplicity, we suppose that in our case, the offeror is a seller.
The sale process. Interpreting the previous definition in terms of events, the sale
process is basically characterized by the actions offer, accept, pay and deliver, performed by one of the parties. As interpreters, we recognize certain dependencies
between the events: a buyer cannot accept if there is no offer, and payment and delivery have sense for this deal only if they occur after the acceptance. On the other
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Figure 5.2: The sale process as interaction between concurrent processes.

hand, there is no explicit requirement in the given formulation about whether the
payment should precede the delivery or vice versa. The corresponding process model
is illustrated as a Petri Net in Fig. 5.1. Petri Net transitions (the boxes on the graph)
are used to model actions, and the topology of the net formalizes their dependencies.
To ease the reading, we identify the initial transition with ‘S’ (start) and the concluding one with ‘E’ (end). Although not labeled at this step, places (the circles) can be
used to model conditions that are necessary for the (institutional) event to occur (cf.
[Meldman and Holt, 1971]).
However, if we want to model the interaction in its entirety, the proposed representation lacks a satisfactory granularity. First, each action performed by one party
is (in most cases, by necessity) coupled with an acknowledgment by the other party.
Extending the model to take this into account means considering the distribution
of processes amongst actors, and the concurrent execution exhibited by social phenomena. Second, as contracts are protected by law, when a mandatory action is not
executed, the party who was expected to benefit from the act can enforce on a failed
performance. These extensions are applied in Fig. 5.2. Note how synchronization
places connect all four main actions with the other party; differently, there is no
synchronization place for the recognitions of failures. In this specific model, failurerelated events are triggered only internally, as a consequence of the non-occurrence of
the expected events. A more refined version should include a synchronization for
the case of misalignment of the perceived outcomes with the expected ones (e.g. the
good delivered is not the same as what requested).
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Figure 5.3: The sale process enriched with jural positions.

The sale process enriched with normative positions. At this point, the process
diagram can be enriched with the conditions enabling the occurrence of each event
(Fig. 5.3). Intuitively, in order to make an offer, the seller must have the power to
offer. On the other side, the buyer recognizes the offer, only if he is susceptible to
the offering action of the seller. Once the buyer recognizes the offer, he acquires the
power to accept, and he may use it.5 We know that promises commit their performers
to some course of action. In effect, once the acceptance is performed and recognized,
the duties and correlative claims created by the promises are produced for each party,
and, having such claims, the agents wait to acknowledge the expected performances.
The figure takes into account that duty alone is not sufficient to successfully perform an action (e.g. of payment); the agent needs the associated power. Interestingly,
the transitions generating such powers may fire after that the offer is accepted. Consider, for instance, a scenario in which the seller starts the sale before he possesses the
good, or even before the good comes into existence (e.g. a future harvest).
5

Remember that, even if the transition is enabled, the operational semantics of basic Petri Nets
considers that it may not fire.
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Disentangling practical and institutional power. Although we have exploited
the terminology for institutional power proposed in the previous chapter (§ 4.3.2),
in this modeling exercise, we have considered both practical power and institutional
power, referring to the performance of the action and its institutional interpretation,
respectively. Focusing on the seller, for instance, the abilities necessary to sell are
the power to offer and the power to deliver the good. The form of delivery varies
significantly depending on the domain, and it is generally a mixture of physical and
institutional action (consider a sale in a marketplace, with a concrete exchange of
goods with money, contrasted to the transactions in a stock exchange). Accordingly,
power includes both practical and institutional aspects.

5.3

From physical power to institutional power

In order to capture the functioning of institutional power, we start by investigating
physical power, proceeding similarly to the bottom-up analysis of social power given
by Castelfranchi [2003]. This choice is aligned with the assumptions of embodied
cognition: the idea that human cognition is an evolutionary and experiential consequence of aspects of the body, situated-in and interacting-with the environment
(see e.g. Lakoff and Narayanan [2010, Ch. 2]). For this reason, we cannot consider
any category or conceptualization without acknowledging that ‘what reality is’ is
a consequence of the coupling agent-environment. Law, as human activity, is not
exempt from such considerations, because it heavily relies on world knowledge, i.e.
common-sense knowledge [Breuker and Hoekstra, 2004] that we use to interpret, describe events, and perform acts in certain situations. The core of this knowledge
is grounded in our experience of the world, but, as such experience is subjective,
one might ask how it might become common-sense. Embodied cognition provides a
plausible explanation: because we all share, to a good extent, the same body structure
and functionalities, we experience the physical world similarly, and so we can create
and share similar conceptualizations.6

5.3.1

Physical power

Etymologically, an agent is an entity characterized by the ability to perform certain
actions. In general, however, ability alone is not sufficient to conclude a performance
successfully: the environment also has to be in correct alignment with such a performance (e.g. I would not be able to work on this computer now, if there was no
electricity).
As Breuker and Hoekstra [2011] warn, however, the enterprise of considering a core ontology
based on common-sense should be taken with care: “cultural influences may extend or modify the
nature of these concepts. A good example is the introduction of the notion of ‘energy’ in our common
sense vocabulary due to our insights in and experiences with electricity as a source for heat, light and
movement.”
6
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Affordance and power
The relation between agent and environment is traditionally studied in ecological
psychology via the theory of affordances, introduced by Gibson [1979].7 We will
investigate it more diffusely in § 9.2.2, but it is relevant to provide some elements
here to construct our argument. For example, a chair affords that we sit on it, because
our body can bend at the level of the knees, the chair object has a fit structure, etc.
Chemero [2003] proposes representing affordances with the following expression:
Affordsφ (environment, agent)

(5.1)

to be read as “the environment affords the agent doing φ”, where φ corresponds to
an action, or a composition of actions.8 Sometimes, the environment is shrunk to a
simple object (a patient entity), in order to increase the attention of the interpreter
to the target of the action (e.g. the chair example). In these cases, however, there are
always implicit default contextual conditions to be taken into account to get the full
picture (e.g. atmosphere, gravity, etc.). Therefore, we need to distinguish two types
of affordances:
• a subjective affordance, feature-based and synthetically constructed by the agent
with what he perceives, selects, and processes from the environment according
to his experience and intrinsic features,
• an objective affordance, disposition-based, which refers to the actual situation of
the agent in the object domain.
These two types of affordances may be respectively aligned to perceived physical power
and to actual physical power. We could introduce a formulation similar to (5.1) using
a power predicate, writing “the agent has the power to perform φ on the patient” as:
HasPowerφ On(agent, patient)
The inverse relation may be phrased as e.g. “the patient is subject to the performance
of φ by the agent”:
IsSubjectφ By(patient, agent)
General action scheme
All expressions of affordance, power and subjection discussed so far revolve around
these components:
• an action or an event, which causes some change in the environment;
7

Related concepts have been a matter of investigation in philosophy since Plato (with the theory
of perception), and more recently in phenomenology, cf. Merleau-Ponty [1945].
8
It is important to remark that the original account of affordances is non-representationalist. Being
a synthetic concept it shouldn’t be addressed by analytical methods.
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Figure 5.4: Minimal process.

• an agent entity (possibly implicit), to whom the generation of the action is ascribed; note how this referencing can be seen as an attribution of responsibility;
• an environment (possibly implicit), in which the action would take place; it
consists of three types of components:
– patient entities, suffering some change caused by the action.
– catalyst entities, contextually necessary for the occurrence of change, but
not modified by it (e.g. gravity);
– entities irrelevant for the action.
Looking through these elements, we observe that this action scheme builds upon
a more foundational conceptualization of the world: it considers phenomena which
are stable enough to be interpreted as objects (including agents) or situations (as arrangements of objects), and others—events (including actions)—which refer to transitions from one situation to another. These ontological commitments are in accordance with cognitively-inspired core ontologies of legal knowledge, such as LRI-core
[Breuker and Hoekstra, 2004] and LKIF [Hoekstra et al., 2007]. A primitive causal
model relative to an event may be modeled as a Petri Net as in Fig. 5.4.
Positions and dispositions. Any event involves objects, but, beyond the existence
of these objects, the occurrence of an event requires additional constraints on their
properties and arrangements. For instance, I can drink a glass of water only if there
is a glass of water sufficiently nearby. In other words, for the action to occur, the
agent and the patient (and catalyst) entities should be correctly aligned, i.e. be in
an arrangement enabling the occurrence. The spatial adverb of the example reflects
the typically local nature of this interrelation. Thus, in order to correctly model the
action scheme given above, we introduce two additional notions.
The first notion is that of position and serves to abstract the components of arrangements with respect to the involved entities.
Definition 1. A position is a local state of the system that can be related to other
positions in dimensional terms.
This is an abstract definition, but the three characteristics of locality, staticity and
relative dimensional ordering allow us to include under the same term meanings such
as: positions of objects in the space, dyadic relations between agent and environment
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(§ 7.1), legal positions binding two parties (§ 4.3.3), factors (§ 16.2), and propositions
(§ 2.1.2).
The second notion is that of disposition, as e.g. being fragile, being soluble, etc.9
We use this to specify the causal connection between the action and the pre/post
arrangements.
Definition 2. A disposition is a precondition necessary to reach, at the occurrence
of an adequate stimulus, what is currently only a potential state. This state counts as
the manifestation of the disposition.
Dispositions encompass positions, but, to reiterate, their essential characteristic is
that of requirements to causal change (e.g. an element can be dissolved in a solution
only if the element is soluble). On the other hand, they also provide behavioural
expectations about the referent entities (a soluble element is expected to dissolve in a
solution).
Primitive action scheme as Petri Net. The given definitions can be easily mapped
to the Petri Net notation: positions become places, whereas dispositions correspond
to input places. We can then operationalize the action scheme as in Fig. 5.5a: if the
action is performed when the agent, patient, and environment are in the right dispositions, then the expected change occurs. In general, we should take into account all
input/output combinations, possibly non-deterministic. Furthermore, we should
consider that, in a real setting, not all attempts will be successful. The introduction
of the idea of success makes explicit that, if an action occurs, it is because there is
an underlying commitment of the agent towards a goal, which may be satisfied with
the outcome or not. The success-discriminating condition is the presence or absence
of a general correct disposition. A model implementing this extension is proposed
in Fig. 5.5b, including an inhibitor arc (the arrow with a circle head). Note how
the model becomes non-deterministic if we remove the catalyst disposition. This
is coherent with common-sense: as it is cognitively—if not physically, cf. quantum
mechanics—impossible to acknowledge all the conditions which are necessary for an
action to be successful, any action may always fail.
Ability and susceptibility
The relation between the agent and the action can be described in terms of ability,
which, following the previous analysis, corresponds to a disposition of the agent concerning the action. In general, ability can be further divided into components placed
along three categorical dimensions: physical vs cognitive (concerning perceptual or
epistemic worlds), object vs process (static or dynamic aspect of reality), and structure
Disposition is a long-debated notion in philosophy, especially in metaphysics. Lewis [1997] provides a famous critique of the classic account based on logic conditionals, and a reformulation in
causation terms, which is aligned with the present work.
9
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Figure 5.5: General action scheme in terms of positions and dispositions (a), including failure
and success (b).
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Table 5.1: Components of ability, examples.

vs situation (concerning consolidate or contingent conditions).10 Table 5.1 provides
some examples of the proposed taxonomy.
Similarly, the relation of the environment to the action can be expressed using
another dispositional notion: susceptibility.11 In short, ability concerns the active
component of action, whereas susceptibility is about the passive component. We can
inflect the susceptibility in components as we did with the ability. For instance, the
structural process component is given by the physical laws, the situational process
component is given by the concurrent physical events during which the action takes
place. As we are focusing on physical power, there is no cognitive dimension to be
accounted for with the environment.
10

The proposed categorization is useful to trace some coordinates, but it is an arguable simplification. First, there are relevant intertwinings between objects and processes, due to their constructive
interactions: consider for instance the relation between the formation of the body and the emergence
of certain behavioural regularities, or of knowledge structures with reasoning processes. Second, the
ability associated with primitive actions (including instinctive reactions), lies at the interface between
symbolic and pre-symbolic domains; e.g. when our arm touches a flame, is the subsequent reaction a
cognitive or a physical response? Finally, what is structure and what is situation depends greatly on
our assumptions and attitudes.
11
In physics, the susceptibility of a substance describes its response to an applied field (mechanic,
electromagnetic, etc.).
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Figure 5.6: Minimal pattern for power.

Defining affordances via dispositions. Let us return to our case example: in order
to offer, the seller should be able to at least emit the message. This is not sufficient,
however: a medium is required to transport the communication, and at the opposite
end, a buyer should be able to receive the message. The alignment between agent
and environment, required by the agent to be successful in performing the action,
can be rewritten as an alignment between his ability and the susceptibility of the
environment towards his action. Thus, similarly to Chemero [2003], the expression
of affordance can be rewritten as:
Affords0φ (susceptibilityenv , abilityagent )
The interest of this transformation lies in abstracting the specific instances of agent
and environment, and in referring affordance only to their dispositions, as proposed
also by e.g. Turvey [1992].12 Returning again to the sale example, this means that
the affordance of offering—offering as mere pronunciation of the offer—is a relation
between the ability of the seller to emit the offer with transportation and reception
dispositions, i.e. the correlative susceptibilities of the market. Ability and susceptibility are not independent properties, though. From an evolutionary perspective,
they are constructed in coupling. From an epistemic perspective, affordances that are
experienced are categorized only ex-post in ability and susceptibility features, in order
to facilitate the composition of new affordances by replacing the term with similar
characteristics. In short, they provide different perspectives of the same matter, plus
some contingent variations consequent to the different point of view. Following
this interpretation, it makes sense to consider power as one composite disposition
(Fig. 5.6).

5.3.2

Institutional power as epistemic claim

Obviously, the physical act of pronouncing and the reception of a message are not
sufficient for a successful interaction: we also need a correct alignment of the signification process, which depends not only on the specific content of the normative
Chemero [2003] argues that ability and susceptibility are not dispositions, but features, i.e. synthetic statements: “having the ability to walk does not mean that one will not fall down even in the
ideal conditions for walking”. In our terms, this divergence can be simply traced back to the distinction between actual and perceived affordance/power.
12
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statement, but also on the normative source. For instance, the sale process requires
that the buyer correctly interprets the offer as granting him the power of accepting, but before that, it requires that the buyer ascribes to the seller the power of
offering—offering as an institutionally meaningful action. What makes an action an
institutionally meaningful action? To put it simply, all action is intended to produce
a certain outcome, and if this outcome is institutionally characterized, this means
that the action eventually operates in the institutional domain, triggering a signification process producing institutional facts. In effect, we cannot completely bypass
the physical level to construct institutional actions. Physical actions, performed in a
specific context, are vectors to constitute institutional facts (e.g. pronouncing an offer
in a market context, raising an hand during an auction, etc.). We will focus on these
constitutive aspects in § 6.
Institutions exist only in the mind of social participants, even if related specific
artifacts (e.g. sources of law) and activities may prove an ‘objective’ existence. For
informal institutions, when a sufficient number of social participants have similar
representations (cf. Bicchieri [2006, p. 4]), then the institution behaves to a satisfactory extent as a shared domain. For formal institutions, this tendency is ideally
even stronger, as the function of the rule of law can be seen as ‘determining’ relations between individuals—a determination which consists “in the assignment to the
individual will of a province in which it is to rule independently of every foreign will”
(Von Savigny, after Kocourek [1920b]). For these reasons, we can apply the analysis
conducted above on physical power to define institutional power:
Definition 3. Institutional power is a disposition whose manifestation is the creation, destruction or modification of institutional entities.
This definition is wider than the one usually encountered in legal scholarship (§ 4.3.2).
Institutional susceptibility as epistemic obligation
Separating the ability and the susceptibility components of institutional power as we
did with practical power, we observe that the institutional ability of an agent has to
be coupled with a corresponding recognition disposition of the social environment.
Proposition 3. From the patient perspective, institutional susceptibility (in the sense
of susceptibility to institutional acts) corresponds to an epistemic obligation (distinct
from practical obligation, or duty) prescribed by the current normative frame, i.e. to the
obligation to revise institutional positions, each time that social participants make use
of relevant institutional powers.
Who are the patients? But who is the patient of an action performed with institutional power? We can distinguish three levels of abstraction. In the widest interpretation, all members of that institution are involved in updating the positions associated
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with a change. At second glance, at least the parties whose positions are modified
should be considered as patients. The narrowest definition, which is the one taken
by Hohfeld, is to consider as a patient only the parties that are in regressive positions
(duties, liabilities, etc.). Consider this example: “X promises to perform a certain
action for Y”. According to the three interpretations:
• all people can be seen as patients to X’s promise, they (should) acknowledge
that X has the duty to perform that action;
• X and Y are patients to X’s promise, as this action creates a duty for the first
and a claim for the second;
• X is the only patient to his promise (therefore the promise is a power towards
one’s self), as he puts himself into a regressive position of duty.
Formally speaking, the first is the most complete interpretation. The second option
is the most sound in terms of direct relevance. The third is the most functional to
highlight the practical effect of the disposition in the distribution of expectations and
due performances. We will use the third option, both for its communicative efficacy
and because, in practice, it can be easily extended to the others at need.
Normative provisions. There is, however, a special type of institutional act for
which this interpretation is less evident: the enactment of legal provisions. Intuitively, there is a relevant difference between the ‘signals’ that trigger existing institutional mechanisms (e.g. offer, acceptance) and the mechanisms in themselves (sale
contract). The peculiarity of legal norms is that, as ‘signals’, they provide or circumscribe mechanisms to the members of their jurisdiction. This analogy is however not
perfect, though: in general, a signal addresses a certain receiver, while norms, commonly interpreted as ‘addressing’ classes of people, are often not communicated in a
similar face-to-face condition. Hart analyzes these concerns, arguing that:
“[..] in the absence of special rules to the contrary, laws are validly made even if
those affected are left to find out for themselves what laws have been made and
who are affected thereby”, Hart [1994, p. 22]

Despite the appearances, this passage cannot be used to attack the mapping of institutional susceptibility to epistemic obligation: it merely suggests that there is no
‘practical’ obligation to keep one’s self updated with the law. However, as people will
be judged according to these laws, the legal system is putting itself in the position of
‘epistemic’ claimant, i.e. having the right to be followed along the institutional facts
it has decided and will decide.
Nullity
A mismatched qualification or a wrong performance precludes and invalidates the
exercise of institutional power. The recognition of invalidity after the performance
generally interacts with the institutional consequences nullifying the institutional
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W owns A
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nullify
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nullify
nullify

nullify

(a)

nullify
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Figure 5.7: Model of nullification: (a) atomic, (b) with propagation.

effects, i.e. bringing the institutional positions as they were before the exercise of
power. Fig. 5.7 illustrates an atomic nullification, and the case in which additional
institutional events have modified the first outcome. In the latter, nullification is
propagated from the last event up to the nullified one.13

5.4

From necessity to obligation

Although connected at a certain level, obligation is a rather different notion than
power. First, because it does not primarily address change: it may specify situations,
which may or may not hold at the present state. Second, because it puts in the
foreground the idea of ought, which can be misaligned with the actual, thus opening
up to the notion of violation. As we have analyzed institutional power starting from
physical power, we proceed towards the notion of obligation starting from that of
necessity.
A is necessary
A

not A
*
external
intervention

Figure 5.8: Mechanism of necessity, defined with normal (A) and abnormal (not A) states.
13

Nullification is not always possible. A very interesting example is that of stolen goods purchased
in bona fide, whose treatment varies according to the legislation, ranging between the two extreme
cases exemplified by the United States (the original owner can always reclaim the good) and Italy (the
buyer is protected immediately) [Dari-Mattiacci and Guerriero, 2015].
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Necessity

The domain of obligation may be figuratively seen as a derivation from the domain
of necessity. From a conceptual point of view, they are both primarily concerned by
reference. Let us consider an example taken from the history of science. Up to the
modern age, the most accepted theory explaining why fluids tend to fill the empty
space was that of horror vacui (literally, fear of the void). According to this theory,
matter moved (teleologically) in order to fill the spaces in which there was no matter.
In contrast to other philosophical accounts that denied the void, this Aristotelian
principle described a natural mechanism (a ‘law’) in terms of a normal and an abnormal state, where the latter was identified as sufficient condition for action. The
Petri Net in Fig. 5.8 reproduces this reactive behaviour: when an external intervention creates the abnormal situation (not A, e.g. void), a given mechanism of necessity
repairs it, bringing the system to the normal position again. Note that we have taken
into account an explicitly reactive transition (drawn with a star symbol) to model the
mechanism of necessity: as soon as this transition is enabled, it fires.
From necessity to obligation. Implemented in a social system, due to the autonomy of agents, the deterministic aspect seen above would lose consistency: the response to an abnormal/unsatisfied position is not automatic.14 Agent commitments
are constructed internally—cf. Bratman [1987]—according to what the agent believes
and is motivated (or designed) to promote. From this internal perspective, the required normative response is applied if:
(1) the agent acknowledges the obligation,
(2) he recognizes an actual or potential case of non-satisfaction of the reference,
(3) the overall combination with other intents constitutes a sufficient reason for
action or action avoidance.
Thus, in the general case, obligations create prototypical reasons for action (or action
avoidance), but not sufficient ones: e.g. other reasons may have higher priority for
the agent. Consequently, normative mechanisms can be violated.

5.4.2

Obligation as extrinsic commitment

The analysis in practical reasoning terms suggests another possible interpretation
of the notion of obligation. The issuance of a sale contract, for instance, can be
seen as the creation of a collective intentional entity, ontologically expressed by the
coupling of buyer and seller, aiming to exchange ownerships. The initiation part
of the process (offer and acceptance) corresponds to the consolidation of this entity,
via the correlative recognition between the parties. Once the collective entity is
created, it imposes duties on its components. The conclusion of the jural interaction
14

The misalignment between requirements and expected behaviour applies to designed artifacts as
well, because of wrong design, decay and degradation of components, etc.
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corresponds to the disintegration of the collective entity. With this interpretation,
we have:
Proposition 4. As intent relates to intrinsic commitment, obligations may be seen as
related to extrinsic commitments, i.e. commitments derived from the collective intentionality underpinning one of the social sub-systems to which the agent (believes or is
believed) to belong.
Reversing this observation:
Proposition 5. All obligations may be seen as presupposing the existence of a ‘transcendental’ collective entity, to which social agents commit, believe or are believed to belong,
as result of an implicit or explicit recognition.
This construction implies that any misalignment with obligations is expected to be
eventually detrimental to the collective entity transcending the agents, just as a failed
intent is in principle detrimental to the agent. For instance, if the seller does not
deliver, not satisfying his duty, he goes evidently against the interest of the buyer, but
he goes also against the collective intentionality established in the past interaction,
i.e. against the ‘transcendental’ entity—buyer and seller as a collective—to which his
older self publicly committed to.
Non-deontic powers are covered by the same analysis. For instance, the seller
relies on the power of offering to be successful in creating the offer. However, the
institutional susceptibility of the buyer exists prior to the sale, therefore it cannot
be related to the ‘transcendental’ entity that will be created with the acceptance. It
relies instead on the existence of some kind of market entity, only partially regulated
by law, but still a social institution. If all the participants in the market do not
acknowledge any offer, there will be no market.
Thus, the function of obligations as cognitive constructs becomes explicit: positive obligations (e.g. duties) may be seen as referential positions synthesizing what is
supposed to be healthy, good, positive, etc. for the collective entity; while negative
obligations (e.g. prohibitions) create references to what is collectively considered to
be unhealthy, bad, negative, etc. If, in addition to recognizing them, the agent agrees
to satisfy them, he will translate such obligations to intents (intrinsic commitments),
i.e. establishing an adequate course of actions or action avoidance that eventually
reinforces the institutional effect.
From this perspective, Ross’s observation that fundamental legal concepts like
rights and duties are plausibly residual of prehistoric, superstitious times, is, if not
provocative, too simplistic. The underlying mechanisms these concepts refer to are
rather of systematic interactions of individuals with collective entities. Obviously,
the reason behind such commitments may be different: culture, religion, habit, even
superstition, but also rational decision-making.
Accountability and acknowledgment. Similarly to institutional power, we can
distinguish at different levels of abstraction the parties involved in the specification of
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A

bring not A
about A

Figure 5.9: Mechanism of perdurant achievement obligation

the obligation. Interpreting an obligation as a collective intent, the entire collectivity
is touched by its directive. For instance, “Do not kill” commands each member as an
individual to abstain from murder, but in principle it can also be seen as a reason for
a person to interfere, when he comes to know that someone else is going to commit
that crime. In a way, all members of the collective in which the obligation is posited
are responsible both for reaching or maintaining its satisfaction, but this approach,
if applied systematically, would be extremely centralizing and would go against the
distributed nature of social systems. From a system perspective, assigning function
to components is a requirement to localize and to respond selectively to failures. In
a social system, responsibility has to be assigned on a local basis for practical reasons,
but this goes as well in the direction of underlying cultural-dependent ontological
commitments concerning free-will, or the autonomy of individuals.
The behavioural operationalization of an obligation consists of two levels. The
first concerns conformance: a social entity, who accounts for the obligation, is deemed
responsible to fulfill/satisfy it. This identifies the addressee, the first party directly
involved. At the second level, if the individual fails to conform, an institutional
violation may be raised, which in turn may entail enforcement measures. But who
is going to check whether conformance was met? The most natural choice would
be to assign this function to the beneficiary party, i.e. the one whose interests are
deemed to be promoted by the satisfaction of the duty: in the first place, it is up to
him to acknowledge satisfaction/violation and possibly initiating the procedure of
enforcement.15

5.4.3

Obligation patterns

In principle, the mechanism of obligation could be constructed similarly to the mechanism of necessity, by removing the reactivity of transition (the corrective action may
not occur) and adding an explicit violation state. However, the performance of the
action “bring about A” may occur independently from the existence of the obliga15

Note that the previous analysis is independent from the issue of distributing the burden of production of evidence about conformance and/or of violation. This is an additional layer of specification,
relevant in enforcement process design (cf. § 9.5.3).
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Figure 5.10: Characteristic components per type of obligation

tion; therefore, we need to decouple the physical and the institutional layers. We can
meet this requirement by introducing explicit recognition events, obtaining a model
as in Fig. 5.9, which illustrates an obligation from the perspective of an observer or
interpreter. From this, we observe that:
Proposition 6. The minimal structure of an obligation consists of a disposition activating two rules of recognition, one for violation and one for satisfaction.
Interestingly, according to this interpretation, the obligation place can be read as a
component of two ancillary institutional powers (in the wide sense): the power to
violate, and the power to satisfy the obligation.
Additional variations of the model in Fig. 5.9 are possible depending on what
happens after the recognitions. Following the terminology adopted, amongst others,
by Governatori [2013], we define an obligation as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

achievement obligation, if it terminates once it is satisfied;
maintenance obligation, if it does not terminate with its satisfaction;
non-perdurant obligation, if it terminates once it is violated;
perdurant obligation, if it does not terminate with its violation;
punctual obligation, if it stays in force for a limited period of time;
persistent obligation, if it persists until it terminates;
pre-emptive obligation, if it can be fulfilled before it comes to force.

Most of these can be constructed by modifying one arc of the model, apart from
punctual obligations, which require the introduction of an explicit expiration transition, that is not present in persistent obligations. We map the characteristic components of these definitions in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.11: Detail of an event-based model of the conditional obligation O(α|β).

Conditional obligations as liabilities. Many obligations that we encounter depend on the situation we are in. For instance, we have to fasten our seatbelt when
we are driving in a car, or when our plane is landing. Despite the general use of conditional obligations, however, it is well known in deontic logic that their modeling
is not a problem of immediate solution (see e.g. Brown [2000]; Prakken and Sergot
[1997]). A first distinction that the literature suggests (see e.g. van der Torre and Tan
[1999]) is between:
• a dyadic or conditional obligation, e.g. O(α|β), to be read as “α should be the
case if β is the case”;
• a contextual obligation, e.g. O(α|β/γ ), to be read as “α should be the case if β
is the case, unless γ is the case”, which are prima facie obligations.
However, building upon the rule structure investigated in § 19.2, these two types
could be interpreted as elements of rule-bases specified respectively in a constraintbased representation and in a priority-based representation. Therefore, they can be
transformed one into the other; in the following, we will focus only on the first.
A conditional obligation in the form O(α|β) can be interpreted as: when β is
recognized, the obligation of α is initiated. In this interpretation we account for a
change, then we are in presence of an institutional susceptibility (in the wider sense).
The agent who is the addressee of the obligation O(α|β) can be seen as being liable
to the occurrence of event/state β, because this creates an obligation α.
The fact that we are in the presence of a recognition event brings us to an implicit
constitutive rule (about the condition ‘counting-as’ initiation of the obligation), see
§ 6. Two readings are available for the conditional: declarative (or condition-based) or
procedural (or event-based) (§ 3.1). Considering for the moment only the event-based
characterization, a conditional obligation can be modeled as in Fig. 5.11.
Conditional obligations have been and still are investigated extensively because
they are components of contrary to duty (CTD) structures, at the base of compensatory norms, and very common in contracts. In the second part of the thesis, we
will dedicate more space to this topic (§ 15.2).
Temporal aspects. In general, it is important to distinguish: the validity time, concerned with the initiation and expiration of the normative position; and the reference
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Figure 5.12: Obligation with reference time (φ) and deadline (ψ).

time, about when the performance has to be performed. Suppose that “I have to
declare my revenues at the end of the month”. Attempting to model it, we observe
that the presence of a reference time in the specification of the obligation means that
we are in front of a conditional obligation: “if it is the end of the month, I have
to declare my revenues”. In respect to this statement, validity would concern the
whole conditional obligation construct, while reference (activation) concerns the inner component.
Generalizing this, Dignum, Weigand, and Verharen [1996] introduce the construct O(φ < α < ψ) to specify that α should be performed when φbecomes true
and before ψ becomes true (deadline). In our structure (Fig. 5.12), the role of φ can
be seen as an initiation reference of the internal obligation (and not of the external
liability), that of ψ as catalyst condition to recognize a violation.

5.4.4

Considerations about obligation

The minimal mechanism of obligations we presented consists of two potential events:
a recognition of satisfaction and a recognition of violation. This can be seen as a consequence of taking an external-internal view (§ 5.1): social participants are observers
utilizing a certain normative standard to interpret social behaviour.
Where is the sanction? In principle, the treatment of violation (or satisfaction)
is only an ancillary component: we can substantively acknowledge that there is a
certain obligation, without putting in place any explicit measure to repair or punish
violations. A typical example is moral obligations. For instance, vegetarians avoid
eating meat. However, whenever a violation may occur (e.g. externally prepared
food is discovered to contain traces of meat), there is no custom amongst vegetarian
concerning a repair or remedy; yet the obligation holds. The point also holds for
legal duties. As Hart [1994] noticed, the highest courts have the duty to apply the
law, even in absence of sanctions.
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Practical and epistemic obligation. Another interesting aspect concerns the difference between the role played by violations for practical obligations (targeting
physical or, more generally, shared reified references) and the absence of the same
mechanism for epistemic obligations. Starting from the latter, considering e.g. the
power of offering, if the buyer does not consider himself to be susceptible to be confronted with the offer (e.g. he considers the seller unreliable, or he does not recognize
the other as a seller), nothing special will happen, as no duty will be generated without acceptance. On the other hand, if the seller does not recognize the buyer as such
(i.e. he does not consider himself liable to his acceptance), there is an explicit failure
in the sale process, as this liability entails a duty, whose performance may be (and
usually is) monitored. However, it is because the buyer has paid and not received the
good—and he supposes the seller has not respected his duty—that he goes to court.
Therefore:
Proposition 7. The greater centrality of practical obligations as duties and prohibitions
in legal theory is a consequence of the fact that violations can be monitored only at a
behavioural level, and therefore violations can properly exist only in this dimension.
Epistemic obligations are instead pruned of the two recognition branches: they
remain simple dispositions, that, when actualized by social participants, produce the
required content in their mental domains. The attention to liabilities can be seen a
second-order effect of that to practical obligations: they are important to law because
they bring into existence duties that may be violated. The same may apply for simple susceptibilities: the existence of cases about whether an offer was or was not an
invitation to offer makes clear that all positions which are part of a causal sequence
that leads eventually to a duty or a prohibition could, in principle, be brought to
court. However, the supposed violation will always occur at the level of practical
obligations.

5.5

Normative positions in practical reasoning

Social participants are not only observers, but also agents, i.e. able to intervene (to
a certain extent) on the environment and on themselves following their own intentions. Acknowledging that a normative failure is expected to be detrimental to the
collective entity that transcends the social participants, both conformance to norms
and enforcement actions can be interpreted as maintenance goals targeting the integrity of the collective entity, applied respectively at the micro- and macro-level. We
will return to the analysis of repair/remedy features of the social system in § 9.3.2.
In this section, we will elaborate on the internal perspective of the agent who finds
himself in certain normative positions.

5.5.1

PACK motives and normative positions

Obligations are prototypical reasons for actions, or motives. They can therefore be
interpreted following taxonomies of motives.
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direction
type of condition
existence
action

promotion (reinforcement)
+
−
absent
present
A (acquire)
C (cure)

demotion (punishment)
−
+
absent
present
P (prevent)
K (keep)

position

duty
acquire
conformance

prohibition
prevent
violation

action
position
action

cure
violation

susceptibility
acquire
cure
cohesion
disaggregation

keep
conformance

negative susceptibility
prevent
keep
disaggregation cohesion

Table 5.2: PACK framework, applied on normative positions.

Prevent, acquire, cure, and keep (PACK): a framework of motives
An example of such a taxonomy is the prevent-acquire-cure-keep (PACK) framework
[Ogilvie and Rose, 1995]. PACK associates a prototypical explanation of one’s behaviour in function of the absence or presence of positive or negative conditions.
For instance, having an illness is a negative condition for the agent, and it is rational
to demote it: if it is present, then he has to cure it; if it is absent, he has to prevent it
from occurring. Note that promoted and demoted conditions (e.g. having an illness
and well-being) are interrelated, but they are not perfectly reducible to each other (cf.
the complexity of negation, § 2.1.2). The resulting framework identifies four types of
commitments that agents may exhibit: acquire (A), to get something positive which
is not there; keep (K), to maintain something positive which is already there; prevent
(P), to avoid something negative which is not there; cure (C), to remove something
negative which is there.16
PACK in institutional terms
Focusing on institutional concepts, we know that duties and prohibitions target actions/situations which are respectively promoted and demoted by the institutional
system. Interpreting the positive condition ‘+’ as conformance (or integrity), and
‘−’ as violation, duty produces responses as acquire-conformance and cure-violation,
while prohibition produces prevent-violation and keep-conformance (Tab. 5.2). For instance, when the buyer accepts the offer, he is ascribed with the duty to pay and the
performance of that action can be interpreted as acquire-conformance; note how the
specification of this position as a duty focuses on the deontic aspect of the norm. Its
specification as the prohibition of not-to-pay would instead trigger a prevent-violation
Other taxonomies, e.g. the one recently proposed by Atkinson and Bench-Capon [2014], converge to the same categories: achievement goals with (A), remedy goals with (C), maintenance goals with
(K), and avoidance goals with (P).
16
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Figure 5.13: Practical reasoning of the addressee of a command, accounting motivations,
normative positions and affordances.

behaviour, which would put the stress on the consequentialistic aspect of the norm.
The choice of specification selects different practical reasoning patterns (§ 7.4).
We may conduct the same exercise on the regressive positions of the second Hohfeldian prism (§ 4.4.3), namely susceptibility (or liability, if it modifies a first-order
position) and negative susceptibility. In analogy with physics, we noticed that positive, negative, and null positions in this prism correspond to attraction, repulsion
and independence. Thus, ascribing susceptibility to a party can be seen as increasing
(social) cohesion, while ascribing negative susceptibility can be related to preventing
disaggregation of the social body (cf. the negative liability publicly assigned to people
towards the king of Spain after the Declaration of Independence of the Netherlands,
§ 4.4.4).

5.5.2

Case example: reasoning after a command

To summarize the overall framework in one picture we consider a simple transaction
produced by a command. The model of practical reasoning of the agent addressee
of the command reported in Fig. 5.13 starts from the reception of the command. It
is built upon the general action-scheme of motive → intent → action → outcome (cf.
Pennington and Hastie [1993]), integrated with motivation, affordance and disposition enabling conditions (§ 7.5).
On the left side, the processing of epistemic and practical obligations is enabled
and actualized by related motivational positions, described following the PACK terminology. The positions about cohesion activate social coordination; the positions
about conformity allow normative intervention. Note that the figure neglects the
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parallel processes constructing and maintaining these motivations; moreover, for
simplicity, it does not account for the revision process starting when one position
is removed for external reasons. On the right side, power is decomposed as perceived
affordance (necessary to initiate the action), and as correct dispositional alignment (necessary to produce the outcome).
Liberty/permission and immunity, i.e. the normatively “neutral” positions, are
missing in Fig. 5.13; they can however be inferred by the absence of tokens in the related “polarized” positions. This observation is confirmed in legal practice: explicitly
granting immunity can be interpreted as putting the recipient out of the influence of
power (usually in order to protect a weak party, e.g. minors in a sale transaction);
and permission (privilege) as the removal of a previous constraint (licere).

5.5.3

Weak and strong permission

There is, however, one important distinction that remains to be considered. If a null
position as liberty/permission is determined by not being in the positive (duty) or
negative (prohibition) positions, then it could simply be seen as a derivation of the
failure to reach a positive or negative characterization of one’s own position. This
null characterization by default is a consequence of closure norms (§ 4.4.2) and is
usually referred to in the literature as weak permission.
Therefore, we might ask, why are explicit permissions assigned through permissive
norms? Equivalently, what is the function of strong permission? Certain authors, e.g.
Raz [1999, p. 88], argue that “strong and weak permission are permission in precisely the same sense differing only in their source”. In contrast, Makinson [1999],
amongst others, observes that explicit permission “appears to be needed by real-life
normative systems that change over time, as a device for limiting the interpretation of
obligations and preventing their proliferation.” Together with Alchourrón and Bulygin [1984], he sees this practice as “to limit the authority of subordinate instances
to create new norms” that go against the given permission. A third interpretation is
even stronger, as it concerns the idea of protected freedom [Sartor, 2006]. The right
to assemble peaceably is not a claim, nor a simple liberty, as it implicitly includes a
protection against interferences (§ 4.3.3).
Our proposal suggests a way in which we could look at strong permission not as a
composite position (liberty with immunity, or liberty with protection), but neither
as the same as weak permission.
Proposition 8. The difference between weak and strong permission is one of contingent
vs structural directivity.
Contingent elements can be modified, whereas structural elements are constraints reified in the policy. In order to explain this point, we consider the normative directive
as a commitment (§ 7.1). The null position would then correspond to:
(1) I don’t have any commitment towards T.
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In other words, the subject let the events concerning T flow as they go; he does not
consider any intervention determined by that target. The weak, contingent interpretation would bring the following no-commitment to the foreground:
(2) I don’t have any commitment about not having a commitment towards T.
That is, I may commit to T in a second moment.

Evidently, the subject leaves open the possibility of intervention. In contrast, the
strong, structural interpretation makes explicit the following second-order commitment:
(3) I have a commitment to not having any commitment towards T.
In other words, the subject intends to maintain the position blocked to the null position: he has decided to not intervene, and settled that in his policy.
With this analysis, we can now explain why a permissive norm issuing a strong
permission brings along:
• an institutional protection: the disability for subordinate regulators to produce
conflicting directives with that norms;
• a practical protection: the prohibition of interference to all social participants
(save for the addressee).
The first, following the PACK, is a prevent (P) response associated with the institutional mapping of (3) (§ 7.4). The second is the correlative position to the “right to be
followed along” interpretation of permission as claim of non-intervention, in analogy
to (1). Afterwards, we will extend this analysis considering the case of institutional
actions (§ 15.1.3).

Chapter 6

The creation of institutional meaning

This chapter investigates in more detail how behaviour relates to norms, i.e. how
a certain conduct acquires meaning in institutional terms. The simplest mechanism
determining this phenomenon is given by the ‘count-as’ relation, generally associated
with constitutive rules, through which an agent has the legal capacity, via performing a certain action, to create, modify, or destroy a certain institutional fact. In the
analytic literature, however, the ‘count-as’ relation is mostly approached for its classificatory functions, mapping entities to categories whose members carry institutional
properties. Taking advantage of a notation that makes explicit this double function,
this chapter reconsiders the relation between constitutive rules and regulative rules,
and introduces an account of the ontological status of constitution.1

6.1

What are constitutive rules?

An important question, still unresolved in legal theory and in analytic literature,
concerns the nature (and for certain authors, the very existence) of constitutive rules,
and their distinction from regulative rules. The best known account (and also source
of discussion) is the one developed by Searle [Searle, 1969, 1983, 2010]. It is briefly
sketched by this passage:
“Regulative rules regulate activities whose existence is independent of the rules;
constitutive rules constitute (and also regulate) forms of activity whose existence is logically dependent on the rules.”, Searle [1969, p. 55].

For example, the rules of polite table behaviour are regulative, because eating is an
activity known well before such rules were introduced. On the contrary, the rules of
playing chess are constitutive: as we learn to play chess by learning to act and to interpret acts following these rules, actions in accordance with them constitute the very
activity of playing chess. Searle extended these examples, arguing that institutions
like marriage, money or promise are not different from games such as baseball or
The material presented in this chapter refines and extends elements presented in [Sileno, Boer,
and van Engers, 2015d].
1
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chess, in the sense that they are all systems of constitutive rules. Despite this simple
and intuitive presentation, however, many authors have attempted to better define
the two notions, without reaching a definitive agreement.
The province of constitutive rules: social ontology. Constitutive rules have a
primary role in determining institutional meaning, i.e. in characterizing behaviour
through norms. Understanding institutional constitution is therefore a crucial part
of the study of social ontology, and for this reason, it is addressed, in linguistics, social
sciences, developmental psychology, economics, and information science, as well as
in philosophy.2 As convincingly observed by Roversi [2012] this type of investigation usually takes a rule-realist view: “[..] rules constitutive of an institution can exist
only as part of the causal (mental or behavioural) process through which the institutional activity they constitute is practiced”. This is the most natural perspective
that we could take by reflecting on our experience as social participants: if mankind
disappeared from the world, so would its institutions. At the same time, Roversi observes that social ontology is not (yet) a major field of interest for contemporary legal
philosophy. Most legal scholars embrace with more ease a rule-positivist view: “rules
constitutive of an institution can exist before and independently of the causal process
through which the institutional activity they constitute is practiced”. This preference
can be explained: the rule-realist view undermines a general tenet of legal positivism,
i.e. the independence of the treatment of elements belonging to the legal-institutional
domain from considerations about their effectiveness (in economic, social or psychological terms) in the actual world.
Resettling our problem. From this analysis, it becomes clear that the answer to
the question “what are constitutive rules?” has to be found at the boundary between the internal/external perspectives on law (§ 5.1). The frame of our problem
can be thus re-settled: are the rule-positivist and the rule-realist views irredeemably
incompatible? Works on legal institutions as those of MacCormick [1998] and Ruiter
[1998] attempt this quest from a legal philosophical standpoint. From a knowledge
engineering point of view, the problem can be put differently: can a system of norms
be aligned—representation-wise—with a system of practices guided by norms? Constitutive rules, by definition, are rules creating institutional facts/events from extrainstitutional facts/events, and so are the crucial nexus, the minimal and plausibly
simplest element to be studied before passing to more complex models.

6.2

Relevant literature

Our contribution starts by reviewing an outline of contributions (and critiques) concerning constitutive rules.
2

While ontology is the general philosophical study about existence, social ontology focuses on
the social reality (distinguished from the physical reality, and from the individual mental reality),
normally by tracking the understanding of properties and functions of institutions.
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Searle: constitutive and regulative rules

Searle’s account on constitutive and regulative rules can be plausibly taken as the
starting reference on this topic today. Elaborating on considerations by Anscombe
[1958] and Rawls [1955], he proposes (e.g. in [Searle, 1969, p. 34]) that the underlying structure of constitutive rules is in the form of:
X counts as Y in context C.

(6.1)

where X and Y are acts. Instead, regulative rules can be paraphrased as:
Do X.

(6.2)

If Y do X.

(6.3)

or in a conditional form:
Acts of type X are ‘brute’—they may occur independently of the rules regulating
them, whereas acts of type Y are institutional: they cannot occur if no definite constitutive rule is applicable.

6.2.2

Conte: ludus vs lusus

Revisiting Wittgenstein, Conte [1991] starts by observing that there is an ontological difference between the rules eidetic-constitutive3 of a game (ludus) and the rules
perceived from the play (lusus). The former are necessary for the game to occur.4
He then identifies different and incongruous uses of the term constitutive rules in
Searle’s work:
• X-type of rule: e.g. “to make a promise is to undertake an obligation”, which can
be rewritten as “a promise counts as the undertaking of an obligation”, with
‘promise’ occupying the position X according to the template given by (6.1);
• Y-type of rule: e.g. “a checkmate is made when the king is attacked in such a way
that no move will leave it unattacked”, which can be rewritten to “checks in
which the king cannot meet the attack counts as checkmate”, with ‘checkmate’
occupying the position Y;
• rules as “one ought not to steal”, which seem to fall more under the definition
of regulative rules;5
• rules related to (linguistic) performance: e.g. promises should be about future
behaviour.
3

Eidetic comes from ει̃δος, ‘form’. The term was used by Plato for his theory of ideas.
We may read the perspective of the legal scholar in this claim. In an actual social setting, this is
often not the case: players may play even without knowing any rule, simply mirroring what others
are doing (mimesis) or, more rationally, fabricating their own models of the rules in place.
5
In Searle’s words, the prohibition on stealing is “a constitutive rule of the institution of private
property”, [Searle, 1969, p. 168].
4
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According to Conte, Y-type rules are the only proper eidetic-constitutive rules. The
issues with the third and fourth case are evident. The argument against the X-type
is that the rule given in the example is not necessary to make a promise, either ontologically (i.e. it is not necessary for the conception, the actual possibility or the
perception of the promise) or semantically, as it makes only explicit an intension
already present in the speech act of promise.

6.2.3

Jones and Sergot: ‘count-as’ as conditional

According to Jones and Sergot [1996], a ‘count-as’ relation establishes that a certain
state of affairs or an action of an agent “is a sufficient condition to guarantee that
the institution creates some (usually normative) state of affairs”. They start by characterizing this connection as a logic conditional calibrated to avoid unsound effects.
Consider, for example, a case in which x’s declaration ‘I pronounce you man and
wife’ “counts in the institution s as a means of guaranteeing that s sees to it that a
and b are married.” In classic propositional logic, the introduction of an inclusive
or in the consequent does not change the validity of the rule: if a → b holds, then
a → b ∨ c also holds. However, Jones and Sergot correctly observe that it would
“be bizarre to conclude that x’s utterance act would also count in s as a means of
guaranteeing that either Nixon is impeached or s sees to it that a and b are married”.
Going further, they acknowledge that there “will surely be conditionals which
describe relations of logical consequence, of causal consequence and of deontic consequence”. Rather than further defining the different types, they propose to translate
the conditional underlying the count-as relation as a constraint ‘if A then B’ operative in the institution, or, via the material implication6 , as the incompatibility with
the constraints operative in the institution such that ‘A and not B’.

6.2.4

Boella and Van der Torre: normative goals and belief rules

Trying to analyze the relation between regulative and constitutive norms, Boella and
Torre [2005] interpret the normative system via an agent metaphor, applying the
intentional stance (Dennett [1987]). A normative system promotes interests as goals
or values shared by some, most or all agents. These normative goals, delegated by the
individual agents at the collective level, are expressed by regulative rules (obligation,
prohibitions, etc.). What, then, are the ‘beliefs’ of the normative system? Boella
and Van der Torre identify them as ‘brute’ and institutional facts. The creation of
institutional facts (and therefore constitution) is obtained through belief rules, which
introduce institutional categories abstracting actual situations or other institutional
categories.
6

The material implication allows us to convert a logic conditional into a composition of disjunction and negation: (a → b ) ↔ (¬a ∨ b ). It makes explicit the ‘constraint’ nature of the operator of
implication, rather than (epistemic) ‘production’ aspects.
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Grossi: constitutive, classificatory, proper classificatory

Grossi starts by observing how several authors in the analytic literature have highlighted the classificatory character of non-regulative elements of norms, calling these
determinative rules [von Wright, 1963], conceptual rules [Bulygin, 1992], qualification
norms [Peczenik, 1989] and definitional norms [Jones and Sergot, 1992]. This aligns
with Searle’s argument about the definitional nature of constitutive rules.7 Thus, acknowledging that ‘counts-as’ statements function in practice as classifications, Grossi
[2007] concludes that they could ultimately be modeled as subsumption relations.8
Constitutive rules would then define an internal ontology, a conceptualization of the
domain under regulation, crucial for the operationalization of the regulative components, as in the famous example: “vehicles are not admitted in public parks” (general
norm), “bicycles are vehicles” (classification rule), therefore “bicycles are not admitted in public parks” (specific norm). Grossi proposes to discriminate three different
components:
• constitutive rules: making explicit the extra-institutional conditions under which
an institutional term applies, e.g. “In normative system N, conveyances transporting people or goods count as vehicles”
• classificatory rules: making explicit the extra-institutional conditions that specifies an extra-institutional term, e.g. “It is always the case that bikes count as
conveyances transporting people or goods”
• proper classificatory rules: connecting an extra-institutional term with an institutional term, e.g. “In normative system N, bikes count as vehicles”
The classificatory rule is completely extra-institutional and can be seen as given,
while the others follow the XYC pattern proposed by Searle: the constitutive rule
is at a more abstract level and the proper classificatory rule contextualizes the general constitutive rule in more specific terms, but they both refer to a ‘middle term’
[Atkinson and Bench-Capon, 2005] or ‘intermediate concept’ [Lindahl and Odelstad, 2006]—vehicle, in our example.
Additionally, Grossi observes that, beyond rules constituting institutional facts
(i.e. new classificatory rules), there are rules which ‘constitute’ in the sense that they
“define the normative system, or institution, to which they pertain.”. These rules
can be connected to the third type identified by Conte (§ 6.2.2).

6.2.6

Hindriks: connotation and import

Following Ransdell [1971], Hindriks [2009a] distinguishes two aspects of constitutive rules:
7

“The rules for checkmate or touchdown must ‘define’ checkmate in chess or touchdown in American football [...]”, Searle [1969, p. 34].
8
Informally, given two concepts X and Y, ‘X subsumes Y’, or ‘Y is subsumed by X’, means that X
(e.g. animal) is an abstraction of Y (e.g. whale).
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• connotation defines the conditions which have to be satisfied in order to apply
a certain institutional term; it is a descriptive component;
• import specifies the institutional consequences which occur once those conditions are satisfied.
He proposes therefore to refine constitutive rules under a XYZ scheme. The first part
(XY) corresponds to connotation, which, including context (CXY), takes the form
proposed by Searle. Such constitutive rules (in a strict sense) link the satisfaction of
certain conditions to the applicability of an institutional term. For instance, “In the
United States, bills issued by the Federal Reserve (X) count as money (Y)”. The second part (YZ) is a status rule, specifying the practical significance of the institutional
status constituted by the first. The status rule defines the function of the institutional
concept. For instance, in the words of Hindriks [2009a], “one of the functions of
money is that it can be used as a means of exchange, which means that it facilitates
or enables actions, in particular exchange of goods and services without the use of
barter. However, the same idea can be expressed using the term ‘power’: money can
be said to give people the power to perform the action mentioned.” Hindriks’s convincing argument for this extension is that without the import, the constitutive rule
would not have any concrete role in the institution.

6.2.7

Boer: institutional rules, constituting, constitutive acts

All constitutive rules require at least a ‘brute’ fact to create institutional facts. Boer
[2009, p. 93] proposes that we also consider institutional rules: rules that operate on
institutional facts, on the basis of other institutional facts. Status rules can be therefore seen as a sub-set of institutional rules. Furthermore, he correctly highlights that
‘brute’ and ‘institutional’ respectively correspond not to physical and social referents, but to extra-institutional and intra-institutional entities. A ‘brute’ fact may be
a fact that belongs to another institution.
Additionally, he suggests distinguishing constitutive acts, i.e. the acts intended to
constitute an institutional act, within the more general class of constituting acts. This
serves as a reminder that “the operative principle behind constitutive rules and institutional facts is that people to a large extent have control over what institutional facts
they bring about”. An example of a constituting act is theft: thieves have no intent
to be qualified as such. The distinction echoes the wide and narrow interpretations
of power positions we proposed in § 4.3.2. Interestingly, a similar intentional/nonintentional characterization may specified distinguishing regulative from regulating
rules. The second would refer to side effects that were not intended by the legislator.

6.2.8

Hage: regulative rules are constitutive rules

A recent article presented by Hage [2015] contends that regulative rules are constitutive rules. Hage first identifies three types of constitutive rules:
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• dynamic rules, which create, modify, or remove facts as the consequence of an
event, e.g. “making a promise generates an obligation for the promisor”; they
may be conditional, e.g. “if it is dark, the occurrence of a car accident obligates
the drivers to place a light on the road next to the cars”.
• fact-to-fact rules, which (defeasibly) attach a fact to another fact in a timeless
fashion (not accounting change); e.g. “if P owns O, P is competent to alienate
O”; they may also be conditional, e.g. “in case of emergency, the mayor of a
city is competent to invoke the state of emergency”.
• count-as rules, rules of the type “individuals of type 1 count-as individuals of
type 2”, where individuals may be persons (e.g. “the parents of a minor countas the minor’s legal representatives”), or events (e.g. “under suitable circumstances, causing a car accident counts-as committing a tort”).
Building upon on these categories, he argues that constitutive rules consist in a more
general class than count-as rules, and their general characterization is that of rules
that eventually affect facts of the world, but that also exhibit some correspondence
between their propositional content and what is in the world. If we say, e.g. “criminals are liable to enforcement”, this means that any criminal is liable to enforcement.
For completeness, Hage includes a categorization of regulative rules:
• prescriptive rules, which make a specific conduct obligatory, e.g. “car drivers
must drive on the right hand side of the road”;
• proscriptive rules, prohibiting a specific conduct, e.g. “it is forbidden to torture
sentient beings”;
• rules that specify what should be done, e.g. “if the king is in chess, the threat
should immediately be removed”;
• rules about “how something should be done, without imposing a duty or an
obligation to do so”, as e.g. rules of etiquette.
but argues that they belong to the constitutive category as well, if, in addition to
(descriptive) facts, we take into account deontic facts. In the traditional sense, a fact
is associated with an objective, mind-independent description of what is the case.
However, social reality is a domain for which the ontological realist stance is not
(directly) appropriate, as it mostly depends on what people accept or recognize about
it. Nevertheless, we do say “He is the owner of . . . ”, just as “It is raining”. Thus, as
these (descriptive) institutional facts depend on standards, and are produced by rules,
nothing forbids us from considering facts that describe normative directives (e.g. “He
has the duty to . . . ”) as deontic facts, also produced by rules.

6.3

An integrated model for constitutive rules

We attempt to reorganize the previous contributions in an integrated theory.
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6.3.1

Distinguishing constitutive-of and constitutive-for

We acknowledge two meanings for constitutive elements:
(a) as characteristic regulative drivers (constitutive-of the institution),
(b) as part of an interpretative system (constitutive-for the institution).
The former category deals with what constitutes the institution, considered as a ‘subject’ acting in the world. As agents are primarily defined—in terms of the impact
they are disposed to produce on the world—by their desires, institutions can thus
be primarily defined by the requirements they put on the social system.9 The latter
deals with how meaning is constituted for the institution, that is, with the selection of
what makes sense for the institution of what occurs in the social environment, and
with the processing of such a selection. Interestingly, the two components are inseparable, although for different reasons. The rules associated with these two forms of
constitution are usually named regulative or constitutive, respectively.
Let us imagine an institution consisting only of regulative rules. The operational
minimal structure of an obligation consists of two recognition rules, one for violation and one for satisfaction. Therefore, each regulative rule implicitly brings at least
two constitutive rules, namely those defining what generates ‘violation’ and ‘satisfaction’ institutional facts related to the given prescription. Thus, extending this
observation, we unveil the first function of constitutive rules: they serve to explicitly specify the operating terms of regulative rules, defining not only satisfaction or
violation conditions, but also the classes of beneficiaries, of addressees, the initiating conditions, etc. In this sense, they are participatory to the commitment-related
structure implemented by the institution.
On the other hand, games like chess for instance do not have standardized regulative rules10 : they are, in practice, mere systems of constitutive rules used to interpret
what counts-as a valid move. Therefore, the second function of constitutive rules is
at the level of competences or abilities of the social participants. Interestingly, some
of these rules may be expressed by referring to deontic notions, e.g. “one must play
with the piece which has been touched”, or “if the king is in check, the threat should
immediately be removed”, but despite what is observed in the literature (e.g. Bulygin
[1992]; Hage [2015]) these rules are not regulative as in the previous sense. Invalidity entails nullity of the move, but not ‘breach’, nor ‘violation’, nor ‘offense’ (on
these lines, see Hart [1994, p. 28]). Interpreting the game as a system of conditional
abilities, players follow the rules to acquire new abilities with the purpose of being
9

Considering that regulative norms can be interpreted as goals associated with the normative system [Boella and Torre, 2005], they are constitutive in the same sense in which maintenance goals are
the policy; or, in cybernetic terms, the identity of an autonomous system, cf. the viable system model
(VSM) [Beer, 1972/1995].
10
Bulygin [1992] suggests the following: “a player must make a given number of moves in a given
period of time on pain of losing the game”, where losing can be seen as a sort of punishment, considering the pragmatics around games.
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able to approaching the winning state, also defined within the rules of the game. The
‘must’ made manifest in these rules is a derivation from this individual interest: if
you want to win (or at least to play), you need to make valid moves, and to make
valid moves, you must follow the procedures.11 The regulation of behaviour of two
persons playing chess is a consequence of this practical reasoning mechanism and not
of regulative rules. Interestingly, this ability-related structure can be interpreted as a
soft form of control, because it is constructed without any reference to coercion.
Thus, if we include the creation, modification, and destruction of potestative
positions as a form of regulation (just as Hohfeld brought forward the second potestative square of fundamental legal concepts), we have completed the circle:
Proposition 9. Regulative rules always consist of constitutive rules. Constitutive rules
always contribute to regulation.
This circularity may explain the analytical difficulty encountered in the literature
when attempting to create consistent definitions of regulative and constitutive rules.

6.3.2

Constitutive elements

All constitutive elements play a role in the interplay between institutional and extrainstitutional domains. Elements constitutive-for the institution map facts, actions, or
events from the extra-institutional to the institutional domain. Elements constitutiveof the institution are obligative and potestative dispositions that (supposedly) influence the behaviour of the agents, occurring in the extra-institutional domain.
Reusing part of the terminology used in the literature we recognize the following
elements:
•
•
•
•

constitutive rule: rule mapping extra-institutional facts to institutional facts;
constitutive fact: fact captured by the antecedent of a constitutive rule;
institutional rule: rule relating institutional facts to other institutional facts;
status rule: institutional rule mapping institutional facts to normative positions.

Their interaction is visualized in Fig. 6.1. The regulation is the effect of the normative
positions currently holding. Note that all –ive elements (explicit, intentional) can be
replaced by the wider –ing class (including implicit and non-intentional mechanisms).
11

To reiterate, the ‘must’ that is used in certain normative statements does not refer to a (conditional) duty, but to an institutional power. Consider for instance “in order to perform a real estate
transaction, buyers and sellers must sign a written contract”. In this sort of cases, ‘must’ is derived
from practical necessity (“to be obliged to”), more than normative aspects (“to have the obligation
to”); in other words, if buyer and seller want to perform a sale, they don’t have any way other than
signing a contract.
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Figure 6.1: Coupling between institutional and extra-institutional domains

The source of facts
The initial definitions of constitutive and regulative rules given by Searle (6.1, 6.2,
6.3) are centered around acts, but later authors soon extended them to events, to
states of affairs, and then to facts. Unfortunately, ‘facts’ can be quite different things
depending on the tradition upon which the author builds, consciously or not (cf.
§ 2.2). From an ontological perspective, facts are arrangements of entities, objects,
events/actions, or processes. From an epistemic perspective, facts are justified true
beliefs about such arrangements or occurrences, and therefore transport propositional content. Which of these perspectives are we referring to when dealing with
constitutive rules? Considering an agentive perspective, the associated philosophical
problem would be to settle whether these facts are directly perceived facts or representationally mediated facts. The distinction between presentation and representation
is a traditional argument in phenomenology, e.g. Husserl [1900-1901/2001, p. 144–
145], but it has recently returned in analytic philosophy with the discussion about
the ‘bad argument’ started by Searle [2012]. Entering into the details of this debate
is out of our scope here; however, observing the reconstruction we have developed
so far, illustrated in Fig. 6.1, we can argue that the whole mechanism of constitution
can be seen as a prototypical mechanism of re-presentation. In effect, ‘counts-as’ can
be interpreted also as ‘stands-for’. Institutional facts are prototypical mediators and
therefore represented facts. On the other hand, extra-institutional facts may be perceived (i.e. non-mediated) facts, or representations, if their meaning is built upon
other institutions (the use of language nicely fits with the second case). We do not
need to specify them further.

6.3.3

Separating static and dynamic aspects

In general, systems can be divided into two categories (cf. Harel and Pnueli [1985]):
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IMPLIES

(a) Constitutive classificatory rule

(b) Institutional classificatory rule

y(..)

z(..)

IMPLIES

(c) Status rule
Figure 6.2: Transformational structures of constitutive rules

• transformational systems, characterized mostly by static, timeless, steady aspects, which can be easily represented in functional terms;
• reactive systems, characterized by dynamic, temporal, asynchronous aspects,
which cannot be easily represented in functional terms;
A similar distinction can be applied to the sub-components of an institutional interpretative system.
Static, conditional aspects
In agreement with the literature, conditional classification or subsumption is plausibly the most effective relation to capture static extra-institutional aspects of reality
charged with institutional meaning. For instance, “bikes counts as vehicles”. The
related rule template, illustrated as a LPPN in Fig. 6.2a, would be in the form of a
classificatory constitutive rule:
In context C, an entity of type X counts as an entity of type Y.

(6.4)

Within the institutional system, we can also consider rules that are not grounded
on extra-institutional facts, but operate only at the institutional level. These may be
definitional, for instance “a check in which the king cannot meet the attack counts
as checkmate”, or “a formal charge which addresses a public officer counts as an
impeachment”. In these specific cases, constitution is rather an is-a relation and the
associated definitional institutional rule would be:
An entity of type Y1 is an entity of type Y2.

(6.5)

However, most of institutional rules are status rules (Fig. 6.2c), mapping institutional
notions (Y) to normative aspects (Z), i.e. deontic and potestative characterizations.
Related examples are “a promise counts as an obligation”, “in case of emergency,
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Figure 6.3: Reactive structures of constitutive rules

a mayor has the competence to declare the state of emergency” (considering both
promise and emergency as institutional facts, cf. § 6.5):
An entity of type Y implies the existence of an entity of type Z.

(6.6)

In this case it is not a matter of definition: the two entities are different, a promise
is not an obligation, and an emergency is not a competence. From a logical point
of view, these rules function as remapping of the parametric content specifying one
entity into the other, e.g. the promise of doing A implies the duty of doing A.
Dynamic, procedural aspects
Generally speaking, the term act refers both to a performance and to its outcome.
However, from the outcome, we can always refer back to the action. For instance,
“a promise counts as an obligation” can be rephrased as “positing a promise counts
as undertaking an obligation”, i.e. in terms of an initiating event. The result is an
institutional event rule (Fig. 6.3b):
An event of type Y1 implies the occurrence of an event of type Y2.

(6.7)

To consider the relation at the production level (with the creation of the promise)
rather than at the outcome level (the settled promise) is, in this example, only a
matter of taste. If the promise is removed, so is the obligation. This example does
not support the introduction of a new modeling dimension. Let us consider then
another example: “raising an hand during an auction counts as making a bid”. This
is a constitutive event rule (Fig. 6.3a):
In context C, an event of type X counts as an event of type Y.

(6.8)

In this case, there is a decoupling from the ‘brute’ result of the hand-raising action
and its institutional counterpart: we may let the hand go down, but our bid would
remain. These dynamic aspects of reality are not reducible at the level of outcome,
and the procedural/event component of the constitution plays a crucial role. For
those, because of its process-oriented perspective, the Petri Nets notation offers an
advantage over the traditional logic notation, because logic conditionals require an
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adequate machinery to deal with incremental change. Similar problems have been
studied in contrary-to-duty obligations (§ 15.2). On the other hand, when a relation
can be represented between the outcomes, the procedural model requires the introduction of adequate revision mechanism for operational closure, and therefore, it
becomes less efficient from a representational perspective.

6.4

Constitutive dimensions of institutional power

Raising a hand to make a bid is an example of action conducted in the physical reality to obtain a result in the institutional domain. If we turn our attention from
the action to the agent, we have already observed that what enables the social participant to produce the intended institutional outcome is being disposed , besides
the practical ability, with the relevant institutional power (also ability, or capacity, in
the continental tradition), already investigated diffusely in § 4.3.2, § 5.3.2. Without
this power, the agent would be not able to constitute the outcome. What, then, is
the relation between institutional power and constitutive rules? Evidently, physical actions performed in a specific context become vectors to constitute institutional
facts through constitutive event rules. This concerns the performance component of
institutional power. Other orthogonal components used in specifying institutional
power concern the minimal requirements for the qualification of the performer to the
role he is enacting and the delimitation of the institutional subject-matter on which
the power may be exercised. In dispositional terms, with some approximation, qualification defines the disposition, performance defines the stimulus and delimitation
provides ingredients to specify the manifestation. In terms of constitutive rules, the
first component is plausibly related to classificatory rules (6.4), the second to constitutive event rules (6.8), and the third defines or constrains the codomain of status
rules (6.6).
Considering these three dimensions, we organize in Table 6.1 the examples of
legal specifications of power reported by Hart [1994, p. 28]. The case of judicial
officer could be extended similarly to other public officers.

6.4.1

Status functions

Sceptres and other similar artifacts were plausibly among the first symbolical means
used to qualify, i.e. to ascribe institutional powers to the holders, from chiefs to
monarchs. As Searle observes (italic mine):
“The distinctive feature of human social reality [..] is that humans have the
capacity to impose functions on objects and people where the objects and the
people cannot perform the functions solely in virtue of their physical structure.
The performance of the function requires that there be a collectively recognized
status that the person or object has, and it is only in virtue of that status that the
person or object can perform the function in question.”, Searle [2010, p. 7]
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private persons

judicial officers

legislative authority

qualification

minimal requirements
of personal qualification (capacity)

manner of appointment, qualifications
for and tenure of
judicial officer

qualifications of identity of the members of
the legislative body

performance

manner and form in
which the power is exercised (execution, attestation)

procedure to be followed in the court

manner and form of
legislation, procedure
to be followed

subject-matter

variety of rights and
duties which may be
created

jurisdiction

domain over which
the power may be exercised

Table 6.1: Specifications of institutional power defined by law, examples.

Searle’s observation includes the case of specific individual entities. When dealing with law, however, very rarely there are references to instances, but rather to
classes. More typically, social participants in an institution attribute status functions
to roles, and to types of artefacts, usually created deliberately (e.g. passports, or
money). From another perspective, however, objects with status functions can be
seen as abstracting the specific person who is holding them or to which they refer. In
a way, they may be seen as markers to identify embodiments of specific institutional
roles. Therefore, institutional roles are the true placeholders for anchoring normative
dispositions (not only powers, but also liabilities, duties, and claims).

6.5

On the ontological status of constitution

The previous sections clarify how constitution functions, but we haven’t yet investigated what type of relation constitution is. One way to approach this topic is to start
by addressing the domains of its terms.
Ontological stratification of institutions. Amongst the authors reviewed in § 6.2,
only Hindriks [2009a] and Boer [2009] explicitly elaborate and argue for an ontological distinction between institutional and extra-institutional (including ‘brute’) realms.
It is plausible that the others share, implicitly or tacitly, a similar perspective. In contrast, Searle rejects in several points of his works the idea that there are different
levels in reality (e.g. Searle [2010, p. 1]). However, as connotation is contextual, the
same extra-institutional facts may yield different institutional outcomes depending
on the context, and, therefore, this argument is difficult to maintain: at least from a
formal point of view, Searle seems to conflate constitution and identity relations.12
12

The canonic form of constitutive rules (6.1) implies that when we are not in C, X may not count
as Y. This shows that it is impossible that constitution corresponds to identity, as X would be equal
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Secondly, this argument overlooks the existence of a plurality of institutions, and of
institutional interpretations, and thus the intrinsic possibility of conflicting institutional outcomes.
Informal and formal. Interestingly, the ontological distinction between intra- and
extra-institutional domains results in a framework affine with the legal abstract model
proposed by Breuker and den Haan [1991], advancing the idea that institutional layers are built upon a common-sense knowledge layer. Consider the analysis of promise
given by Conte for the X-type of rule: “a promise counts as the undertaking of
an obligation”. His interpretation insists on the fact that the meaning of promise
lies already in linguistic practice as a fundamental speech act and, consequently, the
proposed rule is merely descriptive. In Hindriks’s terms, however, the rule can be
interpreted as an import rule, which, in a legal context, would instantiate a legal
obligation (thus protected by law). For this reason, it would be a different rule than
the one followed in social practice. The nature of the ‘promise’ term is not settled,
however. When there is not a definite constitutive rule that specifies the criteria for
which a promise can be accepted as a valid promise, the institutional system can be
seen as relying on the meaning constituted at extra-institutional level. The resulting
mechanism can be modeled in two ways:
(a) by introducing an implicit constitutive rule that remaps the extra-institutional
fact in a cloned institutional reference for institutional import;
(b) by considering connotation and import collapsing into the same link, directly
associating the constitutive fact to the normative fact.
The second is evidently simpler, and avoids the introduction of unnecessary links.
However, the first is interesting, as it prepares for consequent developments. In effect, it is reasonable to expect the enactment of an explicit constitutive rule in all
cases in which the original extra-institutional term is acknowledged to introduce
non-predictability in the functioning of institutional mechanisms. For instance, in
certain contexts, promises are considered valid (the speech act of promising counts
effectively as an institutional promise) only when they are in written form, plausibly
because in oral form they turned out to be insufficiently reliable.
Proposition 10. Explicit constitutive machinery responds ultimately to the requirement
of reducing the frictions caused by different interpretations about what moulds the institutional matter.
Emergence and supervenience. Strangely enough, the recognition of different ontological strata, i.e. a division of reality in domains to be treated for the most part
separately, would be, in principle, compatible with Searle’s attempt to provide a naturalistic account of language (cf. Searle [2010, p. 61]). In effect, natural sciences
to Y in certain cases, and not equal to Y in others.
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approach reality depending on various factors, such as the dimensional scale in focus
(e.g. particle physics vs astrophysics). Theories and accounts associated with these
approaches are often so incompatible, that they may be seen as targeting different
realities. Maintaining this distinction furnishes a framework compatible with the
analysis and treatment of emergent properties or emergent phenomena, i.e. those arising out of more fundamental ones, but not reducible to them. In philosophy, several
authors have attempted to capture the relation amongst different ontological strata
working with the notion of supervenience. In the simplest form, “we have supervenience when there could be no difference of one sort without differences of another
sort” [Lewis, 1986, p. 14]. Considering, for instance, the physical reality, we may say
that the macroscopic level supervenes the microscopic level because any difference
observed at the macroscopic level necessarily implies a difference at the microscopic
level. But the notion is applied in other domains as well, e.g. in support of the recognition of “the existence of mental phenomena, and their non-identity with physical
phenomena, while maintaining an authentically physicalist world view” [Brown and
Ladyman, 2009]. In other words, supervenience makes explicit an intrinsic ontological asymmetry: e.g. mental or institutional states cannot change without having a
change occurring at the physical level.
What is constitution? Why supervenience is relevant for constitutive rules? Even
without referring to supervenience, Hindriks [2009a] expresses a similar intuition,
citing Baker’s analogy with aesthetic relations:
“Constitution is a relation that obtains, for instance, between a statue and the
piece of marble of which it is made. [..] a particular piece of marble constitutes Michelangelo’s David because it bears a suitable relation to the art world.”,
Baker [1997]

A painting does not ‘define’ its own beauty (determination), nor ‘cause’ it (material production), but it ‘constitutes’ it. The connection of a painting with its beauty
is a classical example of the use of supervenience (although more debated than the
macro-micro scenario).13 The notion of supervenience is compatible with the idea
of constitution advanced by this work: constitutive (classificatory or event) rules
can be seen as reifying the interactions between extra-institutional and institutional
domains, with the latter supervening the former.14 Informally stated, many events
(conditions) may occur (hold) in the world which are irrelevant from an institutional
point of view. However, if in a certain moment the institutional domain was found to
be different, this means that something necessarily changed in the extra-institutional
13

In practice, the matter which composes the painting interacts with the mental domain of the
observer perceiving it, resulting in a qualification in aesthetic terms. If supervenience holds, it is
impossible that there would be two paintings that are the same from a physical point of view (e.g. for
their distribution of colours), but which are different in respect of how beautiful they are (to respond
to relativist critics, we should add for the same observer and in the same mental state).
14
This idea was briefly presented in [Hage and Verheij, 1999] as well, but it remains underspecified.
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(e.g. ‘brute’) domain as well: i.e. a part of the constitutive base must have triggered
such a change at institutional level.
Towards the operationalization of alignment. The previous analysis suggests an
alternative approach in testing whether two representations are aligned. In the literature, due to the prominent focus on their classificatory function, constitutive rules
are usually specified via a subsumption relation. Subsumption between two prototypical entities is verified when all the properties of one entity match a sub-set of the
properties of the other. However, in the previous sections we showed that the classificatory view is not sufficient to capture all the types of constitution. In this context,
supervenience offers a better frame than subsumption: we do not target the verification of an equal (sub-set of) properties, but of a fit alignment of differences after
change. Intuitively, given two behavioural models, when the execution of the supposedly supervenient model exhibits a change, we should verify that some aligned
change occurs in the supposedly base model. Expanding this idea, we will operationalize alignment in § 18.
Supervenience vs enactment, reductionism. Thanks to its abstraction, supervenience is a difficult notion to capture, similarly to (if not more than) constitution.
Additionally, we acknowledge some critical points concerning its application to our
domain. First, institutional mechanisms are not physical laws. This is not an antinaturalist claim: much of modern physics has also abandoned the pretense of foundationalism (i.e. attempts to verify the concrete existence of mechanisms ‘out there’,
cf. § 2.2). The distinction we are referring to concerns the potential of humans
to change the mechanisms constituting their own institutions. This is even more
visible in legal institutions, where the process of enactment modifying the rules is
made explicit. How does the notion of supervenience deal with this situation? The
second point can be seen as a generalization of the first. Supervenience implies reductionism, which is inversely directed with respect to the hierarchy between base
and supervening domains. Is this reductionism truly one-directional? It is clear that
the constitution of meaning follows the sense of constitutive rules. However, social systems adapt to institutional mechanisms—a phenomenon observable through
the emergence of “nomotropic” behaviours, i.e. of “acting in light of rules” (which is
different from acting “in conformity with rules”) [Conte, 2000]—to which social systems respond again by modifying their own institutional mechanisms. The overall
picture accounts double feedback mechanisms, which defeat the previous assumption
of mono-directionality. A more correct image would, therefore, be that of structural
coupling between components of the social system, cf. Luhmann [1992]; Maturana
[2002]. Our preliminary response to these issues is that, because constitution occurs at the level of operation, and structural coupling at the level of adaptation, we
are dealing with phenomena occurring at different temporal scales. Over short periods of time, supervenience-constitutive effects are more prominent than adaptivecoupling ones and therefore their interference is limited.

Chapter 7

Positioning agents

In order to model complex institutional scenarios (including non-compliance), the
composition of mere institutional roles is not sufficient. We need to enrich institutional roles with an intentional characterization, so as to create an explicit connection
between motives and institutional aspects. This requirement leads to an exploration
of the practical reasoning of intentional agents. Interestingly, a similar analysis applies to collective intentionality, and therefore to normative positions.1

7.1

The “contract” for living

In § 4.4.3, we observed that the Hohfeldian potestative prism could be used to qualify aspects of physical power: power, negative power, and disability can be put in
correspondence to attraction, repulsion and independence. An ampliative question
naturally follows: is there a more general analogy between the correlativeness of legal
positions holding between two parties, and the correlativeness of an agent with his
own environment? The latter is more fundamental because, even if we could imagine a situation in which no legal relation holds (e.g. being stranded on a uninhabited,
uncharted island), we cannot imagine an agent not embedded in an environment. If
such an analogy holds, then we should recognize for each institutional position a
corresponding agentive position.
Agentive potestative positions. The exercise starts smoothly with the power positions. As institutional ability (in the sense of legal capacity to modify the institutional reality) can be put in correspondence with physical ability, i.e. the ability of
the agent to modify the environment, institutional disability can be associated with
physical disability (cf. § 5.3.1). In this context, we will prefer the term affordance to
ability or power, in order to insist on the cognitive aspect of power rather than the
formulation given in physics, engineering.
The material presented in this chapter refines and extends elements presented in [Sileno, Boer,
and van Engers, 2015c].
1
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perspective

institutional position

agentive position

performer

power
disability

affordance
disability

recipient

liability
immunity

susceptibility
no-susceptibility

Table 7.1: Correspondences between institutional and agentive potestative positions

Concerning the recipient perspective, depending on whether the agent does or
does not react at some level to changes in the environment, we will refer to the positions of susceptibility and no-susceptibility.2 Table 7.1 illustrates these correspondences.
Agentive teleological positions. Unfortunately, mapping the positions of the first
Hohfeldian square in agentive terms is less obvious. In these conditions, proceeding
metaphorically may be of some use.
In which sense would the environment be in ‘duty’ towards an agent? Living in
the world, we base our conduct on many assumptions, often implicit, about how
the environment reacts to our actions. For instance, we all know that if we let go
a stone from our hand, it will fall on the ground. We expect that, given a certain
condition, a certain consequence will hold. Such expectations do not bear the force
of necessity: things may go differently than what was expected, and this is analogous
to legal claims. The existence and the possibility of capturing regularities in the real
world can be read as the presupposition to build a kind of ‘contract’ between agent
and environment, which is necessary not only for rational behaviour (in the forms
that we know), but for the very process of living. If the environment was such that no
expectation could be formed, there would be no basis to construct cognition, neither
from an epistemic nor from an ontological, e.g. biological, point of view.3
On the correlative side, what can we—in the role of observers—expect from an
agent? Taking an intentional stance, we can attribute to the agent beliefs, desires, and
intents; and considering him as a rational entity, i.e. one which “will act to further its
goals in the light of its beliefs” [Dennett, 1987, p. 18], we can construct, with an adequate approximation, what he will do next. If we inverse this point of view, entering
2

In § 4.3.2, we have observed that the normal use of the notions of institutional power and liability is narrower than the general case, and we suggested the term susceptibility for the institutional
counterpart as well, as a more general category than liability.
3
From an analytical point of view, cf. the cybernetic law of requisite variety [Ashby, 1956, p. 206]:
a system consisting of a controller and a controlled component can be stable only if the number of
states of the controller is greater than the number of states of the controlled; in other words, if the
controller cognitively mirrors what should be under control. From a probabilistic point of view, see
Solomonoff’s hypothesis [Solomonoff, 1997]: organic evolution resulted in a reasonably good initial
built-in probability distribution (possibly modified during life experience in higher living forms) that
organisms use to make predictions and decisions, enabling them to sustain their living in the world.
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perspective

institutional position

position

beneficiary

claim
no-claim

expectation
no-expectation

addressee

duty
liberty

commitment
no-commitment

Table 7.2: Correspondences between institutional and agentive teleological positions

the agent’s mind, the same mental states can be seen as manifestation of the drivers
for his conduct. It is to satisfy his desires and intents that the agent behaves in a certain
way.4 We call this category of generic motivational components ‘commitments’.5 Described in those terms, commitments and expectations share the teleological nature
of duties and claims. Table 7.2 summarizes all the correspondences.
Extrinsic and intrinsic components of agency. Despite such analogies, the inherent distinction between institutional and agentive categories can be traced back to
a dichotomy between extrinsic and intrinsic components of agency. Extrinsic components are the result of social, normative forces, external to the agent: he cannot
change those; or, better, he may change them only trough intervening at the social
level, thus requiring adequate recognition from the social body. This does not mean
that there is a relation of control from social to individual. The agent may be not
aware of certain norms, or he may still neglect or overlook them. In contrast, the
origin of intrinsic components is internal to the agent, i.e. it is the result of internal
processing and deliberation.
Proposition 11. Where institutional positions identify extrinsic commitments, expectations, abilities and susceptibilities, agentive positions identify intrinsic commitments,
expectations, abilities and susceptibilities.
Agent-based modeling revisited. This epistemological leap provides us with an alternative starting point for agent modeling, which brings two important innovations.
First, proceeding similarly to the analysis resulting in the Hohfeldian prisms, we introduce the negative characterizations of agentive positions, which, to our knowl4

It is not important to acknowledge whether such mental states actually exist or are epiphenomena
of other unconscious activities of the brain. The principle of responsibility in our legal systems is
based on the assumption that they are significant to reason about human behaviour.
5
In Latin, committere means initiating an action (e.g. committo me itineri, proelium committo).
The term has been also chosen to make explicit the connection with the notion of social commitment:
an agent socially commits to another agent to perform a certain action if the first agent intends to do
so and the second one has interests in this intention. Duty can be seen as the legal aspect of social
commitment. Similar connections can be found in the works of e.g. Castelfranchi [1995] and Singh
[1999], distinguishing between internal, social and collective commitments.
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edge, no one has yet explored in the literature. Second, we draw attention to susceptibilities, which are generally neglected or given as implicit in current agent architectures. Both aspects go towards requirements of behavioural modeling which are
highly relevant in the legal activity. For the first aspect, consider negative action—in
the two forms of lack of action or actively preventing another outcome— and how
it is relevant to attribute responsibility (see e.g. Lehmann, Breuker, and Brouwer
[2004], elaborating on Hart and Honoré [1985]). For the second aspect, susceptibilities play the role of anchors for reactivity, and, for these reason, correctly designing
susceptibilities is part of a general discourse about evidence.

7.2

Representational requirements

Considering a certain action (e.g. “X pays Y a certain amount”) we may think of cases
in which this action is missing (“X doesn’t pay Y”) or performed differently (“X pays
Y another amount”). Similarly, considering a certain intent (e.g. “X wants to pay
Y”), we may consider cases in which this intent has not been formed (“X doesn’t
want to pay Y”), which include cases in which there are contrastive intents (“X wants
to avoid paying Y”, “X wants to stop paying Y”). As these examples show, ‘negative’
characterizations of action and of intent exist and we actually use them. They also
play an important role in the attribution of responsibility: they can clearly be used
to address a misalignment with expected behaviour (what should have been done),
and more generally, with normative goals. But these are just two of the dimensions
on which negation introduces new perspectives to the matter.
A mythological example. Concerned as we are in this chapter with intentional
components, we don’t need to limit ourselves to legal scenarios. Mythology, for
instance, is a rich repository of stories constructed on interesting intentional configurations. For example,
Even if he knew that all sailors who had done it went lost into the open sea,
Ulysses wanted to hear the voices of the Sirens. To achieve this goal, the sail
direction set, he put some wax in his companions’ ears and asked them to bind
him to the mainmast with the strongest rope. He also ordered not to follow any
of his requests before reaching their destination.

Ulysses eventually succeeded in his goal of hearing the Sirens, and, listening to this
story, people are able to grasp why. The scenario refers to notions such as: conditional persistent commitment (Ulysses desiring to jump off towards the Sirens after hearing their voices, and insisting on trying even though strongly bound to the
mainmast); positive expectation (about the fact that the Sirens were along that specific path); negative affordance (associated with the plan preventing the Sirens’ effect);
disability (Ulysses bound to the mast); negative susceptibility (the sailors to Ulysses’s
requests); no-susceptibility (the sailors to Sirens’ voices). Only the first two have more
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direct correspondences to the components used in most known belief-desire-intention
(BDI) architectures. The purpose of the present chapter is to identify and consider
these ‘neglected’ positions as first-class citizens.
As we saw with the Hohfeldian prisms (§ 4.4), two types of negation are at stake
(carrying negative and null polarizations). Furthermore, beyond an informational
dimension (beliefs, knowledge, expectations), and a teleological dimension (desires,
intentions, commitments), Ulysses’s story proves that to fully capture a model of an
agent’s behaviour we also have to consider ascription of affordances (as abilities of
intervention on the environment) and of susceptibilities (as abilities of sensing the
environment, operationaling corresponding reactions). How do we deal with these
categories? What constructs are required to express a story like the one given above
in agent-based modeling?

7.2.1

Assessment of existing agent-based architectures

In the last decades, software engineering has been moving from machine-oriented
views of programming towards concepts and abstractions that more closely reflect
the way in which humans conceive the world. In particular, multi-agent systems
(MAS) have been introduced to develop and implement distributed algorithms and
complex services, characterized by diffuse interactions between individual autonomous
entities [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995b]. Then, exploiting theories of mind elaborated in psychology, philosophy, and cognitive sciences [Bratman, 1987; Dennett,
1987], paradigms such as belief-desire-intention (BDI) have been taken as a base to implement agents exhibiting rational behaviour, by using the same categories that we use
typically to address human behaviour.6 A fast glance over MAS design methodologies
(e.g. GAIA [Zambonelli, Jennings, and Wooldridge, 2003]) makes already explicit
that this field is primarily concerned with artificial computational systems. Nevertheless, because their functioning mirrors architectures inspired by theories of mind,
they could, in principle, be applied to model human behaviour; for instance, similar models have started to be exploited in intention recognition applications [Sadri,
2012].
To ensure a practical operational result to our research, rather than diving into
the several semantics (and variations) presented in the literature,7 we decided to start
from existing agent platforms, assessing from the ‘inside’ the modeling tool box provided by the underlying agent language. We have considered five agent-based languages/platforms, three based on a BDI architecture and two on logic programming.
Most of these, namely 2APL [Dastani, 2008], GOAL [Hindriks, 2009b], ALP
[Kowalski and Sadri, 1999] and DALI [Costantini and Tocchio, 2008], refer only to
default negation: when the agent is not able to conclude a certain fact, then that fact is
false. Without the difference between null polarity and negative polarity, all negative
A recent overview can be found in [Baldoni et al., 2010].
As observed by Neumann [2010] for normative architectures, the number of conceptually oriented articles far exceeds the number of existing execution models.
6

7
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positions conflate: we are not able to address the distinction between, for instance,
null commitment (“X doesn’t want to pay Y”) and negative commitment (“X wants
to avoid paying Y”, “X wants to stop paying Y”). On the other hand, Jason [Bordini,
Hübner, and Wooldridge, 2007], built upon AgentSpeak(L) [Rao, 1996], provides a
double negation, but does not allow working with declarative goals, thus increasing
the complexity of the modeling and processing of the mutual dependencies holding
at the motivational level. Finally, all of these handle affordances and susceptibilities
only implicitly, typically as enabling and triggering conditions of behavioural rules.
Starting from explanations of behaviour
Even if these representational limits may be overcome with adequate extensions, we
decided to approach the issue from an alternative direction: to start from stronger
representational requirements, and to construct the reasoning platform on top of
those. The reasons behind this decision are mainly due to a different target application. While the previous works focus on logical and computational aspects of rational
choice and optimizing decision theories, and aim to construct intelligent systems, our
objective is to sketch a modeling language that is sound for intentional characterization. For this reason, our contribution is grounded on cognitive research such as
e.g. Pennington and Hastie [1993], concerning explanation-based decision-making
processes occurring in legal adjudication tasks. The connection with narratives, suggested already by Ulysses’s story, will be further investigated in chapter § 11. In this
chapter we will focus on investigating the identified agentive positions and operationalizing them in practical reasoning terms. We will then connect these results to a
general action-scheme, already recognized in the literature as a prototypical template
for explanations of behaviour.

7.3

Cognitive components

Our proposal considers four primitive categories to specify the behaviour of the
agent: commitments, expectations, affordances and susceptibilities, roughly corresponding to what the agent wants, what he knows, what (he perceives) he is able to do, and
what he is disposed to react to of its sensory experience and internal states. Any
element belonging to these classes is a position, part of a positional triple (§ 2.1.2).

7.3.1

Commitment

In contrast with typical BDI architectures, we don’t start by dividing desires from
intent at the initial stage, but rather from a general commitment category. In our
framework, a (practical) commitment is a general motivational element, i.e. an internal cognitive mechanism that eventually converges or plays a role in driving towards action performance or action avoidance. In the most general meaning, however,
commitment is associated with the agent’s resistance to changing a certain attitude;
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therefore, it can also be applied to informational attitudes (beliefs, expectations), and
for this reason, knowledge can be interpreted as an ontological commitment. Unless
stated otherwise, in our terminology we limit the application of this term to practical
commitment.
Enabling the ascription of reasons explaining the conduct of an agent via the
intentional stance [Dennett, 1987], commitment is the constituent of mentalization
[Fonagy and Target, 1997], or more precisely, of rationalization of behaviour. On
the one hand, commitment can be interpreted at a more fundamental level: it is
not a matter of reifying (or being conscious of) a certain intent, but of having a
systematic function with enough stability to drive action. For instance, all living
beings, even the most primitive, are functionally provided with the commitment to
survive. On the other hand, we have to take into account that not all reasons for
action necessarily refer to concrete objectives: e.g. desires and values also strongly
influence the behaviour of agents, but at a deeper level. As often happens, the use
of common terms does not help in settling a specific meaning. However, a brief
overview of recent developments regarding the matter can facilitate the visualization
of the problems at stake.
Agent architectures: BD and BDI
The traditional AI perspective considers agents (in the sense of intelligent systems)
as entities performing certain actions in order to achieve certain goals, depending on
their knowledge:
“An agent [..] has an extremely simple structure. [..] First, the agent has some
physical body with which it can act in the environment (and be acted upon).
[..] Second, the agent has a body of knowledge. This body is like a memory.
Whatever the agent knows at some time, it continues to know. [..] Third, and
finally, the agent has a set of goals. A goal is a body of knowledge of a state of
affairs in the environment. Goals are structurally distinguished from the main
body of knowledge. This permits them to enter into the behavior of the agent
in a distinct way, namely, that which the organism strives to realize.”, Newell
[1982]

Considering Newell’s goals as (a kind of) desires, this approach can be aligned to
the traditional philosophical account of practical rationality, based on a belief-desire
architecture (BD).8
Bratman convincingly argued against such two-parameter characterizations. Consider this example:
“Suppose I have a fleeting craving for a chocolate bar, one which induces a fleetingly predominant desire to eat one for dessert. And suppose that just as fleetIn the speech act theory, Searle and Vanderveken [1985], after Anscombe [1967], distinguish the
two elements by opposite “direction of fit”. Beliefs function as declarative statements: they are satisfied
or true if they conform to the world. Desires function similarly to imperative statements: they are
satisfied or fulfilled if something occurs that bring the world to conform with them.
8
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ingly I notice this desire and judge (in a spirit of resignation, perhaps) that it will
lead me so to act. But then I stop and reflect, recall my dieting plans, and resolve
to skip dessert. On the present desire-belief account I had a fleeting intention
to have a chocolate dessert. But I am inclined to say I had no such intention,
for I was never appropriately settled in favor of such a dessert.” [Bratman, 1987,
p. 62]

Inspired by Bratman, many researchers in the last twenty years have attempted to formalize mechanisms reproducing the practical reasoning of intentional agents, starting from the seminal works of Cohen and Levesque [1990], and of Rao and Georgeff
[1991] (see Baldoni et al. [2010] for an overview). At a general level, all these contributions present alternative proposals of agent architectures based on beliefs, desires,
and intentions (BDI), concerning the informational, motivational, and deliberative aspects of agency, respectively [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995a]. In effect, in a BD
system the deliberative dimension is missing or left implicit, but the example given
above shows that the three components are not perfectly aligned: the desire for a
chocolate bar is never explicitly converted to an intention. Therefore, in principle, a
BDI framework allows us to consider that agents may have conflicting, inconsistent
desires (e.g. to eat the chocolate and to follow a weight-loss plan), but those that are
eventually selected for the actual conduct have to be consistent; it is this selection,
reified as intention, that captures the deliberative aspect of agency.
Thomason has efficiently summarized the mapping generally applied from these
notions to computational architectures:
“A BDI agent is practical; it performs actions, in the real world or a simulated
one. These actions are determined by plans, which are formed on the basis of
beliefs (beliefs about the initial state, and about the initiations and effects of
actions) and goals. If we identify adopted plans with intentions and goals with
desires, we have the three elements of the BDI trio.”, Thomason [2000]

As this summary makes evident, however, desire remains “a Cinderella of the BDI
trinity” [Dignum, Kinny, and Sonenberg, 2002]. The replacement with the notion
of a goal, in the stream of the AI tradition, is in effect a rough simplification. In
general, a goal is a target situation, that, together with the current situation, specifies the trajectory that the agent is demanded to cover; in this sense, it is a concrete
objective, that in a full rationality is issued only after a concentration or synthesis of
motivational components. Desires, on the other hand, are not necessarily concrete.
A commitment-based architecture
In order to overcome this limitation, similarly to what was proposed by Governatori
et al. [2013], we distinguish a kind of motivational gradient: from commitments
which are acceptable for the agent (desire), to commitments which are preferred by the
agent, and finally to commitments which are selected by the agent. The introduction
of prioritization at the level of preferences functions to solve possible inconsistencies,
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allowing a conflict-free selection of the desires to which the agent may commit. From
this solution, we assume the following properties:
•
•
•
•

desires may be inconsistent;
prioritized desires are not inconsistent;
intents are selected desires;
intentions are commitments towards plans which bring about intents.

In our terminology, all of these notions belong to the class of commitments, but
occupy a different level in the reasoning process. We can perform an additional distinction:
• intentions are commitments driving direct action;
• motivations are commitments possibly triggering further commitments (a sort
of second-order intention)—motives would be the conditions triggering a motivation.
At the lowest granularity of specification, when the commitment can be seen as externalized to the sensory-motor module, physical actions corresponds to immediate
intentions. The immediate/non-immediate categorization is affine to the one proposed by Bratman [1987] between present-directed intentions and future-directed intentions, and that proposed by Searle [1983] between intention-in-action and prior
intention. From the chosen terminologies we infer that the first author insists on the
planning aspect of intentionality, whereas the second on the explanatory aspect. It is
not clear however how motivations would fit into their definitions.
Types of commitment
Following the triangle of contrariety, commitment can be declined into the positions
of positive commitment, negative commitment, and no-commitment.
Positive commitment. A positive commitment position specifies a positive practical attitude of the agent towards a reference: he commits to approach or maintain
the situation expressed in the target. A positive commitment position is specified as
in Fig. 7.1. The gray transitions are not part of this construct, but highlight that this
structure is operational only if some mechanism evaluates the associated expressions. As
expected, there is a profound similarity with the mechanism proposed for obligation
(§ 5.4.3). The elements can be informally described as follows:
• target expression identifying what the agent is committed to.
• initiation condition situation in which the commitment is instantiated. If this
element is present, the resulting structure is a conditional commitment, as in “If
I listen to the Sirens’ voice, I want to follow them”. We should distinguish an
inner commitment, i.e. the commitment to be put in place when the condition
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commitment
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success
operation
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operation
success
reference

failure
reference

Figure 7.1: Operational structure of commitment as a Petri Net

•
•
•
•
•

is held, from a source or outer commitment, which requires such instantiation
(a second-order position, namely a susceptibility (cf. conditional obligations,
§ 5.4.3).
success reference conditional specification about how to recognize its satisfaction
(usually a proxy of the target).
success operation action specification about what to perform after the commitment is recognized as satisfied.
failure reference conditional specification about how to recognize when the
commitment fails.
failure operation action specification about what to do when the commitment
fails; usually used to instantiate backup commitments (cf. contrary-to-duty).
expiration condition conditional specification that removes the commitment,
independently from the ones defined with success or failure.

In principle, the structure allows for compositionality and extendibility. For instance, multiple types of failures, or alternative initiations may be attached to the
same position. It also allows distinguishing easily between achievement goals and
maintenance goals, depending on the presence in the success operation of the removal
of the commitment (cf. Hindriks and van Riemsdijk [2008]). Similarly, a commitment is called non-perdurant instead of perdurant if it nullifies itself after a failure is
recognized. For instance, Ulysses’s intent to reach the Sirens is perdurant, as he continues to strive even when he acknowledges not being able to free himself from the
rope. Typically, the conditions for expiration are expressed in terms of absolute time
or of time relative to the instantiation, but in principle, temporal characterizations
may be useful in all expressions and operations. For instance, the triggering of a failure may be associated with the acknowledgment of a timeout (cf. temporal aspects of
obligation, § 5.4.3).
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Negative commitment. A negative commitment reflects a negative practical attitude of the agent towards a reference. In practice, the agent is committed to avoiding
the situation expressed in the target. The structure is the same as the previous one,
except that, in this case, the recognition of the target situation (what the agent does
not want) is encoded in the failure field. On the other hand, the success field reference
is a situation in which this ‘negative’ desire has been respected.
The positive and negative specifications of commitment offer two different frames
to the modeler. For instance, in “I want to listen to the Sirens before we arrive at the
destination” or “I want to pay you before the end of the month”, reaching the destination or the end of month can be interpreted as the events making explicit the failure
of the commitments. If we consider a rephrasing of the previous statements as “I do
not want to arrive at the destination before listening to the Sirens” or “I do not want
to reach the end of the month without paying you”, the success and failure fields are
the same as in the previous case. To our knowledge, all current logical frameworks
consider them to be the same structure. However, as a human reader, we recognize
that the two phrases transport a different pragmatic meaning.
Proposition 12. A negative attitude towards a negated target does not correspond to a
positive attitude towards the target.
Intuitively, the target reflects where the stress is put on, i.e. what is demanding the
intervention of the agent. The first case is clearly a matter of direct planning; in
the second, there is an implicit reference to something that is blocking the path towards the desired outcome. We will make this explicit in the practical reasoning part
(§ 5.5.1).
No commitment. A no commitment position corresponds to the absence of commitment towards the reference. Consequently, there are no failures and no successes
to be accounted for. In institutional terms, this position corresponds to permission
or liberty.

7.3.2

Expectation

If commitments are essential for the definition of the subject, expectations reflect the
situatedness of the subject in the world. What the agent expects from the world is
what he believes the world is, actually and potentially. The “actual” category mirrors the traditional definition of beliefs. The “potential” category identifies what,
according to the agent, the world may bring about under certain conditions, and corresponds to the usual meaning associated with expectation. This characterization can
evidently be voided of intentional aspects and is related to the notion of causation,
when it concerns phenomena, or of logic dependency.
Positive expectation. The structure of expectation is the same as that of commitment, and, therefore, a similar analysis of the components applies. If there is no
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initiation, the expectation is a belief about what is currently holding. The target
defines the propositional content of the belief. The initiation specifies how the expectation can be formed. The success/failure referents are used to specify the means
to verify/defeat the expectation, and they are usually built upon primitive perceptions
or on other expectations. The expiration condition can be used instead to put a limit
to such expectations, e.g. ‘after the rain, the wind blows for a couple of hours’.
Negative expectation. A negative expectation specifies what the agent believes it is
not the case. This has to be seen as a constraint on the knowledge base. For instance,
take the statement “Sirens do not exist”. In this work, for simplicity, we assume that
the expectation of ¬ p is equal to the negative expectation of p. In principle, however,
there should be a mechanism similar to that of commitments, allowing us to explain
the difference of connotation between the two (“I believe that Sirens do not exist” vs
“I don’t believe that Sirens exist”).
No expectation. This position states that the agent has not constructed any belief
about the matter: it is an agnostic position. For instance, “I do not know whether
Sirens exist”, or “I don’t know whether people follow the Sirens when they hear their
voices”.

7.3.3

Affordance

An affordance can be seen as an opportunity—a possibility of the agent to adopt a
certain behaviour, in certain conditions, to achieve a certain result (§ 5.3.1). Affordances interact with commitments to define which behaviour the agent will eventually select. We will dedicate a specific section on the interaction of affordances with
perceptions in § 9.2. In this section we simply focus on their role in the proposed
reasoning architecture.
Positive affordance. A positive affordance reflects the opportunity of the agent to
execute a certain behaviour to reach a certain outcome. The structure specifying it is
illustrated in Fig. 7.2. Its components can be compared to those of action languages:
the initiation condition is basically a pre element, while the target identifies what the
agent would achieve with that action, a subset of the traditional post element. Initiation and expiration elements are as in the previous structures. The action element
corresponds to a plan of actions. The inhibition field identifies a situation in which
the affordance, although available, cannot be used. This can be exploited to solve
conflicts raised at the motivational level. The catalyst field is a placeholder to make
explicit the mental state in which the affordance is used.
Note the difference between initiation condition and catalyst. The first, in Petri
Net terms, specifies the situation that produces the token activating the affordance.
The catalyst allows, when the affordance is present, for one to run the specified operation. Conversely, the inhibitor allows, when the token is present, for one to block
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Figure 7.2: Operational structure of affordance.

its normal operation. Inhibition and catalyst can be seen as characterizations of conflicting (but not dual) situations. For instance, the affordance to drink a glass of water
is generated when I see a glass of water nearby. This affordance will be actually utilized only if I commit to drinking a glass of water (thus this intent acts as catalyst).
Consider now the case in which I took some medications, and I should not drink
for some time. I still perceive the affordance and I may still want to drink the glass
of water, but the affordance would be inhibited by the latter commitment. If all
commitments have the same priority, inhibitions count as vetoes, and stop all action
selections that are deemed detrimental to one of the current commitments. In order
to unblock such situation, the agent needs to be provided with (a way to form) a
prioritization of commitments.
Given a certain commitment, there may be no relevant affordances available or
those available be inhibited. In this case, the desire cannot be transformed in intent.
This is plausible: we may want to be rich, for instance, but not necessarily behave in
such a way in order to become rich.
In the opposite case, multiple affordances may be available, and not inhibited,
for the same commitment, corresponding in practice to different plans to achieve the
same objective. The selection process requires a prioritization in this case at the level
of intentions.
Negative affordance. Negative affordance, or negative power, reflects on the ability of the agent to adopt a certain plan to prevent reaching a certain state of affairs.
For instance, Ulysses perceives that his plan provides him with a negative affordance
about falling prey to the Sirens. In principle, the situation expressed by the target
represents what is going to occur or to hold if the action is not performed.
Disability. The absence of opportunity to obtain a certain target via a certain behaviour corresponds to disability. Given a certain action, infinite disabilities can
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be expressed (every outcome that cannot be achieved via that action). This would
be redundant and uninteresting information to be maintained. When disability is
expressed explicitly, it is usually because it settles domain limitations to an existing
ability. e.g. I cannot untie the rope if I don’t apply an adequate force. Once Ulysses
acknowledges he does not have enough force, he develops an alternative plan, such as
trying to convince his companions to free him.

7.3.4

Susceptibility

The positional triple correlative to affordance is susceptibility (§ 5.3.1). The agent is
susceptible to a certain event if he exhibits some reaction to its occurrence, at the
epistemic (modifying expectations) or motivational (modifying commitment) level.
Therefore, susceptibilities are the attitudes specifying the reactive aspect of agency.
Note the correspondence of this construct with the minimal model of agentive causation proposed in § 7.5.
Positive susceptibility. Positive susceptibility reflects the attention of the agent towards a potential situation, described by the target, whose occurrence is associated
with a certain reaction. The structure is formally similar to that of affordance, apart
from the renaming of action with reaction, and of referring to the ground rather than
to the target. We already noted elsewhere that all conditional positions can be reinterpreted using susceptibility. It is because the agent is sensitive to a certain initiation
condition that he can instantiate the position. This mechanism is actually more of a
general mechanism: all situations accounted in the proposed structures are outputs of
recognition actions, and therefore need to be aligned with adequate susceptibilities.
If the agent is not able to sense the relevant changes, then the associated conditions
cannot possibly be triggered (cf. § 17.3.2)
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Negative susceptibility. At the opposite pole, we find negative susceptibility. If
the stimulus described by the target occurs, then the agent generates a negative commitment towards what is specified in the reaction field. It is important to note that
this figure is constructed in duality to the positive susceptibility. You can specify the
negative outcome only once you define what the normal reaction is. The sailors on
Ulysses’s ship received orders from their captain to untie him. While normally they
would have followed those, now they avoid doing what he asks. In this case, the
action has a unique characterization. Imaging now the situation in which Ulysses
asks to steer the ship to the left, in order to follow the Sirens. For their negative
susceptibility, the sailors generate a negative commitment towards the content of the
order, giving them the options of going forward or turning to the right. As it generates duties (towards Ulysses), the negative susceptibility described with this example
is actually a negative liability (§ 4.4.4),
No susceptibility. The absence of susceptibility is unresponsiveness or no susceptibility. For instance, because of the wax in their ears, the sailors are unresponsive to
the voice of the Sirens. As with no-affordance, this serves to define the boundaries of
an existing domain of susceptibility. If there is no consequent, then it means that the
agent is completely unresponsive to that stimulus.

7.4

Practical reasoning constructs

In this section, we operationalize the interactions of the previous components in
practical reasoning terms.

7.4.1

Relating commitment to action

To connect commitment and affordances we will implement the prevent-acquire-curekeep (PACK) framework, already presented in § 5.5.1 with respect to institutional
notions.
Acquire (A) . If you have a commitment towards a certain target, which is not
holding at the moment, and an associated affordance is available, then use it.
commitment @ Target AND
expectation @ neg Target AND
affordance @ Target { action: Action }
=> Action

The direct transformation is possible when Action refers to primitive transitions.
Otherwise, we have to generate new commitments:
=> commitment @ Action
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If the affordance is missing we are not obliged to define an intentional failure. The
commitment may remain sleeping, i.e. exist without triggering an actual intention
at the present circumstances. The failure may be expressed as e.g. a timeout failure at
the commitment level.
Furthermore, you should inhibit the negative affordances that you expect to interfere with the target.
commitment @ Target AND
expectation @ neg Target AND
expectation @ Target { initiation: SideTarget }
neg affordance @ SideTarget AND
-> neg affordance @ SideTarget { inhibition: commitment @ Target }

Keep (K). If you have a commitment towards a certain target, which is holding at
the moment, and you have a negative affordance associated with its negation, then
use it.
commitment @ Target AND
expectation @ Target AND
neg-affordance @ neg Target { action: Action }
=> Action

The keep attitude generally intervenes as implementing avoidance: if there are
available affordances that may produce the opposite of the target as an expected sideeffect, inhibit them.
commitment @ Target AND
expectation @ Target AND
expectation @ neg Target { initiation: SideTarget }
affordance @ SideTarget AND
-> affordance @ SideTarget { inhibition: commitment @ Target }

The expectation expresses foreseeability. However, note that this solution is simplistic: mutually excluding commitments would inhibit both affordances. A natural
correction would be to introduce priorities between commitments.
Prevent (P). If you have a negative commitment towards a certain target, which is
not holding at the moment, and you have a negative affordance towards it, then use
such affordance.
neg-commitment @ Target AND
neg-expectation @ Target AND
neg-affordance @ Target { action: Action } => Action
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Similarly to the keep case, we also have to consider inhibiting affordances with undesired side-effects:
neg-commitment @ Target AND
neg-expectation @ Target AND
affordance @ SideTarget AND
expectation @ Target { initiation: SideTarget }
-> affordance @ SideTarget { inhibition: neg-commitment @ Target }

Cure (C). If you have a negative commitment towards a certain target, which is
holding at the moment, and you have the affordance associated with its negation,
then use such affordance.
neg-commitment @ Target AND
neg-expectation @ neg Target AND
affordance @ neg Target { action: Action } => Action

Furthermore, you have to inhibit other affordances that may interfere with the cure:
neg-commitment @ Target AND
neg-expectation @ neg Target AND
neg-expectation @ Target { initiation: SideTarget }
affordance @ SideTarget AND
-> affordance @ SideTarget { inhibition: neg-commitment @ Target }

Operationalizing approach and avoidance
The overall framework is compatible with the classic distinction given in psychology and cognitive science between approach and avoidance (see e.g. Townsend and
Busemeyer [1989]), used to qualify behavioural mechanisms associated with positive
or negative states of affairs for the agent (e.g. wellness and sickness). Current agent
platforms focus primarily on the reasoning pattern (A) alone. By integrating the
other patterns, however, we are able to explain, for instance, the pragmatic difference between the two rephrasings of commitment given in § 7.3.1, here rewritten for
convenience:
I want to pay you before the end of the month.
I don’t want to reach the end of the month without paying you.

The positive characterization triggers a mechanism (A) targeting the goal; the negative one a mechanism (P) in order to avoid bringing about the negation of the goal.
The two frames activate and interact with different distributions of affordances and
expectations, and as we will see in the next section, different susceptibilities. This result is aligned with recent extensions to prospect theory, which insist on loss attention
aspects [Yechiam and Hochman, 2013].
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This conflation of negation does not concern only current agent platforms, but
also deontic logic. Let us consider this institutional example:
It is obligatory to finish the thesis in four years.
It is forbidden that four years be spent without finishing the thesis.

Neglecting temporal considerations, the two sentences are usually mapped to deontic
propositions as Obl(finished ∨¬timeout) and Forb(¬finished ∧timeout). Knowing that
Obl(¬A) ↔ Forb(A), the two deontic propositions would be equivalent. However,
from a practical reasoning point of view, we have just shown that they are not.

7.4.2

Relating commitment to monitoring

Not all that an agent may perceive from the environment or infer from his knowledge is relevant to his commitments. This relevance relation can be extracted from
the commitment specifications, considering two directions: identifying potential situations enabling changes, because of expiration conditions related to current positions and of initiation conditions of potential positions addressed by the PACK; and
circumscribing success and failure references, necessary to readdress the current configuration. Let us analyze them separately.
The agent starts from a certain configuration of commitments. In principle, initiation conditions may contain commitment elements as well; because of the given
configuration, this component may be partially evaluated, resulting in the exclusion
of all positions whose initiations have been falsified a priori. From the remaining
positional set, the agent should be able to evaluate the following situating conditions:
• the initiation conditions of conditional commitments;
• the expiration conditions of current commitments;
• the initiation and expiration conditions of expectations about the targets of the
current commitments relevant according to the PACK constructs;
• the initiation and expiration conditions of not inhibited affordances related to
current commitments according to the PACK constructs;
• the initiation and expiration conditions of all expectations involved in the selected structures.
Note that these conditions may contain other expectations as well; making this nesting flat allows us to identify all the ‘primitive’ expectations which are relevant to
the present situation. On the other hand, the agent should be able to evaluate the
feedback conditions:
• the success and failure conditions of current commitments;
• the success and failure conditions of expectations used in these conditions.
In this case as well, expectations can be nested.
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Both situating and feedback mechanisms are required for the viability of the system. The first allows adequate response to changes in the environment. The second
provides the means for steering, enabling repair, and reifying errors in expectations,
functional to adaptation purposes.
To summarize, the proposed framework enables us to extract the susceptibilities,
i.e. what the agent should pay attention to, required according to the rest of its cognitive state (commitments, expectations, affordances). This principle is confirmed in
research on vision (see e.g. Hayhoe and Ballard [2005]), practical knowledge, related
to a task, influences what we look at.
Operationalizing evidence gathering
Although necessary, identifying the primitive expectations relevant to a certain commitment configuration is not, however, sufficient. Expectations may, for instance,
expire, the agent still requiring such knowledge. Agents typically have to start a specific course of action to retrieve missing information. This pattern exemplifies the
pattern creating the commitment for an investigation targeting an evidence proxy of
certain required information:
[ Info is relevant ] AND
no-expectation @ Info AND
susceptible @ Evidence { reaction: Info } AND
affordance @ Evidence { action: Request }
=> commitment @ Request

This evidence-oriented focus is particularly relevant for our target institutional applications.

7.4.3

Design and adaptation

The proposed operationalition has definite boundaries: what if there are no affordances available for the present commitments? Or what if there is no susceptibility
for relevant expectations? As a first solution, we could refer to some form of compositionality (planning, etc.), as e.g. with:
affordance @ Target { initiation: Condition; action: FinalAction } AND
affordance @ Condition { action: PreliminaryAction }
=> affordance @ Target { action: PreliminaryAction SEQ FinalAction }

An even more interesting extension would be to extract affordances from expectations: this epistemic leap is intuitively similar to the passage from recurrent correlations to causal dependencies (cf. the scientific method, which accounts for replicability
as a requirement for theory construction).
Another important dimension that remains to be explored is that of adaptation.
Successes and failures may be used to calibrate expectations about the world (e.g.
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placing better timeouts) or at a more agentive level (e.g. reconsidering affordances
and susceptibilities), or even to reinforce certain motivational configurations over
others.

7.5

General action-scheme

After having proposed a general practical reasoning architecture, we are concerned
by linking it to knowledge constructs referring to meaningful unities of actions.
A template for action-schemes. Analyzing actual verbal reports of legal cases, Pennington and Hastie [1993] found that explanations of human behaviour used in legal
decision-making converge to the following action-scheme (here in the revisited version
proposed by Bex and Verheij [2011]):
Motive → Intent → Action → Consequences

(7.1)

The conditional connective used in this equation is a causal dependency: the agent
commits to a certain intent because of a certain motive, and this commitment results
in the performance of an action (or sequence of actions), which, in turn, produces
certain observable consequences. More precisely, it is a sequence of agent causations;
only the last connection lies in between agent and physical causation: it is an immediate intent transformed in bodily movements. Reconsidering these connections
through the practical reasoning constructs presented in § 7.3 and the dispositional
interpretation of action given in § 5.3.1, we can enrich the action-scheme expressed
in (7.1) with the following elements:
• motivation: the mental situation that makes the motive a reason for intent
(§ 7.3.1),
• affordance: the situated perception of being able to perform the action,
• disposition: the actual situation of being able to perform the action.
The resulting scheme can be modeled using Petri Nets as in Fig. 7.4. The action
scheme presented above fits neatly with a sequence of two PACK constructs, the
first determining the intent, and the second determining the action. Additionally,
it includes a third mechanism, which models the actual coupling between agent
and environment. The extension to PACK constructs generating inhibition of affordances, and therefore possibly bringing to the occurrence of negative actions (cf.
§ 2.2), should, in principle, be straightforward.
Intent, motive and motivation. Referring to this scheme in interpreting human
behaviour, we can then confirm the plausibility of the terminology given in § 7.3.1.
If someone is caught while trying to stab a person, his intent of killing is evident. Evidence of premeditation is given by circumstantial evidence supporting the existence
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Figure 7.4: General action scheme, with failures.

of a plan, i.e. of a non-immediate intention. The motive—that is, the reason behind
that intent—is, in general, more difficult to investigate. Nevertheless, evidence of a
motive, or evidence of the lack of a motive, may be considered by the jury and therefore may be relevant to the resulting legal decision. Finally, motivation is the reason
why a motive is a reason for action, and therefore it is hidden at an even deeper level.
In the simplest case, a certain fact may count as motive for the agent simply because
it is relevant for the activity in which he is currently involved (e.g. seeing a fox is relevant when you’re hunting foxes), and (being committed to) this activity counts as the
associated motivation. In the general case, or if we engage in identifying higher-order
motivations, we will follow what Dennett [1987, p. 20] called the “‘Why?’ game of
reason-giving”, which always leads to answers like “survival, absence of pain, food,
comfort, procreation, entertainment”.

7.5.1

Practical failures

Affordances describe expected possibilities of action to agents in a certain environment, but things may go differently from what is expected or desired. If the agent
starts an action and is not successful in achieving his intent, then he may acknowledge an action failure. If he has converged towards a specific intent (goal), but does not
perceive any available affordance, the association with a plan (intention) cannot be
reified, and he may acknowledge an intent failure. The resulting model is illustrated
in Fig. 7.4 (cf. Fig. 5.13 in § 5.5.1).

7.5.2

Institutional failures

When social institutions are involved in the story, the factual story has to be enriched
with institutional mechanisms such as the ones investigated in § 4, § 5 and § 6. In all
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legal cases, at least one of the social participants perceives elements of a supposed institutional failure; this is the reason for requesting the intervention of an adjudicating
court. If we miss this aspect, we cannot possibly understand the case.
An institutional failure occurs when an agent initiates an act or brings about an
outcome that is not permitted (i.e. prohibited), or does not satisfy a given duty.
In Fig. 7.5, we enriched the previous scheme, including the violation/satisfaction
recognition mechanisms, exploiting constitutive rules (around the black circles, see
§ 6.3.3). Note that if the intended outcome is successfully established, then it will
still be a practical success for the agent, even if enforcement actions may reduce the
overall payoff (§ 9.4.1). The case of actions that are institutionally meaningful (e.g.
marrying, accepting an offer, etc.) is a bit different. In order to be successful in the
performance, practical power and institutional power must both be present. However, if the agent performs an act that he considers institutionally meaningful (he
perceives the associated social affordance), but it is eventually not recognized as such
(he lacks the associated institutional power), he meets a practical failure, not—strictly
speaking—an institutional one (cf. nullification, § 5.3.2).

7.6

Discussion and further developments

This chapter traces an outline of an agent reasoning architecture based on commitments, expectations, affordances, and susceptibilities, distinguished in positive, negative and null positions. For the scopes of this thesis, we limited ourselves to giving a
wide overview of the system. A preliminary proof-of-concept of the architecture is
being developed at the moment, and further elements remains to be evaluated. For
instance, we plan to include in the commitment construct a suspension condition, to
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be used to implement prioritization in order to resolve conflicts amongst contradictory commitments (cf. Meneguzzi, Telang, and Singh [2013]). The complete interaction of suspension of commitments with the inhibition of affordances remains
to be studied, together with the different interactions of negative expectation and
expectation of negation, etc.
Our primary aim here was to identify a representational gap experienced while
modeling complex institutional scenarios with current agent-based platforms. Interestingly, the resulting architecture may also be used to model characters in narratives,
as in the proposed Ulysses’s story. As we will see more in detail in the following
chapter, the agents we are targeting are non-reflective: they cannot modify their own
scripts. However, contrary to what the Petri Net notation may suggest, they may
show proactivity, as a consequence of maintenance goals.
Another important issue we are confronted with is of a computational nature.
There is widespread confusion about the different natures of production and declarative rules [Kowalski and Sadri, 2009], which can be aligned with some of the problems observable in e.g. deontic logic with contrary-to-duty obligations, or in analytic
philosophy with dispositions, etc. By focusing on a computational model like Petri
Nets, constructed upon the notion of causation, and adequately extending it to treat
logic dependency, we are able make these problems visually explicit, while still exploiting the advantage of formal grounding (cf. § 6, § 15.2).
Previously, other authors have worked already on connecting agents with Petri
Nets, such as Behrens and Dix [2007]; Celaya, Desrochers, and Graves [2009]; Purvis
and Cranefield [1996], especially for model checking reasons, however, the models
they proposed do not focus primarily on agent cognition.

Chapter 8

Reaction and reflection

After having recognized the main elements involved in practical reasoning, the consequent step deals with the definition of an adequate agent architecture. This chapter
starts by investigating the distinction of the purely automatic, reactive components
of agency (that we name agent-roles) from the parts which are in charge of deliberation, or more precisely, of reflection. The resulting decomposition facilitates the separation of concerns between knowledge acquisition and maintenance processes from
interpretation processes building upon such knowledge (e.g. model-based diagnosis).

8.1

Separating structure from structuration

In the computational domain, the notion of agent extends and reorganizes concepts
and approaches coming from computer science (object-oriented programming, distributed computation), artificial intelligence (knowledge representation, planning,
learning), philosophy (rational choice, commitment), as well as social sciences, economics, game-theory, psychology, cognitive sciences. This tendency to integrate such
variate disciplines can be easily explained: as observed by Emirbayer and Mische
[1998], the dimensions of “routine, purpose, and judgment all constitute important
dimensions of agency”, but “none by itself captures its full complexity”. Unfortunately, such a multi-headed approach increases the risk of not having a consistent
model of the individual aspects, taken in autonomy, thus inhibiting a correct and
reusable decomposition. If in psychology there are sufficiently established theories
about automaticity and learning (e.g. Anderson [1995, Ch. 9]), there is no clear identification in current practices in agent modeling and agent programming of what belongs to the epistemic and behavioural structure and what to the structuration process
of agency. Our goal is to clarify how to draw the boundary between the two.
The chapter proceeds as follows. We start from a simple, motivating example
(§ 8.1). Then we review the meanings associated with reflection in problem-solving
and in the computational domain, in order to converge to a specification of reflection
from an agent perspective (§ 8.2). This move is required in order to deconstruct the
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traditional computational account of agency. For the pars construens, we start by
synthesizing relevant contributions in sensory-motor research in order to delineate
how reaction is supposed to be operationalized in animals (§ 8.3). The core issue
in reusing these models for our scopes lies in connecting the quantitative/analogic
domain to the qualitative/logic domain. We sketch a physiologically-inspired control
system for plan execution. Finally, we specify a complete agent architecture based on
agent-roles, describing components and operationalization (§ 8.4). Discussion ends
the chapter.
Motivating example
Let us consider this simple story, taken from Breuker [1994]:
“An old lady wants to visit her friend in a neighbouring village. She takes her
car, but halfway the engine stops after some hesitations. . . ”

Now take the following variation:
“A young businessman has an important meeting at the headquarters of a client
firm. He takes his car, but halfway the engine abruptly breaks down. . . ”

The structures of the two stories are practically the same, however, we easily
imagine different continuations. For instance, we expect that the young businessman will attempt to take a taxi or some similar backup action, in order to get as soon
as possible to the meeting place, while the old lady will postpone the encounter with
her friend and concentrate on how to repair the car. Such a difference is evidently
caused by some implicit assumptions that we naturally ascribe to the two situations.
More importantly, in both cases, we have not performed an explicit consideration of
the alternative possible options from the agents’ perspectives. This means that the
responses that the protagonists give are included in some general behavioural mechanism, present in our mind, and that we associate to them. In both stories, the agent
acknowledges a conflict between the expected state and the observed one (made manifest in the discourse by the ‘but’ conjunction). A priori, a remedy like finding another
mean of transport, or a repair of the car, or even abandoning the goal to reach the
meeting, are all possible options for both the lady and the businessman. Our different expectations can be read as different configurations of commitment we ascribe to
the agents. For instance, in the case of the lady, (we assume that) the maintenance
of her mean of transport in a good state has higher priority than an occasional visit,
which may be easily postponed, or renounced to. The businessman is in the opposite position, as (we assume) the meeting has priority over the rest. From a cognitive
point of view (cf. bounded rationality), it is plausible to think that this priority or
preference—concerning behaviour in normal and in abnormal, failure conditions—is
not deliberated repeatedly at each conflict, but is the direct consequence of a policy
choice, taken at the moment that the agents started to follow a certain ‘role’ (or more
precisely, agent-role), rather than planning from scratch.

8.2. Reflection
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Reflection

The analysis on reflection can be inflected in different dimensions: the first concerns
the common meaning associated with (human) reflection, which can be narrowly related to decision theory and, more in general, to problem-solving; the second is about
its implementation, i.e. the underlying computational process. Third, computer science refers to the term reflection in a rather different way. The connection between
computationally-implemented reflection (in the sense of problem-solving task) and
computational reflection remains under-explored in the literature, apart few cases,
e.g. Foltyn et al. [2006]. As the agent metaphor used in multi-agent systems (MAS)
literature is in a convergence between the two domains one might asks to what extent there is an underlying link.1 This section attempts to provide some elements to
answer to this question.

8.2.1

Reflection as problem-solving activity

Traditionally, the model of rationality accounted in economics, decision theory and
game theory is concerned by the maximization of pay-offs. In practice, the reflection
of an economic agent is associated with the retrieval and gathering of all relevant
information, and to the weighting of the pros and cons of all possible options, in
order to choose the one which will plausibly result in the “best” outcome. This
is an ideal model: it assumes that the agent deals with infinite resources (cognitive,
temporal, etc.) to take the best course of action, depending on his intents; therefore,
if an agent takes a wrong choice, it is because of lack of relevant information, or time,
or computational power.
Problem-solving cycle
Maximization or optimization problems can be seen as a sub-family of well-defined
problems. Interpreted essentially as a problem-solving process, the practical reasoning
cycle of an agent can be put in correspondence to the suite of problem types identified
by Breuker [1994], building upon the expert system literature of that time, as e.g.
Chandrasekaran and Johnson [1993], Steels [1990], Clancey [1985]. We recognize
the following steps:
• interpretation/modeling: the agent elaborates its current situation with respect
to the environment: he models his current structure and interprets his current
position, and, acknowledging his goals and constraints, he identifies a specific
intent to commit to; this objective may require a behavioural response (i.e. an
intervention on the environment), in which case it is associated with a planning
A recent contribution by van Riemsdijk et al. [2011] provides a MAS implementation in which
agents deliberate on exploiting computational reflection, but it refers only to a minimal introspection
component.
1
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problem, or a structural response (i.e. a modification of the agent’s structure),
and then it is turned into a design problem;
planning: the agent constructs a sequence of actions that will produce the intended outcome; the planning takes into account the resources which are available, and possible constraints determined by other concurrent goals;
design: the agent prefigures a composition of elements under his control, satisfying certain requirements;
execution/implementation: the agent executes the plan or implement the designed artifact: this corresponds respectively to send adequate signals to actuators and sensors (at the interface with the environment) or to modify/compose
adequately the internal structure—it is an assignment type of problem, inflected
as scheduling for plans, and configuration for designs; in parallel, he makes a prediction of the expected outcome of such performance;
monitoring: the agent analyzes the perceived outcome, comparing them with
the expected one;
diagnosis: in case of conflict, the agent performs a diagnosis, attempting to
identify the faulty components of his structure;

These steps are illustrated in Fig. 8.1, including an internal loop and a connection for
an external loop in case of failure.
Behavioural and structural characterizations. The practical reasoning cycle presented above integrates both behavioural and structural characterizations of problem
types. The distinction between the two can be associated with the boundary between the regions believed to be in-control and those out-of-control for the agent. The
behavioural characterization puts the stress on interacting with an independent environment: the result of planning is a process model, and all the agent can do after its
execution is to assess the result with respect to the goal. On the other hand, the structural characterization focuses on components supposedly under control: the result of
design (at the place of planning) is a static model, and its implementation allows for
monitoring and diagnosis.
The two characterizations are not independent, and generally they concur simultaneously in the overall practical reasoning of the agent. For instance, if the agent
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decides to bring a certain tool with him, he introduces a component enriching his
body-structure, therefore, even if we consider a behavioural characterization for the
planning component, we may include subsequent monitoring and diagnosis steps
targeting the tool as well. Extending this example, any plan, and, similarly, all mechanisms associated with the environment (including norms, conventions and social
habits) and their assignation to individuals can be seen as a sort of cognitive tools, i.e.
part of the agent’s cognitive structure, and therefore they could be under the scope
of a diagnostic process.
Problem redefinitions and failure responses. Breuker [1994] identifies two types
of problem redefinition, occurring when a conflict arises at the monitoring step:
• the minor type builds upon a diagnostic problem and consists in associating
the conflict to a new goal either at structure level (repair) by identifying and
changing the faulty component, or at behavioural level (remedy) by identifying
and replacing the action deemed to have failed, yet maintaining the required
function;
• the major type counts for restarting from the modeling/interpreting phase
dropping the current plan.
In other words, in general, the agent doesn’t drop directly the plan he is committed
to. First, he tries to locally identify and solve the problem (minor problem redefinition); only in a second moment, he goes back to his steps, constructs an alternative
plan, or may even decide to drop the goal (major problem redefinition).
On the other hand, from an execution point of view, we may identify two types
of response to a failure:
• the in-house response: the agent attempts again to bring about the current intent by himself, either repairing the faulty components, or building a remedy
for the failed action, or considering an alternative plan;
• the outsourced response: the agent renounces to bring about the current intent,
and possibly passes the problem to another agent.
These categories are orthogonal to the previous ones: they simply represent the responsibility that the agent takes over adjusting his own conduct in case of failure,
without defining how or when this response is triggered. We anchor both of them to
the diagnostic module, even in principle they could be also attached directly to the
monitoring step. This case can in effect be considered the same as those occurring
when the diagnostic module is not successful in performing the diagnosis.
Reflection and reflex
The agent execution cycle in Fig. 8.1 mirrors the dependencies of the suite of problem
types identified by Breuker [1994]. In the general case, there may be multiple interpretations of the actual/desired position, multiple plans, multiple projections, multiple monitoring outcomes, multiple diagnostic hypotheses. This means that each
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Figure 8.2: Reflective system.

cycle step embeds a pair of processes responsible for the generation of the solution
space and for the search and selection of the best solution.2 The requirement of considering multiple options and reducing them using specific criteria is part of the design
of the task which will implement the problem solving method. The manifestation of
this internal epistemic process is suggested in the etymological distinction between
reflection and reflex: the first figuratively refers to a reverberation of thoughts, while
the second refers to the definite path followed by a single ray.

8.2.2

Computational reflection

In computational terms, reflection is the capacity of the program to observe and modify itself as it does on data on run-time (Fig. 8.2). Reflection requires that the computational system has an embedded theory of the part of itself it aims to reflect about
(here simply named self ), and a systematic relationship between such embedded account and the image it describes [Smith, 1984].
Types of reflection. Computational reflection is usually divided in:
• introspection, or the capacity of the system to inspect its own computational
mechanisms,
• adaptation, or the capacity to modify them.
2

cf. the control flow in reflect-and-act systems illustrated in van Harmelen [1989].
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In software engineering, two additional categories are usually considered (see e.g.
Capra et al. [2002]):
• structural reflection, concerned about dynamically modifying the system data
structures (internal components, interfaces between components, etc.);
• behavioural reflection, used to intercept operations as reception and dispatching
invocations among coupled modules, and to alter their behavior.
In other words, the first corresponds to internally change existing procedures/objects, while the second corresponds to aggregate additional pre and post modules to
the current program, or remove them.
Logic and control dimensions
Following Kowalski [1979], any algorithm consists of two components:
• a logic component, i.e. the knowledge to be used in solving a problem;
• a control component, dealing with the operationalization of a problem-solving
strategy adequate to the problem domain.
These aspects may be seen through the different perspectives taken by programming
paradigms. In imperative programming, the focus is mostly on the control component, e.g. in the specification of a sequence of instructions given to the machine to
achieve an intended result. The program often does not contain an explicit representation of such intent, and a partial, if any, representation of the domain constraints at
stake. On the other hand, in declarative programming (in the following exemplified
with Prolog), the focus is mostly on the logic component, i.e. on well defining the
problem (e.g. goal, initial conditions, constraints). A Prolog program is expressed
in terms of a list of facts and rules, which respectively represent the initial state and
the constraints of the domain. Providing an additional goal state as input, the Prolog
interpreter attempts to obtain it.3
In general, the logic/control dichotomy does not strictly corresponds to program/interpreter. For instance, considering the Prolog interpreter, the programmer
has still some influence on the control, for instance by changing the order of rules.4
The sequential order of the lines of code corresponds to an implicit preference in the
evaluation of possible paths, and it may influence the overall efficiency of the system giving higher priority to successful patterns that are statistically more frequent.
Similarly, the conditions in the premises of a given rule may be written in different
3

Very briefly, the underlying mechanism works in this way: the interpreter sequentially searches
facts and rules in order to reduce the goal (unification), or by matching it with a fact, or by triggering
associated sub-goals via rules that describe how to produce the initial goal. The search algorithm
includes backtracking: if the followed path is revealed to be a dead end, the interpreter returns to the
last choice point and tries the subsequent options, until it finds the right path or runs out of options.
4
An opposite example is Datalog, where the ordering is irrelevant.
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Figure 8.3: Logic and control in a Prolog-based computational system

orders, equivalent from a functional point of view, but not from a computational
one, if computation strictly follows the given expression. Fig. 8.3 visualizes these
intertwined dependencies.
Reflection in programming. In terms of computational reflection, a system consisting of a simple Prolog program and a Prolog interpreter is not reflective, in the
sense that the system does not modify at run-time the mechanisms described by the
program. Conversely, elementary imperative languages, exemplified by assembler
languages, provide “primitive” reflection (namely adaptation), because, according to
the Von Neumann architecture, instructions are saved as data, and therefore can be
modified at run-time, when the program operates on the memory where instructions
are held. This capacity is completely or partially lost in most languages with higher
abstraction.
Nevertheless, common extensions and libraries that allow reflection exist in Prolog, C, Java, etc. A particularly relevant application is that of meta-level reasoning
or meta-reasoning programming (see Costantini [2002] for an overview), which considers programs provided with both object and meta- domains (concerning entities
internal to the system), with domain-specific predicates/functions. As Costantini
puts it, “this is meant to be in analogy with the process by which people become
conscious (at the meta-level of mind) of mental states they are currently in (at the
object level).” Unfortunately, this leaves still open the question about the interaction
between computational reflection with problem-solving reflection.
Depth of knowledge
An alternative interpretation considers each program to be a synthesis of the operational knowledge of a computational agent. In order to qualify such synthesis, a
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type of composition

behaviour/mechanism

structure/topology

none
flat
hierarchical

single plan
hard-coded plans
hard-coded paths (partial plans)

no objects
inter-connected objects
intra-connected objects

Table 8.1: Levels of depth of practical and structural knowledge.

possible way is to analyze the knowledge depth. Adapting the study of Klein and
Finin [1987] on expert systems, we recognize two dimensions of depth, related to the
different types of knowledge (Table 8.1).
On the behavioural dimension, the simplest level corresponds to simple sequences
of instructions. At a second level, we find hard-coded plans, implementing actionselection without referring to intermediate procedures. Going a step further, plans
are decomposed in hard-coded paths of action (or partial plans), so that the final actionselection plan may be constructed by evaluating the input-output conditions associated with these components. This solution can be related to STRIPS or other Action
languages (e.g. Gelfond and Lifschitz [1998]) formalisms.
The second dimension of depth, orthogonal to the behavioural one, refers to
the topological representation of the world structure, i.e. how the components (e.g.
objects) connect to each other (horizontal structural axis) or are contained within
each other (vertical axis). The summary in Table 8.1 also highlights the connection
with the types of composition. A flat composition reproduces an ecological model
of components, or an ‘assemblage’, in Deleuze’s terms (Deleuze and Guattari [1980,
1987], recently reformulated by De Landa [2006]), characterized by coupling. On the
other hand, a hierarchical composition refers to a organismic model which is instead
characterized by cohesion.
Depth of deliberation
The reference to planners reminds us that, in the general case, many plans may be
applicable, and the system may be required to select the best one following a certain
rationality. Klein and Finin [1987] identify three levels of depth concerning the
evaluation of alternative plans:
• hard-coded evaluation, implemented with explicit preferences/priorities;
• evaluation based on utility theory and hard-coded decision attributes, i.e. priorities are computed following a certain a fixed framework of criteria (e.g. minimizing time, cost);
• evaluation based on utility theory and decision attributes, i.e. the weights or
impact of criteria in defining the utility function is also computed.
These three levels correspond to interventions at different levels in the practical reasoning of the agent:
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• execution: put in action plans, following a given priority;
• planning: create plans and decide about their priority, according to a certain
rationality, e.g. a given utility function with given attributes;
• adaptation: modify the rationality behind planning, e.g. the utility functions
and the weights of the attributes.
This is in affinity with the model proposed by Boer and van Engers [2013] concerning the three spheres of activity of an administrative organization. The execution
layer would correspond to operations, the planning layer to process and product development, and adaptation to policy making. Rather than utility functions or weights,
however, in the case of an administrative organizations qualitative criteria as principles and values are intertwined with economic, quantitative considerations.
Computational reflection and problem-solving reflection
Applying the previous taxonomy, a simple Prolog program would consist of hardcoded paths with hard-coded evaluation. In practice, the search follows a decision
tree, integrates backtracking to recover from wrong directions, and results in the
execution of at most one complete path. The program is the result of a process
of proceduralization, and allows a strong automatization, in conformance with the
cognitive model proposed, amongst others, by Anderson [1995]. Interestingly, the
same holds if the program integrates meta-reasoning constructs, as long they function
as well as (meta-)action-selection constructs.
In contrast, the introduction of any utility function brings us into the domain of
decision-theory. In order to decide upon the best choice, we have to process an adequate number of possible execution paths using such utility functions. This processing
is essentially provided by computational reflection, even if it is not implemented using
explicit reflection constructs of the language: the system is analyzing/synthesizing its
own computational mechanisms with certain attributes (cost, etc.), and operationally
replace them if needed.5

8.2.3

Reflection in agent programs

Starting from the title of one the first BDI semantics presented in the literature, “Intention is choice with commitment”, by Cohen and Levesque [1990], reflection, in the
sense of decision-making activity, is assumed to be a foundational component of an
intentional agency.
Programming platforms for cognitive agents are usually based on computational
mechanisms similar to Prolog to deal with declarative knowledge, but include a crucial behavioural/practical component, necessary to produce and consider side-effects
in the environment. Therefore, they usually rely on hybrid languages, because agents
5

If these attributes are static, however, they can, in principle, be evaluated once, and hard-coded,
returning to an action-selection model.
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need to handle declarative knowledge and to enact plans that are specified procedurally (usually as bodies of reactive rules). Following Dix and Fisher [2011], we observe that the computational mechanisms of cognitive agents usually allow that:
• the list of goals can be reordered or changed, so that the agent may deliberate
new goals and priorities, modify the propositional content of goals, remove
them, etc.; such intervention concerns what to achieve,
• the list of logic/reactive rules can be re-ordered or modified; as this sequence
determines the evaluation order and the execution content, the agent is modifying how to achieve his epistemic/practical goals,
• the agent deals with incomplete information and a dynamic environment, therefore facts are continuously added and removed from his knowledge base (usually some revision mechanism is included).
As illustrated in Fig. 8.3, all modifications on preferences and on rules potentially affect the control (i.e. the mechanisms) of the reasoning process of the agent. Therefore,
a program which includes any of these modifications can be seen to include a ‘compiled’ version of a computational reflection process (and not of its outcome, as with
a simple Prolog program), even if the program does not consider explicit reflection
constructs, but is simply applying primitive operators given by the language.This
may serve as a conclusion for this section:
Proposition 13. If we aim to remove reflection (in the sense of adaptation) from agency,
the target agent architecture should not allow any modification of priorities or of mechanisms.

8.3

Reaction

Embodied theories of cognition challenge the traditional ‘computational’ paradigm,
arguing that all human reasoning is grounded in sensory and motor experiences, and
is processed with mechanisms similar to those of the sensory-motor systems, if not
actually sharing part of those.6 Even classical philosophical inquiries have been reviewed under these terms, considering that language, as a human cognitive extension,
is constructed referring with reference to notions derived from embodied foundations [Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, 1999]. In this section, after a brief introduction
to control systems, we will review established models of sensory-motor modules—
prototypical examples of reactive entities—with the purpose of using them as a basis
for a reactive agent architecture.
6

A recent overview of experiments related to sensory-motor modules and cognition can be found
in [Koziol et al., 2014]. Soliman, Gibson, and Glenberg [2013] bring evidence of the explanatory
power of sensory-motor mechanisms for cognitive and social phenomena.
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Figure 8.4: Generic control system with actuator and sensor disjoint by the environment.

8.3.1

Goal-driven behaviour and control systems

The behaviour of intentional agents, by definition, can be interpreted in terms of
purpose. In many cases, however, ‘weaker’ interpretations of action may also apply,
which do not require the existence of a mental state associated with the intent, but
still maintain a purposive character.7
The notion of control system is of primary importance in engineering disciplines,
but it has been widely applied in many other domains: for instance, issues of regulation are central to the study of biological and biochemical systems as well. A crucial
difference between a control system and an agent is that the latter is able to generate his own goals autonomously, while for the former, the goal has been hard-coded
by design (top-down), or by selection through an evolutionary process (bottom-up).
The goal—or, in an ecological perspective, the function of the entity—transcends the
entity itself. This is clear for designed artifacts, but natural entities also fall under
similar considerations.8
Closed-loop systems. Probably the most important class of control systems is that
of closed-loop systems, characterized by a feedback cycle (Fig. 8.4). This feedback cycle
consists of a sensor module, whose signal is processed by a controller, which in turn
commands an actuator depending on the discrepancy between the sensory input and
a given reference. In the most general situation, we have to consider three different
variables, respectively describing:
(1) the goal,
7

In the previous section, for instance, we observed that a program, when executed, is attempting
to reach a certain goal, given implicitly or explicitly. A machine running a program may be seen as a
particular case of control system.
8
In the words of Monod [1970, 1971] (italics mine): “[..] it would be [pointless] to deny that the
natural organ, the eye, represents the materialization of a purpose—that of picking up images—while
this is indisputably also the origin of the camera. It would be the more absurd to deny it since, in the
last analysis, the purpose which explains the camera can only be the same as the one to which the eye
owes its structure. [..] Rather than reject this [purposiveness] idea (as certain biologists have tried
to do) it is indispensable to recognise that it is essential to the very definition of living beings. We
shall maintain that the latter are distinct from all other structures or systems present in the universe
through this characteristic property, which we shall call teleonomy.”
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(2) the control command,
(3) the sensory input.
In signal terms, we already saw that the first one is called reference. Interestingly,
the other two are called in psychology and neuroscience efference and afference9 , typically in studies focusing on sensory-motor modules. These modules, built upon
low-level, sub-symbolic, and mostly unintentional cognition, provide animals (and
robots) with the fundamental coordination necessary to successfully move in the environment. They can be seen as prototypical implementations of reactive activities.

8.3.2

Sensory-motor control systems

An established hypothesis, supported by empirical experiments—see e.g. Kawato
[1999] for an overview—accounts for the presence in sensory-motor modules of internal models, i.e. neural mechanisms, adapted through learning processes, which are
able to mimic the functional/causal characteristics of the motor apparatus.
Inverse models
Generally speaking, an internal inverse model takes as input the desired trajectory,
and produces the necessary motor command to be executed in order to satisfy it.10
The trajectory is obtained by comparing the reference with the current position11 ,
which in turn is constructed performing some transformation from the signals coming from the sensors (Fig. 8.5—for simplicity, the processing of the trajectory is embedded within the inverse model). From a static perspective, the inverse model is a
feedforward mechanism, and ideally does not require a feedback cycle, only the initial
position is necessary to create the command. In reality, however, the sensory feedback of the realized position is introduced for at least two purposes (see e.g. Wolpert,
Miall, and Kawato [1998]):
• to adjust the previous command with corrective movements,
• to feed a continuous process of adaptation (through reinforcement) of the inverse model.

Forward models
Unfortunately, the picture is not yet satisfactory. First, in living beings, the frequency of sensory update is usually not great enough to adequately provide reactive feedback to the motor module [Desmurget and Grafton, 2000; Kawato, 1999;
9

From the Latin ferre, ‘to take’, composed with the prefixes ex, ‘out’, and ad, ‘in’.
This explains the ‘inverse’ adjective: it is inverse with respect to the causal mechanism.
11
For simplicity, we will use the term ‘position’ both for spatial position and momentum.
10
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Figure 8.5: Inverse internal model and sensory feedback cycle.

Wolpert, Miall, and Kawato, 1998]. Second, in order to successfully readjust the action, the animal has to distinguish from the perception what is due to its own action
(the reafference), and what is due to external intervention (the exafference) [Blakemore, Wolpert, and Frith, 2000; von Holst and Mittelstaedt, 1980].12 Third, in a real
movement, we usually observe a coordination between the different motor modules
[Kawato, 1999]; for instance, when we move an arm to grasp an object, we don’t
perform sequentially the action of moving the arm, and then opening the hand, but
we open the hand while we’re moving the arm.
Investigating these issues, several authors have proposed the integration of a new
type of module: the internal forward model, which mimics the flow of the motor process in the natural sense of causation. Forward models take as input the command
signal and the current position, and provide as output a prediction either of the sensory signal [Kawato, 1999] or of the state [Wolpert, Ghahramani, and Jordan, 1995]
consequent to the action.13
To solve all the issues reported at the beginning of this section, we need to consider more than one forward model in the control system. A possible solution is the
model illustrated in Fig. 8.6—adapted from Wolpert, Miall, and Kawato [1998], based
in turn on the proposal by Miall et al. [1993]—associating the cerebellum to a Smith
predictor control system.14 Each box in the diagram introduces a delay in the trans12

A famous experience brought as support for the existence of this function is impossibility of
tickling one’s self.
13
There is a higher variation in the proposals for forward models. A recent overview can be found
in [Pickering and Clark, 2014], which distinguishes contributions about sensory-motor models in
two main families, based respectively on: (a) Auxiliary Forward Model (AFM): the prediction mechanism differs from the one involved in perception/action (i.e. the inverse model); (b) Integral Forward
Model (IFM): prediction is at the base of the whole feedback mechanism; it does not simply enrich the
inverse causal mechanism, but also becomes the central source from where the motor commands are
extracted. In the following, we will proceed towards an AFM, because, as we will see in next section,
it better approaches the phenomenon we are attempting to model.
14
For simplicity, the picture does not make explicit the various comparators (current position with
expected one, expected reafference with actual afference); their processing is included within the associated black boxes. Furthermore, in Wolpert, Miall, and Kawato [1998], the forward dynamic model
receives as input the reafference signal, whereas in this model, the input is the initial position, i.e. the
same signal that enters into the black box embedding the inverse model. This choice is a consequence
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Figure 8.6: Inverse and forward internal models with sensory feedback cycle

mission of signals. The inner feedback cycle (darker dotted line) is much faster than
the outer cycle (lighter dotted lines), and its role is to regulate the motor in absence
of sensory feedback. In addition, we enriched the picture with a corollary discharge
(dashed lines), in the sense given in Crapse and Sommer [2008]: motor to sensory
signals are not limited to efference copies only, but “can arise from almost all levels
of the motor pathway and can target any tier of the sensory processing stream”.
The proposed model operationalizes:
• control of the actuator in “blind” conditions, through the prediction of the
expected position;
• preparation of the sensory system, via adequate inhibitions and excitations associated with the command action;
• correction after signal feedback, i.e. taking into account the discrepancy between the expected position and the realized one.
Adaptation
So far we have considered reliable internal models, a condition under which the control structure may plausibly remain static. In the general case, however, internal
models need to adapt. Discrepancies between the expected reafference and the afference signal can be used to enforce a corrective action on the control structure (training, in the case of neural mechanisms). The control system in Fig. 8.5 consists of six
of making explicit the sensory model, transforming perceptions in the realized position.
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components. Assuming that the motor and sensor cannot be structurally modified,
we recognize four minimal explanations for a discrepancy:
• the inverse model is faulty: the output efference wasn’t the right command to
issue in order to obtain the reference/goal;
• the forward dynamic model is faulty: the commanded action does not produce
the expected position;
• the forward output model is faulty: the perceived impact is different from the
expectations;
• the sensory model is faulty: the realized position is not the correct interpretation of the afference signal.
It is plausible to imagine compositions of these minimal failure scenarios. The idea of
simultaneously having more than one model to be adapted has been criticized in the
literature as a limit of this type of architecture, but a good response to this objection
is given by Wolpert, Miall, and Kawato [1998]: if the learning rates of the models are
on different temporal scales, the adaptation processes become stable again.
Responsibility of action
Consider a context in which a certain motor module is no longer able to perform the
required action. The previous adaptation won’t be able to solve the issue, because it
relies on the (false) assumption that the motor is always capable of performing the
action and that it “merely” requires an adequate regulation.
However, if the complete sensory-motor system is provided with a second motor
module that is still able to perform the action, a higher-order adaptation could install a coordination assigning the ‘responsibility’ of this performance on the second
one. This idea is followed for instance in the model proposed by Wolpert, Miall, and
Kawato [1998]. A responsibility signal is used to represent the weight of each module
for the behaviour of the overall system in a certain contextual situation. This signal
adapts in order to be inversely proportional to the prediction error of the forward
model of that module in that context: the better the internal forward model works,
the more responsibility the module has. The discrepancy of the final outcome is then
reverberated on the lower-order adaptation processes of the modules, proportionally
to the responsibility weight.

8.3.3

Problem-solving cycle as a control system

The agent practical reasoning cycle in § 8.2.1 has, in principle, all the characteristics
to be modeled as a control system. Moreover, it exhibits evident similarities with the
previous sensory-motor model. It is characterized by certain commitments, concentrated eventually as goals (cf. § 7.3.1); the determination of an initial position; the
choice of a certain action; its execution; the comparison of a sensory feedback with
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a predicted outcome; and, in case of discrepancy, a re-adaptation of the plan, or a
re-adaptation of the goals or commitments. On closer inspection, however, there are
important distinctions to be traced:
• a sensory-motor system counts as a prototypical reactive entity: the ongoing
adaptation is much slower than usual responses, and it is not observable on
small temporal scale; in other words, it operationalizes a reflex; conversely, a
general problem-solving cycle refers to reflection in practically all steps;
• internal models in sensory-motor modules mirror the causal mechanisms involved in the animal/environment interaction; in principle, targeting physical
(not quantum) mechanisms, they guarantee higher predictability than social
mechanisms;
• sensory-motor signals are continuous; in contrast, agent systems, even when
executed in continuous time, usually account for discrete, asynchronous actions (e.g. communications); furthermore, their messages transport propositional content, not continuous values;
• sensory-motor adaptation can be modeled as slow-slope real-time adjustment;
agent adaptation requires a discrete, asynchronous update of the cognitive structure;
• the efferance signal in a sensory-motor module is associated with a specific command directed to a specific actuator; in an agent system, the action units are
plans, and when they are enacted, produce a sequences of commands directed
to many actuators;
• in general, sensing (or better, observing) is not automatic for agents, but requires a specific monitoring action, which may involve perceptions under the
responsibility of several sensors.
There are important similarities as well. Monitoring is, in practice, a sort of
sensory feedback process. In case of discrepancy, diagnosis is the module responsible
for locally readapting the conduct; if it is not able to do so, the response to the failure
is outsourced, just as occurs when the inverse model of a sensory-motor module
cannot be repaired, and an adaptive action redistributes the “responsibility of action”
amongst other modules (§ 8.3.2).
Plan-driven reactive module
The simplest behavioural structures available for an agent correspond to established
procedures, i.e. hard-coded paths, also called (partial) plans (§ 8.2.2). From a design
perspective, any plan is issued in association with one or more goals, taking into
consideration certain initial conditions. Therefore, in principle, two conditions are
necessary for a plan to be reused: (1) similar commitments and (2) applicability, i.e.
similar contextual conditions. Furthermore, plans are ordered sets of actions; when a
sequence is started, we need some control flow to synchronize its execution. We can
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Figure 8.7: Plan sequential execution, neglecting failures, in a data-flow control loop.

therefore consider two feedback cycles: the outer cycle triggers the execution, while
the inner cycle controls the discrete advances along the “trajectory”.
Neglecting failures for now, Fig. 8.7 illustrates a first proposal for a plan-driven reactive module. The picture can be interpreted as a data-flow diagram: each black box
represents a concurrent autonomous computing unit; the arrows, also named links,
stand for directed communication channels. The forward model has been translated
with a predictor, and its output is an expected observation. This explains why we
have preferred to review Auxilary Forward Models (AFM) in § 8.3.2: plans (approximation of an inverse model) and predictions (approximation of a forward model) refer to different types of abstractions in human communication. A plan is a sequence
of actions indexed to goals/conditions couplings (e.g. lists of instructions, orders,
recipes, etc.), whereas a prediction associates (a sequence of) actions to their deemedto-be relevant observable consequences, usually enriched with temporal information
(e.g. delay).15
When the monitor acknowledges the expected observation, it simply sends the
next signal to the plan executor—meaning that the step has been successfully accomplished—which, in turn sends the consecutive action command to the actuator, if that
sequence is not empty.16
15

Although the predictor acts as a simulator, its internal implementation can be hard-coded at the
same moment that the plan is issued.
16
Remember that, in principle, the monitor is an independent computational unit: its interaction
with the environment is decoupled from the other components of the reactive module. For instance,
it may be directly connected to the actuator to receive synchronized feedback.
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Figure 8.8: Sequential execution of default and exception plans in a control loop.

Hierarchical encapsulation, failures. Sensory-motor modules can be interpreted
as implementing maintenance goals: as soon as the reference is different from the current position, an adequate motor command is issued. Our reactive module can also
be seen as implementing an underlying maintenance goal: as soon as the plan is applicable and the agent is in the right commitment, then the plan has to be executed.17
What is done when the plan is finished, i.e. when no more actions are available? As
this module may be part of a closed loop, the executor sends a ‘completed’ signal to
the higher order module. Note that if the plan and the predictor are constructed
upon a proxy of the true objective, ‘completed’ does not mean that the goal has been
truly accomplished (for instance, posting a letter in the box does not mean that the
addressee will receive the letter). When one of the commitments is dropped (because
the agent has acknowledged the accomplishment or has abandoned that plan) the internal counters are reset. This also occurs when there is a failure, which may occur
at the system level, when one of the conditions specifying the applicability becomes
false; or at the action level, when one of the planned actions has failed. More specifically, we recognize two design possibilities for handling action failures, illustrated
in Fig. 8.8, both activated after diagnosis. Following the terminology proposed in
§ 8.2.1, they implement:
(1) an in-house treatment of failure: when the diagnoser component successfully
identifies the faulty components, it updates the module knowledge base with
the attributions of faulty modes to such components; if adequate remedy/repair plans are available, these new beliefs will trigger their execution, otherwise
17

This corresponds to the acquire (A) construct of the PACK framework studied in (§ 7.4.1). The
analysis should be extended similarly to the other constructs.
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a signal failure will be issued;
(2) an outsourcing of the response to failure: if the diagnostic process is not able
reach a conclusion, the diagnoser sends a fail command to the executor, which
in turn stops the execution and raises the signal failure;
The first configuration corresponds to a system controlling the execution of a default plan and local remedy/repair plans for exceptions (failure is propagated only
when it is not able to scope the issue or there are no remedy/repair plans available).
The second includes the case of a system based on a simple plan (and which simply
propagates failures to higher-order modules as soon as they occur). As we will see
in the following section, this topological design choice is a matter of deciding which
module has the responsibility of coordination.

8.4

Agent-role based architecture

An essential characteristic of agents is to be provided with an internal representation
of the world. Proper (computational) reflection is possible only if agents have an internal theory about agency, and instantiate an idea of the self (§ 8.2.2). Unfortunately,
reflecting agents suffer from the problem of infinite self-reference (one may think of
himself as part of the world imagined by himself as part of the world. . . ). Despite this
issue, higher-order perspectives have attracted most of the attention in the literature,
see e.g. de Weerd, Verbrugge, and Verheij [2013], which can be explained by their
crucial role in strategic games.

8.4.1

General agent architecture

In order to overcome this problem, we consider an agent architecture divided into
reflective and non-reflective (or reactive) components (Fig. 8.9). The non-reflective
component is the only one that actually communicates with the other agents of the
social system. In contrast, the reflective component has direct access and control over
the reactive one: it may inspect it, or modify it. Note that the reflective component is
not reflecting about its own mechanisms (e.g. the planning operators), but about the
mechanisms of the reactive component (e.g. the action operators, or plans). The proposed decomposition allows the system to handle the self and the other agent using
the same type of representation: they are instantiations of the same family of prototypical entities, which we call agent-roles, after [Boer and van Engers, 2011b]. As
the self agent-role is defined in coupling with the agent-roles with whom he interacts
(e.g. a buyer refers necessarily to a seller), this architecture does not allow infinite
self-reference. In other words, working with agent-roles constrains the modeler to
interpreting the social system in ‘ecological’ terms.
Reflection, agent-role script and agent-role topology
Restated in these terms, structural reflection (§ 8.2.2) corresponds to the assignment
of a new agent-role script to the non-reflective component. As for behavioural reflec-
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Figure 8.9: Agent system divided into reflective and non-reflective components

tion, we start by observing that the non-reflective component is part of a multi-agent
system (MAS) (e.g. in Fig. 8.9 this simply consists of the agents ‘self’ and ‘other’),
but it can also be modeled as a MAS itself. This is particularly useful when the
self is not embodied by an individual entity, but by an organization. The outcome
of behavioural reflection is therefore a MAS topology modifying the boundaries between in-control and out-of-control portions of the MAS (cf. [Boer and van Engers,
2013]). At this point, we observe that the topological model of the self may also
apply for structural reflection: in this case, the MAS topology corresponds to the
outcome of organizational design (a reconfiguration of the existing resources). The
difference between the use of an agent-role topology rather than an agent-role script
lies in the possibility of encapsulating processes within inter-connected distributed
components.
What type of reflection?
We haven’t yet specified in detail what we intend for ‘agent-role’ and how we will
treat reflection. For the first point, we will start in the next paragraph from an
overview of the notion of ‘role’, then extend it adequately. For the second point, in
this thesis we will focus in particular on the operationalization of a form of explanationbased interpretation (§ 16), then integrated into model-based diagnosis (§ 17). When
the agent-role (the non-reflective component) acknowledges a misalignment between
what he observes from the environment and what he expects or is fit to deal with, the
current agent-environment coupling is recognized as not correct and an adaptation
is required from the reflective component. This adaptation is about the localization
of the fault, associating the best explanation, and then putting in place an adequate
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response. This inference to best explanation (IBE) [Lipton, 2004] is specifically a diagnostic abduction: diagnostic because it deals with failure modes, abduction because it
follows the inverse sense of causes to effects.18
Other types of reflection are obviously possible. For instance, deciding which
policy or implementation is best at representing the current normative requirements
in the current socio-economic configuration. This design choice is the responsibility
of policy makers and regulators; however, this agent-role based framework can in
principle be used as support, for validation purposes, via simulation (cf. § 9.6.3).
From roles to agent-roles
The use of the role concept is ubiquitous in many disciplines, including narratology,
psychology, organizational studies and law. In all these fields, the notion shares a
double nature, descriptive and prescriptive. On the one hand, roles are meant to allow us to abstract individual entities. On the other hand, they provide behavioural
templates that individuals can enact.
In the last decade, this concept has attracted considerable attention in the areas of
electronic institutions and normative multi-agent systems (NMAS) (e.g. Tinnemeier,
Dastani, and Meyer [2009], Cabri, Ferrari, and Rubino [2007], Dastani, Dignum,
and Dignum [2003]). It has been argued that adopting role-based approaches for the
support of organizations is an effective design choice, as it helps to align security
policies with models of organization. Roles can, for instance, be easily associated
with obligations, prohibitions, and powers, which synthesize expectations about the
agents that enact them (see e.g. Boella and van Der Torre [2007]). A special type
of power concerns the assignment of roles to other agents (Sadri, Stathis, and Toni
[2006]). In enabling the agent to perform certain actions, roles function as tools, i.e.
providing affordances. The definition of roles lies within the definition of a social
setting, as e.g. an institution [Boella and van Der Torre, 2007], and roles lose their
meaning without their group referent [Odell, Parunak, and Fleischer, 2003]. This
confirms the idea that the role is in practice an abstraction of agency, concerned by
abilities and prescriptions of actions anchored to a certain social environment.
Roles are played by agent-players. Many relations are possible between roles and
players: an agent can play multiple roles; a role can be played by multiple agents; a
role can play other roles; and a role can survive the player. For simulation purposes,
the traditional approach in MAS and NMAS literature is to consider agent-players
as the fundamental components of the social system (intentionality is ascribed at the
level of individuals). However, Boer and van Engers [2011b] provide relevant arguments towards considering agent-roles instead (intentionality ascribed at role level),
especially for institutional modeling:
• The distinction between ‘flesh and blood’ players and institutional roles natu18

In a deterministic world, a cause always corresponds to the same effect; vice versa, an effect may
be generated by different plausible causes, and abduction is about choosing one of them.
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rally reflects the division between physical, ‘brute’ facts and institutional facts
(§ 6.2.1), but does not find direct correspondences in law (legal norms are written in general terms, not for specific persons). Instead, law usually specifies
that roles in a certain institutional context play roles in other institutional contexts, whereas identities are generally introduced to take into account scenarios
of non-compliance.
• Schemes of non-compliance often exploit irregular distributions of roles on
identities (e.g. buyer and seller roles in a sale transaction played by the same
company for tax evasion). Therefore, rather then modeling agent-players playing agent-roles, we may consider agent-roles instantiated with an additional
identity artifact where relevant.
• The ascription of intentional attitudes as beliefs, desires and intents to roles
rather than to players allows us to take into account that:
– law assumes that whoever plays a certain agent-role utilizes the information to which he has access without compromising confidentiality and
privacy (e.g. exploiting it for other intents);
– similarly, that an agent-role uses his abilities only for the specific (normative) goals ascribed to that agent-role;
– the player may have conflicting beliefs while playing different agent-roles.
• The distinction between internal and external coordination is treated transparently: it becomes merely a matter of identity distribution. For instance, a
MAS in which an agent-player plays two agent-roles is modeled as two agentroles with the same identity: the knowledge that is unified in the agent in the
first model is seen in the second model as shared through an internal communication between the two agents.
All these reasons support an agent-based methodology centered around the concept
of agent-role, where:
Proposition 14. Agent-role is an integrated notion built upon the notions of role, as
prototypical abstraction of behaviour, and of agent, as autonomous entity provided with
cognitive and motivational components.
This approach is further supported by insights coming from other disciplines. In
psychology, self-with-other representations have been recognized as “static trait characterizations” of persons [Ogilvie and Rose, 1995], not of simple actors. In cognitive
science, several authors have proposed a model of a two-step perception of intentionality (see e.g. Gallagher and Zahavi [2013, p. 180]). When we observe an action, we
first perceive a ‘naked’ intention, i.e. without identity, and secondly, an intention
with an identity attribute. Additional connections with the use of ‘role’ in narratology will be explored in § 11.
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8.4.2

Agent-role model

At this point, we can integrate the agentive positions and the associated practical
reasoning constructs analyzed in § 7, considering as well the requirement of being a
non-reflective entity. More specifically, an agent-role is defined by:
• a set of affordances, associated with primitive actions (including physical actions
and mental operations)and sequences of actions (plans) expected to bring about
a certain outcome;
• a set of susceptibilities, associated with internal sensors (i.e. sensing mental states)
and physical sensors (i.e. sensing the environment) and compositions of those,
which react to percepts performing certain actions;
• a set of structural expectations, and an initial/contingent set of beliefs;
• a set of structural commitments (namely maintenance goals) i.e. a policy, and
possibly an initial/contingent set of achievement goals.
Reflection can be avoided by stipulating that rules and their preferences (or better, their relative priority) cannot be modified along with the execution (§ 8.2.3).
Interestingly, the static topology of the Petri Nets notation is aligned with this requirement: each composition of transition with input and output places can be seen
as a non-contingent mechanism. As maintenance goals count as a way to coordinate
execution at higher levels, they, too, cannot be modified as well.
Agent-roles as interpretative constructs. Let us consider the example given in
§ 8.1. Both the businessman and the lady are driving towards a certain place, when
they acknowledge that their car broke down and cannot proceed. Let us imagine
they both have a direct alternative plan providing a remedy action—to take a taxi—to
continue with their intent. However, as this is their personal mean of transport, they
have also a maintenance commitment towards their car. The failure of the car may
activate it, triggering a repair action. Assuming that each of these goals (taking the
taxi and repairing the car) inhibits the affordance of the other, the agents are in the
presence of a conflict.
Why it is natural—or better, stereotypical—to think that the businessman opted
for the first choice and the lady for the second? The answer is that we associate the
two characters with different policies, i.e. different values, maintenance priorities,
etc. The first character prefers to focus on finding a remedy to the participation at
the meeting, and the second to find how to repair the car. This difference of preferences is all that we need to distinguish the two agent-roles. However, to complete
their characterization, it is also relevant to define what motivates these preferences,
typically derived from the priority of maintenance goals. Thus, the choice amongst
alternative conflicting remedy and repair responses is a consequence of the strength
of the underlying commitments. Repairing the car, i.e. a personal mean of transport,
is necessary, e.g. for someone living in the countryside, to “cure” a contingent disability that undermines his/her own autonomy. Taking the taxi in order to avoid to
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miss an important meeting means to prevent a negative event concerning one’s job,
or career.
Generalizing these considerations, agent-roles can be seen as knowledge constructs
allowing us to represent why two agents has a different behavioural response to the
same situation, as a consequence of a difference in their commitments, beliefs, abilities or susceptibilites; in doing that, they lead the modeler to make explicit certain
assumptions about the agents’s policies and epistemic commitments. In short, agentroles are meant to reify situated rational coordinations.

8.5

Conclusion

Even if organizational agencies are not embodied agents, they evidently still present
forms of intentionality—a fact that motivates our investigation on practical reasoning, and specifically on agent programming. There are many arguments in favour
of an agent architecture that removes reflection from the specifications of the operational level (rewriting in real-time the plans to be followed) and constrains it to the
design level (providing off-line the non-reflective scripts to be executed). The idea of
programming has to a certain extent a natural predisposition to structuration, but it
has to be reinterpreted in agentive terms to be used for practical reasoning purposes.
The main intuition is that design/planning tasks are not necessarily performed
by operating agents (as often they are not), but they can result, for instance, from
normative guidance (e.g. the specification of a valid sale), from observations of the
social system, from scenarios narrated by other social participants, etc. In other
words, we directly point to the intelligence distributed and shared within the social
system, rather than the intelligence of the individual coordinator. This applies directly to collective agencies as organizations, because centralization should be aimed
not so much at well-known tasks, that operators could easily solve, but rather more
for exceptions and for optimization purposes [Boer and van Engers, 2013].
From a cognitive point of view, this externalization of design/planning tasks is
a way to cope with cognitive limitations, and to secure faster response to the environment without the burden of a reflective decision-making cycle. Along similar
lines, psychological, cognitive and social sciences insist on the importance of mimesis, of conventions and of habits in human’s behaviour; see for instance the concepts
of mimetic culture [Donald, 1991], script [Abelson, 1981], and reference transaction
[Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler, 1986].
Obviously, reflection remains a key aspect for both decision-theory and computer
science, but the assumption that agents apply it repeatedly is simplistic. In a certain
way, insisting on reactive components as agent-roles provides a symbolic and nonconnectionist response to the goal set by Brooks [1987] in the 1980s for AI: to “move
from a state based way of reasoning to a process based way of acting”.

Chapter 9

Social affordances and social systems

What brings an agent to choose a particular agent-role instead of another one? The
primary objective of this chapter is to sketch a model of the agent-role embodiment
mechanism.1 The secondary objective is to consider this mechanism from a social
system perspective, outlining a proposal enriching systems theory with teleological
components.

9.1

Motivation

Frictions between the world of norms and the world of experience are systematic in
any social setting, and couldn’t be otherwise. In order to reduce the gap between
representations of law, the traditional domain of legal theory, and representations
of power, the traditional domain of sociology, we perform two approaching steps,
worked out in the previous chapters, one for each pole of this imaginary path. The
first step—developed diffusely in § 4, § 5, and § 6—concerns the recalibration of the
traditional focus of (legal) institutional concepts from obligations to powers. Even
from a purely formal point of view, institutional power (competence in civil law traditions) underpins all obligations. The second step—prepared with the analyses in
§ 7 and § 8—deals with considering social interactions from a perspective internal to
the social participants, rather than the external perspective typically taken by contemporary social sciences. The central idea motivating these steps is that we can
link the observer, participant, and normative roles that humans play in the social
system (respectively concerned by explaining others’ behaviour, deciding one’s own
behaviour, and settling institutional qualifications of behaviour) through purely behavioural, intentional, and institutional abstractions of conduct, all views converging to agent-roles models (§ 8.4.2). Interestingly, the resulting approach can be directly related to the tradition of agent-based modeling (ABM) applied to social studies
Part of this material has been presented, in a preliminary version, in [Sileno, Boer, and van Engers, 2014f].
1
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[Conte and Paolucci, 2011]: agent-roles may work as a basis for explanatory theories
that, if validated at the micro-level, offer in principle grounds for generative theories
of macro-level phenomena (cf. the famous segregation model proposed by Schelling
[2006]).

9.2

Perception and affordance

How do we recognize that we can drink from a glass of water just by looking at it?
Similarly, how do we understand the social situation we are in, just by observing
what is happening around us? These are the types of question that we must engage
with when we start thinking about how we experience our world.

9.2.1

Theories of perception

Traditionally, most accounts of perception consider three elements: a subject, an object, and something that is internal to the subject and stands for the object—i.e. a
representation, including sub-symbolic forms. Locke’s definition of primary qualities
(agent-independent, objective; e.g. distance) and secondary qualities (agent-relative,
subjective; e.g. color) falls upon this scheme. Even visual perception can be interpreted in these terms: the internal ‘representation’ would be e.g. the distorted image
that is reproduced on the retina, supposed to feed an internal unconscious inference
that disambiguates the elements within the image.
Unfortunately, this mediated model of perception reproduces the Cartesian mindbody dichotomy (res cogitans vs res extensa), and therefore all proponents of theories
of embodied cognition naturally engage in its rejection. This scenario has repeated
consistently. For instance, in phenomenology, Husserl brought forward the risk of
infinite regression:
“The ego is not a tiny man in a box that looks at the pictures and then occasionally leaves his box in order to compare the external objects with the internal
ones, etc. For such a picture-observing ego, the picture would itself be something external; it would require its own matching internal picture, and so on ad
infinitum.”, Husserl [2003, p. 106], after Gallagher and Zahavi [2013, p. 102]

Following Husserl, Merleau-Ponty insisted on the experiential distinction between
corps objectif (objective body) and corps propre or corps vécu (lived body):
“The thing, and the world, are given to me along with the parts of my body,
not by any ‘natural geometry’, but in a living connection comparable, or rather
identical, with that existing between the parts of my body itself. External perception and the perception of one’s own body vary in conjunction because they
are the two facets of one and the same act.”, Merleau-Ponty [2002, p. 237]

Similar points have been made very recently by Searle [2012], while confronting
what he named the ‘bad argument’, i.e. “to suppose that the experience itself is the
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object of perception”. In explaining the problem, he reflects on the two different
senses of ‘aware-of’ (italics mine):
“If I push my hand very hard against the top of the desk, I am aware of the
surface of the desk. [..] But [..] I am also aware of a painful sensation in my
hand assuming I push hard enough. Which one is the genuine case of awareness?
The answer is that the expression of ‘aware of’ is used in two different senses. In
the intentionality sense the desk is the object of the awareness, and I am aware
of the desk. But there is another sense being exhibited here, where I am ‘aware
of’ a painful sensation; and that case is not one of intentionality, because the
awareness and the painful sensation are identical.”, Searle [2012]

Searle named the first as the ‘intentionality sense’, and, according to him, S having
intentional awareness of A of object O implies that A is not the same of O (mediated perception); while the second is the ‘constitutive sense’: S having constitutive
awareness of A of object O implies that A is the same as O (direct perception).2
Beyond philosophy, psychology, too, has been deeply engaged in formulating theories of perception. As observed by Michaels and Carello [1981, Ch. 1], theories of
mediated perception stem from the assumption of impoverished input, i.e. the idea
that our senses come with a poor, distorted description of the world. In order to explain the final richness of perception, we have to consider the existence of additional
higher-order machinery that adequately processes the sensory input (cf. Gregory
[1980]). This assumption was the normal starting point for experimental psychology at the end of the nineteenth century: perception was thought to be constructed
on sensations, meaningless recordings of physical characteristics sensed by the body.
Gestalt theorists, working on a series of innate laws of organization functional to the
reconstruction of meaning, were following, consciously or not, a similar idea.
The starting point of theories of direct perception was the opposite argument:
the richness of perception is not due to cognitive processes but to the richness of the
stimulation in itself. To support this idea, Gibson [1960] proposed a new definition
of stimulus, centered not on physical characteristics as energy, but on information—
not in Shannonian terms—but as higher-order patterns of sensations, pre-symbolic
structures specifying the environment to the animal.3

9.2.2

Theories of affordance

A new ontology of perception was only the starting point for Gibson. In alignment
with theories of enactive perception—insisting on the strong coupling between sensory and motor modules and on the purposive, active aspect of perception (Dewey,
2

In choosing this terminology, Searle is plausibly linking to his own account of constitutive rules,
but, as we argued in § 6.5, at least in that case we cannot consider constitution as identity because it is
context-dependent and therefore not reflexive.
3
Gibson [1979, p. 146] “When I assert that perception of the environment is direct, I mean that it
is not mediated by retinal pictures, neural pictures, or mental pictures.”
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Merleau-Ponty, etc.)—he brought to the foreground the pragmatic function of perception. To put it bluntly, we perceive for doing: when we look upon an object, we
don’t directly perceive it as an object with a length expressed as a Euclidean distance
(that would be mediated perception); rather, we perceive it in terms of possibilities
for action, opportunities for behaviour, that Gibson decided to call ‘affordances’:
“The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill.”, Gibson [1979, p. 127]

The concept of affordance explicitly binds two entities: the environment and the
animal. Some examples: a chair affords that we sit on it, because our body can bend
at the level of the knees; a glass affords that we drink from it, because we can carry
it in our hands and our mouth can lean on it, etc. At a first glance, affordances can
be seen as qualities of objects, in dual relation with the shape of the agent’s body
and with his ability to perform certain actions. Their true nature is more complex,
however, and several interpretations have been presented about their ontological and
epistemological status. Without pretension of being exhaustive, we will present a
short outline of the relevant literature.4
Affordances as environmental dispositions. Turvey [1992] interprets affordances
as dispositions (§ 5.3.1) of the environment. His account is non-selectionist: dispositions don’t exist alone: they depend on the possibility of actualizing circumstances,
in this case the presence of animals that can actualize them: the affordances provided
by the environment have to be complemented by fit (dispositional) properties of animals, which he calls effectivities.
Affordances as resources. In contrast, Reed argues that affordances can be seen
as resources, and as such they provide a link with natural selection: “affordances and
only the relative availability (or nonavailability) of affordances create selection pressure on animals; hence behavior is regulated with respect to the affordances of the
environment for a given animal” [Reed, 1996, p. 18].
Affordances as dyadic relations. In continuity with Gibson, Chemero [2003]
starts from the consideration that the affordance of a specific behaviour is a relation
between the environment and the animal. He then observes that the environmental parameter consists of features of contextual situations, rather than properties of
things. The parameter related to the animal describes instead the possibility of the
animal effectively performing a certain action, abstracted from elements of environmental contingency (e.g. I can drink, even if I don’t have a glass of water now).
Chemero argues that this parameter is an ability, and that it is different from disposition. The definition of disposition contains in effect a degree of necessity: in the
More complete overviews can be found e.g. in Dotov, de Wit, and Nie [2012], Chemero [2003],
Sahin et al. [2007].
4
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right conditions, the conditional property associated with the disposition has to become manifest; on the other hand, if I’m able to walk, it is plausible that I may fall
down even in the ideal condition for walking. The resulting formalization is:
Affords_φ(featuresenv , abilityagent )

(9.1)

As this is the most general formulation of affordance, we have already built upon
it in other points of this thesis (e.g. § 5.3.1), reflecting on a general scheme for action
and power, and analyzing the relations between ability, susceptibility and power. In
that section, we presented an interpretation of institutional power constructed in
extension to physical power, satisfactory to explain the ‘atomic’ impact of an action,
in the mind of the agent and of other agents with the same institutional ontology. In
this chapter, we review the notion from a social perspective, and take into account
less strict assumptions.

9.3

Institutions

Traditionally, in philosophical and sociological literature, there is a strong division
between structure and action (in sociology sometimes called system), that somehow
echoes the separation between object and subject domains that we observed in logic
(§ 2). This is exemplified in linguistics by the Saussurian distinction between langue
and parole, where the former is an abstract system of rules and conventions that form
the language, and the latter is the actual use by a person. As affordance exemplifies a
subject-relative reference to action, we need to elaborate what would be the structural
ground on which social action gains meaning.
External view on institutions
Inflecting the notion of system in social terms, a social system would simply consist
of social components and relations holding between them. A social structure would
correspond to established patterns concerning the topology and behaviour of social
components. A social institution could be considered as a mature, specialized, and
comparatively rigid part of the social structure: “institutions, to quote RadcliffeBrown, may be regarded as ‘standardised modes of behaviour’ which play a basic
part in the time-space constitution of social systems.”, Giddens [1979, p. 96].
Without further refinement, the definition given above is quite wide: institutions
may include mechanisms of which social participants are not completely conscious.
Repeated practices associated with explicit, consciously accepted institutions may
result in specific behavioural configurations whose overall effects weren’t intended
(e.g. world pollution, economic crisis). This is the typical domain of phenomena
emerging from micro- to macro- level. From a methodological point of view, taking
an external perspective on social systems enables in principle interesting possibilities:
the observer may construct a model of the referent without knowing the underlying
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mechanisms. However, one may wonder whether we should consider these models
as institutions, or as side-effects of social institutions in the current context.
Language as institution (and basis for institutions)
A view on institutions complementary to sociology and social sciences has been proposed as an outgrowth of the study of language, and namely of the theory of speech
acts (Searle [1969, 2010]; Searle and Vanderveken [1985]). Necessarily embedded in
social settings, speech acts result in expressing key concepts for the processes of constitution, operation and maintenance of social institutions, including games, as well
as legal norms. Therefore, the informal institution of language can be seen as the basis
for most human institutions.
Similarly to language, the primary ontological characterization of institutions
is epistemic5 ; however, as they are embodied by individual social members, they
manifest a physical aspect as well, which is observable through the behaviour of social
participants, and is therefore compatible with the external view. Let us consider a
simple case:
Example 1. Suppose an agent A promises to perform a certain action, and that consequently an agent B expects A will do that.
Referring to Hohfeldian notions, this expectation is actually a claim (§ 4.3.1): B associates to A’s promise a duty (a practical obligation) about the promised performance.
B’s inference underpins that A had institutional power (§ 4.3.2), because his speech act
changed the institutional domain of reference. This pattern does not concern merely
the ‘play’ (the actual performance), but creates meaning for the ‘game’ (the obligation), a function that transcends the specific parole used in the performance. Note
however that this example make no reference to formal or other informal institutions: promise (as other speech acts) pre-exists to them as a primitive communication
pattern (cf. § 6.5, § 6.2.2).
Suppose for instance that you arrive on an unknown island, and you discover
it is inhabited by humans. Even before acquiring more complex patterns (related
to customs, religion or socio-legal settings), you already refer to some primitive figures. For instance, your interactions cannot help but assume you share with these
unknown people actions like telling, querying, promising, commanding, etc.— even
if you don’t know anything about their language. This is because these actions implement fundamental functions, basically the sharing and request of knowledge, and
sharing and request of commitment.6
5

“It is often said that the Pilgrims in the Mayflower brought over to these shores their English
institutions. They did, but where did they bring them? Were they packed in a cedar chest? Were they
stowed in the hold of the Mayflower? No, they were in the minds of the pilgrims”, Hayes and Hayes
[1930].
6
It is not by chance that these functions also exist in some form in engineered distributed systems,
and primitive forms of similar signaling interactions have been found in ecological systems consisting
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Example 2. Consider now the case in which B believes that A is an unreliable person,
and for this reason he will not expect A to actually do what he promised.
In practice, from B’s perspective, A lacked the power of promising, because, despite
his promise, no obligation/expectations was created concerning his actions.
In effect, institutions eventually leave space for a discretionary choice by the participants: to accept or not to accept to engage within the institutional mechanisms7 .
Evidently, social life cannot be described as randomly selected individual acts, but
neither can it be seen as completely determined by social forces.

9.3.1

Institutional roles

An institution concerns persons, but not ‘whole’ persons: each one enters into it
via an adequately trained and specialized part of himself. These ‘parts’ are embodying specific institutional roles. Institutional roles are defined with certain positions
(§ 6.4.1), in duality to those of other roles (§ 8.4.1). Following the description given
by the sale contract, a buyer may accept a previous offer, and if he does that, he has
to pay, expecting the delivery. All these steps can be synthesized simply: a buyer is
able to buy. From an agent perspective, institutional roles have the same function
of tools: they can be used at need to achieve one’s own goal.8 However, institutions
are not inert objects: the possibility of buying exists because there is a seller who has
offered, who will receive acceptance and payment, and finally will deliver. Both roles
are strictly necessary: there cannot be a buyer without a seller and they define the
coordination implemented by the sale institution.
Going beyond two parties
In this line of thinking, it is evident that, in general, a sale does not concern only one
buyer and one seller: sales occur in a whole market, composed by several economic
actors with competing interests. Although it is not explicitly present in the formal
description of the sale institution, the presence of an alternative seller (we synthesize
in just one role all the competitors), and an alternative buyer is obviously not negligible for the social institutional dynamics (Fig. 9.1). This view, first introduced by
Commons [1931], started the studies of classic institutional economics.
The relations with the alternative parties play a fundamental role in the evaluation of the offer, an action meant to justify the acceptability of the offer. Evaluation, however, is not made explicit in the definition of the sale process. This is an
additional example of how institutional roles defined by law circumscribe social institutional roles. The resulting looseness characterizes the degrees of freedom of the
of plants and insects, see e.g. Sabelis, Janssen, and Takabayashi [2011].
7
Even if, in most cases, this discretion may be relative, considering the direct and indirect outcome
of not entering into the “game”.
8
Recent experimental studies confirm this idea (e.g. Roversi, Borghi, and Tummolini [2013]).
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Figure 9.1: Topology of a sale transaction: transactional channels between buyer (B), seller
(S), alternative buyer (AB) and alternative seller (AS).

behaviour of social components, i.e. the domain for competition, coalition formation, moral and religious prescriptions, trends, free will, etc.9
Role of social environment. Buying, like any generic action, can be performed by
an agent, only if he has the ability to do it. In this case, ability encapsulates both its
practical meaning—e.g. being capable of performing the associated speech act—and
the institutional ability, of transforming that action into a socially meaningful act (cf.
§ 5.3.2). On the other hand, buying is successful only if performed in a social environment that responds accordingly. The existence of an socio-institutional mechanism
of coordination guarantees the underlying link between the institutional action φ—
performed by the agent playing the institutional role related to that action—and the
response to φ given by the social environment, i.e. agents embodying institutional
roles dual to φ.
Extending the theory of affordance (§ 9.2.2, see also § 5.3.1), we can attempt to
formulate this alignment as social affordance. Leaving aside the practical layer, the
first feature required from the social environment to be successful in the performance
of φ is therefore compliance. This is quite intuitive: before acting, the agent expects
that the environment will generate the (supposedly) correct response to his act. Consequently, (9.1) becomes:
Affords0 _φ({compliance}env , abilityagent )

(9.2)

However, this is not sufficient to be successful in completing an action in an actual
social setting. Contextual market features, such as the average market price, may
suggest, for instance, that there would be no or many offerees sensitive to that offer.
The complete figure is expressed as:
Affords0 _φ({compliance, market features}env , abilityagent )

(9.3)

Mingers [2002] brings a clarifying example considering the game of chess. The rules governing
the moves are strictly defined and cannot be modified during the game. However, habitual players
may apply many additional rules, associated with tactics and strategies used in previous games or
exchanged with other players. This informal knowledge is constructively created by the history of
games of the individual player, and of the community of players.
9
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Figure 9.2: Asynchronous (a) and synchronous (b) enforcements. Reputation channels (c).

9.3.2

Institutional failures and enforcement

The social world is not a world of necessity, at least not in the same sense as the physical world. If I throw a stone against a mirror with an adequate force, the mirror will
almost certainly break. The relation between my ability (e.g. of throwing a stone)
and the relevant features of the environment (e.g. fragility) is expressed by the affordance, but it relies on an essential alignment of characteristics of the physical world
(including my body). If I pay for an object purchased on the Internet, I may not
receive the object, not only because there may have been a problem with the shipping, but also because the seller may have never intended to deliver it. Cognitive and
motivational factors play a fundamental role in social systems. In general, scenarios
of non-compliance cause a failure of the institutional system.10
Example 3. If a person lived in a country in which all promises are systematically
not maintained, he would evaluate the affordance of any behaviour relying on others’
promises (e.g. buying) as not holding. The ‘promise’ institution would become irrelevant,
because any person would avoid performing actions based on it. The same fate would
occur to all institutions based on promises (e.g. sale).
Enforcement. Systemic maintenance reasons could therefore explain the existence
of the enforcer, an institutional role present in some form in all institutions.11 The
enforcer is not necessarily a physical person. Regulations of right-hand/left-hand
traffic, for instance, are issued in the presence of a sort of “natural” enforcement: not
complying with the correct driving direction would have direct and possibly terrible
consequences. In these cases, formal regulations facilitate the actions of agents by
10

Not all failures are caused by non-compliance. At systematic level, an institution may fail not
producing the intended impact, even if compliance is satisfied (wrong policy).
11
Commons [1931] recognized the minimal unity of (authorized) transaction as always involving
two competing parties, two alternative parties, and a public officer playing the role of the enforcer.
According to Commons, unauthorized transactions, in which the public officer is not present, are
haunted by the risk of lack of coordination of parties’ expectations, as those are private and may differ.
This explains the opportunity of a legal system. If we consider the wider picture, however, we observe
that the role of enforcer is intrinsic to informal institutions as well: typically, other enforcement
measures (physical, social) operate alternatively, concurrently, or in competition to legal mechanisms.
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creating a standard for them all (attempting to reduce the frequency of failures).
In order to perceive a failure, the enforcer must have some sensing ability related to the institutional actions of the agents. For this reason, the first enforcer is
usually the same agent who believes himself to be the victim of a social failure. However, in modern systems, the enforcement role is not played solely by the victim,
but normally refers to collective entities liable to provide a legal response (repair,
remedy or punishment), if the failure is confirmed. Bringing the case to court and
providing proof is equivalent to creating an ex-post, asynchronous monitoring handled by a collective enforcement agency (Fig. 9.2a). In certain contexts, however, the
monitoring may also be applied ex-ante, synchronously to performance (Fig. 9.2b).
Vatiero [2010], amongst others, notices that the enforcement related to obligations
is naturally exogenous to the institution, as enforcement actions are different from
the institutional actions of reference. Conversely, the enforcement related to power
relations is intrinsically endogenous. The successful participation to the institution
counts in itself as a reward, in two senses:
(a) actualization of power: the agent has been able to achieve his objectives;
(b) representation of power: if this success is publicly observable, other agents can
see that he is able to conduct the transaction.
The public representation may occur at the offeror’s node, or at the offeree’s node.
The offeree node is evidently more sensible, because a priori it has no interest in the
publication, apart from sharing information with other offerees about the offeror,
in order to create a new line of communication between pairs (Fig. 9.2c). The concept of reputation turns out to be fundamental at this level: it gives a collectively
constructed measure of the reliability of an agent.

9.4

Embodiment of agent-roles

So far, we have considered only one institutional frame. In reality, the behaviour
of an agent is influenced by several institutions simultaneously. For example, each
of us is part of a family, a citizen of a country, employed by some private or public
company, etc. In the case of conflicting institutions, a non-compliant behaviour in
one layer could be a consequence of an obligation holding at another layer. On
the other hand, conformant behaviours might still hide unfair competition schemes.
The pure institutional role is not descriptive enough to cover the full picture of social
scenarios.
Social agent-role models. Taking a perspective internal to the agent, we assume
this general working principle: when an agent discovers a successful scheme of behaviour (not only after deliberation, but also after guidance, via mimesis or by chance),
and possibly goes through subsequent repeated reinforcements, he acknowledges
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goal-oriented plans of actions, dual to specific social contexts, i.e. successful agentroles (§ 8.4.2). Dually, he may acknowledge certain agent-roles to be unsuccessful, i.e.
not able to bring about a characteristic intent.12
In general, the social abilities of an agent-role rely on institutional roles, or equivalently, an agent-role can be seen as an aggregation of institutional roles, provided
with a second-order intentional layer. Therefore, agent-roles are characterized by
two topologies: an internal topology, concerning the internal coordination of institutional roles, and an external topology, defined by complementary agent-roles. In the
case of the buyer in our example, the internal topology concerns the agent-roles of
evaluator, offeree, payer, and various monitors. The external topology deals with the
seller.
Groups as agent-roles. Agent-roles are not played merely by individuals. A group
can be interpreted as playing an agent-role as well, when it shows social topology, social action and collective intention. In this case, the agent-role is distributed amongst
several identities, expressed on communication terminals. People sharing the same
institutional conceptualization constitute a group well, which forms the human ontological expression of the institution. Right and duties correspond to collective requirements. The reinforcement of the epistemic expression of the institution within
the members of that group is performed through collective enforcement. The group
influences its members, favouring a certain institutional interpretation over others,
and encouraging/discouraging specific agent-roles.

9.4.1

Social affordances and agent-roles

Social affordance has been defined with respect to a certain action/behaviour; an
agent-role is, in practice, an intentional characterization of behaviour; by extension,
we can associate social affordances to agent-roles as well. The social affordance associated with the situation, coupled with deliberated (ascribed) intent, selects the agentroles the (other) agent may effectively embody. Social affordances correspond to
entrance conditions to the embodiment of the agent-role.
Social affordances of non-compliant behaviours. Intuitively, if I know that people who rob a bank never succeed because they are always caught and the money
is always given back, my evaluation of the affordance of the bank robber agent-role
should be negative. This consideration, however, does not apply with killing, for instance, because the killing action may still be successful whatever response the social
environment may have. Therefore, the affordance is also influenced by repairing features of the social environment. Other interesting consequences may be seen. If the
12

As with, for instance, disability positions with respect to ability positions (§ 7.3.3), it is reasonable
to think that this negative type of agent-role model is constructed as an exception to the normal,
successful one.
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outcome of a non-compliant behaviour is essentially a social agreement (e.g. property), then the repair, if the failure is recognized, may be in principle complete. On
the other hand, the strength related to enforcement features (e.g. sanctions, punishments, rewards) do not play any role in the evaluation of the affordance, but only
when the agent has to decide between possible alternative agent-roles. Although the environment affords a faulty behaviour, the agent may decide not to perform it because
it has too low a pay-off.
General model of social affordance. Reorganizing the above, we recognize three
areas of actions, related to features which influence the social affordance of an institutional transaction as e.g. buying:
(1) ease of finding an adequate reason motivating the transaction (e.g. a good offer),
directly related to the ‘search frictions’ studied in economics, e.g. in [Mortensen,
2011];
(2) compliance, i.e. proneness of agents to respect social expectations (e.g. sellers
actually delivering);
(3) effectiveness of control structures, i.e. ability of enforcement processes to respond to infractions (e.g. sellers will be enforced for missing deliveries).13
However, this understanding does not make explicit the nature of the enforcement response. In the case of a sale transaction, the buyer has an inherent motive: to acquire
a certain good, through a certain payment. If the response entails the delivery, then
the initial desire is satisfied (in this case, the term ‘repair’ is usually preferred, while
‘remedy’ would be the compensation for the tort). If not, the buyer’s primary intent
will be unsuccessful. Intuitively, the social affordance attributed to that behaviour
(agent-role) should lose consistence. Therefore, more strictly, we should replace the
third item with:
(3’) effectiveness of control structures in repairing the failure (e.g. buyers will eventually receive what they bought).
Note however, that the compensation may still interact positively with other agentroles the agent is embodying, determining a general positive payoff.
Generalizing the three categories listed above as aligning features (in the sense of
enabling an alignment for the initiation of the transaction), compliance and repairing
features of the social institution, the general formula of social affordance could be
rewritten as:
Affords0 _φ({aligning, compliance, repairing}env , abilityagent )
13

(9.4)

We refer to control structures in the plural, as we may extend the figure with a hierarchical structure of enforcement processes. If the first enforcer fails, the second one is liable to enforce the first,
etc.
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All features may depend on φ as well. Interestingly, a similar analysis can be performed for non-compliant agent-roles; the third environmental feature should be replaced in this case with the absence or lack of control structures, or their disability to
enforce, or to repair. Theft makes sense only where property exists.
Literature on social affordances
Following the categorization proposed in Zhang and Patel [2006], at first glance, we
have introduced a special class of cognitive affordances, related to behaviours having
products of symbolic meaning. However, as behaviour motivated by social affordances eventually brings about a result in the physical world14 , they are rather mixed
affordances.
In the literature, the use of the term ‘social affordances’ is not without ambiguity.
A domain-specific interpretation, not relevant to our research, refers to the study of
human-computer interfaces for social media. We proceed, rather, in continuity with
Gibson: “economic behavior, political behavior—all depend on the perceiving of what
another person or other persons afford, or sometimes on the misperceiving of it” [Gibson, 1979, p. 135]. Kaufmann and Clément [2007] provide a recent overview of the
several interpretations of affordances related to social behaviour. These studies are
highly relevant, but focus mostly on components of social behaviour that occur at
the sub-symbolical level (gestures, expressions), which can be neglected at our level
of description. In our terms, the nature of social affordance is also that of a synthetic
statement, but it is more related to heuristic behavioural models reducing qualification/ramification problems15 , rather than pre-symbolic processing.

9.4.2

Prototypical patterns of non-compliance

In this section, we will focus on three prototypical schemes of non-compliance, using
the concepts presented so far.
Monopoly. If there is only one seller who offers a certain product, all interested
buyers are subjected to the price chosen by this seller. The topology of this scenario
shows a cut on the connection with the alternative seller (Fig. 9.3a). This may happen
because of a monopoly, or because of a cartel coordination (multiple sellers acting
as one): the related agent-role directs two supposedly competing institutional roles.
The resulting institutional context is not balanced towards the buyers. The more
the seller raises his price, the more the potential buyers will lack the power to accept
the offer. This process is of no harm to the seller, because, as long as there is a
14

cf. connotation and import in constitutive rules, in § 6.2.6.
In AI, the qualification problem is concerned with the impossibility of identifying all possible
preconditions that are necessary for an action to be successful; the ramification problem is about the
impossibility of dealing with all possible consequences of an action (secondary and higher-order effects).
15
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Figure 9.3: Three prototypical scenarios of non-compliance: monopoly or cartel (a), swapscheme (b), short-circuit (c).

buyer accepting his offer, his action will be still successful. However, the general
functionality of the institution may be damaged, because many agents risk being cut
out from it.
Swap. A typical example of a swap scheme is vote-buying. A candidate promises
the performance of a certain action in exchange for the vote of an elector. Stated
in this way, this is not different from how any political campaign operates, often
directing promises towards specific communities or groups of interest. Social aggregates use their influence on their members to support chosen politicians. This is not
forbidden. What changes in a vote-buying scheme is that the coordination is strict:
there is control on individual vote performance.16 The agent-role involved in a swapscheme plays two dual institutional roles that should be at arm’s length (e.g. elector
and candidate) (Fig. 9.3b), monitoring and timing the performance of those. When
this coordination is set, the connections with competing candidates, and competing
electors disappear. Analyzed through (9.4), the social affordance of cartel and swap
schemes is determined by two factors: the actual ability of the agent-roles to control
the performance, and the lack of adequate reactivity and reparation from the social
environment. Theoretically, all actions contrasting and preventing these dispositions
would severely undermine non-compliance.
Short circuit. The impact of technological innovation is often relevant with respect to institutions as well. The possibility of copying and sharing copyrighted
material at almost no cost gives the consumer the practical ability to easily perform
these actions. With sharing, in particular, any consumer may also become provider.
This results in a short-circuit in the market of consumers/providers of content. The
remedy part given by the copyright institution is not relevant in the social affordance formula: there is no physical equivalence to restitution of duplicated digital
content. Furthermore, this agent-role does not sell the content, but rather shares it:
as a provider, he has no expectations of compliance. The environmental parameter
of the affordance formula is, in this case, practically irrelevant. Strengthening en16

One of the most recent practices is the use of mobile cameras during voting, invaliding the secret
ballot principle. Another option, used in case of referendum, is to check whether people did not go
to the polling station.
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forcement actions may help to reduce the number of agents that will actually share
materials, because of negative payoffs, but it does not modify the evaluation of affordance. The impact of technology has been structural.17

9.5

Enforcement

This section provides a more specific analysis of the function that enforcement plays
in institutional mechanisms, and briefly introduces the problem of distribution of
burden amongst the social participants.

9.5.1

Types of enforcement

In general, three types of enforcement are usually recognized:
• repairs allow the fulfillment of the obligations that failed (e.g. in case of missing
delivery, the buyer receives the product/service he paid for);
• remedies are measures thought to compensate damages to the plaintiff, issued
in comparison to what he lost because of e.g. the breach of contract (e.g. in
case of missing delivery, the buyer receives a compensation for damages);
• punishments focus on the defendant, and can be further divided into two categories: punishments properly said, which are decided upon the ‘outrageousness’ of the unlawful act, incapacitation and/or retribution requirements; and
disgorgements, which are decided upon what he gained through the wrong (e.g.
in case of missing delivery, the buyer receives back the money taken by the
seller).

What type of enforcement? When examining the question of which enforcement
to apply, in modern times, deterrence theory has plausibly been the mainstream approach in criminology, based on a utilitarian view of human nature. Rational choice
theory of crime is built upon the same principles, although treating explicitly economic notions as maximization of payoff/minimization of costs. It has been noted,
e.g. by Akers [1990], that these two are specific versions of a more general social
learning theory, based on differential reinforcement. Rewards and costs can, in effect,
be seen as inhibitors and facilitators of social behaviours, following the principles of
operant conditioning studied in behavioural psychology [Jeffery, 1965]. As this is
connected with the PACK framework used to model the practical reasoning of the
agent (§ 5.5.1), also with respect to institutional categories (§ 5.5.1), we cover it here
for completeness.
17

See the article recently appeared in Science about pirated academic papers: [Bohannon, 2016].
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direction

promotion (reinforcement)

demotion (punishment)

stimulus
effect
operation

absent
+
create

absent
−
create

present
−
remove

absent
−
prevent

present
+
remove

absent
+
prevent

Table 9.1: Principles of operant conditioning, type of interventions.

9.5.2

Reinforcement and punishment

In simple terms, the principle behind operant conditioning [Skinner, 1953] is that
behaviours are promoted if they go under reinforcement, and demoted if they go
under punishment. Two types of contextual stimuli are considered, usually called
‘appetative’ and ‘noxious’, depending on whether they produce a positive (+) or a
negative (−) effect on the agent. To sustain the learning, three kinds of operations can
be performed with them: create a non-existing stimulus, remove an existing stimulus
or prevent a stimulus (Table 9.1).
According to this scheme, if the enforcer wants to promote a certain behaviour,
he has to respond to the agent’s performance of that behaviour in at least one of these
three ways:
• provide the agent with something positive he wouldn’t have had otherwise;
• remove a negative condition that the agent suffers in this moment; the agent,
in this case, is utilizing the behaviour for an escape operation.
• remove the possibility for the agent to suffer a negative condition; following
the promoted behavior counts as an active avoidance.
In contrast, if he wants to demote a certain behaviour, he may:
• make the agent suffer something negative he wouldn’t have had otherwise;
• remove a positive condition that the agent enjoys in this moment;
• remove the possibility for the agent to enjoy a positive condition.
Historically, Skinner preferred to utilize negative enforcements in his experiments
rather than punishments, as the latter cause avoidance behaviours: e.g. if you know
that if you go to school without having studied you will be punished, you may simply
avoid going to school. Subsequent behaviourist studies, as e.g. Herman and Azrin
[1964], found that if you want to discourage a particular behavior, punishment may
have a positive impact; however, it is far more effective if the punishment is given
while providing the punished with alternative promoted behaviors.

9.5.3

On deciding ‘carrots’ and ‘sticks’

The general evolution of contemporary enforcement practices—observable not only
in modern legal systems, but also in school, parenting and informal groupings—has
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been nicely synthesized by Dari-Mattiacci and Geest [2013] as “the rise of carrots and
the decline of sticks”. The authors propose a theory explaining this tendency. In short,
from an economic perspective, punishment-based systems are more efficient in simple settings, i.e. when the burden of compliance can be well specified and distributed
amongst the involved parties. Reward-based systems, on the other hand, are more efficient when the regulator has difficulties specifying the burden, or the burden is not
well distributed amongst the social participants. As modern societies become more
complex, heterogeneity of contexts and tasks is increasing, and so reward-based systems are becoming more common.
For simplicity, let us consider as a carrot any payment or similar benefit that a
party receives from the enforcer if he satisfies his duties; a stick, in contrast, would be
a payment or similar penalty that a party performs for the enforcer if he violates his
duties. At first glance, we could write any contract either in carrot- or in stick-style
and they would be identical, at least from an algebraic point of view. For instance, a
contract about performing a service for $100 in a certain timeframe can be written as
a $90 contract plus a $10 reward if not delivered in time, or as a $110 contract with
$10 penalty if not delivered in time. Experiments conducted in behavioral economics
on similar formulations found out that the two rephrasings are not the same, and
suggest that people are prone to loss aversion in reference to the standard, normal
scenario (prospect theory, Kahneman and Tversky [1979]).
However, at the analytical level, Dari-Mattiacci and Geest [2013] observe that
there is an intrinsic difference due to the monitoring component—that is, the mechanism allowing one to recognize satisfaction or violation. If monitoring is not perfect,
the two formulations are different because a party that is not monitored in a carrotbased system counts as being non-compliant; whereas, in a stick-based system, this
counts as being compliant. In practice, as observed by Boer [2014], a reward regime
assumes that most people are non-compliant; a punishment regime assumes that most
people are compliant. Evidently, these defaults make sense if they are aligned with
what can be observed in reality, or, at least, it is reasonable to think that the regulator
has an assumption about this alignment when deciding the enforcement regime.
The role of evidence in enforcement
Extending this analysis, Boer [2014] proposes the following evidence criteria to decide whether an enforcement system is based on carrots or on sticks:
• a reward regime requires the production of evidence of compliance,
• a punishment regime requires the production of evidence of non-compliance.
These criteria switch the attention from internal, subjective aspects relative to the
parties to external aspects specified in regulations. Interestingly, these are related
to the burden of proof, usually distributed amongst claimants (for evidence of noncompliance) and addressees (for evidence of compliance). The criteria allow easy
discrimination between scenarios, as for instance:
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• a bonus which is given to all employees apart those who are found to have not
performed well enough is a punishment regime (absent, +, prevent);
• the assignment of fines using speed cameras is a punishment regime (present,
+, remove);
• tort liability, generally assigning additional burden on wrong-doers after producing relevant evidence, is a punishment regime (absent, −, create);
• tax payment, based on evidence as e.g. bank transfers, is a reward regime (absent, −, prevent);
• tax exemptions earned by providing evidence are a reward regime (present, +,
remove);
• issuing formal contract agreements, patenting and putting works of art under
copyright are reward regimes (absent, +, create).18
The code in the parentheses identifies the corresponding operant conditioning mechanism (Table 9.1).
Associating tax payment to a reward system is maybe an unexpected result for the
reader. In effect, from a social participant perspective, active avoidance makes sense
only if there is something that may be avoided—that is, if enforcement is concretely
in place with respect to the people who do not pay taxes. The burden of producing
evidence for these cases is usually on the tax administration. The complete system is
therefore composed of a punishment regime for non-compliance and a reward regime
for compliance, where the latter is dependent on the former. This serves as a prototypical example of intertwined institutional frames.
Enforcement without wrong?
All these enforcements are associated with the occurrence of a wrong, but, if we
widen institutional failure to all unmet expectations, other categories of scenarios
may be accounted, such as unexpected/undue actions, or unexpected benefits. Focusing on restitutions, beyond disgorgement, which can be interpreted as restitution
in presence of negative externalities19 , Dari-Mattiacci [2009] also considers restitution
for pure transfers, i.e. transfers made on the basis of obligations that did not actually
exist (e.g. a buyer paid the wrong seller and receives his money back); and restitution for positive externalities, i.e. unexpected benefits brought by a legal transaction.
The third does not have a well-defined jurisprudence: in general, such losses cannot
be recovered, but the author provides interesting exceptions and proposes a unifying theory. It remains to be investigated whether our conceptual framework may
provide interesting insights on this subject.
18

This is aligned with the result anticipated in § 9.3.2: successful enactment of power counts as a
reward in itself.
19
In economics, an externality is the consequence of a transaction that affects a party in the absence
of previous agreements.
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Elements for an evolutionary account

In the previous sections, starting from theories of perception, we have proposed an
account of social affordances suggesting how individuals make sense of the social
environment in which they are embedded. But how this phenomenon scale up at
macro-level? Might we use these micro-mechanisms to study the emergence of patterns in the social system? Focusing on legal phenomena, we easily acknowledge that
law is underpinned by the existence of a (complex) system of representations, satisfying to a good extent the principle of expressibility given by Searle [1969] (“whatever
can be meant, can be said”).20 A theory of social systems that has brought this characteristic to the extreme consequences is Luhmann’s systems theory, based upon the
theory of autopoietic systems by Maturana and Varela [1980].21 In this section, we will
analyze Luhmann’s theory in some detail for at least three reasons. First, because
autopoesis is connected to embodied cognition, and therefore is aligned, at least in
principle, with the general approach taken by this thesis. Second, because it attempts
to provide a theory about change and dynamics of social systems, which is one of the
topic of this chapter. Third, because it takes a perspective on the social matter that is
opposite to ours, as we make explicit the role of individual and collective teleological
attitudes. Consequently, we propose a conceptualization of social systems based on
the notion of agent-roles, attempting to maintain the systematic aspect of systems
theory but recovering the crucial aspect that Luhmann left aside: the subjects, i.e.
the social participants.

9.6.1

Luhmann’s systems theory

Following Parsons, Luhmann22 does not consider individuals as a proper sociological
category. Certainly, society consists of individuals. Society is physically reproduced
as long as individuals reproduce, but, although such biological reproduction is socially conditioned, practically all social theories stems from denying the reduction of
social systems to their biological components.23
While Parsons’s theory was centered on reproduction of roles—intended as pat20

A counterexample is the 1964 case, concerning Malle’s film ‘Les Amants’, in which U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Stewart renounced the analytical specification of the conditions qualifying ‘obscenity’
with the famous words “I know it when I see it”.
21
Autopoietic systems are closed systems that create and reproduce themselves. They are said to be
organisationally closed but structurally open, where the structure consists of the actual system components and their relations (including the contingent ones). The organization is a subset of the structure
that maintains the relations of self-production.
22
Luhmann’s production is vast and not always easily accessible, not only because of a lack of translations, but also for his (deliberately) difficult prose. Beside the central opus on social systems [Luhmann, 1995], relevant articles include [Luhmann, 1986, 1992]. For a general overview and critiques,
see e.g. Mingers [2002], Poli [2010].
23
A similar abstraction principle is applied by computer scientists with respect to the physical,
electric computers.
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terns of actions that social actors may execute—Luhmann increased the level of abstraction above mere actions, focusing on communications. Similarly to other sociologists (see Giddens [1979, Ch. 6]), Luhmann understood that the main problem
with Parsons’s theory (and functionalist theories in general) is that the systems of
roles they define admit only limited variations. Therefore, passing from roles to the
meaning of roles expressed through their communications can be interpreted as a
solution to capture the renegotiation or adaptation of roles in time.
In Luhmann’s theory, the social system consists merely of communications. The
term ‘communication’ is used with a specific meaning—it is an event, consisting of
three inseparable components: the information (what is communicated, the content);
the utterance (how and why it is communicated, elements parallel to the content; and
the interpretation (how it is interpreted by the receiver). The reproduction of the
social system is guaranteed by a fourth step, which is acceptance. All communication
may be accepted or rejected. If accepted, it produces consequences in the receiver,
which in turn may answer, producing a new communication. Acceptance of a communication does not mean that its content is accepted, but only that is considered
relevant to the discourse: the responding communication may be e.g. a rebuttal to
the claim transported by the first.
This brief picture already shows that the social system targeted by Luhmann is
a system of discourse. Rejection works as an operation of distinction between what
is ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ such a system of discourse: it is an operation of reflection
(cf. § 8.2), because it may be applied on the self or on the environment. Now, imagine that a communication is ambiguous, and the receiver constructs a meaning that
is different from what was intended by the emitter. This would plausibly result in
a series of interactions (i.e. other communications) trying to correct the misalignment of interpretations. This process, reiterated over time, would eventually create,
elaborate, and refine specific evaluative frameworks to be used to interpret a class of
communications.24
Every evaluative framework is specified by a binary code and determines a province
of discourse, i.e. the organization of a sub-system within the social system. For instance, lawful/unlawful determines the legal sub-system, power/non-power the political subsystem, true/untrue the scientific sub-system, efficient/inefficient the economic sub-system. Note that both terms of the binary code allocate the communication within the evaluative framework, while rejection would correspond instead to
irrelevance. If we associate ambiguity to complex communications, we understand
that, according to this theory, the social system can be seen as organizing itself to
deal with complexity.25
But where is the world, and where are the people in this theory? Luhmann
Analytical confirmation could be found in the theory of predictable behaviour [Heiner, 1983].
The rise of legal positivism may be seen under these terms: to improve alignment in deciding
whether something is legal or illegal, legal interpretation has been anchored to the validity of norms
(valid/invalid binary code), which depends on formal and procedural aspects, rather than referring to
qualifications as e.g. just/unjust, traditional domain of natural law.
24

25
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presents an abstract, anti-humanistic view on social systems. He motivates his enterprise as to purge social analysis from teleological elements, attempting to provide
a truly naturalistic view of social mechanisms. However, it is evident that without
humans (or any other social participants) there would be no communication; the interpretation/selection mechanism, preparatory to producing new communication is
not performed by the original communication in itself. As Maturana [1988] clearly
puts it: “everything said is said by an observer”; the closure advocated by Luhmann is
excessively narrow, as “the observer is lost completely in favour of the observation”
[Mingers, 2002]. We attempt then to recover the subject category.

9.6.2

Restarting from the ground

Sociality is evidently not only ascribable to humans. Communication (as signaling)
allows the triggering of coordinated behaviour that is performed by members of social systems, ranging from insects to humans, but including artificial devices as well.
However, coordination is only half the story; the other half concerns the sharing of
situated knowledge, including affordances. The cognitive processes relative to affordances occur at a sub-symbolical level, and practically all animals have similar functions. For instance, a mouse or an ant eats because it is able to recognize an edible
object. The feature of edibility is assigned by instinct and, in more adaptive forms of
life, learned by experience and by mimesis.
Focusing on this aspect, Donald [1991], amongst others, provides many arguments on how mimesis lies at the base of many human abilities, even before language.
In his definition, mimesis is not simple imitation: it is an “ability to produce conscious
self-initiated representational acts that are intentional”. Note how this definition is
equivalent to the ability of acquiring and enacting agent-roles. Through mimesis,
homo erectus individuals became able to construct performance. From reading situations as episodes, our ancestors acquired sense-making skills. Using the words
of Donald [2007], they started to live in a mind-sharing culture, or, after Hutchins
[1995], they started relying on culturally distributed cognition. Investigations on certain primates provide direct examples that support this hypothesis.26
Evidently, human linguistic activity cannot be reduced to these behavioural experiences. According to Maturana and Varela [1992, p. 209], it arises from the interaction between ontogenetic behaviours (those that are acquired along lifetime by the
individual) and communicative behaviours (including signaling). At a fundamental
level, it concerns sharing of practical knowledge and constitution and maintenance
of social coordination. The last point furnishes a connection to Luhmann’s theory:
the use of language in itself requires social coordination, and therefore the process
26

For instance, the birth of a new behavioural pattern amongst a tribe of macaques witnessed on
the island of Koshima [Kawamura, 1959]. One day, a female macaque discovered that cleaning the
sand off from potatoes in the water would make them more pleasant to eat. Other macaques (usually
the younger ones) started imitating her, and after a few months, the same behaviour was observable
in all colonies nearby and still is today, despite the original individuals having passed away.
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determining language is a mechanism of self-production. But in this reframing one
cannot neglect, as Luhmann’s theory does, the practical outcome of language, i.e. an
impact on behaviour.
The role of attitudes. Recovering the ‘outcome’ aspect, we highlight the fundamental semantic function of institutional and practical reasoning categories that we
have investigated, at the individual (§ 7) and the collective levels (§ 4, § 5), in alignment with our arguments e.g. in § 7.3.1, § 5.4.2 and § 6.3.1. Obviously, this does not
mean that the semantic mapping is always direct, without effort. On the contrary,
the picture we just sketched argues for a intrinsic constructivist nature of language,
and of institutions. But the attitudes (not only volitional, but also expectational,
potestative and reactive/affective) exist at a more fundamental level than the constructions they build. It is the content of the attitude that may require contextualization, refinement, and distinguishing when it comes to fruition.
Social systems in terms of agent-roles
In our conceptualization, a social system consists of agent-roles, embodied by social participants, who reproduce (as performances) and share (as communications)
agent-roles to other participants. In a way, we have returned to a view more similar
to that of Parson, but representationally richer. We need to make clear, however,
that agent-roles are not a monolithic set of behavioural patterns: as ontogenetic behaviours, people may create, intentionally or not, new agent-roles. The agent-roles
that are specified in the legal sources are merely supposed to reinforce (positively or
negatively) actual agent-roles present in society.
Let us refer back to the classic sociological distinction between structure and action. Roles, in the classic sense, are usually considered as constituents of the structure.
Players decide how to act (e.g. in the linguistic example, how to speak) depending
on the roles that the structure (e.g. the language) provides them. As Giddens [1979,
p. 116] makes clear, this view affirms the primacy of the normative dimension in
social theory, but it neglects to consider that there is not such a unity of normative
expectations that cohere in roles, and that there is not a perfect consensus of what
these expectations are.
Agent-roles, on the other hand, are issued not only from interpretations of normative sources (and, as such, they are prescriptive, but stem from a pluralistic source),
but are also collected from observations on the social participants (therefore, they are
descriptive as well). From an interpretational point of view, the social system can
be seen as a continuous execution of agent-role scripts, assigned to identities. In this
way, we can take into consideration aspects such as e.g. the frequency of occurrence
of agent-roles, and all other features constructing social affordances. These aspects
are crucial because they define the perceived and actual power dimensions, which
eventually determine the reproduction of agent-roles in the social system. Such a
framework would operationalize Giddens’ requirement:
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“It is fundamental to affirm that social systems are not constituted of roles but
of (reproduced) practices; and it is practices, not roles, which (via the duality of
structure) have to be regarded as the ‘points of articulation’ between actors and
structures.”, Giddens [1979, p. 117]

This interaction would, in principle, enable the study of possible processes of structuration, i.e. of the conditions that maintain and implement the adaptation of the
structure.

9.6.3

The difficulty in studying the evolution of institutions

People learn from their own and others’ experiences, acquiring and possibly sharing
new agent-roles, to be used in order to achieve their goals, and to interpret others’
behaviour. Part of these experiences are directly or indirectly related to the guidance
of the legal system, i.e. to legal-institutional roles, but compliance, defined by a legal system, is not a necessary condition for the behaviour of social agents: ‘faulty’
agent-roles are systemic in any social system, as social agent-roles are constructed
along the ‘perceived power’ (social affordance) dimension, rather than the formal
one. Assuming that social participants tend to embody agent-roles that they believe
are affordable, and with better payoffs (not necessarily of an economic nature), we
understand that the evolution of institutions is mainly a consequence of social affordances and of their relative preference. The perspective of a social agent, in effect, is
internal to a specific social setting. Behaviour is selectively constructed in relation to
the affordances given by the contextual environment [Reed, 1996].27
Evidently, if the number of ‘faulty’ behaviours increases too much, the institution may be compromized. Enforcement actions may partially reduce this, but, as
we argued in § 9.4.2, when the underlying change affects social affordances the transformation is irreversible, and requires a readjustment at the super-institutional level.
Settling this framework, we can make explicit the central problem in studying the
evolution of institutions. How do we model the acknowledgement of change of features relative to social affordances by the agents? How do we treat the relative preferences? These aspects directly affect the propagation of agent-roles amongst identities.
For instance, how does the last failure in receiving a delivery impact the buyer’s perception of the seller’s compliance? And of the market’s overall compliance?
We don’t need to answer these questions for the scope of this thesis. It is, however, relevant to say that, from a policy-maker point of view, a crucial analysis does
not concern predicting the functioning of social systems on any arbitrary starting
point, but relies on assessing the policy effects that can be entailed by a given policy
field theory. The policy-maker has, in effect, an approximate model of the social system, including possible adaptation mechanisms (as he is a social participant, too).
If these models are translated as agent-roles and relative distributions of agent-roles,
our framework, in principle, allows us to simulate the proximate consequences of a
27

cf. capability theory introduced by Sen [2003].
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change in the norms/regulations, thus confirming whether or not the design requirements, based on those hypotheses, would be met.

9.7

Conclusion and further developments

This chapter is intended to confirm that the focus on agent-roles can support operational and design processes in legal/administrative systems, bringing the human
factor into a central position in contemporary infrastructures. By collecting agentroles known in the target social setting, policy-makers, regulators, and administrators would have a more systemic representation of actual social structures. The use
of this knowledge for diagnostic purposes, in order to support the execution of (positive and negative) enforcement actions, will be investigated further in § 17. Its use in
supporting design at a structural level—that is, in checking the alignment of normative and/or descriptive agent-roles—will be investigated in § 18. The use in supporting design at a systemic level—e.g. in calibrating rewards and sanctions to a certain
(presupposed) social configuration, or in a more general framework studying institutional evolution—has been only sketched theoretically. Some experiments have been
conducted during this research, but the results are still too preliminary to report.

Part II
Modeling
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Relevant knowledge structures

The second part of the thesis investigates and specifies the knowledge structures required to operationalize the representational alignment and the related applications
sketched in § 1, integrating the conceptual frameworks elaborated in the first part.
Before proceeding into the details, however, we provide a general introduction to the
matter.

10.1

Which knowledge?

In philosophy, two main approaches to (practical) knowledge are usually investigated:
• ontology is concerned with models and explanations about the world;
• epistemology is concerned with reasoning, argument, and evidence.
This duality (ancestor of the model/proof duality in formal logic) is not a dualism:
one cannot reasonably exist without the other. It is however true that, depending on
the strength of the ontological assumptions of the domain, one may naturally focus
more on one of the two aspects. As observed for instance by Breuker, Valente, and
Winkels [2005], fields of practice like medicine or engineering generally exploit ontological foundations built upon more abstract theories worked out in physics and mathematics, and deal constantly with explanations, constructed in reference to models
about the domain on which they apply. In contrast, jurisprudence and legal philosophy insist mostly on justification (derived from ‘jus’), i.e. they elaborate dialectically
on what we can know and believe about the law. The ‘hidden ball’ metaphor introduced by Schlag [1996] is illustrative in this respect: the ‘gesture’ (the epistemology)
of legal practitioners and scholars is what gives hints of where the ‘ball’ (the ontology) is, enabling the ‘game’ to be continued even if this ball cannot be concretely
seen in the physical world (§ 2.2.1).
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Figure 10.1: Legal, social, and administrative realms with their prototypical models.

10.1.1

Ontological perspective

As we stated in the problem context (§ 1), the motivation behind our research is to
support a reduction of the frictions occurring between the legal, social and administrative realms. In order to respond to a friction, however, one must recognize it. Intuitively, a way to do that is to acquire adequate representations belonging to the three
realms, and to check, where applicable, their alignment. In practice, we target legal
norms on the one hand, and specifications of behaviour on the other, using the different (but somehow overlapping) perspectives of the social participant (experiences,
stories) and of the service providers (business processes). In particular, legal cases—as
experiences institutionally characterized—provide models of the application of legal
knowledge, or of the contextualization of legal norms with the concrete world. The
same consideration holds for any legal scenario that a legal expert may bring to make
a point about the law. These four types of knowledge cover the ontological categories
that are required to proceed in our investigation (Fig. 10.1). In the previous chapters,
we presented several elements supporting the argument that, from a representational
point of view, they can all be addressed by the same representational construct: the
agent-role, utilized alternatively as a prescriptive, descriptive, or explanatory model.

10.1.2

Epistemic perspective

However, as we argued at the beginning of this chapter, one cannot neglect the epistemic component of knowledge without losing an essential characteristic of normative
reasoning ‘in action’. The very idea of law can be easily associated with debates in
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court or amongst legal scholars about jurisprudential principles. But how might we
link argumentation to agent-roles? A first connection comes with the normative
matter: concluding something about a normative position corresponds to anchor
this position to a certain institutional role (i.e. a prescriptive agent-role). But there is
a second, deeper level of connection.
Mirroring somehow the ontology/epistemology dualism, conversational narratives and argumentation are typically considered to occupy different spaces in human
communication. Addressing their specificities (cf. Dessalles [2008, p. 17]), we may
observe that in general:
• narrations are situated—they usually provide elements to answer to the famous
questions ‘where’, ‘when’, ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘how’; argumentation is usually not
situated, focusing instead on problems/conflicts and their resolution;
• to follow a narration, listeners have to mentally place their vision on a virtual
space/time dimension along the full duration of the narration (a displacement
similar to episodic memory), whereas argumentation does not necessarily require a spatio-temporal immersion.
• narrations last minutes, individual arguments only a few seconds.
However, at a second glance, we observe that this contrast is less neat that it seems.
Even if individual arguments are short, the overall argumentation is usually much
longer. In a legal case, in order to follow the argumentation, parties plausibly maintain an idea of what the others have said, and attempt to anticipate what they will do
in the following steps. This means that, particularly in legal cases, argumentation is
situated: it cannot be abstracted from the concrete situation from which it stems. In
other words, the argumentation process is a story in itself, and for this reason, it may
be interpreted, when necessary, by referring to (explanatory) agent-roles as well.

10.1.3

Final targets

We will focus therefore on the following knowledge structures:
• narratives and requirement descriptions, concerning agents and their interactions (§ 11, § 12);
• argumentation frameworks, to connect evidence, arguments and counterarguments concerning matters of facts and their legal interpretations (§ 13);
• reasons and rules, constitutive elements at the base of reasoning (§ 14.1, § 14.2);
• agents and multi-agent systems, to specify, simulate and reason about social
systems (§ 14.3);
• positional design patterns and abstract normative structures (namely contraryto-duty), to specify institutional mechanisms derived from legal norms (§ 15)
These topics are interrelated; the different chapters will simply put alternative aspects
in the foreground.
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10.2

Why?

Why we are focusing on these knowledge structures? The applications, paired to the
contributions worked out in this part of the thesis, are to be found in the third part
(Operationalization). For completeness, we report them here as well.
• To improve responsiveness, we aim to study the automatic interpretation of
observations through agent-roles (acquired from narratives, requirements descriptions, and legal cases). For this reason, in the operational part we will
investigate justification in explanation-based argumentation (EBA) (§ 16) and its
application to model-based diagnosis (§ 17).
• To improve adaptability, we aim to support the check for frictions amongst the
legal, administrative, and social realms.
– From a representational perspective, we will investigate in particular the
alignment of models (e.g. agent-roles models) referring to different ontological strata (e.g. normative specifications, intentional characterizations,
observed occurrences) (§ 18).
– From an operational perspective, we will dedicate some space to the operational revision of a rule-base due to the introduction of a new rule,
and to its optimization for better environmental fitting by implementing
default-based justification ( § 19).

Chapter 11

From narratives to agent-roles

For collective agencies like public administrations, the availability of behavioural
models (prescriptive, descriptive and explanatory) is of primary importance. This
chapter focuses on mapping these experiences of law in an adequate representational
model. After clarifying the underlying assumptions, and sketching their constructivist functioning, we will present a conceptual framework about narratives, as well
as elements of an acquisition methodology mapping the interpretation of a given case
to the corresponding agent-role scripts.1

11.1

Legal knowledge and narratives

Legal activity provides excellent examples of the operational use of narratives, such
as in adjudication. The interaction between parties, witnesses, experts, and judges
includes narrative acts. The sequence of events that led up to the case, and the case
itself are stories, as all detective novels confirm. However, even in the real, if the case
introduces a precedent, the publication of its proceedings may be seen as an act of
narration, meant to inform the legal system of novelties concerning social interactions and their legal interpretation. This phenomenon reproduces at a systemic scale
what happens in the daily legal practice, as legal experts usually rely on prototypical
or hypothetical cases when they explain or unravel a certain legal problem.2
In a larger sense, we could say that all institutional activity is about how persons
should behave, how they behave, and, not less importantly, even if often in the background or constructed to circumscribe unlawful behaviours, why they behave in a
certain way. The ascription of intent to people—corresponding to the assignment
The material presented in this chapter reorganizes and extends what introduced in [Sileno, Boer,
and van Engers, 2012, 2014d].
2
Analyzed under this frame, it is clear that the function of narratives in the legal activity is to
bring to the foreground relevant mechanisms of social systems (concerning and concerned-by legal
institutions) that would lie otherwise in the background. See e.g. Linde [2001] for the role of narratives
with respect to tacit knowledge.
1
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of purposive behavioural models via the intentional stance [Dennett, 1987]—is, in a
certain way, at the foundation of a system in which components are considered to
be autonomous, and to be able to follow general principles of rationality. It provides
sense to notions as individual responsibility.3

11.1.1

Narratives as ‘temporal syllogisms’

Narratives play a primary role in constructing and securing the mechanisms of intentionality, both at individual and collective level.4 Not surprisingly, contributions
in cognitive science argue that they provide the highest level of integration of an individual’s knowledge system [Graesser, Millis, and Zwaan, 1997; Schank and Abelson,
1995]. As Brooks nicely synthesizes (italics mine):
“Unlike philosophical syllogisms, narratives [..] are temporal syllogisms, concerning the connective processes of time”, Brooks [1992].

Our intuition, elaborated in § 8, is that they transport important indications on nonreflective components of agency, i.e. components which are not continuously deliberated but are simply reproduced. In effect, any narrated scenario—even a hypothetical
one—makes reference to a series of events, ultimately constrained by the narrator:
characters do not decide in autonomy, but simply follow a given canovaccio. Nevertheless, despite knowing that these virtual entities are not autonomous, we do ascribe
intentionality to characters, and for the story to make sense to the reader, their behaviour (as in, what occurs in their environment) should be plausible, i.e. following
acknowledged causal, motivational, and social mechanisms of the world in which
they are embedded. This mechanism of coherence confirms the idea of an internal
logic: narratives transport stories, and stories are models, but the mapping from a
narrative to a model is not direct.

11.1.2

Canonicity and breach

In general, narrative content is characterized by two dimensions: canonicity and
breach [Bruner, 1991]. Canonicity is exemplified by the restaurant script investigated
by Abelson and Schank [1977]. It refers to sequences of events or scenes (e.g. entering,
ordering, eating, exiting) which are supposed to be common sense, i.e. well-known
to the reader, which would be ‘pointless’ to share in a storytelling setting. Still, in
addition to a de-scriptive function, canonical scripts have also an implicit pre-scriptive
function (in the wider sense of building expectations): as they describe how things
See e.g. Hart [2008] for a legal account of responsiblity, liability and intention.
Without any pretension of exhaustiveness, we provide some directions for the interested reader:
for a perspective on the role of narratives in the construction of reality see e.g. [Bruner, 1991], of
identity [Ricoeur, McLaughlin, and Pellauer, 1990; Somers, 1994], on the definition of individual
and social action [Emirbayer and Mische, 1998], on the abstraction and simulation of social scenarios
[Mar and Oatley, 2008], on the intertwining between literature and political construction [Alryyes,
2001] and on their basis for an alternative theory of communication [Fisher, 1984].
3

4
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happen, they certainly provide the reader/agent with one way, if not the only way,
of doing (or not doing) things, if put in the same conditions. For this reason, scripts
build the background for the second dimension, that of breach. In order to be worth
telling, all narratives should be about how (via circumstances, events, etc.) the canon
has deviated or was breached. Starting from Labov [1972], investigations in sociolinguistics have confirmed this intuition, as well as the critical social function of narrative communication. Narratives help social actors to directly visualize resolution
to conflicts [Bruner, 1991].
Understandably, the legal system provides a unique example of (semi)formal structuration based on canonicity and breach. For the canonical dimension, it prescribes
e.g. how a sale should be conducted; for the breach, it deals with the occurrence
of contextual exceptions, and possibly refines the previous definition due to specific
conditions, which are then made explicit. Let us consider for instance this story-base:
(1) Sale. X made an offer. The offer concerned a good to be exchanged for a certain
amount of money. Y accepted and paid the money. X delivered the good.
(2) Offer failure. X made an offer, but nobody accepted.
(3) Delivery failure. X made an offer. Y accepted and paid, but X did not deliver.
(4) Theft. Y owned some money, but X took it from him.
(5) Gift. Y owned some money, but he gave it to X.
Evidently, (1) isn’t terribly interesting, because it simply reflects the canonical
dimension. The core information is merely that Y bought a good from X for a
certain amount. On this ground, however, we can construct variations as (2) or (3).
Note how in all variations, the ‘but’ conjunction makes explicit the intervention of
a breach. This also holds as a general principle when interpreting: when the ‘but’
can be inserted as a conjunction, this means that the contrary is expected/deemed
canonical by the reader. In (2), the implicit normal expectation was that someone
would have accepted in reasonable time. Knowing the associated legal interpretation,
we know the transactional failure in (2) is lawful, whereas that in (3) it is not, which
makes X liable to enforcement. Note how this is not made explicit in the story.
Considering the legal aspects, other variations may be considered: (4) for instance
shares the same initial condition of (3), although implicit in (3), and a similar unlawful
result: X’s avoidance to deliver is compatible with a plan to take money from Y. But
again, if we invert the intentional direction of the action, then the outcome becomes
lawful again (5). These examples suggest possible ways to operationalize a sort of
subsumption relation that may be used for classification purposes on a story base.
We will (partially) return to this in § 18, leaving the classification aspect to future
research.

11.1.3

Acquiring knowledge from narratives

The main problem with the narrative medium is that most canonical components
are omitted for the economy of the interaction—but in order to be operationalized
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as models, we need to make them explicit. Furthermore, there may be ambiguities,
if not errors, etc. Taking the narrative as a direct source, we would face many of
the problems that researchers in natural language processing (NLP) investigate and
attempt to overcome. This is not in our scope. In this research, we will neglect the
‘pure’ narrative object, and concentrate rather on the meaning it transports.5
Interpreting a narrative corresponds to extracting a situated description of couplings between agents and environment—in a word, agent-roles (§ 8.4)—which can be
reused by another agent in deciding his own behaviour or interpreting that of others.
Our approach stems from four assumptions:
• a narrative synthesizes a representation of the world subjective to the narrator,
describing a story with elements that support its interpretation;
• a story involves agents, i.e. components of a social system, provided with their
own conceptualization (which may be different from that of the narrator).
• the narrator holds a systemic representation of the story; if interrogated, he
can provide elements that are missing in the original narrative source;
• when the narrator is not available, the interpreter/modeler can do this reconstruction, integrating common-sense or expert knowledge.
Note that by making explicit the role of the subject/interpreter we accept the possibility of multiple interpretations of the same content.
Existing approaches
Several formal models have been proposed in the literature in order to represent stories, introducing notions like story grammars [Rumelhart, 1975], scripts [Abelson and
Schank, 1977], plot units [Lehnert, 1981], multi-level representations [Mueller, 2003],
doxastic preferences [Löwe, Pacuit, and Saraf, 2009], and story intention graphs [Elson,
2012]. All these contributions target structural components of narratives, primarily with the intent of reproducing the in-depth knowledge mechanisms behind story
understanding, story generation, and summarization. These topics are a traditional
interest of classic symbolic AI, but from the late 1980s many researchers, “frustrated
by the lack of robustness of story understanding programs, shifted their focus from
narrow coverage deep understanding to broad coverage shallow understanding or information extraction” [Mueller, 2003]. Today, the ‘shallow’ approach is still the most
referred to, as it allows researcher and practitioners to attempt to overcome the infamous knowledge acquisition bottleneck by starting directly on texts. However, in
order to explicitly focus on the “temporal syllogism” aspect (§ 11.1.1), the present
work is rather a follow-up to the traditional symbolic contributions based on ‘deep’
understanding—but, in contrast to these works, we overlook the cognitive processes
related to human narration (generation/understanding) and we essentially target the
representation of the knowledge involved in a certain (legal) case. We assume that a
5

For this reason, we share the same goal of requirement engineering practices, cf. § 12.
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story exists (ex-ante, or ex-post) in the mind of the narrator/listener and we are primarily concerned with the problem of story acquisition.
Acquisition is inherently coupled with finding the right representational model
for the target domain. As observed by Löwe [2011], for instance, Lenhert’s plot
units can represent causation, but not expectation; the doxastic preference framework
he proposes, conversely, models the second, but not the first. Unfortunately, we
need both these features to adequately characterize social interactions, and this work
proposes a possible solution. In this sense, our elicitation model has more similarity
with scenario-based modeling, used in software engineering (see e.g. Harel and Marelly
[2003a]), and for this reason we will rely on the Logic Programming Petri Nets (LPPN)
notation (§ 3).6

11.1.4

Case example: Pierson v Post

As example of narrative, we consider a well known case in Property Law and in AI
& Law (see e.g. Bench-Capon and Sartor [2003]): Pierson v Post (1805).7 In brief, the
story is the following:
Post was hunting a fox with a horse and hounds in a wild and uninhabited land,
and was about to catch it, but Pierson, although conscious of Post’s pursuit,
intercepted the fox, killed it, and took the animal.

Both claimed the fox; the first appeal had found for Post, but this court reverted the
previous result. The case, in the form of a sequence of facts, was already established
in a previous decision. The different positions concerning its legal interpretation are
expressed by two judges: Tompkins (majority) and Livingston (dissent). The first,
supported by classical jurisprudence, claims that:
Tompkins: « Possession of a fera naturae occurs only if there is occupancy, i.e.
taking physical possession. Pierson took the animal, so he owns it. »

where fera naturae is an animal wild by nature. The second argues that:
Livingston: « If someone starts and hunts a fox with hounds in a vast and uninhabited land, he has a right of taking the fox on any other person who saw he
was pursuing it. »

Both interpretations are relevant for our purposes, and create two different stories
from the same facts, as they bring about different consequences. The two judges can
be seen as playing the role of two different modelers, proposing alternative models.
6

From a wider perspective, however, we envision an integrated design environment (IDE) accounting multiple integrated views, allowing an incremental refinement of the elicited content. See the next
chapter.
7
Source text: http://www.facstaff.bucknell.edu/kinnaman/Piersonv.htm.
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Figure 11.1: Functional dependencies between story, discourse, and conversation—the three
ontological layers of a narrative—in generation (a) and in interpretation (b).

11.2

The narrative model

Before proceeding in the modeling exercise, we provide a brief outline of the main
theories about narratives, necessary to construct a common conceptual basis of reference.

11.2.1

Discourse, story and conversation

All narratives always present three ontological layers, simultaneously existing:
• the discourse: the signal or the how the narrative is expressed (in textual, verbal,
or visual forms);
• the story: the meaning or what is told by the narrative;
• the conversation: i.e. relevant components of the social context indicating why
the narrative is generated and listened to, including the intents and knowledge
of narrator and listener; it relates the discourse in a certain social context.8
The three layers concur to generation and interpretation (Fig. 11.1). The same story
can be reported with different discourses, because the discourse defines the order
and the form (verbal and non-verbal) in which the content is provided. The specific
choices of transformation from story to discourse (in generation) and from discourse
to story (in interpretation) are influenced by the conversation layer.
In our framework, when acquiring a case from an expert, we neglect the discourse and conversation layers. We target only its meaning—the story layer—making
8

The introduction of the story/discourse distinction is usually associated with the Structuralists
(Barthes, Todorov, Genette, etc.). Before them, the Russian formalists (Propp, Shklovsky) used the
terms fabula/syuzhet. For the use of the term conversation, see for instance Young [1984]; other
authors prefer narration.
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explicit the components of the context relevant for its interpretation. However, narratives often contain characters telling something. With respect to these nested narratives, the main story includes aspects of their discourse layer (as the order of messages)
and their conversation layer (e.g. position, knowledge, intentions of the characters).

11.2.2

Narrative functions

Removing all verbal factors from the analysis of traditional Russian folktales, Propp
[1968] was essentially the first author to focus only on the content (the ‘story’), pioneering the ‘formalist’ approach to narratives.9 Labeling and categorizing them in
components called functions, he was able to discover a syntax (or, using his terminology, a morphology) emerging from that set of narratives. In particular, he abstracted
characters to roles defined by recurrent patterns of actions (the Villain, the Hero,
etc.). Barthes [1966] extended this approach. He considered four categories of functions. The first two are distributive, because they express the sequential distribution
of the events in the narrative:
• core or primary functions: critical unities, necessary for the deployment of the
story; they usually describe events, such as actions performed by the characters
or natural events;
• secondary functions: unities ‘filling the space’ between core functions; they can
be substituted without compromising the story.
The other two categories are integrative: they are not necessary for the sequence,
but they increase the detail of representation for the sake of the interpreter.
• clues: unities that do not refer to physical events, but to other layers of abstraction intervening on primary functions; for example, characterizations of the
mental states of characters, social norms, physical laws.
• informants: descriptive unities that give attributions to the reality pictured by
the narrative; for example, space, time, colour, etc.
Often, informants are also clues. For instance, knowing the age of a character also involves ascribing to him certain physical and psychological traits that may be relevant
to the story.
In this perspective, characters act mainly as element of continuity between functions. For instance, “Pierson intercepted the fox, killed it, and took the animal”
expresses three different functions linked by Pierson being the performing entity.
We can therefore identify the minimal representation associated with a story: a sequence of core functions, connected by roles played by characters. As narrative roles
As noticed by Lévi-Strauss [1955], there is a reason why this kind of study has been developed for
myths and folktales first: in these narratives, the content becomes more relevant over the countless
discourses in which the same story has been expressed. A similar consideration may be applied to
legal cases as well.
9
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may account intentions as well (in contrast to institutional roles), they can be seen
as a specific use of agent-roles (§ 8.4.1, § 8.4.2). In effect, Pierson’s behaviour (taking
the prey chased by another hunter) can be abstracted as a possible inflection of the
‘hunter’ agent-role—arguably unfair, but lawful, according to the final decision of
this court. In contrast, if the judge Livingston had obtained the majority, the same
behaviour would have been recognized as a institutionally wrong ‘hunter’.

11.2.3

The function of narration

For decades, studies in socio-linguistics have investigated the role of narratives in
human communication. In the classic account given by Labov [1972], narration is
interpreted as “one method of recapitulating past experiences by matching a verbal
sequence of clauses to the sequence of events which (it is inferred) actually occurred”.
Although this definition is somehow narrower than that of the general case, many
considerations of Labov’s framework may be extended quite naturally to other types
of narratives. Collecting and analyzing real discourses, he proposed the following
scheme as a general structure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

abstract: what is this narrative about?
orientation: who, when, what, where?
(complicating) action: then what happened?
evaluation: so what?
result/resolution: what finally happened?
coda: signal that the narrative is finished.

It is easy to recognize in orientation, action, and result the parts that actually carry
the story. The other parts are relevant for a successful performance of the communication. The abstract and coda, for instance, are used by the narrator primarily to draw
or release attention from the listener. The evaluation part is more critical. It transports the point of the narrator, i.e. the reason why the events of the narrative should
be reported, such us whether it is interesting or pertinent. Following Labov [1972],
“if the event becomes common enough, it is no longer a violation of an expected rule
of behaviour and it is not reportable” as relevant, meaningful social communication.
Then, extra-ordinariness of individual experience or, more generally, lack of shared
knowledge are natural generative forces for narratives. A similar argument has been
elaborated from a cognitive point of view by Dessalles [2008, 2010].
In the case of narratives used in the legal activity, (institutional) unexpectedness
is intimately related to breach. However, narration may not be simply a matter of
telling the occurrence of abnormal event; the conversational pertinence may also lie
in the interpretation frameworks transported with the narrative (thus explaining the
publication of court decisions, or knowledge-sharing actions by the experts).
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The story model

After this general introduction to narratives, we can focus on their content.

11.3.1

Fabula

In narratology the story ontological layer is usually called the fabula: “a series of
logically and chronologically related events” [Bal, 1997]. This name dates back to
Propp, who, together with the Russian formalists, started considering each event in
the story as functional, i.e. a part of a whole sequence, necessary to bring the narrated
world from initial conditions to a certain conclusion. Then, as first definition, we
may consider the story as a chain of events (a strictly ordered set):
E = {e1 , e2 , ..., en }

(11.1)

In addition, specific circumstances may be described in correspondence to the occurrence of an event. A more complete definition of story should consider the following
chain:
en
e1
e2
C0 → C1 → ... → Cn
(11.2)
where ei are associated with transitions and Ci is a set of conditions assumed to continue at least until the occurrence of ei+1 . Amongst those continuants we find also
existents, as characters, objects, mechanisms, etc.

11.3.2

Plot

The definition of story given above seems quite simple, but the manifold relations
between consequence (logical, causal) and consecutiveness (informed by time, ordering,
verbal tense) are actually very delicate to assess. As Barthes writes (italics mine):
“Indeed, there is a strong presumption that the mainspring of the narrative activity is to be traced to that very confusion between consecutiveness and consequence, what-comes-after being read in a narrative as what-is-caused-by”, Barthes
[1966], translated in Barthes and Duisit [1975]

Two different chronological coordinates coexist in a narrative: a story-relative
time, i.e. when the event has occurred in the story; and a discourse-relative time, i.e.
when that event has been reported/observed with respect to the other events.
The concept of plot is relevant in this issue. Unfortunately, there are conflicting
accounts about its definition in the literature. For some authors the plot coincide
with how things are presented, and therefore it is a component of the discourse. According to an older tradition, usually associated with Forster [1927], the story, properly said, is only the chronological sequence of events, while the plot is the causal and
logical structure connecting them. In the plot units investigated by Lehnert [1981],
plot is interpreted similarly to Forster’s account. We will also follow this choice.10
10

The problem of defining whether the plot is part of the story layer or part of the discourse layer
can be seen as a consequence of the presumption of causality created by the sequence of events as it is
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Unveiling the story-scheme: strong, medium and weak constraints on events
In order to better scope the problem, we need to make explicit the elements at stake.
Once we identify the events and conditions explicitly expressed in the story, we can
extract three levels of constraints on the ordering of events, following this method:
(1) For each event, we identify which conditions/events in the story are directly
required to its occurrence, and which conditions/events in the story are direct
consequences of its occurrence. If necessary, we integrate them with external
knowledge, e.g. additional implicit conditions/events. The relations elicited
in this way constitute the dependencies (causal, logical) and place some strong
constraints on the ordering of events.
(2) There may be story-relative time aspects within the narration: time positions,
durations and use of verbal tenses are usually meant to give some landmark
to the reader/listener. They are described in absolute or relative terms. Once
interpreted, they create a relation between events/conditions contingent to the
story. The corresponding positioning constitutes the medium constraints.
(3) When we do not have any other information, a possible sequence is suggested
by the discourse-relative time, i.e. relative position in which the events are
given. The consequent representational outcome is contingent to the discourse
and provides the weak constraints on the ordering of events. They complement
the ordering resulting from the medium constraints.
From strict to partial order. In § 11.3.1, we presented the story as a strict ordered
set of events. However, it is easy to object to such a strict determination:
(a) dependencies can be associated with processes that consume no time (e.g. logical dependencies, constitutive rules);
(b) events may occur simultaneously, when triggered by parallel sub-systems (e.g.
two agents acting independently).
Consequently, we weaken the previous strict temporal constraints (from ei +1 > ei to
ei +1 ≥ ei ) at least in these two cases. With these modifications, the set of events E
defined in (11.1) becomes a partially ordered set.
Interactions amongst constraints. Evidently, most of the strong constraints proposed in step (1) are relative to the reader, as only some of these dependencies are explicitly presented by the narrator. They respectively define the mechanisms that are
in the background and in the foreground of the story-system. In contrast, the medium
and weak constraints are always explicitly addressed in the narrative and can be objectively extracted as intrinsic components of the observation. They describe contingent
relations, which are also contextual when they provide a necessary alignment with
given with the discourse.
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the mechanisms for the story to occur. For this reason, integrated with mechanisms,
they provide the synchronization of the story, determining the story-flow of the case.
Considered as a whole, however, constraints may be conflicting. When this occurs, it is a symptom of a problem with the mechanisms and/or with the observation. There might be dependencies that are missing, invalid or unacceptable in that
specific context, or there may be faults in the timing or the nature of the reported
events. Such conflicts may be used in principle to trigger model-based diagnosis or to
identify errors in the attribution of mechanisms, or in the sources of the observation.
Example: plot of Pierson v Post
Applying the method to the factual story of Pierson v Post, we have:
• conditions: Post hunting the fox (c1 ), Post being in an uninhabited land (c2 ),
Pierson being conscious of Post’s pursuit (c3 ); events: Pierson intercepting the
fox (e1 ), Pierson killing the fox (e2 ), Pierson taking the fox (e3 );
• strong constraints: e1 < e2 < e3 (the actions intercept, kill, take necessarily occur
in this order);
e1

• medium constraints, defining the contexts in which the events occur: {c1 , c2 , c3 } →
e1

{}, and {c4 } → {};
• weak constraints: e1 < e2 < e3 .
Note how in this case the weak constraints are aligned with the strong constraints.
In general, however, other events may occur in the story with no relevance to the
causal mechanisms applied by the interpreter or with no specific ordering.
Passing on the legal-institutional components (which define mechanisms, and
therefore strong constraints), the judges propose two institutional interpretations,
which, added to the previous strong constraints, produce two alternative stories:
e3

• {c5 } → {c6 }: the fox being a wild animal (c5 ), the event of Pierson taking the
fox (e3 ) makes Pierson owner of the animal (c6 );
• {c1 , c2 , c3 }→{c7 }: Post hunting the fox in an uninhabited land (c1 and c2 ), and
Pierson being conscious of his pursuit (c3 ) gives Post an exclusive right to catch
the prey (c7 ).
The last constraint involves only conditions, and it therefore is a logical dependence
(§ 14.2.1). Fig. 11.2 illustrates all these constraints as LPPNs.
The previous analysis allows us to elicit the main components of the story-system
(events, conditions, mechanisms) that form the story-scheme, but we still haven’t made
explicit the mental mechanisms that make the characters follow a certain conduct.
Interestingly, cognitive studies on explanation-based decision-making (e.g. Pennington and Hastie [1993]) offer a nice connection between narratives as description of
experience and practical reasoning processes as the ones investigated in § 7.
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Figure 11.2: Strong, medium and weak constraints in Pierson v Post.

Elicitation of action-schemes
In the case of narratives, the decomposition suggested by the action-scheme is very
often not fully expressed, but may retroactively occur in the mind of the interpreter,
helped by narrative clues.11 In order to acquire a complete model, we must elicit it
following the template given in § 7.5. The elicitation method we propose consists
simply of the identification of:
(a) core intent: the primary function whose success or failure determines the following steps in the story;
(b) motives: the events or conditions that are reasons for such intent in the story;
(c) contextual affordances: the conditions, in this story-world, which are sufficient
for the agent to consider to be successful in starting a course of actions aiming
to the intent;
(d) the sequence of actions executed while attempting to bring about the intent,
reconstructed as hierarchical plan;
(e) dispositional mechanisms, modeling environmental dependencies.
11

For instance, the choice of verb used by the narrator gives an important hint about the layer in
which the event is playing a role. Following Pierce, Sowa [2000] observes that “with different verbs,
the same action could be described by its form (Firstness), by its effects (Secondness), or by the agent’s
intentions (Thirdness)”, e.g. Brutus stabbed/killed/murdered Caesar.
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Figure 11.3: Message layer of Pierson v Post (simplified, only events).

This elicitation is intended to provide an informal knowledge base for the formalization step (§ 11.4). Obviously, different modelers may provide alternative solutions.
For our purposes, however, if the story-model reproduces the messages given with
the observation, it is valid.
Example: action schemes of Pierson v Post
Applying this elicitation method to our story, we obtain:
• for both Pierson and Post the central intent is to become owners of the fox
(and not merely of catching it);
• the initiating motive is plausibly having seen the fox; the involvement in a
hunting activity or a proneness to hunt are motivations that made that event a
motive for action;
• the practical affordance of the core action, with respect to this story-world, is
hidden to the reader; we assume that both of them thinks that they are able to
take the fox in their situations.
• the specific sequence of actions to be executed in order to catch the fox can be
easily reconstructed as a chain of dependencies: for instance, “you can take the
fox, if you kill it”; “you can kill the fox, if you intercept it”;
• an example of dispositional mechanism: “if someone catches a fox, nobody can
physically take it any longer”; this is relevant because it removes the affordance.
Applying Hohfeld’s analysis, two interpretations are possible for the ‘exclusive
right’ position proposed by Livingston: as exclusive power (all others are in a disability position), and as exclusive permission (all others are prohibited).12 Following the
first, Pierson cannot become the owner of the fox by taking it, because only Post has
this power. In the second, Pierson has the power, but he is not permitted to exercise it; therefore, in taking the fox he does a wrong, and for that reason he would be
expected to compensate for it.

11.4

Mapping the story as a Petri Net

An action-scheme takes a perspective internal to an agent. In order to construct a
complete model of the scenario, however, we need to connect all different action12

See § 4.3.3, but also the discussion concerning weak and strong permissions § 5.5.3.
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Figure 11.4: Action-scheme of Pierson v Post.

schemes within the scenario, and to do so, we need to refer back to the story-scheme
(§ 11.3). At this point, we construct a model with three different layers:
• a message layer, where ideally we report all the messages reported in the discourse (the observation); the arcs in this line chronologically reproduce the
synchronization between external/internal events and serves to make clear the
explicit/implicit components of the interpretation; agents or other parallel
subsystems are bootstrapped and ‘read’ and ‘write’ on this shared layer (more
on this in the next chapter).
• an agent layer, where we include all action-schemes associated with the different
characters, anchored to the message layer for synchronization;
• an institutional layer, reifying the institutional reasoning (constitutive and regulative rules), which may be agent-independent or agent-dependent.
Let us consider our specific case. The core of the action starts when the fox appears to Pierson. Pierson acknowledges it, as he is hunting foxes (and therefore is
prone/motivated to see them), and commits himself to take it, executing a specific
sequence of actions. On the other side, Post was already attempting to take the fox.
For simplicity, we have therefore separated the three layers in three different pictures, using gradations of gray to denote the interface relations between the models
(light gray elements are inputs, dark gray elements are outputs). Fig. 11.3 reports a
simplified version of the message layer, taking into account only the main events.
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Figure 11.5: Institutional mechanisms of Pierson v Post (* holds only for Pierson/Livingston).

Fig. 11.4 concerns the agent layer, reporting a general action scheme for hunting. It
may be used both for Pierson and for Post. Fig. 11.5 reports the institutional layer.
As Pierson and Post have two alternative institutional interpretations (made explicit
respectively by Tompkins’s and Livingston’s interventions), there is a discriminating
factor amongst the two, reported in the picture with ‘*’: that token holds relatively
to Pierson, but not to Post. The three nets, when integrated, provide a complete
model of the case.

11.5

Discussion

The chapter introduces several elements towards a complete knowledge acquisition
framework based on narratives, namely concerning legal cases. By integrating intentions and institutional concepts we are able to increase the depth of representation with respect to other contributions in the field. In particular, the introduction of agent causations and expectations (via the action-scheme) in the same model
overcomes known limitations of other representational models of stories (cf. Löwe
[2011]); this connection is enabled by the concept of affordance, whose integration, to our knowledge, is a novelty in this domain. Furthermore, the difference
between expectation and actual outcome—which eventually defines failure or success
for a character—is evaluated within the model itself. Therefore, the narrative analyst
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is no longer concerned by this meta-interpretation, as for instance in plot units [Lehnert, 1981] or in story intention graphs (the “affectual” components) [Elson, 2012].
From an operational point of view, the use of Petri Nets (namely LPPNs) makes
the story-model execution a direct possibility, useful for real-time visual debugging
and then for validation purposes. Other contributions referring to Petri Nets have
been proposed for story plot generation in games [Balas et al., 2008] and for narrative comprehension [Lakoff and Narayanan, 2010; Narayanan, 1997]. Although we
find some similarities with our approach, the first work describes only higher-level
specifications (there are no constructs similar to action-schemes), whereas the second
focuses on discourse components, instead of the interpretation of the discourse.
Finally, rather than focusing on static knowledge as in the story-understanding
tradition, our proposal focuses on the dynamic processes behind the construction
and maintenance of the knowledge necessary to understanding. This is a consequence
of the applicative domain: assessing a case with alternative interpretations is a daily
practice in legal activity.
Obviously, the increase of knowledge requirements corresponds to increased effort in the modeling exercise. However, there are two reasons why the impact may
be less critical than it seems. On the one hand, the elicitation of mechanisms mostly
targets affordances and dispositions related to actions/events, which are fundamental
components of practical rationality. We assume no one will have particular problems with this part, if supported with an adequate acquisition platform, relying for
instance on formal diagrams or other visual programming principles, rather than
natural or formal languages. Furthermore, once a story is collected, its overall mechanism can be reused with another story. As we see in § 16, § 17, the interpretation
of observations (a new story) through (known) stories can, in effect, be supported
computationally. Clearly, in some cases part of those mechanisms would not apply
directly, and therefore an automatic alignment check (§ 18) is required. If there is a
problem, the modeler may be asked to explicitly define distinguishing features. This
incremental, constructive approach reflects the essential nature of case law (§ 19).
Before moving one, we must make some final remarks about a related domain.
Traditionally, legal case-based reasoning binds the modeling of cases to dimensions
(HYPO [Ashley, 1991]) and factors (CATO [Aleven, 1997]), i.e. concepts that translate legally significant aspects of the cases. The story behind the case (and constructing
the case, e.g. the argumentation process) is therefore neglected, apart from relevant
components extracted by the analyst. The analyst, then, is the one responsible for
finding the analogies and for placing the case in the right abstraction. Potentially,
our framework could automate part of this process, if the case-base is adequately
rich, helping in scoping factors and dimensions (cf. § 16.5.1).

Chapter 12

From requirements to agent-roles

In the previous chapter, we presented elements of an acquisition method based on
narratives, such as court proceedings or scenarios provided by legal experts to make
a point about the implementation or application of the law. In this chapter, we extend this treatment, targeting requirement descriptions (e.g. organized in UML-like
diagrams) utilized for the design and implementation of business processes, such as
those of administrative services. Thus, we investigate alternative mappings between
different views of the same reference.1

12.1

Inter-agent descriptions

We start from an external view: a description/specification of a transaction, distributed in time and amongst different actors. The sequence and the topology of
these inter-agent interactions will serve as a basis to elicit intra-agent characterizations
(namely agent-roles) of the components involved.

12.1.1

Case study: a sale transaction

Despite its simplicity, a sale transaction once again provides a good case study:
A seller offers a good for a certain amount of money. A buyer accepts his offer.
The buyer pays the sum. The seller delivers the good.

Being a prototypical interaction amongst two actors, this may be taken as example of the description of a business process between internal components (e.g. a behavioural pattern for two roles in the organization), or as a use case describing an
interaction with external components (e.g. the seller being the organization-system
and the buyer the user-environment). Note that both descriptions may be used as
prescriptions when they are meant to guide an operational activity.
1

The material presented here extends what introduced in [Sileno, Boer, and van Engers, 2014b].
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Figure 12.1: Message sequence chart (MSC) of a sale transaction.

12.1.2

Message layer: sequence, flow, and topology

The given scenario describes a sequence of four events, namely four acts performed
by two actors. We analyze separately the sequence of events and the topology of actors.
Sequence of events
The first two acts are easily recognized as communications, but all four actions can be
interpreted as eventually bringing some informational change into another agent (e.g.
the buyer will recognize having received the good). For this reason, we can consider
all four as acts of communication—in an abstract form, as messages going from a
sender to a receiver entity. Bearing this in mind, the scenario can be illustrated with
a visual notation tailored for this purpose, such as the message sequence chart (MSC).2
Removing unnecessary details, we obtain the illustration in Fig. 12.1.
Unfortunately, this diagram lacks aspects which are required if we plan to implement the model (e.g. for model-execution in a simulation or in operational activities).
Four possibilities of refinement can be identified:
(i) Acts usually have side-effects on the environment (at the very least, a transient
effect in the medium transferring the signal). For instance, in a concrete marketplace, paying and delivering are physical actions; they produce some consequence in the world: money and goods move from one place to another, and
payment and delivery are acknowledged by perception.
(ii) A communication consists of two events: an emission (ascribed to a sender entity) and a reception (ascribed to an addressee entity). If an actor reacts to a
message, we assume he perceived and processed it, and therefore was susceptible
to the reception. For instance, the buyer has accepted the offer, because he was
somehow receptive or potentially disposed to react to that kind of message.
But how was this receptivity formed?
2

MSCs are the basis of the sequence diagrams, one of the behavioural diagrams used in UML. See
for instance Harel and Thiagarajan [2004].
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Figure 12.2: Topology of a sale transaction.

(iii) Actions usually include a closed-loop control: agents perform some monitoring
of the direct outcome and/or relevant consequences, comparing them with
their expectation. For instance, a buyer who already paid usually does not leave
without taking the good, just as the seller does not allow the buyer to go away
with an object without paying. In the normal case given by our example, all
goes well, so the model does not provide any element concerning these checks.
However, this does not necessarily mean that the buyer and seller have not
checked (or should not check) if everything is fine.
(iv) The sequence of events/acts in a case is often a partial order, hidden by the
linear order of the discourse (§ 11.3.2); sometimes a buyer takes the good and
then pays; sometimes the order of actions is inverted.
Apart from the last point, which could be solved with the MSC ‘par’ grouping for
parallel constructs, we have to find alternative representations to help the modeler
in scoping and refining the content of the story. Nevertheless, in contrast to the
previous chapter, here we will focus on messages, as artifacts or side effects resulting
from acts/events.
Message topology
The first analysis concerns the mapping of such messages. Inspired by the Actor
model [Hewitt, Bishop, and Steiger, 1973], we have drawn in Fig. 12.2 the topology of actors involved in the case study. The topology serves as a still picture of
the whole scenario, showing how signals are distributed amongst the parties. The
small boxes are messages queues; the lines identify communication channels. The case
describes which specific propositional content is used in the exchanged messages. In
order to take eventual side-effects into account (i), we introduced an explicit world
actor, mediating emission and reception. The optional part of the communication is
visualized with gray lines. The world would also act as an intermediary entity in the
case of broadcast messages (those sent to all actors). With a similar spirit, communication acts performed autonomously by the world actor can model events produced
by the environment.
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b>s:pay(amount)
b>w:pay(amount,
[to]s)
s>b:oer(good,
[for]amount)

w>s:paid
(amount, [from]b)

b>s:accept
(oer(good,
[for]amount)

w>b:delivered
(good, [from]s)
s>w:deliver
(good, [to]s)
s>b:deliver(good)

Figure 12.3: Message flow.

Message flow
At this point, we can define the message flow, constructed orthogonally with the
topology. This is an alternative visualization, although evidently related, to the storyscheme, i.e. the constraints on events studied in § 11.3.2. The difference is that the
message flow focuses on the informational means that are exchanged between components rather than the communication events (cf. data-flow programming). If a
communication is successful, it means that the message was correctly transported
from the sender to the receiver; equivalently, as an informational resource, it was
produced and consumed. The focus on messages allows us to take into account that,
if the message is communicated in a non-volatile form, it can be retrieved as long as
it remains available.
Returning to our case study, because of the dependencies which exist at storylevel, we easily recognize that there is a sequence between the messages related to
offer, acceptance, and performance. In contrast, as agents are entities that concurrently interact with the world, without further contextual specification, payment
and delivery are concurrent events, so there is no relation of temporal dependency.
We can then visualize the message flow through the use Petri Nets, as in Fig. 12.3
(compare with Fig. 5.1 in § 5.2). We opted for a practical naming which takes into account the communication aspect: sender>receiver:content (in this case, b stands
for buyer, s for seller). Actions are ‘compacted’ into transitions. Note how in this
case, the diagram neglects differences of time performance for payment and delivery. Further layers may, however, be integrated, increasing the granularity of the
description while still maintaining the previous points of synchronization. For instance, in the same spirit of hierarchical Petri Nets [Fehling, 1993], we have disjoint
in Fig. 12.3 between the generation of the message from its reception using an intermediate “world” (w) actor, as we did for the topology.
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!sell(good, [for]amount)
!buy(good)
oer(good, [for]amount)
?acceptable(oer)

critical

acceptable(oer)
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critical

has(buyer, amount)
pay(amount)

critical

has(seller, good)
deliver(good)

bought(good)
sold(good, [for]amount)
seller

buyer

Figure 12.4: MSC with intentions and critical conditions.

12.2

Intra-agent characterization

In the previous section, we simply referred to the messages exchanged in the scenario.
As the scenario is also a narrative, when we interpret it, we automatically apply an
intentional stance [Dennett, 1987] just as we do in our experiential life. This expost intentional interpretation results in a decomposition of the plans followed by
the actors, which we already partially used to decide upon the internal dependencies
between the messages. However, in order to trigger or enable the performance of the
reported acts, there may be other relevant conditions or hidden acts that have to be
taken into account.

12.2.1

Acquisition methodology

As in the previous section, we start the acquisition using a MSC diagram, introducing
adequate extensions to the notation. First, we consider the acquisitions of commitments (with a “!" prefix) as the events triggering the processes. The relevant outcomes
associated with these commitments are then reported as output messages at the end
of the chart. Second, we add the acts that are implicit, hidden in the description. For
instance, we know that a buyer usually accepts an offer only after positively evaluat-
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(delivered)

end
action
layer

Figure 12.5: Hierarchical decomposition of tasks for the buyer.

ing it.3 Third, we use the critical grouping to highlight which conditions (in addition
to sequential constraints) are necessary for the production of that message. In our
sale example, we add to the model that: (a) the buyer performs an evaluation of the
offer (evaluation action), (b) the buyer accepts the offer if it is acceptable for him (acceptability condition), (c) the buyer pays (the seller delivers) if he owns the requested
money (good) (ownership condition). The resulting model is in Fig. 12.4.
MSC diagrams so enriched furnish a good summary of a scenario: the inputs/outputs provide the motivating intentional characterizations and the vertical bars
indicate the ongoing activities, while the messages refer to successful acts of emission
and reception, whose occurrence is constrained by the critical conditions. Unfortunately, further integration would be necessary to cover the basic figures encountered
in an operational setting. In particular, there is no separation between emission and
reception, and between the epistemic and the ontological dimensions. For instance,
we cannot distinguish between a case in which the buyer thinks he does not have
enough money, and another in which he mistakenly thinks that there is enough in
his bank account.
A simple solution to this problem would be to add intermediate actors (e.g. a
bank), localizing where the failure occurred. In complex cases, however, the resulting
visualization may be overloaded. In the following sections we will instead introduce
some patterns to be attached to the message flow. Our idea is to refer not to just one
visualization, but to provide alternative representational cuts.
Identifying hierarchical tasks. First, we elicit the hierarchical decompositions of
activities performed by the agents. In practice, this is obtained by separating, in the
story-scheme, the activities per actor and per intent, establishing the specific role he
has in their respect: agent (emitter) and/or patient (receiver). We then reconstruct a
plan with these actions, according to their hierarchical and sequential dependencies.
Fig. 12.5 reports the result of this step applied for the buyer. Note the relation with
the vertical bar on the right of Fig. 12.4.
Dividing emission and reception. Second, we anchor messages to activities. We
need to maintain the synchronization given by the message flow and the dependen3

The absence of evaluation is symptomatic of a combine scheme: the buyer mechanically performs
the acceptance in order to advance the interests of another element of his social network (cf. § 17.3.1).
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end
message
layer

end
action
layer s

s:telling(content)
Figure 12.6: Communication pattern for a message flow.

cies associated with the activities. Fig. 12.6 reports our general model of communications for a single message, which explicitly divide emission from reception. The
proposed Petri Net is scalable to multiple agents, adding a reception cluster (e.g.
w>b:content, the perception channel) in order to connect the message to each agent
that is reachable by the communication. Note that partial orderings may hold independently in the message flow and in the activity diagrams. In this case, for instance,
we do not know a priori if payment occurs before delivery (as acts), as we do not
know if the buyer pays before monitoring the delivery (as actions), or vice versa, or
simultaneously. The simultaneity of actions is evident when considering a collective
agency.
Recognizing attitudes. Third, we make explicit the intended effects of the messages. Besides being signal (as locutionary act), each message conveys a certain attitude
(as illocutionary act [Searle and Vanderveken, 1985]). Therefore, when a message has
to be modeled in a scenario, it should be associated with some pragmatic meaning.
For simplicity, we consider only four types of performatives: assertions, commissives,
commands and inquiries. For operational purposes, these attitudes may be simplified
to notions that we have already investigated in the first part of the thesis:
•
•
•
•

commands as ascriptions of (usually practical) obligations,
inquiries as commands of epistemic nature (to settle on a certain subject),
commissives as commands to the self,
assertions as ascriptions of expectations to the self.

Considering our story, we have: (a) the offer is a conditional promise: the seller
commits to deliver the good to a buyer who commits to pay his price; (b) the acceptance is a promise: the buyer commits to pay a given amount; (c) the payment can
be interpreted as a command performed by the buyer to the world, plus an assertion
performed by the world to the seller; (d) the delivery can be modelled similarly to
the payment.
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Figure 12.7: Example of behavioural mechanism: LPPN model of a buyer’s script.

Action, Affordance, Motive. Fourth, the actions grouped in the activities are used
as anchors for cognitive, motivational and institutional elements, informed by the
attitudes expressed by the messages. We won’t enter into the details of this aspect,
as it has been extensively treated in § 5 and § 7 (see in particular the general action
scheme in § 7.5, and the role of obligation, institutional power and permission in
practical reasoning in § 5.5), as well as in the previous chapter about narratives.

12.2.2

Agent-role script

Summing up the analysis made so far, we can construct scripts for each actor. For the
sake of an example, we reported in Fig. 12.7 part of a simplified agent-role ‘buyer’
script as a LPPN. The picture maintains the organization of our conceptualization:
it is easy to recognize to which layer each element belongs. Compare this with the
hierarchical task decomposition in Fig. 12.5 and with the overall view in Fig. 12.4.
As we see, the script focuses only on a portion of the total scenario: as is confirmed
by its etymology, a party is responsible for only a part of the sale transaction. In the
case of a buyer, this part would involve finding the right offer, accepting, and then
paying and checking for delivery. Obviously such script may be rewritten at different
levels of granularity: institutional positions may play explicitly the role of reasons
weighted before taking a decision; different economic rationalities or heuristics may
be accounted, etc.
In our case, the motive triggering the central action is (the acknowledgement of)
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Figure 12.8: Internal and external topologies of a sale transaction

a correct offer. In general, the illocutionary content of the offer/acceptance entails
the duty to pay of the buyer. In this model, this duty has been internalized and transformed directly in a commitment. This commitment selects a plan that is afforded
by the environment (e.g. the buyer thinks he owns enough money) and drives the
associated performance.

12.2.3

Agent-role topology

As we decompose the behaviour observed in the scenario, we may also look for the
atomic components of the topology. Externally, agents are observable only via the
messages they produce. Each message sent (respectively received) corresponds to an
action (perception). Therefore, an agent can also be seen as a coordination of atomic
agent-roles responsible for each individual communication.
As a result, we obtain a topology of the scenario such as that shown in Fig. 12.8.
In order to simplify the visual load, we admitted that bank and storehouse each handle two different types of messages. We parcelled out the behaviour of the agents
in their primitive agent-role components. The scalability observable in any growing
organization can be explained with a similar principle: agents may take the place of
actors, and the agency becomes more and more collective. For instance, if a seller
has many clients, he may hire other people to make offers, handle acceptances/deliveries, and monitor payments. This division reflects the natural phenomenon of
collective coordination, causing a multiplication of identities on the terminal nodes.
For instance, the hired offeror has both the identity of the individual making offers,
and that of the sale company.
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Figure 12.9: The three axes of the theory of actants.

Therefore, in addition to the external topology (inter-agent, or scenario coordination), we recognize an internal topology (intra-agent, or intentional coordination),
in which we may integrate agent-roles that were ‘invisible’ before, as the evaluator
in our example. To complete the picture, we included internal virtual illocutionary acts, depending to the function that each atomic component plays in the overall
communication. They are virtual, because the distribution of control and the actual
channel of communication may vary. For instance, the monitor of offers may simply
pass the information to the evaluator; this message may just say to the offeree that it
is acceptable, or it may ask the evaluator whether a certain offer is acceptable and,
via a positive answer, he may command the offeree to accept. Still, these acts make
sense, as they reproduce the analysis reported on the MSC view (Fig. 12.4).
Compositionality of topologies goes with compositionality of mechanisms (§ 8.4.1)
and allows the ascription of behavioural mechanisms to groups of agents. This property is particularly important for the interpretation of social behaviour, as when
taking into account schemes amongst individuals’ behaviour. We will utilize this for
model-based diagnosis (§ 17).
Desire, power and information
This last construction provides another bridge to narrative theory. In his theory of
actants Greimas [1966] observed that there is another structure above the role level,
i.e. one that concerns the relations amongst roles. For instance, a hero always faces
an opposing villain. He recognized three axes of opposition, reported in Fig. 12.9:
• axis of desire, subject vs object
• axis of power, helper vs opponent
• axis of transmission or of knowledge, sender vs receiver
Remapping the framework to our analysis, the axis of desire is related to the initial
intent: the buyer wants a certain good, while the seller wants a certain amount of
money. The subjects are therefore the instantiated agent-roles encapsulating the intentional coordination. The axis of power is populated by the actors/agent-roles that
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are instrumental in bringing about their intents: offeror, deliveror, monitors, etc.4
What about the axis of information? Despite the name, which may seem to refer
to the actual communications of the scenario, this identifies what is behind the action performed by the subject towards the object. In the actants theory, the sender
has also been interpreted as the ‘manipulator’, or more, in general, the motivator or
an external commitment that brought the subject to the (internal) commitment of
performing the action. The receiver is instead the teleological target of such ‘manipulation’. The complete form would be:
By the sake of Z, X is doing A to Y for W.

(12.1)

where Z is the sender, X the subject, Y the object and W the receiver.
Interestingly, returning to institutional concepts, knowing that duties are extrinsic commitments (§ 7.1), it is easy to see that the beneficiary of a duty counts as a
receiver actant (cf. the teleological analysis in [Sartor, 2006]), while the sender actant would be the source of the duty (and not the addressee). A complete teleological
characterization would therefore take the form:
By the sake of Z, X has the duty of doing A to Y for W.

(12.2)

that brings (12.1) at a second order of intentionality. Z is the normative source, X
the addressee, Y the recipient, and W the beneficiary.

12.3

Discussion

The modeling exercise run throughout this chapter served as an example of operational application of a knowledge acquisition methodology targeting scenarios as
they may be found in legislation or other sources of requirements. Each view we considered (MSC, message flow, topology, script) has its own weaknesses and strengths.
The cross-relations between them are not simple isomorphisms. Despite that, however, we hold that using alternative visualizations is a way to achieve a more efficient
elicitation (targeting non-IT experts as well). In this line of thought, we may envision an integrated environment for knowledge acquisition; the scalability of the
methodology should be supported by an adequate treatment of the scenarios already
collected, allowing faster elicitation of models (§ 11.5).
Scenarios and MAS. From a higher-level perspective, the present work connects
scenario-based (or case-based) modeling with multi-agent systems technologies. The
idea at the foundation is that, in order to acquire representations of social behaviours,
4

Interestingly, we do not find in our scenario any opponent, as all the actors play as helpers: the
whole institution is instrumental. The economic competition is actually externalized to the market.
Consider, for instance, the case in which the buyer desires a certain good, but cannot afford it. From
a power perspective, he cannot buy: the institution of sale becomes an opponent to his desire.
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we need cases to be valid models, and we can validate them by their execution.
Mueller [2003] observes that, although several story-understanding programs—starting
from BORIS [Charniak, 1972]—have used some sort of multi-agent systems for their
internal representation, this choice is not easy for the programmer: such agents are
difficult to write, maintain, and extend because of the many potential interactions.
His experience matched with ours. However, we think that the connection of agentbased modeling, underlying scenario-based modeling, with MAS is too strong and important to be easily discarded. Interestingly, our contribution is also relevant to research such as behaviour-oriented design [Bryson, 2003] or the like, usually applied to
robotics and AI in games.
Differences with scenario-based modeling. MSCs (and collections of them, e.g.
HMSCs) were standardized as support for the specification of telecommunication
software in order to capture system requirements and to collect them in meaningful
wholes [Harel and Thiagarajan, 2004]. Later, other extensions, like LSCs [Damm
and Harel, 2001] and CTPs [Roychoudhury and Thiagarajan, 2003], were introduced to support the automatic creation of executable specifications. The basic idea
consists of collecting multiple inter-object interactions and then synthesizing them in
intra-object implementations. In principle, we share part of this approach. Our work
promotes the idea of using MSCs, although integrated with intentional concepts.
However, in the case of these contributions, the target is a specific closed system (to
be implemented), whereas in our case, a scenario describes a known or prescribed
behavioural component of an open social system. We are satisfied by transforming
the MSC of a single case in the corresponding agent-roles descriptions. The superposition of scenarios, with the purpose of associating them into the same agent-role, is
an open research question.

Chapter 13

Argumentation

Most activities in the field of law rely on argumentation, and this is obviously not a
coincidence, but a consequence of the epistemic nature of legal notions. This chapter
proposes, therefore, a brief overview of the classic accounts of formal argumentation,
and motivates and elaborates informally and formally an alternative treatment based
on explanations.1 The consequences of this choice are two-fold. First, attack and
support relationships become derivative measures. Second, it unveils a natural integration with probabilistic reasoning. The formalization and operationalization will
be presented in § 16.

13.1

Province of formal argumentation

Argumentation is commonly conceived as operating at a meta-level of discourse, concerned with support and attack relations between claims. Formal theories of argumentation follow, if not strengthen, this meta-level interpretation. In his famous contribution, Dung [1995] reduces argumentation to an abstract setting, which consists
of a set of atomic components called arguments, and attack relations amongst them.
In this formal context, an argument is an abstract entity: it can be, for instance, an
atomic proposition, a (defeasible) rule, or even an argument scheme.
In order to interpret an argument system, so as to evaluate conflicts between arguments, Dung and subsequent authors have proposed several formal argumentation
semantics, used as a basis for deriving the justification state of each argument.2 In
extension-based semantics, for instance, a key role is given to extensions, i.e. subsets of
arguments which are collectively acceptable according to a given semantic. The justification of an argument is then defined in terms of its membership to extensions: an
argument is skeptically justified if it belongs to all extensions, whereas it is credulously
justified if there is at least one extension which contains it.
1
2

The material presented here extends what introduced in [Sileno, Boer, and van Engers, 2014c].
For an overview, see e.g. Baroni and Giacomin [2009].
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In practice, an application of an abstract argumentation framework would consist
of three steps:
(a) the observation of the argumentation process between certain parties (not necessarily different persons, they may played by the same person assuming different perspectives);
(b) the reduction or synthesis of the observation to a system of arguments and attacks between arguments;
(c) the analysis, using a certain argumentation semantic, of the resulting argumentation framework, so as to assign a certain justification state to arguments.
Each task may be conventionally associated with a different role: the observer, the
modeler and the analyst. Unfortunately, a few important issues haunt this operational
chain.

13.1.1

Inside and outside of argument systems

Someone who actively engages in the analysis of an argumentation process discovers very quickly that the extraction of relations between distinct utterances may be
quite problematic. Claims are often not explicitly directed against other claims, i.e.
following a syntaxic definition of attack (“What you just said is false!”). Step (b) externalizes this problem to the modeler, but, as a consequence, different modelers may
produce alternative resultsbecause the underlying interpretation process depends on
their cognitive abilities and background knowledge.
Proposition 15. Despite being abstracted as systemically external to the whole process,
the construction of the discourse meta-level analyzed in formal argumentation is intrinsic
to the argumentation process.
Turning inside
To solve this issue, many authors connect argumentation to default reasoning and
other non-monotonic logics, with the purpose of making explicit the relevant knowledge used for the inferential processes. For instance, in assumption-based argumentation (ABA) [Bondarenko et al., 1997], arguments are derived using a given set of
inference rules of the type “if assumptions then conclusion”. Attacks on a target
argument therefore hold if the ‘contrary’ of the assumptions of this argument can
be inferred (how this contrary is defined depends on the underlying logic). In other
words, attacks become derived relations, and the second step of the application of the
argumentation framework is changed such that:
(b’) the reduction or synthesis of the observation to a system of assumptions and
explicit support relationships, defined via defeasible rules in the form:
a ∧ not b → p
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where ‘not’ is a default negation.
Other authors, as e.g. Pollock [1987a]; Prakken and Sartor [2002], explicitly distinguish the rebuttal attack, related to the deduction of the contrary of the conclusion,
and the undercutter, attacking the link between premise and conclusions. Applying
definitions from the previous rule template, we recognize the following types of attack:
• premise attack: an attack against a,
• rebuttal: an attack against p,
• undercutter: a support for b .
Richer figures can be accounted by considering the different abstractions in which
the support relations may be specified (from general principles to specific rule). For
instance, Verheij [2006], analyzing Toulmin’s schemes, recognizes five types of attacks, adding to the previous list the attack to the general principle, and the attack to
the inferential link from the general principle to the support relationship.
Strength of truth
Another known limitation of classic formal argumentation is that justification is defined only in discrete terms [Pollock, 2007]. An argument is justified or not, and if
justified, it can be skeptically or credulously justified. A more fine-grained determination is, however, necessary in most practical cases. When there is no skeptically
justified conclusion, how might we decide the strength of a certain credulously justified interpretation over another? Intuitively, counting the number of arguments
present in the different extensions could be taken as a measure of their strength, as
proposed, for instance, in [Baroni, Dunne, and Giacomin, 2010]. Unfortunately, potential problems still exist, such as the problem of deciding what to do with zombie
arguments and, related to this, the risk of mistakenly applied consilience effects.3
Other solutions build upon the subjective interpretation of Bayesian probability,
according to which probability can be used as a measure of the strength of belief. In
this line of thought, a certain probability assigned to arguments may be considered
as a proxy for their strength. Beyond Pollock’s preliminary proposal based on probable probabilities [Pollock, 2007], some authors (e.g. Li, Oren, and Norman [2012])
propose to integrate probability into Dung’s abstract framework; others target more
applied contexts, such as evidential reasoning (e.g. Keppens [2011]; Williams and
Williamson [2006]) in the legal domain (e.g. Fenton, Neil, and Lagnado [2012];
3

Zombie arguments are arguments left after a collective defeat of mutually exclusive arguments.
Consilience refers to the strengthening of a conclusion supported by multiple arguments, an effect
that should be accepted only when the generation of the arguments is independent. For instance,
consider an historian X saying P was the case, and another historian Y saying P was the case. The
second argument should not strengthen the conclusion if the second historian used the first historian
as a source.
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Timmer et al. [2013]; Vlek et al. [2013]). These works generally insist on the computation of posterior probabilities from given priors, but probabilistic reasoning is
traditionally treated with suspicion in law.4 Nevertheless, because of the growing relevance of forensic scientific evidence, a proper integration of probabilistic reasoning
into the argumentation process is increasingly a relevant and much-debated problem.
We share, therefore, part of their objectives: as this contribution shows, explanationbased argumentation (EBA) unveils a natural integration with probabilistic theory.
However, while those works generally insist on the computation of posterior probabilities, we will consider a confirmation measure over explanations, making the role
of subjective commitment more explicit.

13.2

Looking behind the dispute

In order to investigate these issues, we try to see the matter from a broader standpoint. Argumentation can be seen essentially as a dialectic process.5 Parties produce
messages and receive others’ messages, interpreting and evaluating them. Sometimes
these messages are collected by a third-party adjudicator—the set of collected messages forming an observation—entitled to interpret the dispute or case from a neutral
position. The presumption of conflict between the parties is what motivates the
epistemic function of argumentation, i.e. to establish (more definite) conclusions, via
justification and further grounding. However, weaker definitions of conflict may apply even to simple assertions. If an agent shares something with another agent, the
second agent may perform some evaluation on what the first said before believing in
it. From our daily experience, we know that such evaluation concerns not only the
content of such a message, but also the context in which it has been provided. Related
common questions are “Is what he says plausible?”, “Is he trustworthy?”, “Why is he
telling me that?”, and “Why now?”

13.2.1

Narrative interpretation of argumentation

When considering a legal case or any other dispute about practical experiences, we
may distinguish two sets of events:
• the events which have supposedly occurred and have been reported to the
court, or, more generally, to an interpreter—the matter of the case, the “story”;
• the events concerning the reporting, which bring up and construct the case—
the “meta-story”.
In Nulty & Ors v Milton Keynes Borough Council [2013] the court puts the point concisely and
provocatively: “you cannot properly say that there is a 25 per cent chance that something has happened:
Hotson v East Berkshire Health Authority [1987]. Either it has or it has not”.
5
An overview of AI & Law contributions focusing on this aspect can be found in Bench-Capon
and Dunne [2007, p. 2.1].
4
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Correspondingly, we have alternative ways to approach the case. By construction,
argumentation primarily focuses on the content of the messages, i.e. the claims provided by the parties.6
These messages form the discourse of the argumentation, and serve to settle on the
story (the ‘what’ satisfying the epistemic goal of argumentation), but when they are
taken individually, they provide only partial elements of it. However, as observed
by Bex [2009]; Bex et al. [2010], amongst others, focusing directly on the overall
story level allows us to maintain an holistic, systematic perspective over the debated
scenario(s). Therefore, a more complete account of (evidential) reasoning should be
hybrid, allowing for interactions between stories and arguments. We add to this consideration that the discourse and the story levels are not yet sufficient to complete the
full picture (cf. § 11.2.1), as we still lack a method to consider the conversation level,
contextualizing the aspects of discourse generation. Residuals of this cut are made
explicit in standard critical questions [Walton, Reed, and Macagno, 2008; Walton and
Zhang, 2012] about witness testimony or expert statements, concerning motives and
position to know. They are ex-post solutions to take into consideration the intention
and knowledge of the agents producing the messages accounted in the argumentation. In effect, the qualification ‘critical’ is symptomatic: these are deemed necessary
components of a reasonable assessment of a case [Bex and Verheij, 2011].
In order to take these aspects into account by default, a stronger requirement
must be included: in a legal scenario, positions, intentions, and knowledge of the involved agents are all relevant factors. This consideration entails important consequences on how claims are processed during adjudication.

13.2.2

Grounding justification on explanation-based reasoning

Taking this perspective, given a disputed case, we define ‘explanation’ as a possible
scenario compatible with the content supported by the provided messages and with
the generation process of the messages. Providing an explanation can be seen as understanding the case. Traditionally, AI research connects story understanding to abduction [Charniak and McDermott, 1985]. Furthermore, as with legal cases we are
in the presence of supposed institutional failures, we are specifically addressing diagnostic explanations, that is, output of diagnosis.7 A judge is an interpreter required
to understand whether there was an institutional failure; in the positive case, he ascribes responsibilities on the social components, possibly assigning repair, remedies,
or punishments to them (§ 9.5.1). Evidently, the nature of such scenarios is that of
6

Note that in legal cases, the debate over the matter of fact is usually separated from that on the
matter of law. The first is about what actually occurred, whereas the second is about the corresponding legal interpretation. The first is strictly epistemic, and is constructed on evidence; the second is
normative and builds upon normative sources. However, this separation is for the most virtual: it is
reasonable to think that parties participate in the first part considering the consequences that they are
enabling or disabling in the second part.
7
See e.g. Lucas [1998] for an overview on model-based diagnosis.
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Figure 13.1: A visual synthesis: (a) attack in Dung’s argumentation framework, (b) support
in assumption-based argumentation, (c) confirmation/disconfirmation in explanation-based
argumentation.

a multi-representational model [Mueller, 2003]: they integrate physical, intentional,
institutional, and abstract domains. An explanation will be valid if it reproduces the
messages collected in the observation. As in abduction, there may be several valid
explanations associated with the same observation. However, when adjudicating, we
are interested in determining what is the case (in a finite time). Valid explanations
compete to settle on the best explanation, and such competition is a matter of justification.
Playing with the search space of explanations
Before selecting the best solution, however, we must settle the set of possible candidates, i.e. frame an adequate search space of explanations. Argumentation frameworks
that rely on default reasoning implicitly perform this step as well, but primarily focus
on the inferential aspect of the problem, rather than the generation of an adequate
search space. The existence of alternative scenarios stays in the background, unless
elements against these defaults are brought in the foreground. This externalization
of the candidate selection phase to the parties is consequent to the assumption that
they would provide dialectically new arguments in order to promote their interest,
bringing to the foreground what may be useful to their own cause at need.
This observation unveils that instead of being a static entity, the space of hypothetical explanations is incrementally constructed along with the observation. Each
new message is confronted with the set of previously constructed alternative hypothetical explanations, which may be confirmed or disconfirmed individually. Depending on this impact, the relative strength of hypotheses change with time. Therefore,
claims attack or support other claims according to the effect they have on that search
space. The motivation behind introducing explanation-based argumentation (EBA)
lies here: in operationalizing the intuition that agents make claims in order to manipulate the explanatory search space (Fig. 13.1).
A claim has utility if it increases the strength of explanations that agree with one’s
goals, relative to the strength of explanations that disagree with one’s goals. If one’s
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goal is to cooperatively find the best explanation, the best message is the most informative one in terms of the imagined common hypothetical explanation space. This
is only an idealized conception, though: a pragmatic image of the argumentative
process between enforcer and potential suspect, or plaintiff and defendant, is of a
competitive game between parties.8 This does not necessarily correspond to the distinction between diagnostic and non-diagnostic explanations: a defendant may not
only argue for non-diagnostic explanations, but also for diagnostic explanations that
minimize harm.9
Background knowledge and strength of epistemic belief
In addition to the explicit foreground given by the observation, an interpretative reasoning based on explanations includes common and expert knowledge about the
world (as background), associated with certain strengths of (epistemic) commitment.
The background is the result of a framing process: the foreground activates specific
knowledge (facts, rules, agent-roles) influenced by the current commitments of the
interpreter, determining in a second instance which are the factors relevant to the
case, and, when applicable, acting as constraints in pruning the explanations.

13.2.3

Outline of explanation-based reasoning

Summing up the previous considerations, four operational steps can be recognized
when dealing with explanations in an argumentative setting:
(a) contextualization: the facts explicitly given by the case (concerning the story
and the meta-story) activate certain background knowledge structures depending on the underlying commitments, identifying the factors which are relevant
to reach a decision about a certain conclusion;
(b) generation: relevant factors are grounded into scenarios, ideally allocating all
permutations of factors to situations;
(c) pruning, divided into two sub-steps:
i. impossible scenarios are removed, leaving the set of possible scenarios;
ii. possible scenarios fitting the observation are selected as explanations;
(d) justification: the relative position of explanations is evaluated according some
measure of epistemic or normative commitment, determining which are the
best explanations.
8

This game may be modeled as a game-theoretical exercise, based on a classification of explanations
into won and lost positions, as we see in some approaches to argumentation theory; see e.g. Riveret
et al. [2008]; Roth et al. [2007].
9
Consequently, we should not use the assumption of prior indifference between explanations for
the players, but only for a neutral adjudicator.
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Figure 13.2: Operationalization of explanation-based reasoning.

The main difference between (c) and (d) is a matter of certainty (in practice, corresponding to the difference between strict and defeasible rules): they both represent a
refinement over (b). All these steps are organized in Fig. 13.2.
After some confirming message, the relative weights of explanations will change,
and, consequently, stronger explanations will emerge from the set of hypotheses.
Conversely, when messages transport conflicting claims, they are actually disconfirming certain explanations, equilibrating their relative weight: the matter becomes raw
again. Messages also play a crucial role in (a). The introduction of new facts and new
rules brings in new factors and constraints, which eventually modify the result of the
generation and pruning steps. Each message, unless considered to be irrelevant to the
debated conclusion, intervenes on the space of hypothetical explanations.
Prior probabilities as strengths of commitment
In its subjective interpretation, Bayesian probability is considered to be a mathematical tool to handle strengths of (epistemic) commitment. Hypothetical explanation
can be then associated with a certain likelihood, before and after observation (corresponding to prior and posterior probabilities). As we observed in § 13.1.1, many researchers are currently working on combining argumentation and scenario-modeling
with probabilities. In effect, the integration of probability is required to correctly
deal with forensic analysis, but prior probabilities derived from statistics are problematic, especially in law. For instance, in a court case, which prior probability
should we associate to the fact that someone is innocent? Should we take 1, knowing that anyone is innocent unless proven guilty? Almost 1? Should we consider
the statistics of how many people are convicted amongst those brought to the court?
Should we take into account other information (age, sex, religion, etc.)? As these
questions show:
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Proposition 16. Bringing in statistical information is suspicious because it may easily
undermine the principle of equality before the law. A more ‘just’ approach would be
in considering as much as possible a neutral perspective, i.e. giving all hypothetical
explanations the same initial likelihood.
On the other hand, it is important to be aware that the selection of hypothetical
explanations (and, more generally, of the choice of relevant factors and background
theory) already hides a certain commitment. This is evident with default reasoning.
For instance, in the third scenario of Pollock’s puzzle (§ 16.1), where Jacob confirms
what Paul says, a conflict-free extension is given by the two arguments brought by
Jacob and by Paul (against Jones’s claim). By settling according to the principle of
“no-evidence-to-the-contrary” [Dung, Mancarella, and Toni, 2007], we are neglecting
the case in which they are both lying.

13.3

Formal presentation of explanation-based argumentation

In this section, we present a formalization of explanation-based argumentation (EBA),
based on the previous informal presentation. In its full form, explanations and observations would involve multi-agent systems whose participants are ascribed to agentroles, so as to take into account intentional and institutional attitudes. Here, however,
we will consider only simple assertions, transporting propositional content. Further
comments about this point will appear in the discussion.

13.3.1

Main elements

Definition 4 (MESSAGE). A message M is a tuple 〈E, R, C 〉, where E is the emitter
entity, R the receiver entity, and C the message content. Hereafter, this will be
represented as M = [C ]RE . σE (respectively σR ) is the function associating a message
to its emitter (receiver).
Definition 5 (CONTENT).

The content C of a message M expresses a position.

Positions are meant to generalize propositions, for instance with alethic, agentive
or institutional attitudes. Following our conceptual framework, the agent may declare an agentive position (belief or expectation, commitment, affordance, or susceptibility), or an institutitonal position (claim, duty, power, or liability/susceptibility).
Each position may be associated with a positive, negative, or null polarity.
Definition 6 (OBSERVATION). Given an interpreter I and a set of sources ΣS =
{S1 , . . . , S s }, an observation O is a set of messages received by the observer from the
sources:
O = {M1 , . . . , M m } = {[C1 ]σI (M ) , . . . , [C m ]σI (M ) }
E

1

E

m
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Definition 7 (BACKGROUND THEORY). To interpret an observation O, the interpreter I relies on a background theory B of the domain, consisting of a set of assumptions {A1 , . . . , As }
Definition 8 (ASSUMPTION).

An assumption is a position.

Assumptions are models of the world that the observer applies in order to make
sense of and to interact with the world. These epistemic and practical reasons (at
the individual and collective levels) are intertwined in the background theory. Note
that positions are not necessarily about individuals, but also about classes. "John is a
buyer" is a position as much as "The one who offers is an offeror", or more complex
agent-roles. The background theory consists of facts, rules, and agent-roles.
Definition 9 (RELEVANT FACTORS). Given a message M with content C , ΦC is
the function mapping C to its relevant factors { f1 , . . . , fn }, i.e. the positional variables
to be evaluated in order to assess if the position expressed by C holds.
Because ΦC applies on positions, we can use it on assumptions as well. The difference
between assumptions and messages is, in practice, one of background vs foreground.
Definition 10 (SCENARIO). Given an observation O and a background theory B,
a scenario is an allocation of factors extracted from O which are relevant according
to B.
Definition 11 (POSSIBLE SCENARIO). Given a background theory B, a possible
scenario is a scenario satisfying the constraints given by B.
These definitions identify an operational assumption—i.e. given an observation, the
modeler should be able to frame the domain and generate a set of possible scenarios,
identifying and using relevant factors.
Definition 12.
fits with O.

Given an observation O, an explanation is a possible scenario which

In order to apply EBA, the potential explanations (the possible scenarios) should
be specific enough to entail the occurrence of a certain message. We calls this the
informative assumption: an observation O either fits an explanation E or it doesn’t.

13.3.2

Evaluation of explanations

The subsequent problem is to decide how to evaluate explanations, or, equivalently,
how to measure their strength or degree of justification, with respect to some prior
assumptions (or commitments) about the world. We take Bayesian probability as the
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mathematical framework of reference. Therefore, given an explanation E, L(E|O),
the likelihood of E on O, is equivalent to P (O|E), the conditional probability of observing O given the hypothesis E. This value, on the basis of the informative assumption, it is one of {0, 1} for any E or O. This allows us to identify which observations
are irrelevant:
Definition 13 (IRRELEVANT OBSERVATION). If all likelihoods of explanations on
a given observation are the same, then this observation is irrelevant.
Going further, we assume that the explanatory problem space is well-known in
Bayesian terms:10
P (E1 ) + P (E2 ) + .. + P (En ) ∼ 1
If we are not willing to commit to prior probabilities, we may assume prior indifference or neutrality between explanatory hypotheses E1 , .., En . In this case, we would
have P (E) = n1 .
Surprisingness and alarmingness
Surprisingness is, in principle, associated with a low probability of an observation
given the normal state of the system, i.e. P (O) ∼ 0. The alarmingness of an observation is another matter. An observation O is a diagnostic problem if a diagnostic
explanation (i.e. one associated with a failure of the system) has much more strength
than a normal explanation, i.e. P (Edgn |O)  P (Enrm |O). If P (Edgn |O) = 1, then we
are certain we have a diagnostic problem, but we usually cannot simply wait until
P (Edgn |O) reaches 1. In general, adequate thresholds should be used to start additional supporting investigations, before the failure is confirmed with certainty.
Ordering explanations
At this point, in order to determine the relative value of an explanation E, given O,
we may calculate the likelihood of O on E. Considering the Bayesian confirmation
constraint [Tentori et al., 2007], we may say that O confirms E if P (E|O) − P (E) > 0,
and disconfirms E if P (E|O)−P (E) < 0. Unfortunately, this measure does not permit
ordinal comparisons of explanations. Therefore, we decide to calculate the confirmation value of O for explanation E with an alternative measure, which permits ordinal
judgments:
Definition 14 (CONFIRMATION VALUE). Given an observation O and an explanation E, the confirmation value c of O on E is defined as:
c(O, E) =
10

P (O|E) − P (O|¬E)
P (O|E) + P (O|¬E)

(13.1)

Another possibility to model this assumption is to include the no good explanation case E∗ between the possibilities: P (E1 )+P (E2 )+..+P (En )  P (E∗ ), and P (E1 )+P (E2 )+..+P (En )+P (E∗ ) = 1.
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Put in words, an observation confirms an explanation if it is predicted by the
explanation and discriminates the explanation from its alternatives. If c(O, E) approaches 1 (respectively, −1), the observation O confirms (disconfirms) the explanation E. If c is equal to 0, O is irrelevant. Crupi, Tentori, and Gonzalez [2007];
Tentori et al. [2007] suggest that the above is the most psychologically plausible confirmation measure of those proposed in the literature. Once confirmation values are
calculated for all explanations, they can be used to order them:
Definition 15 (JUSTIFICATION). Given an observation O, and an explanation E,
the degree or strength of justification of E is a measure relative to his position in the
set of all explanations, ordered by their confirmation value.
We prefer to leave this generic definition, because further research is required in
order to propose a specific analytic expression.
Notes
The quality of the final result depends on:
• the effective capacity of generating adequate scenarios (i.e. the operational assumption), which fit with the explanations (i.e. the informative assumption);
• the set of prior probabilities associated with the generated explanations;
• the confidence in the previous structure as representation of the world (related
to the well-known problem space assumption).
It is important to stress that the second of these should not been seen as a set of
‘objective’ measures, even if anchored to actual statistics.11 Here, probabilities play
the role of measures of strength of subjective prior assumptions towards the facts, and
therefore they are a matter of belief (epistemic commitment). Accepting that deontic
or volitional facts exist (§ 2.2), we may also use them to measure the relative strength
of practical and normative commitments.
Now, even if everything looks plausible to the reader, a theory cannot be supported without evaluation. Therefore, a simplified version of EBA will be operationalized in § 16 with answer set programming (ASP) and applied on a enlightening
puzzle about evidence-based reasoning proposed by Pollock, and on the legal interpretation of Pierson v Post.

11

Statistics are always derived from contextual situations and therefore they offer at most conditional probabilities. Furthermore, they are descriptive for aggregates, not individual cases.

Chapter 14

Reasons, Rules, and Agent-roles

As its formal treatment clearly establishes, argumentation is strictly related to defeasible reasoning, which in turn furnishes a bridge between deliberation and agency
through the notion of reason. What are the connections between reasons, rules, and
agent-roles? This chapter is intended to clarify this subject, unveiling underlying
structures crucial to the overall framework.

14.1

Reasons

Traditionally, reason is the argument of study of moral philosophy and philosophy
of action (see e.g. Parfit [2001]). This section gives a brief overview of relevant elements belonging to these different traditions and integrates them with the reasoning
infrastructure worked out elsewhere in this thesis.

14.1.1

Defeasible reasoning

Following a classical distinction going back to Aristotle, the domain of deductive
logic (e.g. of syllogisms), concerned with (absolute) truths, is separated from the
practical matters of everyday life, concerned with generalizations, that is, rules that
hold under normal circumstances (cf. Perelman [1976/1999]). Hage and Verheij
[1994] propose the following example:
Thieves are punishable.
John is a thief.
Therefore: John is punishable.

At first glance, the underlying reasoning seems a simple case of deduction. However,
suppose that, because of time reasons, John’s crime is statute-barred. Therefore, John
is no longer punishable, and consequently, not all thieves are punishable. How, then,
is it possible to construct a sound argument from a premise that is false? A possible
response is that what counts for rules to be applied is for them to be valid, and not
229
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for them to be globally true statements. In other words, rule applicability consists of
satisfying the rule conditions and not acknowledging exceptional conditions. This is the
basic functioning of what in (legal) philosophy is called defeasible reasoning [Hart,
1949; Pollock, 1987a], further explored in AI with various types of non-monotonic
reasoning. To summarize in one sentence, the antecedent of a defeasible rule, taken
by itself, does not provide a sufficient condition to derive a conclusion, but only a
reason to.

14.1.2

Types of reasons

Several taxonomies of reasons have been presented in the literature. This section will
identify the most important ones to our framework.
Practical, epistemic reasons
From the perspective of a deliberating subject, two types of reasons are usually distinguished: practical reasons, or reasons for action; and epistemic reasons, or reasons for
conclusion. Reasons assume one of these qualifications depending on what they support or, equivalently, their potential consequences: an act, or a fact. Thus, practical
reasons are in the form:
reason action
(14.1)
(We use the symbol ‘ ’ for the moment to make explicit that we are not dealing with
a simple logic conditional ‘→’; more on this point in § 14.2). Similarly, for epistemic
reasons, we have:
reason conclusion
(14.2)
Note that reasons for actions may be more compelling than reasons for conclusion,
e.g. we don’t need to be certain that something dangerous holds to start taking precautionary countermeasures: the mere possibility is already a reason.1
Volitional, constitutive, and regulative reasons
According to the intentional stance, we know that all actions are underpinned by a
certain commitment; therefore, we propose to consider the case of volitional reasons,
or reasons for intent, as well:
reason

commitment

(14.3)

Volitional reasons are used, for instance, to support additional requirements in a certain factual and motivational context. At this point, following the analogy between
agentive and institutional categories observed in § 7.1, we could rewrite epistemic
and volitional reasons in institutional terms respectively as constitutive and regulative reasons, associated with constitutive and regulative rules (§ 6.3.1)
1

cf. the difference between surprisingness and alarmingness in § 13.3.2.
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Explanatory, motivating, and normative reasons
If the previous qualification drew upon the internal specification of the rules in which
reasons are embedded, additional dimensions of qualification can be identified from
how reasons are used.
In general, reasons are called explanatory reasons because they can be used to respond to ‘why?’ questions (see e.g. Raz [2011, Ch. 2]). However, reasons can be read
not only in the explanatory sense—e.g. reasoning ex-post about a certain behaviour—
but also as motivating reasons—e.g. reasoning ex-ante performance. For instance,
given the defeasible rule “if it rains, take the umbrella”, we can distinguish the performative perspective of the agent who thinks “as it is raining, I’ll take the umbrella”,
from the interpretative perspective of an observer who thinks “he took the umbrella
because it is raining”.
Focusing on the interpretative aspect, answers to ‘why’ questions are not only
explanatory but also justificatory, if they refer to generally accepted reasons. In the
previous example, for instance, it (is generally accepted that it) makes sense—it is
justified—to take the umbrella when it rains. For this ‘generally accepted’ flavour,
justificatory reasons are also called normative reasons. Important examples of normative reasons are evidently constitutive and regulative reasons, which are ‘generally
accepted’, as they are deemed to be sustained by current institutions.
In general, to analyze whether explanatory reasons are also justificatory, we need
to have access to the higher-order ‘why?’, e.g. “why, if it rains, do we take the umbrella?”. A plausible answer is “To avoid becoming wet”, which could be accepted
as a rational requirement. Conversely, reasons which are qualified as irrational (e.g.
superstition), even if they can motivate the agent to engage in a certain conduct (and
therefore can be explanatory), cannot be normative/justificatory.
Agent-neutral and agent-relative reasons
Another distinction to be found in the literature is between agent-neutral (or agentindependent) and agent-relative reasons, i.e. between reasons that always apply, and
others that depend on the individual disposition of the agent. In principle, abstractions like mathematics would be the ideal example of agent-neutral reasons, but they
would bring us into the domain of classic deduction (of strict rules, rather than defeasible ones). More relevant examples of agent-neutral reasons would be facts acknowledged by everyone; in this second sense, objectivity would seem to emerge from the
absence of ontological frictions amongst subjects.
Much of the debate between legal realists and legal positivists can be reduced to the
position normative reasons occupy in their conceptualization. A radical positivist
approach claims that they are agent-neutral and that legal truth is just a matter of
substantial procedures. A more pragmatic approach would say that they should be
agent-neutral as far as possible, but they are mostly based on justification. A radical
realist position would claim that they are always agent-relative.
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Reasons in the decision-making cycle

Having clarified their structure, we may investigate how reasons intervene in the
general decision-making cycle of an agent (§ 8.2.1).
Planning. In philosophy of action, practical reasons are traditionally connected as
instrumental reasons. For instance, if I have a reason for A, and B is a means for A,
then I have a reason for B. The ‘ought’ is said to be transmitted from end to means. If
we accept that commitments can be practical reasons2 (“I do this because I want that”)
and also volitional reasons (“I want this because I want that”), a reason for a certain
outcome can be remapped as a chaining of reasons enabling that target, following
the same idea used in planning with backward chaining on partial plans (cf. § 8.2.2).
Alternative plans may serve as ‘means’ to the same ‘end’; in this case, however, it
would be strange to use all of them: one is sufficient. The choice of which one is the
best is an operation of reflection (§ 8.2).
Explanation and projection in interpretation. The decision-making cycle of an
agent usually starts when a change occurs in the environment or the agent modifies
his own policy and needs to re-establish his current behaviour with these new elements (§ 8.2.1). Evidently, given their explanatory nature, epistemic reasons support
the recognition of the current state of affairs. However, from a practical perspective,
fully acknowledging the current situation typically requires not only knowing the
current actual arrangement, but also understanding it phenomenally, i.e. having a
projection of the some potential states that this present situation may bring about.
When explicit, such projection builds upon epistemic reasons. For instance, “If it
rains, the road becomes wet” means that if it now starts raining, I have a reason
to expect that the road will very soon become wet. But projection may be implicitly defined, e.g. in monitoring activities. Reconsidering the analogy with sensorymotor systems investigated in § 8.3.2 and the practical reasoning constructs analyzed
in § 7.4, we observe that projection intervenes to address preparatory functions, i.e.
implementing inhibitions and excitations adequate to the command action.3 In other
words, actions reasonably include projection-related components.
Example 4. The seller receives an acceptance. Projection would contain e.g. two potential scenarios: the buyer will pay or the buyer will not pay. In order to acknowledge an
occurrence of the detrimental scenario, adequate monitoring is needed. Therefore, besides
delivering the good, the agent’s reaction includes checking the payment.
This point is disputed in the literature, see e.g. Broome [2001]: “The view that intentions are
reasons is implausible. If you have no reason to do something, it is implausible that you can give
yourself a reason, just by forming the intention of doing it.” But then, if I became aware of desiring
an ice-cream, what is my reason for buying an ice-cream if not the desire of ice-cream itself?
3
In effect, projection is performed on a knowledge base that includes the knowledge used for planning. As we observed in § 7.4.3, affordances can be extracted from expectations: they can be interpreted as causal mechanisms under the control of the agent.
2
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Justification

In both planning and reconstruction, we deal with the problem that multiple options are potentially available.4 In order to decide between alternative solutions the
best-known approach is to assess the ‘pro’ and ‘cons’ associated with each option, i.e.
to consider a weighing conception of reasons, “based on the idea that reasons support
actions or conclusions by contributing a kind of normative or epistemic weight, and
that the goal is then to select those options whose overall weight is greatest” [Horty,
2007]. In other words, both practical and epistemic justification allocate a relative measure of strength to reasons and then to the associated plans or explanations. The
question remains of how to identify the weight per reason. In this thesis, we work
on two different solutions:
• proceeding along Horty’s reason-based account of the mechanism of binding
precedents [Horty, 2007, 2011], we consider reasons as defaults (i.e. premises
of default rules). Operationally, given a base of default rules, what counts for
computing a justification of a consequent is the priority had by the relevant
default rules. This is in alignment with formal argumentation theories built
upon defeasible logic.
• we look upon the internal factors defining the reason, allowing a more finegrained resolution compatible with the subjective interpretation of the theory
of probability, as already observed in explanation-based argumentation (§ 16).

14.2

Rules

Despite not having a not a clear-cut definition, the term ‘rule’ is used in a wide range
of disciplines and practices. A general common feature of all kind of rules is that
they follow, or may be rephrased using a template of the form “if . . . then . . . ”. Some
of the contextual variations concern:
• the nature of the consequent (e.g. an action, a fact, a commitment),
• the type of intervention (e.g. reactive vs declarative rule),
• whether the antecedent condition is ‘absolutely’ sufficient or not in support of
the consequent element (e.g. strict vs defeasible rule).
From an operational point of view, if we aim to model rules in a computational
setting, we need to further clarify how all these types are connected. This is the
objective of this section, which starts from the previous taxonomy of type of reasons
to identify the underlying type of intervention that the reasoning system should take
into account (§ 14.2.1). Then, as practical reasoning generally accounts for defeasible
rules, any operationalization cannot but confront these questions: Which knowledge
structures do we need to handle defeasible rules? How do defeasible rules interact
with deductive rules? How are defaults constructed?
4

The same occurs with e.g prediction, issuing the best projection amongst those available.
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type of reason

epistemic
or constitutive

practical

volitional
or regulative

with an event in
the antecedent

reactive rule
(ECA)

reactive rule
(ECA)

reactive rule
(ECA)

with only conditions
in the antecedent

declarative rule
(LC)

reactive rule
(CA)

declarative rule
(LC)

Table 14.1: Correspondences between types of rules—event-condition-action (ECA),
condition-action (CA), condition-conclusion or logic conditional (LC)—and types of reasons.

14.2.1

Reactive or declarative?

The qualifications of the first group of reasons provided in the previous section (practical, epistemic, volitional, constitutive, and regulative) reflect the type of content to
be found in the consequent of the defeasible rule built upon the reason. However,
it is unclear from the literature how these definitions interact with the distinction
between reactive rules and declarative rules. A reactive rule is a rule that generates
a destructive change: it specifies a ‘transient’, which is executed once the antecedent
becomes true. A declarative rule is instead a ‘steady state’ rule, implementing a transformation which holds as long as the antecedent is true. This distinction has been
highlighted at the beginning of this thesis (§ 3.1.3).
Overlooking for the moment the defeasibility aspect, we can easily trace some
coordinates from the previous definitions. Practical reasons can be implemented as
reactive rules, because they always call for action. Epistemic reasons, instead, can be
implemented as declarative rules if the antecedent is a condition, or as reactive rules
if the antecedent contains an event (similarly to constitutive rules § 6.3.3). Similar
considerations hold for volitional reasons. Take, for instance, the volitional reason
“If I am hungry, I want to get some food.”, and then the related practical reason “If
I want to get some food, I open the fridge.” If before opening the fridge, I’m not
hungry any more, the desire to get food disappears with no side-effects on the world.
We have resumed these consideration in Table 14.1, connecting them to eventcondition-action (ECA) and condition-action (CA) rules—typically used in production
systems, expert systems and active databases (see Paschke and Kozlenkov [2009] for a
recent overview)—and logic conditional rules (LC)—used in logic programming and
relational databases.
Note that, by construction, there is a direct correspondence between ECA/CA
and LC types, and the procedural and declarative components of the LPPN notation
(§ 3.2). In the following we assume that we may pass easily from one to the other.
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Addressing defeasibility

In this thesis, in order to address defeasibility, we have counter-intuitively put aside
the existing formalisms proposed for defeasible logic (see e.g. García and Simari
[2004]; Governatori and Rotolo [2004]; Nute [2001]). We have done so because
these notations generally start from the point in which an ordering relation has already been established between the rules, while we wanted to investigate how this
relation is created in the first place, as this aspect is part of the adaptability problem.
Furthermore, as Alchourrón [1993] noticed in his critique of defeasible logic,
what we need for defeasibility is to provide a specification of an adequate revision process, and not necessarily to introduce a ‘snake’ derivation (see also Maranhão [2006]).
For instance, whether “thieves are punishable” is true or false (§ 14.1.1) depends on
a localization of the context we are considering, and exceptions identifies prototypical local contexts. If we are able to make explicit the role of this localization (or
belief revision, in Alchourrón’s conception), then we can bring the case into the usual
domain of deduction.
In an affine spirit, Horty [2007, 2011] shows that in practice, each new binding
precedent in case law operates a localization of the form stated above, refining defaults.
We will proceed along his contribution, expressing the fundamental constructivist
nature of legal systems. We will therefore consider two main methods to represent
rule-bases:
• priority-based, associated with default rules and thus dependent on implicit assumptions;
• constraint-based, independent from such assumptions, and more fit to certain
computational treatments.
From this starting point, we will investigate in § 19 how to pass from one representation to the other, and how to optimize a rule-base with respect to a certain
environmental setting by changing the relative priorities.

14.3

Agent-roles and multi-agent systems

Rationality is commonly defined as the ability of an agent to construct plans of actions to reach a goal, but agents often do not explicitly perform planning during
execution; rather, they simply retrieve and instantiate known plans derived from
the policy that they have set in another moment. Instead of considering a full account of agency, we opted to base our contribution on a more constrained concept:
the agent-role model, an abstraction of behaviour integrating intentional and institutional characterizations (§ 8.4.2). Clearly, this would make it problematic to take
into account the full richness of real persons, but it is tailored to extract behavioural
patterns present in scenarios.
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From scenarios to rules. In § 11 and § 12, we presented methods to extract agentroles from narratives and requirement descriptions. The final outcome is, in practice,
a deterministic MAS, that is, a minimal social structure reproducing that scenario,
consisting of agent-role scripts mapped on LPPNs and a scenario topology binding the
interaction channels by which the agent-players execute these scripts. In short:
scenario ⇒ scenario MAS ↔ agent-role scripts and scenario topology
As we observed in the previous section, the procedural and declarative components
of LPPNs have a direct correspondence with reactive and declarative rules. Therefore, an agent-role script can also be seen as a system of rules, interacting at different
levels (practical reasons, epistemic reasons, volitional reasons, etc.), along with some
initial conditions.
agent-role script ⇒ rules and initial conditions
These rules may be descriptive or prescriptive, depending on whether the original
agent-role presented in the scenario was descriptive (how the agent behaved or usually
behaves) or prescriptive (how he should or should not behave).
From rules to agent-roles. There is, however, an opposite way of proceeding,
which is particularly relevant in the frame of legal regulations and business rules
specifications, where rules are the primary available knowledge construct. Rules
are defined together with what, in which conditions (when, possibly where), and to
whom they apply. They may also describe why, i.e. for which purpose. For reasons
of generalisation, the ‘whom’ in rules is usually applied to roles, then associated with
identities only at the operational level. Rules bind roles via normative positions. Considering all the rules that are associated with a certain role, we may specify a system
of rules again, which may be reified as an agent-role script.
rules about role ⇒ agent-role script

(14.4)

Note that the relation between rules and roles is not simply hierarchical, though.
A role is defined by many rules, and a rule may bind many roles. This capacity of
obfuscating the overall picture is not without consequences: as certain authors have
confirmed in empirical experiences, e.g. van Engers, van Driel, and Boekenoogen
[2002], people are generally less skilled at reasoning with rules than using scenarios.

Chapter 15

Modeling institutional mechanisms

This chapter focuses on the modeling of institutional mechanisms in order to highlight some of the innovations brought by the proposed conceptualization. First,
introducing a synthesizing notation, we identify common institutional design patterns. Second, exploiting the integration of logic and causal dependencies provided
by the LPPN notation, we revisit the best-known deontic paradoxes.

15.1

Typical patterns

In this section, we attempt to formulate a theory of positions that takes into account
positional patterns. The “fundamental legal concepts” addressed by Hohfeld are primitive normative positions: oftentimes, they are not used in the atomic form.

15.1.1

A simplified notation

For visualization purposes, the use of Petri Nets may be cumbersome. We propose,
therefore, a simplified notation, partially reducing the visual burden, or better, highlighting the positional aspects of a jural interaction.
Positional atoms
Definition 16 (POSITIONAL
form I = 〈N , t , p, q〉 where:

ATOM ).

A positional atom can be expressed in the

• N is one of the 12 normative positions expressed by the Hohfeldian prisms
(§ 4.4);
• t is the reference, or target;
• p is the party in the foreground, i.e. the one which is in the given position;
• q is the party in the background, i.e. the correlative party.
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II

I

I

power
accept

liberty
move

protection
smoke

Figure 15.1: Visual notation for positional atoms: examples

In case of potestative positions, the reference t concerns an action, as e.g. in the
power of obtaining a certain institutional consequence by doing t . In case of deontic
positions, it may concern a factual condition, as in the duty of maintaining t , or be
about an action, as in the prohibition of doing t .
Now, the façades of each Hohfeldian prism (§ 4.4) correspond to a positive and
a negative square (the original framework of Hohfeld consists only of the positive
ones). Therefore, the twelve primitive positions can be distributed on four squares.
This suggests a possible visual notation for positional atoms, exemplified in Fig. 15.1;
the three positional atoms in the figure can be read respectively as “p’s power on q of
accepting”, “p’s liberty of moving with respect to q”, “p’s protection from q smoking”. The Roman numeral within the square distinguishes the first from the second
prism. If the square is filled with white (respectively, black), then it identifies the
positive (negative) square. The black circle identifies which position we are dealing
with, i.e. the position held by the party in the foreground. To ease the reading, the
normative concept is repeated in written form below the picture, accompanying the
reference.
Primitive patterns
A positional atom is usually not sufficient to fully specify a position. For instance,
in the case of a power, we need to define the consequence(s) of its application, or
such power would be literally meaningless. In contrast, a duty could be defined without necessarily defining what occurs upon its satisfaction or violation. This reflects
the different roles that the two components have in the practical reasoning of a social participant (§ 5.3.2, § 5.4.2). In general, however, we deal with more elaborated
structures in case of duties as well.
A primitive pattern describes a single step of an institutional interaction: i.e. the
reaching of a new position (consequent) from a starting position (precondition) at the
occurrence of a certain event concerning the target t . This pattern has the form:
event

precondition ⇒ consequent

(15.1)

Presupposition. If a change occurred, this means that, before the triggering event,
another position was holding on the same positional triple of the consequent. This
position logically coincides with the precondition only when precondition and consequent share the same target. If this does not hold, the modified position may be
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implicit, only presupposed by the pattern:1
event

precondition ∧ presupposition ⇒ consequent

(15.2)

As two types of negations are available (§ 2.1.2), two possible presuppositions can be
computed from a given consequent.
Enabler, resource, catalyst and product positions. At this point, we can construct a general template. In the general case, the antecedent of a primitive pattern
consists of two positions:
• an enabler position that activates the mechanism which will be triggered at the
occurrence of event;
• a resource position which is consumed at the occurrence of event, moving to
another position of the associated triple; it may be a presupposition.
Note that in some cases, the enabler and resource position may coincide—for instance, a power that consumes itself when utilized. In most cases, though, they are
different, and the enabler position, as it remains unchanged, can be seen as a catalyst.
To complete, we know that the consequent certainly includes a resulting position:
• a product position, resulting from the occurrence of event.
Rewriting (15.2) with these elements, we have:
event

resource ∧ catalyst ⇒ product ∧ catalyst

(15.3)

Positional patterns notation. The formula (15.3) can be directly related to the
usual definition of planning operators (e.g. in STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1972]), but
also to the minimal process pattern identified in § 5.3.1 and here reported again for
convenience:
event
product

resource
catalyst

Elaborating on this with the previous notation for positional atoms, we introduce a
notation for positional patterns, exemplified in Fig. 15.2.
1

The notion of presupposition has been studied extensively in philosophy of language and in linguistics, especially in pragmatics. For example: “C stopped smoking.” presupposes that C was smoking
before. A brief overview can be found in [Deloor, 2012].
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I
no-claim
action

command
II
power
command

I
claim
action

Figure 15.2: Visual notation for positional patterns: an example.

The pattern means that p has the power, by issuing a command, to create a claim
concerning a certain action. The three elements—resource, catalyst, and product—are
specified respectively on the left, below, and to the right of the arrow. The triggering
event associated with the referent is made explicit above the arrow. In the case of
second square positions, this coincides with the referent of the positional atom. In
the case of first square positions, the trigger may be the satisfaction or the violation
of the target.
We have considered p as the party in the foreground of power. But who is involved in the other positions? Two readings are available for this pattern:
• two-party interaction: p is always in the foreground, q always in the background; in this case, the pattern says that q is liable to p’s power of creating q’s
duty via command;
• three-party interaction: q is always in the background, but another party r is
in the foreground for the resource/product positions; the pattern says that q is
liable to p’s power of creating q’s duty towards r via command; implicitly, r
is susceptible to p’s power as well.
Patterns related to satisfactions or violations enable an additional reading:
• four-party interaction: for instance, p’s duty towards q, in case of violation,
may be transformed in r ’s duty towards s; i.e. the event modifies the positions
relative to two parties independent from the parties involved in the catalyst
position.
A four-party interaction is not sound for primitive power positions: p’s power towards q in principle cannot create e.g. r ’s duty towards s , because in doing so, it
does not modify any position about q. In other word, the parties which are in the
background in a power position (or foreground in liability) are the parties which are
in the regressive position in the product; so, having the full pattern, we do not need
to specify them explicitly (cf. § 5.3.2).
To avoid ambiguities, the simplest and most effective solution would be to add
the identifiers of the parties to the position as well. In this chapter, however, we
opted for designing patterns to always have the same party p in the foreground, for
the sake of decreasing the visual burden on the reader.
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Composition of patterns
The notation for positional patterns allows for visual compositionality. Given the
finite number of positions, only a finite number of primitive patterns is possible.
accept
offer

I

II
power
offer

liability
accept

I

I

duty claim
deliver pay

Figure 15.3: A sale contract, from the perspective of a seller-offeror.

Horizontal composition. When we are dealing with an institutional procedure or
any positional sequence, we are in front of an horizontal composition. The composition corresponds to the enchaining of product positions as catalysts or resources
for other patterns. A prototypical example is the sale contract, illustrated from the
perspective of the seller-offeror in Fig. 15.3. The figure considers all positions from
the perspective of the seller. To reduce the visual burden, we do not show the null
positions presupposed by the creation of liability and duty/claim. Note that the regressive party of the power of offering is the seller himself. Similarly, because the
buyer creates a duty on the seller and on himself, his power to accept can be decomposed in two primitive components; one of these powers places him in a regressive
position.
request
II
power
request

satisfaction

I

license

claim
license
I
prohibition
park

I
no-claim
license

license
II
liability
license

I
liberty
park

Figure 15.4: The issuing of a license for parking, from the perspective of a requestor.

Vertical composition. When we are dealing with several simultaneous effects of
an institutional event, we are in front of a vertical composition. In this notation, the
vertical composition is simply obtained by piling up the arrows of the same triggering
event. As an example, we consider the case of a public official in charge of issuing
licenses for parking. To maintain the same party in the foreground, the scenario has
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to be described around the requestor of the license, as in Fig. 15.4. For the parties
in the background, we have the public official in the positions related to the request
and to the licensing, all other citizens (ergo-omnia, cf. Sartor [2006]) in the positions
about parking.

15.1.2

Causal patterns of Hohfeldian concepts

Models of the sale process (§ 5.2) or the reasoning model of a command (§ 5.5.2) show
that a causal interpretation of the normative positions expressed on the Hohfeldian
squares (or prisms in our case) exists, which exploits the intrinsic dynamic given by
potestative aspects. Here we will consider a few examples.
¬action
violation

II

command

I
liberty
action

I

II

duty
action

liability
command

liability
enforce

Figure 15.5: Casual pattern of command: from liability to duty to liability.

Command: from liability to duty to liability
The prototypical pattern associated with law is plausibly that of coercive order. In his
“imperative theory of law”, Austin considers law as command backed by threat (the
‘gunman writ large’ situation, as rephrased by Hart). When the sovereign, or anyone
whose power is in force, emits a command, a duty is generated for the addressee of
the command (that normally was in a liberty position). If the duty is violated, then
the addressee is liable to enforcement measures. The corresponding mechanism is
illustrated in Fig. 15.5.
I
duty
action

license
II
liability
license

I

I

liberty
action

prohibition
action

license
II
liability
license

I
liberty
action

Figure 15.6: Causal patterns for license, from duty or prohibition to liberty.

License: from duty/prohibition to liberty
Hohfeld’s choice of the term ‘privilege’ has been criticized because privilege, starting
from its etymology, refers to something that applies only to particular cases (§ 4.3.1)
; for that reason, in this thesis, we prefer the term liberty to identify the primitive
position. In the non-primitive sense, privilege would be a liberty that has been given
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init

liable

duty

liable

(Buyer, Seller,
(Buyer, Seller, pays(Buyer,
enforce(..)) Seller, Money))
init

(Seller, Buyer,
enforce(..))

duty

(Seller, Buyer,
delivers(Seller,
Buyer, Good))

power

(Buyer,
Seller,
accepts..)

failure

power

(Seller, Buyer,
oers(Seller,
Buyer, Good,
Money))

init

oers(Seller, accepts(Buyer,
Buyer, Good, Seller, Good,
Money)
Money)

neg(pays(Buyer,
Seller, Money))

success

pays(Buyer,
Seller, Money)

failure

neg(delivers(Seller,
Buyer, Good))

success

delivers(Seller,
Buyer, Good)

Figure 15.7: LPPN specification of a sale contract.

in license. In short, a license is an authorization given by the licensor to the licensee
to perform or to omit to perform a certain action. The corresponding model in the
positional pattern notation is in 15.6.

Bilateral contract: from power to liability to duty and claim
A bilateral contract is usually seen as the exchange of reciprocal promises concerning
the performance (thus issuing a duty on the party) or non-performance (prohibition)
of certain actions. We have already met this pattern in many points of this thesis. An
example of model in the simplified positional pattern notation was given in Fig. 15.3.
To visualize the difference of visual burden with the corresponding Petri Net notation, compare it with the LPPN in Fig. 15.7, for instance.

15.1.3

Constraint patterns of Hohfeldian concepts

Hohfeld’s contribution was not directly presented as a causal one, but as a terminological/conceptual framework between static positions. In the theoretical part, we
argued that the relations of opposition and correlativity have an ontological correspondence: the first because of negation (cf. § 2.2), the second because it is due to a
maintenance mechanism of the legal system (§ 4.5).
In this section, we focus specifically on the relationship between the first and the
second square, partially already covered with our analysis of weak and strong permission (§ 5.5.3). We include this analysis here because we believe (mis)understanding
this relationship is the source of many errors, and it important to deal with this in
the modeling phase.
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violation

I

marry

prohibition
marry

II
liability
enforce

marry
II

I
marriage

power
marry

Figure 15.8: Example of having an institutional power but not relevant the permission.

Difference between permission and power
One of the most evident vulnus in the practical treatment of normative notions lies
in the conflation of permission with power (compare ‘can’ as ‘be allowed to’, and
‘can’ as ‘be able to). Makinson offered a famous institutional counterexample:
“[..] consider the case of a priest of a certain religion who does not have permission, according to instructions issued by the ecclesiastical authorities, to marry
two people, only one of whom is of that religion, unless they both promise to
bring up the children in that religion. He may nevertheless have the power to
marry the couple even in the absence of such a promise, in the sense that if he
goes ahead and performs the ceremony, it still counts as a valid act of marriage
under the rules of the same church even though the priest may be subject to
reprimand or more severe penalty for having performed it.”, Makinson [1986,
p. 409]

The case, illustrated in our notation in Fig. 15.8, is considered again by Jones and Sergot [1996], who link to a press report about clandestine religious services conducted
by former Roman Catholic priests who had left the priesthood to marry. According
to canon law, persons who have been ordained priests retain the sacramental powers
even when they leave the priesthood: they are merely not allowed to exercise them.
Similar cases have occurred very recently, with excommunicated bishops ordaining
priests. In practice, initiating acts such as ordaining and baptism do not have corresponding terminating acts, i.e. institutional acts that remove the membership of a
person from the class of priests or fellows, respectively. Even if excommunication
functions as an exclusion from the reception of sacraments (e.g. communion) and
suspension from the community of faithfuls, the powers associated with the excommunicated person because of his role (e.g. a priest’s power to ordain) are not removed.
This may be interpreted as the internalization of an underlying strong analogy between ‘religious’ power and e.g. physical power. Physical power is not assigned by a
normative system; it is plausible to think that religious power, too, from a religious
perspective, is believed to be not primarily a matter determined by humans.
Generalizing this observation, we observe that the omission of institutional power
in frameworks for institutional modeling (e.g. ADICO [Crawford and Ostrom,
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I
protection
action
I

II

liberty
action

immunity
remove liberty of action
action
II
power
action

Figure 15.9: Reasonable positions of a subject after explicit permission from a normative
body: protection against other subjects’ interference; immunity against modification of permission from lower normative bodies; and, for institutional actions, power of requesting the
associated institutional response from the normative system.

1995]) corresponds to considering that the institutional recognition by the people
of one’s institutional action is automatic, just as the perception of any physical action. In these assumptions, the normative system can only circumscribe this power,
via adequate prohibitions and obligations. The constitutive action of law is eclipsed
by the regulative one.
Permission brings protection, immunity, and possibly power
The widespread diffusion of the previous conflation indicates that there should be
some underlying mechanism facilitating this simplification. A first hypothesis—an
error of sub-categorization—was proposed in § 4.5, rephrasing power as the “right to
be followed along”, and liberty as the “right against another’s (claim-)right”. Certain
legal scholars, however, have argued against the idea of considering power as a right;
for them, institutional powers are only ancillary components of true rights. We
reinterpret this claim through our conceptual framework.
Proposition 17. From a practical reasoning point of view (§ 7.1), only obligative notions define commitments, while potestative notions specify merely abilities. Recognizing
that, in general, abilities are constructed instrumentally for commitments, in analogy,
institutional powers are instrumental to obligative positions.
Permission is a no-commitment position; when strong, i.e. when issued through
a permissive norm, it specifies the commitment of the normative system not to interfere with respect to the content of the permission. In § 5.5.3, we argued that this
interpretation identifies two ‘reasonable’ effects for the addressee of the permission:
• protection against other’s social participants interference;
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satisfaction

request
II
liability
marry (request)

marry

I
duty
marry

I
prohibition
marry

marry

I

II

II

liability
marry

power
marry (formalize)

marriage

Figure 15.10: Positions of a public officer implementing the institutional power of marrying.

• immunity against lower normative bodies attempting to modify the permission;
Here we consider a third effect, relative to acts that have a preeminently institutional nature (e.g. marriage) (see Fig. 15.9). In these cases, the non-interference clause
requires intervention, because no one but the normative system can produce the expected results. If it refrained from doing that, its non-intervention would become
interference to the action. The addressee’s claim to be followed along the action can
be interpreted as a:
• power of triggering—through the permitted act—the associated response from
the normative system.
Requesting and formalizing powers
This last passage requires further analysis. In practice, in order to establish and maintain the institutional effects of institutional powers (§ 5.3.2), the normative body has
to implement some traceability of the enactment of power, and to distribute its consequences amongst its sub-systems through adequate evidence in the form of artifacts
(certificates, passports, licenses, regulations, etc.). Let us consider a simplified example. Depending on the interpretation, the right to marry implies or is equivalent to
the power to marry—but, for this power to be effective, an informal declaration is
not sufficient: an acknowledgement by formal institutions is required. The initial
power is therefore transformed in a power to request the formalization, maintained by
the initial performer. The correlative party liable to this power is generally an officer
of a formal institution. When the power is enacted, the officer has the duty to formalize the marriage, but in order to do that, he needs the power to produce and maintain
the formalization. This is not a mere practical power: the resulting artifacts carry status functions (§ 6.4.1). In other words, to satisfy their duties (e.g. implementing the
right to marry), formal institutions have to create specific ‘formalizing’ powers, complementary to ‘requesting’ powers assigned to social participants, and assign them to
officers (Fig. 15.10). This is in accordance with the proposition stated in the previous
paragraph: abilities are created instrumentally for commitments.
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Deontic paradoxes

Puzzles and paradoxes are considered to be a useful way to bring conceptualizations
to their boundary conditions, and therefore they are relevant as well to testing formal
notations. In particular, the deontic logic community has in particular devoted special attention to ‘paradoxes’ constructed with contrary-to-duty (CTD) structures (see
e.g. Carmo and Jones [2002]; Chisholm [1963]; Governatori and Rotolo [2006];
Hansen, Pigozzi, and van Der Torre [2007]; Makinson and van Der Torre [2000];
Prakken and Sergot [1996]). Their importance lies in more than just heir theoretical
aspects: CTDs are fundamental to anyone engaging in normative modeling, because
they are at the base of compensatory norms, prototypical e.g. in contracts.
Definition 17 (CONTRARY TO DUTY). A contrary-to-duty (CTD) structure is a
situation in which a primary obligation is in place, and at its violation, a secondary
obligation comes into existence.
Additionally, the secondary obligation may be in direct conflict with the primary
obligation. In this case, the conflict has to be solved to decide the course of action
(e.g. “I am obliged, but I am forbidden, so what should I do?”). In the following,
we will consider a series of examples, all of them presented in the literature save
the first. Some of them were called ‘paradoxes’ because, although the normative
statements look independent and plausible in the natural language form, when each
sentence is formalized in standard deontic logic (SDL), either the set of formulas is
inconsistent, or one of the formulas is a logical consequence of another formula (see
e.g. Broersen and van der Torre [2012]). In this section, we will propose models of
the corresponding scenarios using Logic Programming Petri Nets (LPPN) (§ 3), and
attempt to clarify part of the issues encountered in SDL.
Crossing or not crossing?
Let us start from this minimal CTD structure:
You are forbidden to cross the road.
If you are crossing the road, you are obliged to cross the road.

This rule of conduct is perfectly plausible: most parents say something similar to
their children at some moment. However, its translation in basic deontic logic is not
direct. The text suggests, in effect, an underlying model in terms of action: a statebased interpretation would miss the implicit initiation/termination events that make
the action-wise prescription sound (§ 7.5.2), and namely:
You are forbidden to cross the road.
If you have started to cross the road, you are obliged to finish crossing.

This transitional aspect can instead easily mapped on a LPPN (Fig. 15.11), separating
the experiential world from the institutional world, with the second synchronized
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suspension

prohibition
to cross

recognize
violation

recognize
initiation

recognize
satisfaction

prohibition
to cross
obligation
to cross

start crossing end
crossing
crossing
(a)

recognize
violation

recognize
initiation

recognize
satisfaction

obligation
to cross

start crossing end
crossing
crossing
(b)

Figure 15.11: Minimal event-based contrary-to-duty (CTD) structure: a secondary obligation
is created after the violation of a primary obligation. The CTD may be interpreted: (a) as
an exception; or (b) as overriding the primary obligation. The second is the most accepted
option.

to the first via constitutive links (§ 6.3.3) determining what is a violation or a satisfaction. In principle, two modeling options are available in regard to the secondary
obligation; it can interpreted:
(a) as an exception, thus temporarily retracting the primary obligation;
(b) as overriding the primary obligation, which persists concurrently.
The second option requires an additional treatment, because it brings two contrary opposite positions to hold concurrently. Similarly to what suggested in the literature, this can be solved introducing an explicit ordering between positions, which
depends on how close to ideal is the world/context they are referring to (see e.g.
Makinson [1993]; Prakken and Sergot [1996]). In the proposed Petri Net an aspect
of this mechanism—the fact that the secondary obligation is put in force in response
to the violation of the primary one—is already reified in the topology. To capture
the remaining part, i.e. that the second is contextually overriding the first, we need
to order them in the opposite sense: the last obligation created is the one with most
priority and should be the only active, suspending the previous ones. In this sense, it
can be interpreted as a model of salience.
Gentle murderer
The previous CTD model provides us with the basic instruments to proceed. We
start from the classic case of the “gentle murderer” [Forrester, 1984]:
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prohibition
to kill

suspension
initiation

violation

obligation
to kill
gently
satisfaction

violation

kill
gently

kill not
gently

start killing
killing
kill
Figure 15.12: Gentle murderer case.
It is forbidden to kill,
but if one kills, one ought to kill gently.

This example is very similar to the previous one, apart from the fact the target of the
secondary obligation is subsumed by the target of the first one. Because our notation
explicitly accounts for a dimension for ‘transient’ events, we can directly map this
relation (Fig. 15.12).
White fence
Now, we consider a static and extended variation proposed by Prakken and Sergot
[1996], the “white fence” case:
There must be no fence.
If there is a fence, it must be a white fence. (contrary-to-duty)
If the cottage is by the sea, there may be a fence. (exception)

This example shows the importance of distinguishing exceptions from overriding effects due to CTDs (and therefore supports the second interpretation of CTD). In
principle, a rule specifies a CTD if its premise is the negation of the target of the
obligation in the consequent of another rule. A rule specifies an exception if it has
as consequent the negation (null or negative) of the consequent of another rule, and
it has a lower priority than the first one (exceptions are by definition subordinate
to some normal conditions). In effect, the two rules can be read as referring to a
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suspension

permission
fence

prohibition
fence

exception

initiation

cottage
by the sea
default

obligation
white fence

violation
satisfaction

cottage
not by
the sea

violation

white
fence

not white
fence

fence

Figure 15.13: White fence case.

priority-based representation (§ 14.2). Considering the “white fence” case in propositional form, we have:
Forb(fence)
sea → Perm(fence)
which can be translated to the corresponding constraint-based representation (§ 19.3.2):
¬sea → Forb(fence)
sea → Perm(fence)
This treatment gives a hint as to how to deal with exceptions—that is, it helps make
explicit an enchaining of negations of the premises following the inverse ordering of
salience. The fastest solution to avoiding conflicts in the case of belief revision is to
not reify directly the default position (in this case, prohibition against having a fence),
but to generate it through a default rule (cf. § 19.4.3):
not sea → Forb(fence)
The resulting model is illustrated in Fig. 15.13.
Privacy act
Recently, Governatori [2015] has proposed the case of a Privacy Act (fictional, but
based on actual Australian normative provisions):
(i) The collection of personal information is forbidden, unless acting on a court
order authorising it.
(ii) The destruction of illegally collected personal information before accessing it
is a defence against the illegal collection of the personal information.
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Forb(D)
suspension
default

initiation

Forb(A)

Perm(A)

Obl(B)
exception

violation
satisfaction

C

violation

monitor B

A
B

not B

Figure 15.14: Privacy act case.

(iii) The collection of medical information is forbidden, unless the entity collecting
the medical information is permitted to collect personal information
Governatori [2015] proposes the following deontic interpretation:
(i) Forbidden A. if C, then Permitted A.
(ii) If Forbidden A and A, then Obligatory B.
(iii) Forbidden D. If Permitted A, then Permitted D.
A, B, C, and D in this specific case are actions; (ii) specifies a CTD, (i) and (iii) provide
rules based on a priority-based representation. As before, we extract explicitly the
defaults. The negation of permission of A in (iii) can be interpreted as the prohibition
of A, thus converging to the default in (i). For completeness, we have reported in
Fig. 15.14 the monitoring place from which the event B or not B is recognized.
Detachment principles
In the deontic logic literature, two types of “detachment principles” are recognized
as relevant. The first is called factual detachment (FD):
p ∧ Obl(q| p) → Obl(q)

(15.4)

The second is known as deontic detachment (DD):
Obl( p) ∧ Obl(q| p) → Obl(q)

(15.5)

Considering that, in our framework, a conditional commitment is seen (§ 5.4.3)
as a susceptibility to a condition that creates or implies a commitment (depending
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Obl(q| p) p

Obl(q| p)

initiation

Obl(q)

p

initiation

Obl( p)

violation
satisfaction

not p

Obl(q)

(a) Factual detachment

(b) Deontic detachment

Figure 15.15: Factual and deontic detachments.

upon whether the connective is a causal or logical dependence), we can model the
two principles using the LPPN notation. Focusing on the logical dependence case,
the result is seen in Fig. 15.15. As we may see from the pictures, the first principle is
satisfied by the notation semantics. If we consider the second principle, however, we
observe that it is based on an anticipation of the normal conditionals, and it is not
satisfied.
Derived obligation
Consider these two sentences:
• Bob’s promise to meet you commits him to meeting you.
• It is obligatory that if Bob promises to meet you, then he does so.
Although in natural language their difference is arguable, in the literature they have
been formalized using two distinct deontic formulations:
• p → Obl(m)
• Obl( p → m)
What is the difference between the two formulations in our framework? The second formula can be translated with the consideration that the obligation of something consists of two recognition rules about satisfaction and violation, by default
anchored respectively to something and to ¬something. As an object, the conditional
within the obligation can be transformed using the material implication.2 The result
is reported in Fig. 15.16. As we see in the picture, both models are violated in the
same situation ( p and ¬m); however, the second includes two satisfied situations not
accounted for in the first (¬ p). In other words, the first derived obligation precisely
2

The specific example from which we started, however, it is not based on a logic conditional, but
on a causal connective, at least in the case of “if Bob promises to meet you, then he does so”. In this
case, the use of material implication is not perfectly fit, as the temporal shift between the promise and
the meeting falsifies the derived constraint, at least on a transient basis. On a steady state analysis,
however, this simplification may be applied.
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Obl( p → m)

p

initiation

satisfaction

violation

Obl(m)
p→m
satisfaction

OR

violation

m

not m

p ∧ ¬m

¬p

(a) p → Obl(m)

m

(b) Obl( p → m)

Figure 15.16: Alternative interpretations of derived obligation.

discriminates the elements producing the violation. The second also takes an explicit
position on satisfying elements.
Chisholm’s paradox
At this point, we can finally model the “paradox” proposed by Chisholm [1963]:
It ought to be that Jones goes (to the assistance of his neighbors).
It ought to be that if Jones goes, then he tells them he is coming.
If Jones doesn’t go, then he ought not tell them he is coming.
Jones doesn’t go.

This was seen as a paradox, because if we model it as:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Obl(go)
Obl(go → tell)
¬go → Forb(tell)
¬go

and we apply both deontic and factual detachments, we find an inconsistency. More
precisely, from (i) and (ii), using of deontic detachment, we derive Obl(tell), while
from (iii) and (iv), using factual detachment, we derive Obl(¬tell). However, representing this model using our notation as in Fig. 15.17, we do not find any specific issue. The fact ¬go satisfies Obl(go → tell), but violates Obl(go), and for this, Forb(tell)
is instantiated. Depending on whether tell becomes true, this may or may not be
violated.
Residential neighbourhood
As we observed above, the difference in natural language of the two types of derived
obligations is arguable. In order to show what would happen if we interpret the two
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Obl(go)
satisfaction

go

violation

¬go

Forb(tell)

satisfaction

violation

Obl(go → tell)
¬tell

go ∧ ¬tell
satisfaction

tell

AND

violation

go → tell
OR

Figure 15.17: Chisholm’s paradox case.

prohibition
dog

initiation

prohibition
warning sign

initiation

satisfaction

no dog

violation

obligation
warning sign

dog

Figure 15.18: Residential neighbourhood case.

as conditional obligations, we consider the non-agential version of the Chisholm’s
paradox proposed by Prakken and Sergot [1996]:
There must be no dog.
If there is no dog, there must be no warning sign.
If there is a dog, there must be a warning sign.
There is a dog.

Written in this way, the modeling is straightforward (Fig. 15.18).

15.2.1

Discussion and further development

The modeling approach presented here is not meant to be definitive. While working
on these exercises, we appreciated the crucial interplay between static and dynamic
aspects (one of the issues underlying many deontic puzzles). The LPPN notation,
requiring the explicitation of procedural and declarative aspects, facilitated this task.
Much more remains to be clarified, though. For instance, in Chisholm’s paradox,
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we considered go and tell as labels of places, but strictly speaking, they should be
attached to transitions (as in the privacy act case). With this choice, we would require
making explicit the occurrence of the events as places, in order to evaluate the material
implication. Does this simplification hint at a more general pattern? Second, we
modeled the transitions concerning violation and satisfaction as declarative ones only
when their transformational nature was certain. In general, though, they may be
transformational (when they simply identify whether a violation or satisfaction holds
at the moment) or reactive (when they reify the fact that a violation occurred in that
moment, or when they trigger any other action, e.g. removing the obligation). Here
we notice again the interplay between static and dynamic aspects. In the future,
a targeted investigation of boundary cases may help in formulating a more general
theory.
The introduction of defaults, exceptions, and suspensions presented here is a preliminary proposal. Some of these aspects are already treated with more detail in other
points of the thesis (e.g. defaults in priority-based rule-bases, § 19), while others were
acknowledged to be relevant and requiring further investigation (e.g. suspension in
practical reasoning, § 7.6). In both cases, the interaction of the underlying mechanism with the LPPN notation must be targeted for future developments.
Nevertheless, this exercise has already yielded some results: for instance, it shows
that our conceptual framework does not entail the deontic detachment principle. This
actually unveils a more general property of minimal commitment taken by the notation. We can use the classic operators and relative properties for positions (possibly accounting for the null value), but we do not provide any rule a priori about
how the content of these positions interact with the operators. For instance, is
Obl(A) ∧ Obl(B) the same as Obl(A ∧ B)? From this starting point, we may evaluate the alternative impact of different axioms proposed in the literature, somehow in
affinity with approaches as input/output logic [Makinson and van Der Torre, 2000].

Part III
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Chapter 16

Explanation-based argumentation

The motivation in introducing explanation-based argumentation (EBA) lies in recognizing that agents make claims in order to manipulate the explanatory search space
in which interpreters look for a conclusion (§ 13.2). Instead of focusing merely on
claims, and on their relationships of attack/support, an EBA framework enables to
take explicitly into account behavioural models of the parties involved in the argumentation process and to work with degrees or strengths of commitment.
This chapter deals with the operationalization and evaluation of EBA. We start
by defining a testing ground. In § 16.1, we consider a simple but effective puzzle given
by Pollock concerning conflicting evidence, exemplary for working on the (debated)
relation between argumentation and probabilistic reasoning. The problem domain
is extended in § 16.2, building upon current research on (formal) legal argumentation and identifying relevant research questions about conflicting arguments in court.
With this grounding, we present in § 16.3 an operationalization of EBA based on answer set programming (ASP). The resulting evaluation is treated in § 16.4, reporting
and commenting upon results on two case studies: Pollock’s puzzle and the Pierson
v Post case (§ 11.1.4). The chapter ends with a note on further developments.1

16.1

Conflicting evidence: Pollock’s puzzle

In one of his last papers, Pollock [2007] presents a lucid philosophical critique on
defeasible reasoning and how probabilistic methods approach the problem of justification, in the form of some interesting puzzles. He gives the following case:
Jones says that the gunman had a moustache. Paul says that Jones was looking the other way and did not see what happened. Jacob says that Jones was
watching carefully and had a clear view of the gunman.
The material presented here refines and extends what introduced in [Sileno, Boer, and van Engers,
2014a,c].
1
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B

¬Q
A

C

collective
defeat

Q

zombie
argument P
Figure 16.1: Argumentation scheme of Pollock’s puzzle.

B : Paul says
A: Jones says
gunman had the Jones was not
moustache (P ) able to see (Q )

C : Jacob says
Jones was able
to see (¬Q )

Figure 16.2: Story of Pollock’s puzzle.

The associated argument scheme is illustrated in Fig. 16.1. A (Jones’s claim) supports P (gunman had a moustache), B (Paul’s) supports ¬Q (Jones was not watching
the gunman), and C (Jacob’s) supports Q (Jones was watching him). Evidently, Q
attacks the relation between A and P , while Q and ¬Q attack each other. In terms
of argumentation, this is an example of collective defeat (Q vs ¬Q), which results in
a zombie argument (P ), cf. Makinson and Schlechta [1991]. Although formal semantics usually allow the presence of zombie arguments, it is not clear—Pollock admits—
whether they should. Therefore, he targets some intuitive properties, easy to agree
upon from a common-sense perspective:
(1) given the conflict, we should not believe Jones’s claim blindly;
(2) if we consider Paul more trustworthy than Jacob, Paul’s claim should be justified, but to a lesser degree;
(3) if Jacob had confirmed Paul’s claim, its degree of justification should have increased.2
Pollock then gives a preliminary, elaborated proposal based on ‘probable probabilities’, which does not, however, go beyond the idea of solving the issue within the
meta-level of attack/support of traditional argumentation frameworks, as the one
illustrated in Fig. 16.1.
2

We slightly changed the third with respect to the original text, in order to make use of the same
story.
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Person is
sincere
Something
is the case

Person says
something is
the case
(a) Minimal.
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Person is able
to see Something
Something
is the case

Person is
Person believes sincere
Something
is the case

Person sees
Something

Person says
something is
the case

(b) With perception.

Figure 16.3: Normal agent-roles for assertion.

In contrast, applying EBA means starting not from an argumentation scheme but
from a narrated observation, like the one modeled in Fig. 16.2. The argumentation
scheme is computed as output. However, we need to provide the agent-roles (and
other mechanisms) relevant to the domain. Differently from standard argumentation
theory, here we need to provide the underlying mechanisms relevant to the domain.
Agent-role for assertions
The story is about testimonies; therefore, the most relevant agent-model concerns
the performance of an assertion. In the theory of speech acts [Searle, 1969; Searle and
Vanderveken, 1985], a speech act is sincere only if the speaker is in the psychological
state that the speech act expresses. As assertion expresses belief, meaning that the
normal ‘assertor’ agent-role should believe what he is saying. This model isn’t the
simplest one, as it already makes explicit the difference between internal (mental)
and external (world) state. The simplest one would be that: “If the agent is sincere,
then what he says is the case”. A second step concerns the introduction of beliefs, as
in the speech act theory: “If the agent is sincere, then what he says is what he believes is
the case”. A third relevant step for this story is how this belief is formed, in this case
via direct perception: “If the agent sees something is the case, than he believes something
is the case”.3 Reflecting about the action means also considering the related ability,
as Paul’s and Jacob’s claims indicate, so we have to consider to include this factor as
well (§ 5.3.1). The resulting normal agent-role model is in Fig. 16.3.
Generalization with reliability condition. In this exercise, we will simplify the
model somewhat, clearing it of all intentional aspects: we won’t refer specifically to
the belief component, and we will consider, instead of sincerity, a reliability condition attributed to the source as a sufficient condition to consider the content of the
3

This reminds one clearly of the prima facie reason concerning perception proposed by Pollock
[1987b].
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message as holding.4 Note, however, that the fact that the source is not reliable does
not imply that he is necessarily lying5 , but if he is not reliable, it is perfectly acceptable to state that what he says does not hold.

16.2

Conflicting arguments in legal interpretation

According to a conceptualization of adjudication shared in the field of AI & Law (see
e.g. Atkinson et al. [2013]), legal reasoning consists of a progression:
(i) from evidence to facts,
(ii) from facts to factors,
(iii) from factors to legal consequences.
Clearly, factors play a central role in this scheme. In (ii), factors allow the expression of generalizations about a certain domain, disengaging from the problem
of providing definitive extensional definitions.6 Factors are then used in (iii) to synthesize stereotypical collections of facts, which, according to legal experts, have consequences on the outcome of a case. This definition is used, for instance, in case-based
frameworks like CATO [Aleven, 1997]. Here, factors are assigned outside of the adjudication process: the analyst is required to interpret the case and to create a synthetic
model through the identification of the relevant factors. Equivalently, this means
that CATO focuses only on step (iii).
Recent works such as that by Atkinson et al. [2013] express the urge to make
explicit the connection between the selection of factors and the adjudication process, and specifically by considering the arguments involved the case. In particular,
the proposal of Atkinson et al. is based on the projection of facts on dimensions,
following HYPO [Ashley, 1991], integrating the formal argumentation framework
ASPIC+ [Modgil and Prakken, 2013]. We agree with these authors on the necessity
of defining factors and magnitude of factors, and therefore we support the integration of the dimension concept. However, instead of approaching the problem via
traditional argumentation theory, we investigate this within our EBA framework.
We will refer to the same three important general questions they raise:
(i) how do we differentiate the strength of factors in reaching a conclusion?
(ii) how do we relate facts to the points on a dimension?
(iii) how do we assign facts on the basis of (possibly conflicting) evidence?
Question (iii) is directly addressed by Pollock’s puzzle (§ 16.1). Question (i) will
be addressed by working on the Pierson v Post case (already encountered in § 11.1.4),
4

Consider the case of direct perceptions. In general, we are practically certain of the reliability of
our senses. In certain situations, however, we may doubt them.
5
Note that the relation “being reliable” has no direct reference to the real intent of the emitter/assertor. Lying refers hereby only to a word-to-world misalignment.
6
cf. § 6.2.5, about middle terms and intermediate concepts.
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Person
Animal is wounds Animal is
not wounded Animal wounded

Person
sees Animal

Person
intercepts
Animal Animal
is alive

Person
in hot pursuit
of Animal
Person
kills
Animal

Animal
is dead

Person
takes
Animal

Figure 16.4: Example of hunting script.

here addressing specifically the dialectic aspects of the theory construction part. This
investigation will provide elements to answer question (ii).
Case study: theory construction in Pierson v Post
For presentational purpose, we will considered the following simplified version:
(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

ground facts: Post was in hot pursuit, and the fox was not wounded.
Justinian says that ownership occurs only when there is physical possession.
Pufendorf says that an inevitable capture is sufficient to ownership.
Tomkins brings in Justinian’s contribution.
Tomkins brings in Pufendorf’s contribution.
Tomkins says that hot pursuit is not sufficient to ownership.
Livingston says that hot pursuit is sufficient to ownership.
Livingston attacks the applicability of Justinian’s contribution.

The granularity of the model may be increased as necessary by adding deeper
mechanisms, such as the ones associated with the positive arguments of Livingston,
e.g. hot pursuit is sufficient to ownership because it promotes who makes an effort
in liberating people from “ferocious beasts” like foxes. This observation makes clear
how rather than mere physical facts, theory construction is a matter of normative
commitments. Each party (in this case represented by the majority and dissent opinion) brings reasons attacking or supporting a certain conclusion in the form of rules.
On the other hand, the decision is taken to interpret the actual events given with
the ground facts. Part of the world dependencies enters naturally into the discussion
(cf. Breuker and den Haan [1991], § 6.5). In Fig. 16.4, we have reported a general
scheme of hunting (overlapping the action scheme elicited in § 11.4).
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Rule is
applicable
Rule states
`if A then B'

`if A then B' is
the case

A IMPLIES B
Figure 16.5: Minimal mechanism of application of a rule.

Elementary mechanism for rules
The general mechanism associated with a rule, including applicability, is illustrated
in Fig. 16.5. In words, if there is a rule, and that rule is applicable, then the constraint
it describes exists in the world (cf. Hage [2015], § 6.2.8); applicability is therefore the
condition sufficient to the alignment of content of the rule to a certain interpretation
of the world. In principle, we could apply notions similar to sincerity to model the
utterances of judges (cf. cases of recusal or judicial disqualification), but they are not
relevant in this case.

16.3

Operationalization

In this section, we will translate EBA into a concrete computational setting, in order
to test it on our two case studies: Pollock’s puzzle and Pierson v Post. In both examples, the temporal aspect is mostly important for the incremental construction of the
observation. Neither the agent-role mode of a normal ‘assertor’ (Fig. 16.3), nor the
hunting scheme (Fig. 16.4) present destructive actions: if we represent the positions
they refer to as propositions, we will be in a situation of monotonic inference. Only
in these conditions we can collapse the procedural aspect on the declarative one, i.e.
we can map causal dependencies to logic conditionals and then refer, for instance, to
logic programming. This is not the case in general, and this is one of the reasons why
we began working on the LPPN notation (§ 3.1.3). However, the results presented
with this operationalization can be easily extended to the general case.
After a brief overview on answer set programming (ASP), we describe how it can
be integrated in an explanation-based argumentation framework. We then provide
some modeling guidelines, and, at the end of the section, we analyze in more detail
the computation of the confirmation values.

16.3.1

Answer set programming: an introduction

Answer set programming (ASP) is a declarative programming paradigm [Lifschitz,
2012] based on the stable-model semantic [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988], oriented to-
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wards difficult (NP-hard) search problems.7 In the literature, ASP is used to model
and solve problems belonging to a wide range of applications. For instance, Egly,
Gaggl, and Woltran [2008]; Osorio and Zepeda [2005] apply ASP to compute extension-based semantics on argument systems. In ASP, similarly to Prolog, the programmer models a problem in terms of rules and facts, instead of specifying an algorithm.
The resulting code is given as input to a solver, which returns multiple answer sets
or stable models which satisfy the problem. The main operational difference to Prolog is that all variables are grounded before performing search, and unlike SLDNF
resolution, ASP solver algorithms always terminate. Additionally, it provides distinct primitive operators for default negation (“I don’t know where p is the case”)
and strong negation (“I know that p is not the case”).

16.3.2

Integrating ASP with explanation-based argumentation

The idea here is to take advantage of the search capabilities of ASP solvers, so as to
effectively perform the generation and pruning steps at once. Considering a certain
case, we observe the following correspondences between the components in the program, the output of the solver and the step of the operational cycle (§ 13.2.3):
input given as ASP program

ASP solver output

EBA phase

only allocations

scenarios (possible and impossible)

allocations and background
rules, facts

possible scenarios

(c, I)

allocations, background
rules and observation

possible scenarios fitting with the
observation, i.e. the explanations

(c, II)

(b)

Being independent from the observation, (c, I) can be interpreted as the deep
model of the domain ascribed by the analyst to the case. We introduce two additional elements to the normal syntax of ASP:
• we allow distinguishing a message from another in the code,
• for each message, we allow distinguishing the relevant background knowledge
from the foreground content.
This extension allows us to divide the program into incremental portions, in order
to explore stepwise the progress of argumentation. We have developed a prototype
web-based application exploiting this capability8 —aspj—which integrates two components:
Stable-model semantics apply ideas of auto-epistemic logic [Moore, 1985] and default logic [Reiter,
1980].
8
A running version is available at http://justinian.leibnizcenter.org/aspj.
7
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• an ASP code parser, which generates from the initial code the programs for
the intermediate observations, further divided in pre– and post– observation
components.
• a parser of the outputs of the ASP solver, used to record the stable models associated with the scenarios in an internal representation to be used to compute
the justification.
With aspj, possible scenarios and explanations computed by the ASP solver can be
parsed automatically. Assigning a prior probability to hypothetical explanations and
analyzing the resulting final explanations, it calculates their confirmation values. In
the following section, we will present in detail how we modeled Pollock’s puzzle
(the code excerpts presented here refer in particular to the syntax of the ASP solver
lparse+smodels).

16.3.3

Modeling guidelines

Three main types of statements are used for explanation-based argumentation:
• facts, modeling non-conditional shared assumptions,
• rules, modeling conditional shared assumptions.
• allocation choices, grounding permutations of relevant factors.
Facts. Facts are written as in Prolog. For instance, “it is raining”, “Post was in hot
pursuit of a fox”, and “the fox has not been wounded” can be written as:9
rain.
hot_pursuit.
-wounded.

Rules. A rule gives a property of the world (and then acts as a constraint on possible worlds). It consists of a head (conclusion) and a body (premise). For instance, a
rule like “if it rains, it becomes wet” (rain → wet) can be written as:1011
wet :- rain.

The same applies for institutional rules. For instance, the rule that the hunter acquires ownership when he takes physical possession of the animal, described by
R1 : possessed → ownership, can be written as:
9

For simplicity we will refer to propositional formulas, rather than predicates.
For completeness, we should add in the program the contrapositive of this rule: ¬ownership →
¬possessed, as this is not automatic in logic programming with open-world assumptions. As this addition does not influence this specific exercise, we will not make it explicit.
11
Note that when we translate causal relationships such as this one into logic conditionals we are
collapsing time (cf. § 3.1.3).
10
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ownership :- possessed.

Rules can be also described at a meta-level, i.e. introducing an evaluation of the context identifying applicability. This condition, external to the ‘primary’ content of the
rule, triggers the constraint that the rule posits on the world. Using the material implication (a → b ⇔ ¬a ∨ b ), we can translate R1 as ¬possessed∨ownership. Anchoring
the rule to this factor r1 (to be read as “the rule R1 applies”, or “R1 is applicable”), we
can write it as:
1{-possessed, ownership} :- r1.

If r1 is not grounded, i.e. the applicability of R1 is matter of debate, we count it as a
relevant factor and not as a fact.
We can also use this artifice to create meta-rules concerning the priority between
rules. In general, each rule may or may not hold. If a certain rule holds, then the
conflicting rules with lower priority do not hold. If we want to model R2 > R1 , we
can write:
-r2 :- r1.

We can also rewrite the rule in the last line introducing another fact r 1r 2 (to be read
as “the meta-rule R1 > R2 holds”)
1{-r1, -r2} :- r1r2.

Allocation choices. Differently from the normal modeling with Prolog, in EBA,
our objective is to ground all relevant factors so as to generate all scenarios, possible and impossible, and then prune the impossible ones with the application of the
posited rules § 13.2.3.
In ASP, a factor f can be allocated using the choice operator12 , precisely by instantiating a kind of principle of non-contradiction ( f holds or it doesn’t: f ⊕ ¬ f ).13
The corresponding code is:
1{f, -f}1.

We consider therefore the following allocation principle:
The syntax of ASP logic operators in lparse+smodels is: OR: a1 ∨ .. ∨ aN ⇔ 1{a1, .., aN}—
XOR: a1 ⊕..⊕aN ⇔ 1{a1, .., aN}1—AND: a1 ∧..∧aN ⇔ a1, .., aN (only in the body of rules)
or N{a1, .., aN}N (body and head).
13
The collapse of time means that this principle can be interpreted as a principle of bivalence as
well. Note, however, that this negation should be considered rather as positional duality. In the full
positional account, the dual of a positive characterization is a set of positions, consisting of negative
and neutral characterizations (§ 2.1.2).
12
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Proposition 18. For each assumption A belonging to a background theory B, we allocate
all relevant factors. For each message M part of an observation O, we allocate all relevant
factors.
In our approach, both premises and conclusions of rules are handled as factors. Applying the principle on the first R1 , we have:
1{possessed, -possessed}1.
1{ownership, -ownership}1.
ownership :- possessed.

Messages. As we observed in section § 16.1, an assertion, as an individual message
with propositional content, may be generalized, taking into account a reliability condition:
• what an agent says may and may not hold (allocation choice),
• an agent may be reliable or not (allocation choice),
• when he is reliable, what he says is what holds (constraint rule).
In Pollock’s puzzle, Paul says Jones did not see the gunman. Writing “Paul is reliable”
as paul and “Jones was seeing” as eye, we have:
1{eye, -eye}1.
1{paul, -paul}1.
-eye :- paul.

We can proceed similarly in the case of reported rules and meta-rules, considering
the applicability condition (cf. § 16.2). For instance, in Pierson vs Post, the judge
Tomkins refers to Justinian, and specifically to a rule that his jurisprudential tradition
associates to decisions about property on wild animals (for the sake of an example, let
us imagine it corresponding to R1 ). As observers, we receive a message encapsulated
twice: “Tomkins says that Justinian says that R1 ”. From a pragmatic point of view,
however, Tomkins is not only stating something about Justinian’s declaration, but is
also advancing its applicability. In order to model the applicability condition related
to these meta-levels, we follow a simple naming convention:
1{-possessed, ownership} :- justinian.
justinian :- tomkins.

We have introduced two new factors, justinian and tomkins; justinian, for instance, labels the belief that what Justinian said is applicable. Is it a belief? Justinian is
expressing a normative position. ‘Believing’ in a normative position, means accepting
it, and therefore it is the acceptance of a normative commitment. Note that, from
the program perspective, the two rules can be read as the fact that Justinian said R1 ,
and the fact that Tomkins says that what was said by Justinian holds.
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Extensions to ASP
In contrast to the normal use of ASP programs, we are interested in modeling the
incremental aspect of argumentation and to specify certain knowledge as background
knowledge. In order to maintain backward compatibility, we chose to rely on the
‘comment’ preprocessing operator ‘%’ to create new operators.
Dynamic components. We start from an operator distinguishing a message from
another. In our proposal, the separation of messages in the code is made by using the
‘%%%’ construct at the beginning of line. For instance, in order to separate the contribution of Justinian from that of Pufendorf, we write (neglecting the allocations):
%%%

1{-possessed, ownership} :- justinian.
%%%

1{-capture_inevitable, ownership} :- pufendorf.

Foreground and background knowledge. Furthermore, we need to separate in
the model the foreground knowledge from the background knowledge, i.e. the knowledge which has been explicitly presented in the case (messages collected as observation), and that which is added by the case analyst, often with the help of domain
experts (assumptions collected as background theory). We utilize the ‘%’ construct
as a separator between the two. Considering for instance the dimensional model of
pursuit proposed in [Atkinson et al., 2013], we have:
%%%

hot_pursuit
-wounded.
%--

seen :- chase_started.
chase_started :- hot_pursuit.
hot_pursuit :- wounded.
wounded :- capture_inevitable.
capture_inevitable :- possessed.

The proposed rules translate ordering constraints similar to those observed in the
‘hunting’ agent-role script in Fig. 16.4 (§ 16.2).

16.3.4

Computation of confirmation values

When integrated in an explanation-based framework, the outputs of the ASP solver
are sets of explanations. For all Ei , c(O, Ei ) depends on two parameters. P (O|Ei )
is equal to 1 if Ei belongs to the output of the execution of the complete code, 0
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otherwise. If it is 0, we directly infer that c(O, Ei ) = −1. In the remaining cases,
P (O|¬Ei ) can be calculated as:
P
P
P (O ∩ ¬Ei )
i 6= j P (O ∩ E j )
i6= j P (O|E j ) · P (E j )
=
=
(16.1)
P (O|¬Ei ) =
P (¬Ei )
1 − P (Ei )
1 − P (Ei )
Then, in order to compute c, we need a prior probability P (Ei ) for each Ei . In general,
we could assign it directly at this point. However, we can also take advantage of the
generative construction associated with the methodology. We know which factors
are instantiated in the construction of an explanation; therefore, if we have prior
assumptions in their respect, we can calculate P (Ei ) starting from these components.
For instance, given the set of all relevant factors φ = { f1 , f2 , ..., fn }, assuming that
they are all independent, we have:
P (Ei ) = P ( f1 ) · P ( f2 ) · ... · P ( fn )
To obtain a neutral perspective towards explanations, all P ( fi ) = 0.5. More complex figures may be obtained by integrating Bayesian networks to model the probabilistic relationships between factors. In all cases, however, it is important to underline that this counts as a subjective measure of belief. If P ( fi ) = 0.5, we are neutral
towards that factor fi . It may or many not equivalently hold in a specific case. If
P ( fi ) > 0.5, we assign more likelihood for its presence, and vice versa for P ( fi ) < 0.5.
Note that if all factors are neutrally positioned, we are not able to discriminate explanations, because they will have the same degree of justification. This is a truly
skeptical condition.

16.4

Results

16.4.1

Pollock’s puzzle

In order to apply EBA to Pollock’s puzzle, we start by translating the proposed story.
We have three messages. The only world property that we consider is that, in order
to be reliable, Jones must have at least seen the gunman (eye is a necessary condition
to Jones’s reliability). In code:
%%%

moustach :- jones.
1{moustach, -moustach}1.
1{jones, -jones}1.
%-eye :- jones.
1{eye, -eye}1.
%%%

-eye :- paul.
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1{paul, -paul}1.
%%%

eye :- jacob.
1{jacob, -jacob}1.

ASP solver outputs
The following table summarizes the numbers at stake:
O1
3
8
6
5

#
relevant factors
scenarios
hypothetical explanations
explanations

O2
4
16
12
7

O3
5
32
24
10

The introduction of new factors entails an explosion of the number of scenarios
(given n factors, 2n ), and similarly the number of hypothetical explanations and of
explanations. On the contrary, if we add messages concerning only already known
factors, the number of explanations will decrease or remains the same. Table 16.1
reports the 10 final explanations.
moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob

T

F

T
T
F
T

F
F

F
F
F

T

F

T
T

F
F

T
F
F
T

F
F
F

T
F

F
F

Table 16.1: Explanations of Pollock’s puzzle.

Probabilistic evaluation
Before proceeding in the analysis we introduce a synthesized visualization:
Definition 18 (UNION EXPLANATION). Given a set of explanations {E1 , ..En },
for each allocation factor f , if f is true (false) in all explanations, then f is true (false)
in the union explanation EU , otherwise f is undecided.
Basically, we refer to the union explanation of the set of explanations with the maximum confirmation value to have a synthesis of the shared common points of the best
explanations. Table 16.2 summarizes the incremental results (O1 , . . . , O3 columns),
in different probabilistic settings (P columns).
Let us analyze the results of probabilistic evaluation in Table 16.2 according to
the properties targeted by Pollock (§ 16.1):
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moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob
c(O|EU )

P
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50

O1
U
U
U
.27

O2
U
U
U
U
.43

EU ( Jacob attacks Paul)
P
O1 O2 O3
.50 U
U
U
.50 U
F
F
.50 U
F
F
.55
T
T
.50
F
.27 .45 .58

O3
U
U
U
U
U
.55

P
.50
.50
.55
.55
.55

O1
T
T
T
.31

O2
U
U
U
U
.48

O3
T
T
T
F
T
.61

Table 16.2: Evaluation of Pollock’s puzzle in different probabilistic settings.

(1) Assuming indifference towards hypotheses (group of columns on the left), our
approach confirms to the same degree hypotheses in which the gunman has a
moustache, and hypotheses in which he does not have a moustache.
(2) Using for instance P (paul) = 0.55 > P (jacob) = 0.5 (in the middle of the
table), the hypothesis in which Paul is telling the truth is the one confirmed to
the greater degree. Note that we still cannot say anything about the moustache.
In the third setting (on the right), we consider the case in which all witnesses are
assumed to be relatively reliable. When a conflict arises, things become unclear again.
When Jacob supports Jones, however, the first scenario once again wins, producing
a kind of majority opinion effect. This is an acceptable choice when we can consider
a neutral interest towards a positive or negative conclusion (e.g. judges, experts).
However, a best practice would be to consider as much as possible a position of
indifference towards prior assumptions. This would help us, for instance, to take
into account organized crime scenarios.
moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob

T
T
T
F
F

F
F
F

F
F
T
T

F
F

T

F

F
T
F
F
F

F
F
F
T
T

F
F

T

F

Table 16.3: Explanations of first variation of Pollock’s puzzle.

Story variations. Following the puzzle, we modify the story, in such a way that
Jacob confirms what is said by Paul. The resulting explanations are reported in Table 16.3.
As before, we calculate the confirmation values and the union explanations for
a few probabilistic settings so that we can check the last researched property (Table 16.4):
(3) In conditions of indifference (on the left), we observe that the hypotheses they
both support are confirmed just as much as the hypotheses in which they are ly-
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EU ( Jacob supports Paul)
O1 O2 O3
P
O1 O2
U
U
U
.50 T
U
U
U
U
.50 T
U
U
U
U
.55 T
U
U
U
.55
U
U
.55
.27 .43 .51
.31 .48

P
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50

moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob
c(O|EU )

O3
U
F
F
T
T
.57

Table 16.4: Evaluation of first variation of Pollock’s puzzle.

ing. When assuming bona fide (on the right), we are again in a majority opinion
case.
For completeness, we consider also a second variation: the case in which they
all support each other (at least partially—Jones remains the only one able to see the
gunman).
moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob

T

F

T
T

F

T
T

F
F

T

T
F

T

F
F

T

F

F
F
F
F

T
F
T
T

F
F

T

F

F
F
F
F

Table 16.5: Explanations of second variation of Pollock’s puzzle.

The number of scenarios has increased (Table 16.5). The confirmation values are,
in general, lower than before (Table 16.6), showing an underlying principle similar
to Shannon’s theory of communication: less conflict, less ‘information’.

moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob
c(O|EU )

P
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50

O1
U
U
U
.27

EU (no conflict)
O2 O3
P
O1
U
U
.50 T
U
U
.50 T
U
U
.55 T
U
U
.55
U
.55
.36 .41
.31

O2
T
T
T
T
.41

O3
T
T
T
T
T
.45

Table 16.6: Evaluation of second variation of Pollock’s puzzle.
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Supports and attacks. Analyzing the confirmation values, we can draw some pictures of attack/support relationships. We can take as target arguments both assumptions (paul, jacob, jones), and conclusions (eye, moustache). Returning to the first
version of the puzzle, we compute the confirmation values before and after the observation, and take the maximum confirmation value amongst explanations in which
a certain f is satisfied or negated (Table 16.7).
O1
pre

moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob

P
.50
.50
.55
.55
.55

O2
post

O3

pre

post

pre

post

pro

con

pro

con

pro

con

pro

con

pro

con

pro

con

.19
.19
.19

.19
.18
.18

.31
.31
.31

.30
.30
.30

.18
.18
.18
.18

.18
.17
.17
.17

.48
.48
.48
.48

.48
.48
.48
.48

.17
.17
.17
.17
.17

.17
.16
.16
.16
.16

.61
.61
.61
.60
.61

.60
.60
.60
.61
.60

Table 16.7: Maximum confirmations factor amongst explanations, pro and con scenarios.

From this table, by contrasting the pro and con columns, we can extract whether
there is a conclusive truth position for the best explanations, obtaining Table 16.8.

moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob

O1
pre post
U
T
T
T
T
T

O2
pre post
U
U
T
U
T
U
T
U

O3
pre post
U
T
T
T
T
T
T
F
T
T

Table 16.8: Truth positions from best explanations.

Thus, for each observation Oi , we can extract two dimensions of change of such
conclusions:
• from pre to post observation, reflecting a measure of the ‘global’ fit of the observation with the deep model of the domain;
• from previous to current (post) observation, reflecting a measure of a ‘local’ fit
of the current reconstruction with the previous one.
Table 16.9 summarizes the incremental impact of observations according to these
dimensions.
From these figures we see that, with the given strengths of commitment:
• when Jones says the gunman had a moustache, he supports moustache;
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moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob

O1
+
=
=

O2
=
−
−
−

O3
+
=
=
−
=

moustache
eye
jones
paul
jacob

O2
−
−
−

O3
+
+
+
−

Table 16.9: Impacts of observations: on the left, post observation on pre observation (global
fit); on the right, current post observation vs previous post observation (local fit).

• when Paul says that Jones wasn’t able to see, he directly attacks both the reliability of Jones and the fact that he was seeing. Furthermore, he attacks moustache
(bringing it to the neutral value), and interestingly, he reduces his own reliability, because he and Jones were assumed to be sincere with the same strength;
• when Jacob says that Jones was able to see, he certainly attacks Paul’s reliability, and supports moustache, because he and Jones are creating a majority
opinion. The support for the fact that Jones was able to see, and for Jones’s
reliability, is evident only on the ‘local’ dimension, because in the ‘global’ one
his claim is simply reestablishing the initial assumptions.
A clarification is needed at this point. What we call here ‘attack’ and ‘support’ are
actually confirmation and disconfirmation addressing a specific target factor. However, working with explanations flattens the proof view on the model view, so we
don’t have any more control on the reasoning steps that are intermediate within observations. For instance, in our model, the role of ¬Q as undercutter (the negation
of eye, i.e. Jones not having seen the gunman) intervenes only in the background. In
these conditions, we are not able to extract its specific impact, as it is flattened in the
overall observation O2 .
Computing the argumentation scheme. A solution to this problem is not far off;
by changing all strengths of commitments to the neutral position (.5), but that of a
selected ‘source’ factor, we may directly see the impact of this element in the argumentation. For instance, setting the strength of eye to any value above the neutral
position, we see that paul is attacked at O2 . If we set eye to any value below the
neutral position, jones and moustache are attacked at O1 , and jacob is attacked at
O3 .14 When they are true, the factors jones, paul, and jacob sustain the connection
between the respective message and its referent. When they are false, that connection
is broken. Therefore, elements that make them false are undercutters (§ 13.1.1). Thus,
tinkering as we said above with the factors eye (corresponding to Q) and moustache
(to P ), we extract the argumentation scheme illustrated in Fig. 16.6.
Why we don’t see the support to paul at O2 ? Because in the previous model we considered the
reliability condition as sufficient, but not as necessary for having a word-to-world fit. If we add this
property, this would also be computed.
14
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A

P

B

C

¬Q

Q

¬P

Figure 16.6: Argumentation scheme of Pollock’s puzzle reconstructed through EBA.

This is evidently compatible with the scheme shown in Fig. 16.1. The main difference is that our method has transformed rebuttals into undercutters. This is a consequence of taking a neutral perspective over all factors, save one: that one cannot be
conflicting. The new scheme also includes the effects of factors that have not been
brought (yet) into the foreground (namely ¬P ). To conclude, note that the proposed
figure maintains the granularity of classic argumentation theory. A richer scheme
may be obtained (applying the same method) by bringing the reliability conditions
into the foreground.

16.4.2

Pierson v Post

The case contains rules derived from jurisprudential tradition, and judges who refer
to and apply this jurisprudential tradition. The only elements that are not institutional are the initial facts, and some background knowledge that concerns them.
Specifically, we can recognize from the hunting scheme illustrated in Fig. 16.4 a
sequence of dependencies that we reproduce in the model. Neglecting allocation
choices, the code modeling the case according to the guidelines would be the following:
step 0: Post was in hot pursuit, and the fox was not wounded.
hot_pursuit.
-wounded.
%%%

%--

background knowledge: hunting related factors
seen :- chase_started. chase_started :- hot_pursuit.
hot_pursuit :- wounded. wounded :- capture_inevitable.
capture_inevitable :- possessed. effort :- chase_started.
successful_effort :- ownership. ownership :- successful_effort.
step 1: Justinian says: ownership only if there is physical possession.
1{-possessed, ownership} :- justinian.
%%%
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1{possessed, -ownership} :- justinian.
step 2: Pufendorf says: an inevitable capture is sufficient to ownership.
1{-capture_inevitable, ownership} :- pufendorf.
%%%

step 3: Tomkins brings in Justinian's contribution.
justinian :- tomkins.
%%%

step 4: Tomkins brings in Pufendorf's contribution.
pufendorf :- tomkins.
%%%

step 5: Tomkins says that hot pursuit is not sufficient to ownership.
1{-hot_pursuit, -ownership} :- tomkins.
%%%

step 6: Livingston says that hot pursuit is sufficient to ownership.
1{-hot_pursuit, ownership} :- livingston.
%%%

step 7: Livingston attacks the applicability of Justinian's contribution.
-justinian :- livingston.
%%%

ASP solver outputs
Running the code on aspj, we obtain the explanations/scenarios reported in Table 16.10. Apart from some quantitative indications, the previous analysis is not
very insightful. The quality of the explanations, i.e. the actual scenarios that the
explanation describes, is what matters for the parties and for the adjudicator.

step 0
step 1
step 2
step 3
step 4
step 5
step 6
step 7

# relevant factors
9
10
11
12
12
12
13
13

# allocations
512
1024
2048
4096
4096
4096
8192
8192

# possible scenarios
18
36
72
144
144
144
288
288

# explanations
2
3
6
8
7
7
9
9

Table 16.10: Incremental impact of observations in Pierson v Post, in terms of scenarios and
explanations.

Let us therefore consider the case in which we hold a higher commitment towards
what judges Tomkins and Livingston say. We associate to the factors tomkins and
livingston a prior probability of e.g. 0.6. As in the previous evaluation, we consider
two axes of change. The first axis (I) concerns the global fit: it represents the impact
of the full observation within a fully established background. The second axis (II)
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axis of change
seen
chase_started
hot_pursuit
wounded
capture_inevitable
possessed
effort
successful_effort
ownership
justinian
pufendorf
tomkins
livingston

step 0
I II
+
+
+
−
−
−
+
=
=
=
=
=
=

step 1
I II
+ =
+ =
+ =
− =
− =
− =
+ =
= =
= =
=
=
=
=

step 2
I II
+ =
+ =
+ =
− =
− =
− =
+ =
= =
= =
= =
=
=
=

step 3
I II
+ =
+ =
+ =
− =
− =
− =
+ =
− −
− −
+ +
= =
=
=

step 4
I II
+ =
+ =
+ =
− =
− =
− =
+ =
− =
− =
+ =
+ +
= =
=

step 5
I II
+ =
+ =
+ =
− =
− =
− =
+ =
− =
− =
+ =
+ =
= =
=

step 6
I II
+ =
+ =
+ =
− =
− =
− =
+ =
= +
= +
= −
= −
− −
−

step 7
I II
+ =
+ =
+ =
− =
− =
− =
+ =
= =
= =
= =
= =
− =
− =

Table 16.11: Impacts of observations: post observation on pre observation (I, global fit); on
the right, current post observation vs previous post observation (II, local fit).

concerns the incremental, local fit: a qualitative measure of the impact of the new
argument to what said until now. The result computed by aspj is summarized in
Table 16.11.
The first intervention of Tomkins (step 4), which supports the applicability of
Justinian’s claim, automatically attacks the ownership and successful_effort factors. Conversely, when Livingston claims his interpretation of the case, he attacks
Tomkins, Justinian, and Pufendorf’s claims, and, as we are equally committed to
both judges, we return to a condition of neutrality about the matter of ownership.
The majority opinion used in courts can be seen as a direct consequence of an equal
prior commitment to judges’ opinions. As before, note how the intervention of Livingston undermines not only the initial positive commitments towards Tomkins, but
also the one towards himself.
As we did with Pollock’s puzzle, we may synthesize the impact of each factor on
the others by simply tinkering with the EBA infrastructure. However, in contrast to
the previous case, if we don’t commit to any normative interpretation, we will never
be able to conclude any institutional fact, e.g. ownership. In this case, we should
decide two target factors to perform the computation of the impact: one from the
set of extra-institutional facts (e.g. hot_pursuit) and one from the set of available
normative interpretations (e.g. justinian).

16.5

Discussion and further developments

The chapter presented a simplified operationalization of an alternative account of argumentation based on explanations (EBA), exploiting answer set programming (ASP).
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We showed that this provides a response to an interesting puzzle proposed by Pollock
[2007], and that it may also be applied to normative matters. Despite the concrete
operational result here, many points require further research.
Quantifying the strength of justification. We still need to establish an adequate
analytical expression to measure the (relative) justification of an explanation. As we
can see in the figures, confirmation values tend to always increase when a new message is introduced. Intuitively, the relative ratio of the increase depends on a kind of
informational value, relative to the clarification of the case. Our objective is to extract this informational measure from the confirmation value, so as to be independent
from the number of messages taken into account. Related to this objective, we plan
to quantify the strength of attack/support, given a certain message in a contextual
dialogue. Future extensions will consider the integration of game-theory analysis.
Explicit use of agent-roles. Evidently, the crucial point of this methodology lies
in the ability to construct an adequate deep model of the domain. Considering, for
instance, Pollock’s puzzle, this would mean that we would not be contented with hypothesizing that someone may be lying, but would also consider prototypical scenarios specifying the reason why he would lie. From a wider perspective, our research
aims to integrate background theories and allocation factors described in terms of
agent-roles [Boer and van Engers, 2011b,c], acknowledged in specific social settings.
In this case we wouldn’t proceed to a ‘brute’ allocation as in this paper: the increase of
complexity due to the increase of granularity (and then of factors) would be compensated by the limited number of prototypical scenarios to be accounted for a certain
domain. We will expand on this in the next chapter.
Positions, rather than propositions. The configuration investigated here is representationally limited: it includes no treatment of events/causation and no intentional/normative attitudes (i.e. only propositions instead of positions). This was based
on a functional decision to present a global picture of the methodology. Further
developments will investigate the introduction of these elements. Observations and
explanations would become explicitly structured on multi-agent systems. As a relevant consequence, we will need to evaluate how ASP (or other computational tools)
respond to the integration of such more-complex models.

16.5.1

Factors and dimensions

In the proposed operationalization, factors turn out to be all the propositions that
are relevant to the rules or mechanisms of the domain. In pragmatics, relevance is
usually associated with the alignment of the informational content with the intents
of the speaker/listener. Considering the intent of adjudication, relevance would then
correspond to the impact of a certain claim in reaching a definite conclusion: this is
in alignment with the interpretation advanced by this work.
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Considering values. Even without referring to legal realism, we can plausibly affirm that adjudication is not a ‘pure’ epistemic process. According to value-based
theories of legal adjudication [Bench-Capon, 2003], for instance, judges choose the
conclusion which best responds to some general principles (even more so when facing
hard cases); consequently, values guide (implicitly or explicitly) choices in detecting
the applicable rules. The same holds for the parties, which, rather than general values, have specific interests. In principle, a full account of EBA should allow us to take
into account all these ‘deeper’ interpretations within the model, and may be used to
evaluate the impact of facts in correspondence to those factors.15
Intra-case and inter-case factors. The definition of factors used here is broader
than the traditional one: we have factors which are present only in this specific case
(e.g. tomkins) and factors which reoccur in other cases (e.g. hot_pursuit). Casebased reasoning is built upon many cases occurring in time and for each case, it considers only the rule finally applied for the decision. Thus, the importance of certain
factors in a certain legal domain results from a selection performed at the inter-case
level. In this work, we are considering only one judgment, and we take into account
all arguments, even those which were not integrated in the final decision. The importance of certain factors in the final decision is consequent to the selection occurring
inter-argument within the case. Only the factors surviving the intra-case level have
access at the inter-case level arena.
Extra-institutional and institutional dimensions. A similar analysis can be performed on the definition of dimensions. In this work, they have been implemented
as chains of dependency rules. The dimensions about factual matters (e.g. actual
metric dimensions, different phases in a course of action) are, in practice, shared assumptions, and intervene already at the intra-case level. The dimensions about legal
matters are less evident, but they can plausibly be extracted as recurring enchaining
of factors in deep models of similar cases, characterized with a certain legal conclusion
(pro-plaintiff, pro-defendant). This remains to be investigated.

For the sake of example, Berger [2006], supported by historical investigations, gives a completely
different interpretation of Pierson v Post: the case is not about the fox, but it is the manifestation of a
conflict holding between two communities (aristocracy with Post, and the emerging bourgeoisie with
Pierson), respectively aiming to maintain or gain control of the shared resources of the town.
15

Chapter 17

Model-based diagnosis of social systems

This chapter presents elements for an alternative operationalization of monitoring
and diagnosis of multi-agent systems (MAS). In contrast to traditional accounts of
model-based diagnosis, and most proposals concerning non-compliance, the proposed method does not consider any commitment towards the individual unit of
agency. Identity is considered to be mostly an attribute to assign responsibility, and
not as the only referent that may be source of intentionality. The proposed method
requires as input a set of prototypical agent-roles known to be relevant for the domain, and an observation, i.e. evidence collected by a monitor agent. We elaborate
on a concrete example concerning tax frauds in real-estate transactions.1

17.1

Diagnosis of a social system

In general, a diagnostic process is triggered if there is the presumption that a failure
occurred in the system. However, what counts as a failure depends on the nature and
function of system.
In case of a designed artifact, the system is generally associated with a set of
requirements, and, at least at the moment of production, to an implementation
model—a blue-print. A failure becomes manifest when there is an inconsistency between the form/behaviour that is observed and what is expected from that artifact.
The failure may be at the design level, when the implementation does not meet the
design requirements; or at the operational level, when one of the sub-components has
failed, and propagated its failure to the system.
In case of a social system (natural or artificial), the internal mechanisms of social
participants are unknown and typically inaccessible. For instance, we are not able to
fully know what is in the mind of a person, nor how someone’s mind actually works
(not even our own).2 Nevertheless, we still do apply (when it is relevant to do so) a
theory of mind to explain and interpret our own or others’ behaviour, by referring
1
2

The material collected in this chapter has been presented in [Sileno, Boer, and van Engers, 2016].
In the words of Chief Justice Brian (1478): “for the devil himself knows not the thought of man”.
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to notions as beliefs, desires, and intentions. If we assume that the application of
this stance is viable, then, when something goes wrong in a social system, i.e. when
someone’s expectations about the behaviour of someone else are not met, this means
that something went wrong at as informational, motivational, or deliberative level of
at least one individual.3 In order to identify the wrong, however, we have to consider
the requirements associated with the system. A first filter of discrimination could
be obtained by referring to normative directives: prohibitions and obligations correspond respectively to negative and positive requirements. This would be sufficient,
if the contextualization of a generic norm in an actual social setting was straightforward. However, as the existence of the legal system shows, this is far from being
the case: the qualification of actions, conditions and people and the applicability of
rules build up the core of the matter of law debated in courts. Thus, in an operational setting, rather than norms, we need to refer to adequate abstractions of cases,
making explicit factors and their legal interpretation; in this way, we handle contextualized normative models that can be directly used to discriminate correct from faulty
behaviour, all while maintaining a legal pluralistic view.4

17.1.1

Deconstructing identity

Current approaches of diagnosis on MAS consider social system components (software agents, robots, or persons) as individual intentional entities, i.e. following an assumption that could be described as “one body, one mind” (see references in § 17.2). In
contrast, we assume that intentional entities may transcend the individual instances
of the agents. In the case of a combine (e.g. in sport, when a player makes an agreement with a bidder on the results of a match) or similar schemes, the collective intentional entity that causes and explains the resulting behaviour is placed behind the
observable identities. Such an interpretation of intentionality has relations with the
notions of coordination, coalition formation, and distributed cognition.5 In addition to this “one mind, many bodies” scenario, we allow that an agent may interleave
actions derived by a certain strategy with actions generated for other intents, independents from the first: the “one body, many minds” case may apply as well.
Diagnosis as part of a dual process. Monitoring agents (e.g. tax administrations)
are typically continuously invested with a stream of messages (e.g. property transfer
3

This is also true in domains where the law imputes strict liability, i.e. where the claimant only
needs to prove the occurrence of the tort, and not of a fault (negligence, or unlawful intent) in the
agent who performed the tort. In these cases, the law discourages reckless behaviour, pushing the
potential defendant to take all possible precautions. In other words, in strict liability, law ascribes
fault by default to the agents making a tort.
4
This may be useful for practical purposes: a public administration may, for instance, use dissent
opinions of relevant cases to further strengthen its service implementations.
5
cf. Hutchins [2010]: “A central claim of the distributed cognition framework is that the proper
unit of analysis for cognition should not be set a priori, but should be responsive to the nature of the
phenomena under study.”
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declarations) autonomously generated by social participants. Clearly, they would
encounter a cognitive overload if they attempted to reconstruct all “stories” behind
such messages.
In affinity with Dual Process theories of reasoning, we may distinguish a shallower, less expensive but also less accurate mechanism to filter the incoming messages; and a deeper, more expensive, and accurate mechanism to analyze the filtered
messages, possibly performing further investigative actions. The first, implemented
as a monitoring task, is designed by settling what is interesting to be monitored, and
which are the threshold conditions that identify alarming situations. The second,
implemented as a diagnostic task, is triggered when such (potentially) alarming situation are recognized, and possibly starts specific courses of actions to look for other
clues discriminating possible explanations (diagnostic and non-diagnostic). Note that
the two tasks are intimately related: they are both constructed using expectations of
how things should go, and of how things may go wrong. Furthermore, planning
builds upon affordances, which are in turn derived from expectations of how things
may go when performing certain actions (§ 7.4.3).
Proposition 19. Planning, monitoring and diagnosis are parts functional to a whole,
and the practical reasoning of an agency cannot but be disfigured if one of these functions
is neglected.
In other words, all effort that a public administration puts into simplifying the operations in the front-office of service provision (e.g. diminishing the evidential burden
on the citizen) should be coupled with effort in the back-office in support of institutional maintenance.
Side effects. The choice of investigative actions requires some attention as well.
In the case of physical systems, measurements do not necessarily involve a relevant
modification of the studied system (at least at a macro-level), and criteria in deciding
amongst alternative measuring methods generally concern costs on opportunities.
In the case of a social system, this cannot be the only criterion. For instance, if the
target component suspects being under observation, he may adopt an adversarial or
a diversionary behaviour protecting him from intention recognition actions (cf. Sadri
[2012]); he may also drop the unlawful intent as a precaution. In this thesis, we
overlook the planning problem for evidence-gathering tasks that take into account
these derived behavioural patterns.

17.2

Relevant literature

Model-based diagnosis is a traditional branch of study of AI (see e.g. Lucas [1998]
for an overview); it has reached maturity in the 1990s, and it has been applied with
success in many domains, reaching a production level of technology readiness (see
e.g. Console and Dressier [1999]). In the following, we retrace the main directions
of investigation, highlighting where relevant the specificities of our problem domain.
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Consistency-based diagnosis
Early approaches in model-based diagnosis used explicit fault models to identify failure modes (see e.g. Davis [1984]), but these evolved towards diagnostic systems based
on descriptions of correct behaviour only. Practical reasons explain this progress: in
the case of electronic devices, manufacturers provide only descriptions of normal,
correct behaviour of their components. Failure modes could be computed simply as
inconsistencies with the nominal specifications (cf. Reiter [1987] for a minimal set of
faulty components, de Kleer and Williams [1987] for multiple faults configurations).
This type of diagnosis is usually called consistency-based diagnosis. In short, by having models of correct behaviour of the system components and a topological model
of their composition and knowing the initial state, we can predict the expected system state via simple deduction. If the observed output is different, we acknowledge
a behavioural discrepancy, which triggers the diagnostic process aiming to identify
the faulty components. Note that in this case, such components are deemed faulty
simply because they do not behave according to their nominal specification: the ‘negative’ characterization is then constructed in duality to the ‘positive’ one (cf. negation as failure). In recent literature, these are also called weak fault models (WFM),
see e.g. Stern, Kalech, and Elimelech [2014]. This approach entails important consequences: in consistency-based diagnosis, all fault models become equivalent, meaning
that, from the diagnoser perspective, “a light bulb is equally likely to burn out as to
become permanently lit (even if electrically disconnected)” [de Kleer and Williams,
1989].
Abductive diagnosis
Not surprisingly, the approach provided by consistency-based diagnosis is not fit for
certain domains. In medicine, for instance, doctors do not study only the normal
physiology of human organisms, but also how certain symptoms are associated with
diseases; the hypotheses obtained through diagnosis are used particularly to explain
given symptoms. In other words, ‘negative’ characterizations—strong fault models
(SFM)—are asserted in addition to the ‘positive’ ones (cf. strong negation), rather than
in duality to them. In the literature, in order to operationalize this approach, several authors have worked on explicitly characterizing the system with faulty models,
starting a line of research which led to the definition of (model-based) abductive diagnosis (see e.g. Cox and Pietrzykowski [1986], Console, Dupré, and Torasso [1989]).
Type of diagnosis per type of domain
We can sketch two explanations of why certain domains refer to consistency-based diagnosis, and others to the abductive diagnosis. The first explanation is built upon the
use of negation. The former approach takes a closed-world assumption (CWA) towards
the system domain, while the latter considers an open-world assumption (OWA), reflecting the strength of knowledge and of control that the diagnoser assumes having.
Reasonably, engineering domains prefer the former (everything that does not work
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as expected is an error), while natural and humanistic domains usually refer to the
latter (there may be a justification for why things didn’t go as expected). The second
explanation considers the different practical function for which diagnosis is used in
the domain. While by applying consistency-based diagnosis we can identify (minimal) sets of components which are deemed to be faulty and that can be substituted
for repair, in the second type of diagnosis the underlying goal is to diagnose the ‘disease’ in order to provide the right remedy (that often cannot be a substitution). For
these reasons, considering the social system domain, it makes sense to deal not only
with positive, normal institutional models (e.g. buyer and seller in a sale contract),
but also with explicitly faulty ones (e.g. tax evaders).
Despite these differences, however, abductive diagnosis and consistency-based diagnosis have been recognized as two poles of a spectrum of types of diagnosis [Console and Torasso, 1991]. In effect, we find contributions extending consistency-based
diagnosis with faulty models (e.g. de Kleer and Williams [1989]) and abductive diagnosis with models of correct behaviour. In a more principled way, Preist, Eshghi,
and Bertolino [1994] shows that the two types of diagnosis can be unified relying
on a stable model semantics (the same used in ASP), essentially because it considers
the distinction and separate treatment of strong negation and negation as failure (cf.
§ 2.1.2).
Deciding additional investigations
During a diagnostic process, it is normal to consider the possibility of conducting
additional investigations (measurements, in the case of electronic devices) in order to
conclusively isolate the set of faulty components, or more generally, to reduce the
set of hypothetical explanations. For simplicity, we will neglect this aspect in this
work; for completeness, however, we highlight two main directions investigated in
the literature. The most frequently used approach, first proposed in de Kleer and
Williams [1989], is to use a minimum entropy method to select which measurement
to do next: choosing the datum which minimizes the entropy of the candidate after
the measurement is equivalent to deciding the source that provides the maximum information to the diagnoser (cf. Shannon [1948]). As this method considers only one
additional source per step, it is also called myopic. The second approach proposes instead non-myopic or lookahead methods, i.e. deciding multiple steps to be performed
at once, see e.g. Heckerman, Horvitz, and Middleton [1993]. In principle, this is the
way to proceed when we account strategies for collecting information to minimize
or control side-effects.
Diagnosis of Multi-Agent Systems
The association of diagnosis with multi-agent systems (MAS) is not very common
in the literature, although the number of studies is increasing. In general, contributions alternatively refer to only one of the two natures of MAS, i.e. mechanism
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of distributed computation or framework for the instantiation of agent-based models. Therefore, on one side, MAS are proposed as a solution to perform diagnosis
of (generally non-agent) systems, like in [Pipattanasomporn, Feroze, and Rahman,
2009; Roos, ten Teije, and Witteveen, 2003]. On the other side, understanding of social failures is expressed as a problem of social coordination—see for instance Kafalı
and Torroni [2012]; Kalech [2012]. Unfortunately, the latter have generally a designoriented approach, consequently, non-compliance and social failures are seen has a
design issue, rather than systemic phenomena, as would be in a “natural” social system. For this reason, they share a perspective similar to works on checking noncompliance at regulatory level, e.g. [Governatori, 2013; Jiang et al., 2014]: system
(normative) requirements are literally taken as the reference on which to test compliance of business processes. Unfortunately, in doing this, we are not able to scope
behaviours that superficially look compliant, but, for who knows the ‘game’, they
are not.
Using agent-roles instead of roles. The idea of using normative sources is related
to the role construct; agents are usually seen as enacting certain institutional/organizational roles (e.g. Dastani et al. [2004]), inheriting their normative characterization.
An alternative approach, from which this contribution stems out, has been proposed
in [Boer and van Engers, 2011c], constructed on agent-role models (§ 8.4.2): constructs that include the coordination of roles (§ 8.4.1). The agent-role model share elements with those used in intention-recognition studies, and in particular with those
based on logic approaches—see Sadri [2012] for an overview—grown out from traditional AI accounts of story understanding and abduction. However, from a conceptual point of view, the “first principles” we are considering with agent-roles are
not simple rules, but knowledge structures building upon practical reasoning constructs and institutional positions (§ 14.3). More importantly, agent-roles are defined
not only by a script, but also by a topology (§ 8.4.1, § 12.2.3). By allowing to have
multiple identities distributed on the topology, the agent-role model enable to take
into account the existence of collective agencies, transcending the individual social
participants.

17.3

Case study: swap schemes in real estate frauds

In the following section, we will focus on a well-known type of real-estate fraud,
of the family of swap schemes, and present a few similar prototypical patterns. In a
market context, a swap scheme establishes coordinations between dual groupings of
buyers and sellers; as these parties are expected to compete within that institutional
framework, it essentially undermines the arm’s length principle of the market. On
small economic scale this is not forbidden: e.g. “if you make me pay less for the guitar
that your father is selling, I would make you pay less for my brother’s motorcycle.”
However, in real-estate transactions, property transfer taxes apply. The full interac-
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Figure 17.1: Topology of a real estate fraud based on a swap scheme

tion includes the tax administration, and in these conditions swap schemes become
means to reduce the amount of taxes due and, therefore, are not permitted.

17.3.1

Outline of a database of scenarios

Let us consider a simplified real estate market, with economic actors buying and
selling houses of type A and of type B. Property transfer tax is 6% of the sale price,
and the buyer and the seller have both nominally the burden to pay it (the actual
distribution amongst the parties is however not fixed a priori). Besides the normal
sale, we take into account three different scenarios: a swap scheme implementing a
real-estate fraud, a hidden payment, and a wrong appraisal.
Example 5 (REAL ESTATE FRAUD, SWAP SCHEME). X and Y wants to exchange
their properties: X owns a real estate of type A; Y owns one of type B, both worth €10
million. Instead of paying €600,000 per each in taxes, they set up reciprocal sales with a
nominal price of €5 million, thus dividing the taxes due in half.
The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 17.1. The picture highlights two coordination levels:
• an intentional coordination level, generally referring to some composition of
institutional roles (in our case buyer/seller structures, the dashed boxes in the
figure);
• a scenario coordination level, responsible of the synchronization of operations
between the intentional coordination structures.
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The first is the domain of internal topologies of agent-roles. The second is the domain
of coupling configurations of agent-roles, i.e. of external topologies, specified as MAS.
The structures enabling coordination (at both levels) may be physical bodies, but
also social bodies as natural, informal groupings of people (e.g. father and son), organizations (e.g. employer and employee), etc. It may be anything that suggests a sharing, a concentration of interests, or an existence of stable inter-dependencies, that may
undermine the arm’s length principle. At the scenario level, however, the relation
is not necessarily as structured as the examples just given. In the case of bribery, for
instance, there is typically no other relation between the parties beside a contingent
agreement. Similarly, a swap-scheme may be performed by two real-estate agencies
on a contingent basis.
Example 6 (HIDDEN PAYMENT). X wants to give €300,000 to Y, and, as Y is also
interested in X’s house, X sells Y that house, worth €500,000, for €200,000.
A hidden payment is usually economically advantageous for both parties because
property transfer generally has lower taxation than other forms of transfer.
Example 7 (WRONG APPRAISAL). X needs to sell his house. Not knowing the current
prices for the area, he sells the house for €200,000 to Y, while at market price, the building
would be worth around €500,000.

17.3.2

Operationalization of monitoring and diagnosis

In this exercise, we imagine taking the role of the tax administration, with the intent
of monitoring the payment of taxes, possibly diagnosing (and also explaining) supposed institutional failures.6 Note that the tax administration has only a partial view
of the communications of the parties: in our simplified world, only sale declarations
and tax payment receipts.
Types of failures. The starting point of the operationalization is to collect the
agent-roles of the domain relevant to the tax administration. The first set is given
by simple intentional characterizations of normal institutional roles, i.e. buyers and
sellers paying their taxes. From this, we can construct possible failure modes as violations of role obligations, dealing with representations of negative events (negative
as they are defined by the failure of expectations concerning events, § 2.2). In this
specific example, tax payment may be:
(i) completely missing, as failure to pay tout court,
(ii) wrong, as failure to pay the fixed amount of taxes (e.g. 6% of the sale price)
6

It is worth observing that compliance and non-compliance are qualifications relative to the position of the diagnostic agent in the social system. For instance, in a world of liars, truth-tellers would
fail with respect to the social practice of systematically lying.
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(iii) wrong, as failure to pay the ‘right’ amount of taxes, in terms of reasonableness,
i.e. of what could have been expected to be paid to the tax administration for
the sale of that property.
The third situation covers the case of swap-schemes or other tax evasion manœuvers;
it is evidently more difficult to scope, as it requires an evaluation in terms of the
social domain semantics—in this case, of the market pricing rationality. This is the
domain in which the agent-role concept makes particularly the difference.
Monitoring
As we know that certain social participants may be non-compliant, we need to set up
an adequate monitoring procedure. A first requirement of adequacy is the possibility
of discriminating cases of non-compliance from those of compliance. This actually
supports a general principle for choosing monitoring targets:
Proposition 20. Outputs of contrast operations between compliant and non-compliant
scenarios lead to identifying events or threshold conditions associated with suspicious
transactions.
The set of discriminating elements is constructed in terms of what is available
through the monitoring, i.e. the ‘perceptual’ system of the agency. If the diagnostic
agent is not able to monitor any discriminatory element, then the contrasting principle will not be exploitable and there will be no mean to recognize non-compliance.
In our example, as the tax administration has direct access only to sale declarations
and tax payment receipts, it is amongst these sources that we have to scope signs of
potential failures.
Note that the contrast operation can be implemented thanks to the availability
of executable models: by executing normal and failure models, we can predict the
different traces they would produce, and then contrast them. In principle, however,
we could refer directly to the traces. For instance, in medicine, failure modes are
usually directly associated with symptoms, without explaining why a certain disease
produces these symptoms. In the general case, however, this solution has limitations,
as it assumes a relative invariance of the chain of transmission going from the source
phenomenon to the perceptual system of the observer, which is not granted in a
social system. Considering explicitly the underlying behavioural mechanism allows
us to deal separately with such ‘transmission’ component.
We apply the previous principle to the three types of negative events. Case (i)
requires the implementation of a timeout mechanism that asynchronously triggers
the failure. Case (ii) requires a check synchronously to the receipt of payment; it can
be implemented with a simple operational rule. Case (iii) is more complex: to conclude that a price is reasonable requires us to assess the market price of that property,
and to decide what deviation from market price is still acceptable. Let us arbitrarily
specify this deviation as 40% of the market price, knowing that statistical methods
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may suggest more appropriate values. Therefore, the price provided in the sale declaration can be taken as a threshold to consider a certain sale price as suspicious. If
implemented in Prolog, the qualification rule would look like the following code:
suspiciousPrice(Price, Estate, Time) :marketPrice(MarketPrice, Estate, Time),
Price =< (MarketPrice * 60)/100.
suspiciousSale(Seller, Buyer, Estate, Price, Time) :declaration(sale(Seller, Buyer, Estate, Price, Time)),
suspiciousPrice(Price, Estate, Time).

Clearly, this is a simple case. In general, multiple factors may concur with different
weight to increase the suspiciousness of transaction.
In absence of average market price. As we confirmed from talking with experts
of the tax administration, the practical discrimination used by investigators to discover potential tax frauds is actually built upon comparisons with average market
prices. Unfortunately, average market prices are not easy to be access in reality and,
when they are, they may be not representative for that specific case.7 A first solution
would then be to refer to domain experts, e.g. appraisal agents, but these externalizations, where available, obviously increase the costs of investigation. A simple way to
overcome the problem of assessing the market price of a certain real-estate property
is to check the value of the same real-estate in previous sale transactions. In the case
of swap schemes, the new owners tend to sell the recently acquired property after a
relatively short time, but for a much higher price, even in the presence of relatively
stable prices. From an operational point of view, this would correspond simply to a
different tracking of the suspiciousness relation.
Diagnosis
When identified, suspicious transactions should trigger a diagnostic process in order
to establish why the failure occurred. In general, the same ‘symptoms’ may be associated with diagnostic and non-diagnostic explanations. For instance, going through
the known scenarios, a low price in a sale transaction may be due not only to a swap
scheme, but also to a hidden payment, or it may simply be due to an error in the appraisal of the estate by the offeror. Interestingly, even if plausible, wrong appraisal is
not taken into account by the tax administration. Why? Evidently, this choice is determined by the strict liability of these matters8 , but it may be seen as a consequence
7

On the one hand, prices of real estate properties in public offers often do not correspond to
the actual prices of sale. On the other hand, the heterogeneity of real estate parcels, the imperfect
alignment between cadastral information and real situations, the dynamics of value associated with
neighbourhoods and other relevant factors make it difficult to consider as reliable the application of
average measures on actual cases.
8
See note 3.
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of a more fundamental issue: the tax administration cannot possibly read the mind
of offeror to check the veracity of his declaration. A price that is not ‘reasonable’
cannot but be interpreted as an escamotage of both parties to avoid or reduce the tax
burden.
Direct diagnostic mechanism. In a simplistic form, direct evidence for a supposed
swap-scheme would consist of two sets of buyers and sellers that have performed
suspicious sales:
actionEvidenceOfSwap(
sale(Seller1, Buyer1, EstateA, PriceA, Time1),
sale(Seller2, Buyer2, EstateB, PriceB, Time2))
:- suspiciousSale(Seller1, Buyer1, EstateA, PriceA, Time1),
suspiciousSale(Seller2, Buyer2, EstateB, PriceB, Time2),
not(EstateA = EstateB), not(Seller1 = Seller2), not(Buyer1 = Buyer2).

This is however not sufficient: sellers and buyers may have performed these transactions independently, and therefore this evaluation doesn’t consider minimal circumstantial elements to support a swap-scheme rather than e.g. two hidden payments. In
order to overcome this problem, we have to take into account explicitly a relatedness
condition.
actionAndCircumstantialEvidenceOfSwap(
sale(Seller1, Buyer1, EstateA, PriceA, Time1),
sale(Seller2, Buyer2, EstateB, PriceB, Time2))
:- actionEvidenceOfSwap(
sale(Seller1, Buyer1, EstateA, PriceA, Time1),
sale(Seller2, Buyer2, EstateB, PriceB, Time2)
),
relatedTo(Seller1, SharedStructure1), relatedTo(Buyer2, SharedStructure1),
relatedTo(Seller2, SharedStructure2), relatedTo(Buyer1, SharedStructure2).

An example of relatedness condition between buyer and seller may be, for instance,
their participation in a common social structure (family, company, etc.), that may
place its members outside the arm’s length principle of the market. This condition
acknowledges potential intentional coordination, i.e. a plausible concentration of
interests that makes the transaction definitively suspect.9
The existence of a coordination structure at the scenario level, i.e. between such
shared structures, would be additional evidence, but it is not necessary, as the scheme
may be performed on a contingent basis (§ 17.3.1). Interestingly, the ‘hidden payment’ case turns out to be a minimal version of a swap-scheme:
actionAndCircumstantialEvidenceOfHiddenPayment(
9

This is evidently similar to the issue of conflict of interest: a person in power may be in a situation
in which his discretion to reach the primary intents defined by his role may be biased towards the
achievement of other intents.
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sale(Seller, Buyer, Estate, Price, Time),
:- suspiciousSale(Seller, Buyer, Estate, Price, Time),
relatedTo(Seller, SharedStructure), relatedTo(Buyer, SharedStructure).

By extension, we could imagine swap-schemes implemented through networks of
buyer and sellers. This would be, for instance, a simple diagnostic test for swapschemes performed on three-node networks:
actionAndCircumstantialEvidenceOf3Swap(
sale(Seller1, Buyer1, EstateA, PriceA, Time1),
sale(Seller2, Buyer2, EstateB, PriceB, Time2))
sale(Seller3, Buyer3, EstateC, PriceC, Time3))
:- suspiciousSale(Seller1, Buyer1, Estate1, PriceA, Time1),
suspiciousSale(Seller2, Buyer2, Estate2, PriceB, Time2),
suspiciousSale(Seller3, Buyer3, Estate3, PriceC, Time3),
not(EstateA = EstateB), not(Seller1 = Seller2), not(Buyer1 = Buyer2),
not(EstateB = EstateC), not(Seller2 = Seller3), not(Buyer2 = Buyer3),
not(EstateA = EstateC), not(Seller1 = Seller3), not(Buyer1 = Buyer3),
relatedTo(Seller1, SharedStructure1), relatedTo(Buyer3, SharedStructure1),
relatedTo(Seller2, SharedStructure2), relatedTo(Buyer1, SharedStructure2),
relatedTo(Seller3, SharedStructure3), relatedTo(Buyer2, SharedStructure3).

The inclusion of a third element breaks the direct connection between the initial
parties, but the code makes explicit the pattern that can be extended by induction.
More formally:
Definition 19 (GENERALIZED SWAP-SCHEME THROUGH SALES). Given n sale
transactions, naming bi and si respectively the buyer and the seller of a transaction i ,
a swap scheme holds if the following relatedness relations are established:
• between s1 and bn (named X0 )
• with 0 < i ≤ n, between si and bi−1 (named Xi )
The associated withpology is illustrated in Fig. 17.2. It would certainly be interesting
to evaluate mechanisms like this on data sets such as those released with the so-called
Panama papers.

17.3.3

Improving the reasoning mechanism

The diagnostic mechanism proposed here leverages the advantages of backward chaining given by Prolog, i.e. of reasoning opportunistically in order to reach a conclusion
about a certain epistemic goal. In a way, this is an opposite solution than the operationalization of EBA (§ 16), based on ASP, where factors brought by the observation
are used to allocate all possible scenarios. On the other hand, it suffers from two
important limitations.
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Figure 17.2: Swap scheme with n nodes.

First, it relies on a closed-world assumption (CWA), i.e. negation as failure is automatically interpreted as strong negation (§ 2.1.2). Second, it requires an explicit
query to trigger the inferential process, but, in a practical setting, the monitoring and
diagnostic process should be reactive to the reception of new observations. Therefore, a more plausible monitoring mechanism should look like the following eventcondition-action (ECA) rule:
(E) when you receive a declaration,
(C) if it is suspicious,
(A) trigger the diagnostic process.
Third, the diagnostic process should consider the whole family of scenarios that are
associated with that ‘symptom’, and should consider that there may be missing information. One way to proceed in this respect is to integrate a solution similar to
EBA, i.e. of generating at need potential scenarios. Relevant known facts are used
to fill fit scenarios belonging to this family, pruning impossible (according to logic
constraints), or implausible (according to prior commitments) ones. Note that this
family can be compiled offline, as much as the discriminatory power of the different
factors allow. This information may be used to lead the investigation steps to be acted
upon in real-time.
In this scenario, the procedural aspect was not essential, but in general, it may be.
As we show in § A.3.4, the LPPN notation can be translated to logic programming
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using Event Calculus. This can be related to composite event recognition approaches
(e.g. Artikis, Sergot, and Paliouras [2015]) suggest the use of intermediate caching
techniques to improve the search. Another solution would be to instead maintain
the process notation, and compute fitness decomposing the family of scenario in a hierarchy of single-entry-single-exit (SESE) components (e.g. Munoz-Gama, Carmona,
and van Der Aalst [2014]).
Computational complexity
Model-based diagnosis (MBD) is known to be a hard computational problem, namely
exponential to the number of components of the diagnosed systems (see e.g. Bylander et al. [1991]). For this reason, diagnostic algorithms traditionally focus on minimal diagnoses, i.e. of minimal cardinality (involving minimal subset of faulty components), an approach that is also known as the principle of parsimony [Reiter, 1987].
This principle is not directly applicable to our framework, as the system components
are not agent-players, but agent-roles enacted by agent-players; each component is
therefore ’invisible’ to the observation, and can be tracked only as a mechanism involving individual elements.
Fortunately, it has been shown that the exponential increase of computational
burden may still be reduced using a mixture of decomposition techniques and statistical information. In this chapter, we have overlooked this problem, as we focused on
justifying the proposed method providing a working example of an application. We
can, however, trace next directions to investigate. As we said in the previous section,
the family of scenarios associated with a certain alarming event is known in advance.
Therefore, some knowledge compilation techniques may produce important advantages, deriving heuristic knowledge for heuristic problem-solvers, without restarting
from first principles (e.g. [Chandrasekaran and Mittal, 1983; Console, Portinale, and
Dupré, 1996]). Statistical information may instead be used to focus only on a limited set of most probable leading hypothesis [de Kleer and Williams, 1989]. It has
been also suggested to control complexity by using hierarchical models, i.e. models
with different levels of abstraction [Chittaro and Ranon, 2004; Mozetič, 1991; Stern,
Kalech, and Elimelech, 2014]. This is in principle directly possible with agent-roles.
All these aspects remain to be investigated.

17.4

Conclusion and further developments

This chapter is meant to describe an exercise of computational implementation, targeting a specific problem, exploiting part of the conceptual framework presented
along the thesis. For reasons of opportunity, we neglected many other practical and
theoretical aspects that have been investigated, and that should be taken into account
to get the full picture (temporal, intentional, and normative aspects contained in
agent-roles).
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On the other hand, this simplification allowed to appreciate instead the problems of settling a real-time model-based diagnosis activity in operations. It is easy
to imagine further developments from the insights gained from this exercise. We
will just name a few of them: a formalization of the contrast operation; the ‘compilation’ of the collected scenarios in knowledge bases optimized for monitoring and
for diagnosis; the interface of EBA with backward-chaining, in order to take into
account competing scenarios and the possibility of missing information; the possibility of composing multiple scenarios via planning, taking into account diversional
behaviours (this would not be possible with diagnostic systems not relying on models); an investigation on the resulting computational complexity.

Chapter 18

Representational alignment

While law is often expressed in general terms, addressing classes of persons and referring to abstract normative notions, courts and public administrations are required
to translate those provisions into actual, contextualized behavioural terms. To facilitate this contextualization process, one of the objectives of this thesis is to support a
partial re-alignment between representations of law (e.g. norms, as regulative/constitutive institutional mechanisms), representations of implementations of law (e.g. services, as business processes), and representations of social behaviour (e.g. use cases,
schemes of non-compliance as agent-role scripts, observations). This chapter investigates how to operationalize a check of the alignment between two models belonging
to these realms.1

18.1

Dealing with representational frictions

The core problem—of ontological, intentional or normative frictions—has a more general application than the legal domain, although the semi-formalization of law eases,
and is functionally meant to reduce, such a burden.2 These frictions occur simply
because what is the case; what an agent wants or believes to be the case; and what a
collectivity promotes, demotes, or considers to be the case may be in conflict among
each other. Note how the intentional and normative categories may be further refined in epistemic-constitutive and practical-regulative components depending upon
whether they are concerned by ‘is’ or ‘ought’ content. The problem is more general
because similar contextualization processes exist to a certain extent in any agency
(e.g. individual or organization), as a requirement to be embedded in the social world.
A first, reduced version of this work has been presented in [Sileno, Boer, and van Engers, 2015b].
Complementary to this consideration, cf. the observations by Schlag [1996] on the typology of
arguments used in courts, addressing (in order inverse to their relative frequency) technical, normative,
epistemic and ontological aspects concerning the law.
1

2
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how
why

they have behaved

they usually behave

they should behave

occurrence description
occurrence explanation

pattern description
normative specification
behavioural mechanism norm-creating mechanism

Table 18.1: What agents may tell with narratives: a simplified taxonomy. ‘They’ target self
and/or others as agents.

18.1.1

Internal and external views on agency

Social norms (including legal norms) provide reasons for the agent to promote or
demote certain action-selections in his conduct (via obligations and prohibitions),
or even create the possibility of certain action-selections (via institutional power).
Therefore, they should be and usually are accounted as full-fledged components of
behavioural models that take an internal perspective to agency, coupled with intentional attitudes. In our proposal (§ 5.5), normative positions enter the practical reasoning of the agent as mere beliefs, which may generate norm-guided intentions by
interacting with appropriate motivational components. Other authors have preferred to introduce specific deontic components; see for instance Castelfranchi et
al. [1999], Dignum, Kinny, and Sonenberg [2002], Broersen et al. [2002], Governatori and Rotolo [2008]. Conversely, behavioural representations that take an external
perspective focus on observable interactions between entities, without relying on any
internal mechanism. They describe relations between occurrences, in terms of partially ordered temporal sequences and distributions over agent identities. Similar
dichotomies can be found in internal and external views of modeling practices, cf.
UML; or in software engineering, with the notion of orchestration and choreography.
However, the definition of what counts as a certain action—and, related to this, of
how the identity of an agent is reified—is always consequent to the ontological frame
to which the observer is implicitly committed. A ‘pure’ external perspective simply
cannot exist. Internal and external perspectives are separated mostly by a matter of
granularity, and by making reference or not, for the sake of the agent who will interpret the model, to the mechanisms which are supposed to produce the events. In
practice, the two perspectives can be seen as two poles establishing a representational
spectrum to describe, to explain and, where applicable, to prescribe behaviour. But
how do we test whether or not these views are converging to the same referent?

18.1.2

Ontological stratification

In everyday life, humans implement this function primarily via narratives. Narratives are the most expressive medium people use to, amongst other things, share
knowledge about the world, e.g. about how and why they have behaved in a certain
way, or usually behave, or should behave or have behaved. Thus, narratives exhibit
descriptive, explanatory, and prescriptive functions, often in hybrid forms. We have
dedicated a specific chapter on how to acquire the knowledge present in narratives
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(§ 11) and in more formal, but essentially similar descriptions (§ 12). Here, we start
from the simplified taxonomy in Table 18.1, summarizing the possible contents that
may be acquired from narrative interpretation and revealing the presence of ontological stratification [Boer, 2009, p. 38], with at least six strata. Let us analyze the specific
inter-dependencies.
From occurrences to patterns. The passage from the description of an occurrence
to a descriptive pattern is evidently a matter of generalization (generally by induction,
using statistical information, cf. process mining techniques [van der Aalst, 2014]).
From mechanisms to patterns. On the other hand, a certain behavioural mechanism entails, by its execution path, an observable pattern. In this case, the latter is
a weaker specification of the former, and consists of observable conditions, events,
and partial ordered temporal dependencies. It may specify the function of the mechanism (cf. declarative vs procedural programming). Interestingly, each mechanism is-a
pattern as well, but one built upon atomic, primitive event types.
From normative specifications to behavioural mechanisms. When a norm is
set, it circumscribes and enables certain behavioural mechanisms, defining which of
them are deemed good/wrong (via obligative positions) or possible/impossible (via
potestative positions). This provides a deontic characterization of norm-following:
people follow a norm because of the norm.
From norm-creating mechanisms to normative specifications. Two interpretations are possible for this category, depending whether we take the perspective of the
policy-maker, or that of the social participant. For the first, legislators enact norms
according certain criteria, and with certain purposes in mind. ‘Why’ a norm has
been specified refers to a meta-theory of norms, for instance value-based (e.g. BenchCapon [2003]). The second interpretation of why people should behave in a certain
way reflects the procedural mechanisms put in place by the legal system in order
to enforce (and reinforce) the legal order. This correspond to the consequentialistic
characterization of norm-following: people may follow norms not for deontic reasons, but simply to avoid the detrimental effects of their violation, or to acquire the
beneficiary effects of their satisfaction.
From occurrences to explanations. Explanations are the most common use of
narratives, and are usually built upon known patterns, known behavioural mechanisms, and possibly norms. The inference of an explanation from an occurrence is a
typical case of abduction. Note that explanations are typically based on a composition
of patterns and of mechanisms. However, once the composition is established, it may
become a new element of the knowledge base. In this thesis, we do not investigate
the construction of new models, but it is important to acknowledge that considering compositionality is a crucial asset for treating alignment. Intuitively, it should
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fell upon the configuration type of problem studied in AI [Wielinga and Schreiber,
1997].

18.2

Alignment of positional models

Throughout this thesis, we have provided different representations of the same phenomenon—
a sale transaction—constructed from different views. We modeled the sale as:
•
•
•
•
•

a process, as partial order of events (Fig. 5.1, p. 67),
a normatively characterized process (Fig. 15.7, p. 243),
an interactional process, i.e. involving two parties (Fig. 5.2, p. 68),
an interactional, normatively characterized process (Fig. 5.3, p. 69),
a buyer script (Fig. 12.7, p. 212).

Because these models share the same reference, we expect they have a structural core
in common. But how do we recognize whether two models are compatible with
each other? When considered as representations of observations taken from alternative perspectives, they are compatible if there exists a transformation that maps one
model to adequately fit the other. Consider, for instance, that we have a picture p
taken from perspective P , and a picture q taken from perspective Q. These pictures
are compatible if, ‘imaging’ to see what is represented by p from position Q—or
equivalently, ‘transforming’ p as it would be if it was taken from position Q—we
may obtain something which is:
(a) the same as q (strong compatibility),
(b) not in contrast with q (weak compatibility).
(c) in contrast with q (incompatibility).
Two important considerations can be traced from this setting. First, pictures may
have different granularity; in these conditions, it is natural to attempt to transform
the picture with higher granularity (more detailed, more specific) in the direction of
the picture of less granularity (less detailed, more abstract). Second, if the perspective
P and the perspective Q are completely unrelated (e.g. they target different referents),
the transformation would not find any anchor; the weak compatibility would be
satisfied simply because there are no elements to conclude a partial compatibility or
an incompatibility. In the following, we will attempt to operationalize this idea.

18.2.1

Homomorphism and subsumption

In theoretical terms, the transformations of physical or abstract entities preserving
(part of) the original structure are called morphisms. The most elementary form of
morphism is homomorphism, which consists of transforming (or mapping) a source
structure into a target one, in a way that all the relations holding in the source are
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also present in the target. The converse is not necessarily true however. For this additional requirement, we introduce the notion of isomorphism: isomorphic structures
mirror one-to-one their internal components.
In concept languages (terminological languages, description logics), homomorphism is usually treated in terms of subsumption (and isomorphism of equivalence),
and rephrased in extensional terms (e.g. Donini et al. [1994], van Harmelen, Lifschitz, and Porter [2007, p. 137]):
Definition 20 (SUBSUMPTION/EXTENSION). A concept C subsumes another concept D if the set of objects represented by C is a superset of the objects represented
by D.
For instance, the ‘dog’ concept is subsumed by the ‘animal’ concept—only if all dogs
(instances of the ‘dog’ class) are also animals (i.e. instances of the ‘animal’ class).
Note that the extensional rephrasing put the universal quantifier in a different position: “all objects represented by the subsumed concept belong the class represented
by subsuming concept”, rather than “all relations defining the subsuming concept are
present in the subsumed concept”.
Other, more general formulations of subsumption are available, such as the one
proposed by Chein and Mugnier [2008, p. 30], elaborated in particular for basic conceptual graphs (BG) but in principle extensible to any model.
Definition 21 (SUBSUMPTION). Given two models G and H , G subsumes H iff
the information represented by H implies the information represented by G; or, in
other words, if all information contained in G is also contained in H .
Rephrasing the initial scenario, given two models M and N ,
(a) M is strongly compatible with N iff the information represented by M implies
the information represented by N
(b) M is incompatible with N iff the information represented by M is inconsistent
with the information represented by N ,
(c) M is weakly compatible with N iff part of the information represented by M
implies part of the information represented by N (and it is not incompatible);
(d) M is unrelated to N iff (a), (b), (c) do not hold.
Limitations of subsumption. What kind of information we are referring to? Restricting ourselves to the notations considered so far, neither descriptive logics, nor
conceptual graphs focus on the dynamic aspects exhibited by positional models (which
first motivated the introduction of the LPPN notation). A first solution would be to
reify the states of the two target positional models in time (cf. Event calculus [Shanahan, 1999]), and to compute subsumption over time as subsumption of the states at
different time points. Unfortunately, this is too strong a constraint for practical use:
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two models may exhibit the same behaviour even if the global state of one never
subsumes the global state of the other (for instance, when they both extend a more
primitive sub-model). For this reason, in order to capture the notion of behavioral
sameness, researchers in computer science, modal logic and set theory started investigating, almost at the same time, intermediate notions between homomorphism and
isomorphism, amongst which is bisimilarity.

18.2.2

Simulation, bisimulation and bisimilarity

The notion of bisimilarity is usually presented in the domain of labeled transition
systems (LTS), see e.g. Sangiorgi [2009].
Definition 22 (LABELED TRANSITION SYSTEM). A labeled transition system (LTS)
is specified by a tuple T = 〈S, Λ, →〉, where S is a set of states, Λ is a set of labels
denoting events, and → ⊆ S × Λ × S is a ternary relation associating the possible
α
states of the system accessible through an event. We write p −
→ q for ( p, α, q) ⊆ →
to denote that the system in state p changes state to q via α, i.e. α is some observable
event or action causing the change of states.
Petri Nets can be easily mapped to LTSs, considering S as the global state composed
by the markings of all places, and Λ the union of the transition events fireable at each
state.
Definition 23 (SIMULATION). Given two LTSs T1 = 〈S1 , Λ, →〉 and T2 = 〈S2 , Λ, →〉,
α
α
a relation R ⊆ S1 × S2 is a simulation only if ∀( p, q) ∈ R, if p −
→ p 0 , then ∃q 0 , q −
→ q0
and ( p 0 , q 0 ) ∈ R. If R exists, T1 is said to be simulated by T2 , and it is written as
T1 ⊆ T2 .
In words, a simulation exists if, for each state of the first system where an event has
an effect, there is at least a state of the second in which it also produces an effect,
and the resulting states exhibit the same property. This definition can be visualized with more ease using the metaphor of a simulation game (see e.g. Kucera and
Mayr [2002]). An attacker player chooses a movement from its current state and
plays the corresponding event, and a defender player has to respond with the same
event, if enabled by its current state. One player wins when the other cannot move,
and simulation is proven if the defender wins. If they simulate each other, they are
simulation-equivalent, T1 ' T2 . To prove this, the game has to be repeated twice,
inverting the parts.
Definition 24. A bisimulation is a simulation whose inverse R−1 is also a simulation, and the corresponding equivalence is written as T1 ∼ T2 .
Considering the game metaphor, in bisimulation there is no choice: it is as though
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both players agree on the sequence of moves. Obviously, the constraints imposed by
bisimulation are stricter than simulation and simulation equivalence (and it has been
proven that its evaluation is a computationally easier problem than that of the others
[Kucera and Mayr, 2002]).
Limitations of simulation. On closer inspection, our general problem is not one
of equivalence, but of showing that a certain model is implied by (or is a generalization of) another model. In execution terms, this corresponds to saying that one
model is reproduced by the other. However, in the notion of simulation, the playable
events are directly enchained: for instance, the defender cannot play intermediate
events to prepare the actual response or play irrelevant events. In our view, however,
a pattern like “wake up and go to the office” should intuitively be an abstraction of
“wake up, catch the tram, and arrive at the office”, or “wake up, have a coffee and go
to the office”.

18.2.3

Event log analysis

Traditionally, log-based analysis refers to data collected from several sources, and,
in contrast to analytical approaches like simulation/bisimulation, is highly tolerant
of incomplete knowledge of the phenomena at stake, and of incomplete visibility of
the environment. Therefore, techniques as conformance analysis, used to compare a
given process model with a certain event log of a supposedly similar process, may
offer interesting insights. Evidently, a positional model is not a log, but all execution
paths can be recorded as logs.
Of all measures used for checking process conformance (see e.g. Buijs, van Dongen, and van Der Aalst [2012]) replay fitness seems to be the most relevant for our
purposes. Replay fitness quantifies the extent to which the model reproduces the
log, and it is usually computed in term of cost of alignment, in a similar spirit to the
graph edit distance (GED) [Gao et al., 2010]. In practice, the log is replayed against
the model, accounting for hidden events and deviations. In our case, we are not interested in approximate responses. A compatibility check algorithm would work in this
way. We first set the ‘current’ element n of the model N to its first element. Then,
for each element m in the log,
(a) if m implies n (compatibility), we set n to the next element in N ,
(b) if m implies ¬n (incompatibility), we stop the analysis,
(c) if none of these conditions holds (irrelevance), we continue with the iteration.
Interestingly, recent works have introduced new techniques to compute fitness
in linear time (e.g. Munoz-Gama, Carmona, and van Der Aalst [2014]), based on
the idea of dividing the model in a hierarchy of single-entry-single-exit (SESE) components, then checking them separately on a relevant extraction of the event log. This
is particularly relevant for what we stated in the introduction about composition.
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For instance, a certain tax evasion scheme may utilize multiple transactions, individually valid: intuitively, being able to scope sub-stories within a story is an important
requirement to develop. Considering such compositions, weak compatibility would
be defined as local strong compatibility.

18.2.4

Supervenience

All previous methods rely on the assumption that the models to be analyzed are based
on the same ontology. In the domain considered by this study, this is often not the
case. Intentional and institutional mechanisms operate at the mental and institutional levels; therefore, agent scripts will refer to positions as commitments and affordances, normative models to duties and powers, even if they may produce the
same behavioural model. Intuitively, the notion of supervenience could play an important role, as it decouples the concerns between a base and a supervenient strata,
yet identifies a directional relation between the two (§ 6.5). Here we provide a more
formal treatment.
What is supervenience? The most common definition of supervenience used in
the literature is the following:
Definition 25 (WEAK SUPERVENIENCE). A set of properties A supervenes upon
another set B only if there are no entities that can differ with respect to A-properties
without also differing with respect to their B-properties.
∀x∀y x 6=A y → x 6=B y

(18.1)

This definition seems relatively simple; unfortunately, the literature exhibits a
proliferation of non-equivalent variations3 , distinguished in general by different modal
interactions, i.e. the number and placement of quantifiers over possible worlds or the
type of necessity operators (an interesting exception is the non-modal analysis by
Yoshimi [2007]). A plausible explanation of this proliferation is nicely expressed by
Kim (italics mine):
“[..] supervenience itself is not an explanatory relation. It is not a ‘deep’ metaphysical relation; rather, it is a ‘surface’ relation that reports a pattern of property covariation, suggesting the presence of an interesting dependence relation
that might explain it.”, Kim [1993, p. 167]

In other words, (weak) supervenience is merely an asymmetric covariation: a difference in the supervenient domain implies a concurrent difference in the base domain,
but we do not define which type of difference. Furthermore, despite what many
believe, weak supervenience is not sufficient to be certain of the existence of a dependence.
3

In addition to “weak” supervenience, we have “strong”, “global” and many others, see e.g. Kim
[1993, p. 79], Stalnaker [1996].
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In search of ontological dependence. Yoshimi illustrates this point using the definition of determination, obtained from the contrapositive of (18.1):
Definition 26 (DETERMINATION). A set of properties B determines another set
A only if all entities that are equal with respect to B-properties are also equal with
respect to their A-properties.
∀x∀y : x =B y → x =A y

(18.2)

Consider a universe populated by objects that exhibit a “free floating” supervenient property, i.e. without a base property—for instance, a world of purely mental
(Cartesian) entities. Two entities which are equal with respect to mental properties
would be also equal with respect to physical properties, because they don’t have any
physical properties; therefore, supervenience between the physical and mental domain would hold, even if there is no dependence whatsoever amongst them.
The solution to this problem proposed by Yoshimi also takes into account as well
ontological dependence. In general, ontological dependence is defined as the impossibility of an object existing unless another object exists, but this definition can be
mirrored in the realm of properties (so as to be aligned with that of weak supervenience).
Definition 27 (DEPENDENCE). A set of properties A depends on another set B
only if all entities that exhibit an A-property, exhibit as well a B-property:
h
i
∀x∀α ∈ A : α(x) → ∃β ∈ B : β(x)
(18.3)
Note how subsumption/homomorphism can be seen as a case of dependence, obtained simply by fixing α (the subsumed concept) and β (the subsuming concept).
Yoshimi then suggests that supervenience should be constructed from a conjunction of determination and ontological dependence. For simplicity, we won’t report
here the resulting formalization. It is important to note that such conjunction would
perfectly characterize the province of classificatory constitutive rules (§ 6.3.3): they
classify but they also connect two different ontological strata (‘counts-as’ relations
rather than ‘is-a’).
Taking change into account. We partially agree with Yoshimi, namely on the
necessity of defining dependence at some level, but we observe that there is a fundamental aspect of supervenience that is lost when we consider the notion strictly
from a model perspective (a view exemplified by reducing supervenience to determination): we are neglecting all dynamic aspects. In effect, ‘to differ’ can be interpreted
both as ‘to be different’ and as ‘to become different’. To use a longer rephrasing:
Proposition 21. “There cannot be A-difference without B-difference” also means that if
an event brings us from ‘A-indiscernible’ to ‘A-different’, then at the same time, another
event must have brought us from ‘B-indiscernible’ to ‘B-different’.
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For simplicity, let us consider atomic events. Updating (18.1) accordingly, we obtain:
Definition 28 (WEAK SUPERVENIENCE/CHANGE). A set of properties A supervenes upon another set B only if there are no entities that can change with respect to
A-properties without also changing with respect to their B-properties.
h
i
f
e
∀x∀y∀e : (x =A y −
→ x 6=A y) → ∃ f : (x =B y −
→ x 6=B y) ∧ (e k f )
(18.4)
where x and y are two objects, e and f are two events, and e k f means that they
occurs at the same moment (i.e. they are synchronized).
This new formulation shows that supervenience holds when change is synchronized amongst the strata, although it does not specify how: it specifies neither the
direction of synchronization, nor the mechanism of change (e.g. causation). Nevertheless, this is sufficient to show that “free floating” supervenient entities cannot exist, because when they were created (and became discernible) a corresponding event
had modified the base entities (making them discernible). Still, weak supervenience
merely suggests a connection, but it does not define it. For this purpose, we must
also transform the dependence formula in terms of change:
Definition 29 (DEPENDENCE/CHANGE). A set of properties A depends on another set B only if, for all entities, all change exhibited in an A-property is implied
by a change in a B-property:
h
i
f
e
∀x∀α ∈ A ∀e : (¬α(x) −
→ α(x)) → ∃β ∈ B ∃ f : (¬β(x) −
→ β(x))∧( f → e) (18.5)
In this definition, implication operates on events. It is however a different operator from the implication operating on properties, in the sense that properties (behaving as object entities) are an orthogonal domain to events. This is in alignment with
the LPPN notation (§ 3.2). Furthermore, similarly to the static case, the conjunction
of weak supervenience and dependence specifies the province of event constitutive
rules (§ 6.3.3) (an extra-institutional event f counts as an institutional event e).
How can we use supervenience? A legitimate question after this presentation concerns the role of the weak supervenience component within supervenience. Could
we proceed with dependence alone? An intuitive, informal answer is that the asymmetries introduced by (18.1) and (18.4) aggregate properties, decoupling this “compressed” information from the rest, thus enabling the expression of domains of relevance. Dependence instead reveals the internal generative aspects. They are two
different ways to look at the matter. In our case, when we have an intentional or
an institutional behavioural model, we have explicit epistemic and constitutive rules;
therefore, dependence is given as input. Recognizing the different ontological layers,
however, allow us to separate concerns: normative notions should be checked with
normative notions, intentional with intentional ones, etc.
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Hybrid solution

Summarizing what we have seen so far:
• subsumption is a relation which focuses on the static aspects of the models, but
is silent on the dynamic aspects;
• simulation focuses instead on the dynamic aspects, but requires the transitions
in the models to be specified at the same level of granularity;
• conformance checking via event log analysis allows the consideration of incomplete knowledge and limited visibility, and therefore enables the analysis of
models expressed with different granularity and with irrelevant components;
• supervenience allows us to treat models referring to different ontological layers,
distinguishing domains of relevance;
Our objective is to construct a hybrid solution from these approaches. The present
section informally presents a preliminary proposal.
Alignment checking
In short, we have two LPPN models as inputs, and the output should be an analysis of their alignment. As a first step, the problem of alignment can be thought
as an extended version of subsumption (including events, the possibility of different
granularity of descriptions and of several ontological strata), in the sense of checking
whether a model contains the other model, or, equivalently, whether one model is
the generalization of the other. In the second step, this analysis will be considered on
a local base: a model may be a generalization of the other in a certain part, but may
be a specification of the other in another part; unfortunately, this aspect has not yet
been worked out.
Variable grounding. Conformance checking techniques require that one of the
representations (namely, the log) is grounded. How do we proceed in this case? We
consider again the case of narratives. While telling a story, the narrator establishes a
series of identities (sometimes anonymous) and reuses them along the narration. For
instance, “A seller offers, a buyer accepts, the buyer pays, the seller delivers.” This
shows that in the source representation there is always some grounding, even when we
are communicating at prototypical level, and this can be assumed in sound positional
models. In order to exploit this idea, we allow that LPPNs generate anonymous
identifiers so that we can produce the execution paths implied by the model, all while
maintaining the internal binding for each variable.
Story grounding. A positional model expressed as a LPPN can be executed by
simulation. When alternative branches are present, multiple execution paths are possible. As the variables are grounded to individuals, each execution path corresponds
to an occurrence, or a story implied by the model.
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Checking model generalization. In order to check whether a model is a generalization of another model, we compute all possible execution paths, obtaining two
sets of stories, ΣS and ΣG , respectively associated with the (supposedly) specific and
the general model. To confirm the alignment, all stories extracted from the specific
model should be subsumed by at least one story of the general model.
∀storyS ∈ ΣS , ∃storyG ∈ ΣG : subsumes(storyG , storyS )
If this condition is not satisfied, subsumption does not hold.
Checking story generalization. Let us consider two stories, storyG and storyS , the
former (supposedly) a generalization of the latter. Considering the simulation game
metaphor (§ 18.2.2), the grounding of these stories would correspond to the computation of the decks of cards of the two players—a general and a specific player—with
all the possible action sequences available to each of them. In contrast to the rules of
the previous game, however, we allow the defender player, as in log-based methods,
to have intermediary irrelevant events. The general player starts by throwing a card.
Then the specific player responds with another card. If this is aligned with the one
thrown by the general player, his turn ends; otherwise, he throws another card, and
so on.
More specifically, as a result of the execution of a LPPN, a story consists of a sequence of steps. A step is a structure consisting of a global state and transition events.
A global state is specified by the set of local states—that is, the markings of places,
i.e. localized sets of tokens transporting grounded predicates. Transition events are
the outcome of group of transitions firing at the same time, and they, too, transport
grounded predicates. Iterating over the steps in the general story, the algorithm looks
first to settle a state in the specific story which is subsumed by the current general
state. Then it goes further to find a specific event that is subsumed by the general
one. If it misses one of the two, it returns false.
Checking state subsumption. At this point, to check whether one state subsumes
the other, we have to check if each local state of the general state subsumes a distinct
local state in the specific state. This last algorithm is recursively applied at the local
state level, i.e. checking for subsumption between general tokens and distinct specific
tokens. A similar mechanism applies for transition events.
Forged by the labels of the associated places/transitions, tokens and transition
events provide grounded predicates; therefore, subsumption is not, strictly speaking,
the right term to identify their relationship. We are testing a homomorphism between the two models, and, the core structure, at this level, necessarily consists of
the explicit constants and anonymous identifiers bindings.
Furthermore, as the execution applies forward-chaining on the given declarative
mechanisms, all possible inferences should have been entailed. In other words, if a dependence is activated, both antecedent and consequent are present in the global state.
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1: procedure SUBSUMES(general story, specific story)
2:
for general step in general story do
3:
found = false; pos = 0
4:
for specific step after pos in specific story do
5:
gap = 0
6:
if subsumes(general step.state, specific step.state) then
7:
for step after pos + gap in the specific story do
8:
if subsumes(general step.event, specific step.event) then
9:
pos = current pos in specific story
10:
found = true; break
11:
12:
13:
14:

if found then break
else gap++
if not found then return false
return true

In these conditions, we don’t need to externally infer subsumption, as related extensions are already reified in the Petri Net; we just need to look for them. Therefore,
two grounded predicates satisfy the ‘subsumption’ condition if:
• they share the same functor,
• they are consistent with the mapping of the anonymous identifiers between
the general and the specific model.
Preliminary evaluation
The models listed at the beginning of this section have been first constructed as basic
Petri Nets using Yasper.45 Subsequently, the models have been mapped to LPPNs,
and analyzed, computing all possible execution paths, via a depth-first search. At
first, we though that these models would directly feed the subsumption algorithm.
However, inputs may have components specified at different levels; e.g. the paying
action in the buyer’s script is not described at commitment level. Furthermore, the
connection between institutional and intentional positions is not explicit. The first
solution we considered was to extend the model to the right level of granularity, but
this procedure is not sound from a pragmatic perspective: an agent may be compliant even without being conscious of the underlying normative specifications. This
explains why we elaborated on the notion of supervenience.
Separation of concerns, current limitations. Regrouping elements in ontological
strata (e.g. experiential, intentional, and institutional), subsumption can be checked
within these domains. Absence of elements of a domain in one of the models does not
4
5

http://www.yasper.org/
Models are available online at http://justinian.leibnizcenter.org/lnpetri.
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count for incompatibility. Interestingly, after this separation of concerns, two models may be compatible at the experiential level, but not, e.g. at the intentional level.
For instance, two persons may be doing the same things for completely different reasons. As a secondary effect, we notice that the experiential level, which is generally
the base level on which supervenience operates, is the minimal ground always present
to assess subsumption. We can, however, have models in which some events are described intentionally, others institutionally, and yet others experientially. Without
considering the possibility of intertwined relations of subsumption between models,
we cannot have assessment going deeper than the experiential level. This confirms
the importance of proceeding, in future developments, towards the integration of
decomposition, allowing the algorithm to work with models at different granularity
and with alternate directions.

18.3

Discussion and further developments

In this chapter, we presented a preliminary operationalization of an abstraction ordering relation between behavioural models, possibly intentionally and/or institutionally characterized. We used the term subsumption for this relationships, motivated by its generalizing and asymmetrical nature; however, the same ‘subsumption’
algorithm, because it works with stories, can also be used to test instantiation (e.g. a
sale instance with a sale model). In Fregean terms, this seems to be wrong. Rather
than (terminological) subsumption and instantiation, we are plausibly dealing with
the more general concept of supervenience. The different ontological strata interact in
a way reminiscent of abstraction, but cannot be reduced to subsumption. Therefore,
the chapter can be seen as an attempt to operationally investigate supervenience in
our field. However, neither subsumption nor supervenience are proper alignment
relations. We still need to extend the operationalization to consider intertwined relations between models. Only in this way we can truly check the compatibility of
two models. This remains to be elaborated in future research. This topic, often
implicitly, is tackled down differently according to the discipline at stake. For instance, semantic ontology alignment typically overlooks the mechanism perspective,
focusing on static structures. Conversely, process alignment neglects to deal with
ontological commitments and epistemic considerations. In practice, however, any
ontology aiming to represent the real world will always require both aspects. It is
therefore important to find a diplomatic truce between the two views, at least for
operational reasons. The introduction of Logic Programming Petri Nets (LPPN) was
strongly motivated by these considerations.
A specific case of alignment checking studied in the literature is compliance checking. As the overview in [Hashmi and Governatori, 2013] shows, practically all works
in compliance checking take a declarative perspective: they are based on temporal
modal logics, defeasible logics, logic programming with event-calculus. In terms of normative expressiveness, the most expressive system is presented to be PCL [Gover-
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natori and Rotolo, 2010]. Interestingly, its compliance checking algorithm can be
partially overlapped with our current proposal. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that
these frameworks focus mostly on obligative notions. Our representation takes instead a neutral perspective: obligative and potestative positions refer simply to different structures. On the other hand, works in conformance checking (e.g. Rozinat
and van der Aalst [2008]) privilege the process perspective, losing the conceptual
and terminological expressiveness of previous solutions, but (presumably) gaining in
computational efficiency. A relevant example in between can be found e.g. in [Jiang
and Aldewereld, 2015], where regulations are mapped into Coloured Petri Nets (CPN)
to check compliance; this work, however, does not consider potestative notions.

Chapter 19

Revision and adaptation

This chapter investigates the functioning of defaults from a constructivist perspective,
relevant for adaptation purposes. Given a certain rule base, what happens when a
new rule is added? Secondly, how can we adapt a given rule base in order to take into
account changes in the environment? Although obtained in a very simplified setting,
the answers provided here pave the way for further generalizations.1

19.1

Investigating structuration

Practical reasoning in everyday life is often based not on repeated deliberation, but
on behavioural scripts constructed and refined by some adaptation process. Let us
consider this simple story:
Before he goes to work, Raphael, who lives in a rainy country, always checks
whether it will rain, in which case he will bring his umbrella. Samuel, who lives
in a sunny country, usually goes out without checking the weather. Both of
them are committed to take an umbrella when it rains, however.

Intuitively, if Raphael or Samuel moved from one country to the other, we would
expect that they would eventually change their habits. In doing so, we acknowledge
the existence of a sort of structuration process in agents, which results in behavioural
rules or scripts that are followed without consciously reflecting on them.2 The foundations of agent modeling, agent programming, and, before those, of expert systems,
are largely based on such behavioural rules or scripts.
The chapter extends what presented in [Sileno, Boer, and van Engers, 2015a].
According to traditional optimization theory, this adaptation comes from the agent’s efforts to
obtain a better overall pay-off. In contrast, the theory of predictable behaviour introduced by Heiner
[1983] explains how behavioural regularities arise in the presence of unresolvable uncertainty about
the “right” course of action to follow: being predictable seems to pay off by itself.
1

2
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A similar analysis can be performed on collective agencies, whose behaviour is
described/prescribed via formalized artifacts and procedures. On the one hand, we
have law-making processes performed by legislative bodies:
• in statutory law, new rules are added to existing bodies of rules, triggering a
revision of the legal system along established interpretation principles.
• in case law, when the judge decides about a certain case, the outcome should
be coherent with previous relevant decisions (constraint by precedent or stare
decisis principle).
On the other hand, we have administrative organizations, which develop and operationalize implementations of law via regulations. Zooming into these agencies, we
recognize three spheres of activity (Boer and van Engers [2013]): operations, planning/design, and policy making. The three spheres are concerned by different processes and often utilize different resources and requirements: for instance, people
at the operations level provide services depending on the procedures and resources
assigned by the design department.
A simplified model of agency
The previous examples outline a model of agency consisting of two levels: a regulated (non-reflective or reactive) component and a regulatory (reflective) component,
compatible with the agent-role based architecture presented in § 8.4. Recursively, the
regulatory level may be regulated by another level, but this is ideally transparent for
its regulated level. For simplicity, we reduce the regulated component to a rule-based
system. From this perspective, two processes of modification are relevant for the
regulated component, one external and one internal:
• external modification: the regulatory component provides new rules, triggering
the consequent update of the operational knowledge specified by the rule-base;
• internal modification: the regulated component inflects or tunes the operational knowledge described by the rule-base to its specific environment.3
This separation is reflected in two different research questions. First, how can
we revise the operational knowledge of a rule base when a new rule is introduced? This
problem is common in practical reasoning, statutory law and case law. Horty [2011]
recently explored the dynamics of normative systems based on common law, examining phenomena such us distinguishing on binding precedent rules. Inspired by his
work, we generalize the analysis of revision in law to a generic intelligent system
whose operational knowledge is described by a rule base. Focusing on two ways
3

In contrast to approaches like machine learning, theory induction, etc. our agent is not constructing ex novo the rules that govern his behaviour from the facts he observes; he still follows the prescription of the given set of rules, but he is ‘allowed’ to make its operationalization more efficient.
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to represent rules—priority-based and constraint-based (§ 19.2)—we identify and organize the algorithms to pass from one representation to the other, showing how this
responds to the initial question (§ 19.3).
Second, how can we refine rules when certain expectations are ascribed to the environment? Analyzing the interactions of the evaluation of rules with default assumptions, we propose a method for rewriting the rule base due to new informational
commitments (§ 19.4). To conclude, as the change of informational commitment
and the beginning of the rule revision process are only asynchronously linked, we
briefly analyze their coupling (§ 19.5).

19.2

Representational types

Basic terminology
We summarize here some practical definitions. For simplicity, we only refer to decision making at the epistemic level (concerning reasons for conclusion). Our analysis,
however, can be applied in principle to practical or other types of reasons as well, as
it is not affected by the type of connective (logic or causal) used in the rule.
• A fact f is a justified (i.e. issued after a justification process) or ground (i.e.
given, objective, shared) true belief.
• A rule r is a conditional statement relating a premise with a conclusion. Premise
and conclusion are propositions, or expressions of propositions. They are also
called body and head.
• Given a rule r , Premise(r ) is a function returning the set of atomic propositions
that should be true to have its premise be true. These components are also called
factors. Conclusion(r ) is a function returning the atomic propositions asserted
by the rule when the premise is true.
• A rule r1 is relevant with respect to another rule r2 , if the propositional content
of their conclusions are positively or negatively aligned.4

• A situation Σ is a set of facts: Σ = f1 , f2 , . . . , fn .
• The applicability condition of a rule r is expressed by Σ |= Premise(r ).

• A rule base is a set of rules: ∆ = r1 , r2 , . . . , rn , possibly partially ordered.
Evidently, different rules may share part of the premises, or, stated equivalently,
share part of their domain of applicability. In general, a set of facts can apply to several rules. Furthermore, when attacking each others’ conclusions, rules are potentially in conflict. When conflicting rules apply, we have the problem of determining
which is the right conclusion. From a general perspective, two solutions are possible:
4

Their specification may refer to different abstraction levels, cf. § 18.
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• at the horizontal level, modifying adequately the content of rules, and specifically the constraints of applicability;
• at the vertical level, defining relations of hierarchy or priority between rules.
Directly related to these approaches, two different representational accounts for rules
will therefore be presented: constraint-based and priority-based.

19.2.1

Constraint-based representations

A rule base written following a strict constraint-based approach is a non-ordered set.
The relative position of rules (e.g. the position in the artifact describing the regulatory system, the chronological time of creation, or any other ordering) is irrelevant.
A rule is required to transport all that is needed to check its applicability, i.e. all the
factors have to be made explicit. Therefore, single rules extracted from a rule-base in
a constraint-based representation are extensively complete and can be used as standalone, isolated formulae. On the down side, however, the complete set of rules has to
be (maintained) consistent as a whole to avoid the occurrence of conflicts.
This property can be explained in analogy to the programming construct switch
. . . case, which separates execution paths depending on the value of a certain variable:
switch (variable) {
case value1 : [...]; break;
case value2 : [...]; break;
[...]
}

In order to be functional, the variable has to index precisely one value position in the
list.5 As the application of a rule is triggered by the relevant factors in the premise
that are true, the most basic encoding is built upon the permutations of all factors
described in the rule base. If the rule base is sensitive to N factors, there are 2N
situations to be encoded. Such full-tabular encoding implies that the requests for a
rule are inflected also in terms of factors that are irrelevant for the rule in itself, but
are relevant to other rules. Other, more efficient encodings are evidently possible.

19.2.2

Priority-based representation

In a priority-based account, the relative position (ordering, priority, etc.) of rules
in the rule-base is of primary importance. Priority-based representations take advantage of this meta-information intrinsic to the composition of content to reduce
its redundancy. For instance, in every act of communication there is an intrinsic
5

The example holds, for instance, if we consider our rule-base integrated in an event-based architecture. In these systems, a central dispatcher receives all requests, and activates a specific handler
depending on the content of the request.
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strictly ordered dimension, belonging to the discourse level (§ 11.2.1). It can be temporal, as in the case of interactions, or positional, as with texts. This natural order
provides a ‘natural’ prioritization.
In programming, something similar occurs with the construct if . . . else:
if (condition1) [...];
else if (condition2) [...];
else [...];

In order to avoid repeating the same calculations, a good programmer implements
the conditions to be checked in a convenient way, conscious of the sequential processing of the code. For instance, he knows that if condition2 is being evaluated,
condition1 is necessarily false.
Considering such structured enchaining in the evaluation of rules, each new evaluation could remove the conjunction of factors that have been already computed.
The resulting rewriting of the rules is more efficient (in terms of size) than the original version. Conversely, the application of a rule may require more computational
effort than a constraint-based representation, as the applicability must be strictly
checked following the given ordering. Prolog sequential evaluation follows a similar
principle (cf. § 8.2.2).
Meta rules. We have considered priority as directly related to ordering (positional
or chronological). In such conditions, if we introduce a new rule with a certain
domain of application, we overwrite all existing rules whose domains subsume that
of the new rule. There are situations in which it is useful to avoid this mechanism.
This occurs, for instance, in law with the principle called lex specialis derogat legi
generali: a more specific law overrules the more general. Principles like this create
meta-rules: their conclusion is not a fact, but a priority constraint. In the following,
we suppose that we are always able to apply meta-rules to obtain the relative priority
between rules.6

19.3

Incremental dynamics

Depending on the underlying representation, interventions on a rule base require
different attention:
• in a constraint-based rule base (§ 19.2.1), we need some kind of rule revision
process (Horty calls it ‘refinement’) applied to the rules whose applicability is
affected by the addition, so that after the update, each rule is again consistent
with the whole, and can be also read separately;
6

For instance, the implicit ordering of rules with factors expressed at different levels of generalization can be obtained via Pearl’s system Z [Pearl, 1990].
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• in a priority-based rule base (§ 19.2.2), the addition of rules or modification of
priorities is straightforward; however, we cannot infer the resulting practical
consequences without taking into account the whole rule-base.
Proposition 22. While the natural way of handling the incremental construction of a
rule-base is via priority-based representations, the more direct way to access the actual
applicability of a rule comes from a constraint-based representation.
Our objective is therefore to provide a conversion method from one representation to the other, in order to cope with the respective limitation of each.7
Preparatory elements
From compound to simple rules. In the following, we will often refer to simple
rules, i.e. rules with no disjunction in the body, nor conjunction in the head. They
can be seen as the atomic components of the conditional. Compound rules can be
reduced to simple rules by applying the following properties:
(a → c ∧ d ) ⇔ (a → c) ∧ (a → d )
(a → c) ∧ (b → c) ⇔ (a ∨ b → c)

(19.1)

Relevance. Given two simple rules r1 and r2 , we say that r1 is relevant with respect
to r2 , if the propositional content of their conclusions are positively or negatively
aligned: Conclusion(r1 ) = Conclusion(r2 ) or Conclusion(r1 ) = ¬Conclusion(r2 ).8

19.3.1

Illustrative example

Let us assume the existence of a principle like lex posterior derogat legi priori, i.e. the
last rule has higher priority than the previous ones. Consider a rule base consisting
of just one rule r1 : A → P . With one factor (A), we can have two situations, but our
rule refers to only one of them. The associated representations are:9
Constraint-Based
A→ P
[¬A → ? ]

Priority-Based
A→ P

At this point, we add a second rule: r2 : B → ¬P . Considering two factors (A,
B), we have four possible situations. In a constraint-based representation, we have
An implementation in Java/Groovy of the algorithms is available online at http://justinian.
leibnizcenter.org/rulebaseconverter
8
This is a ‘narrow’ definition of relevance. In general, given a rule, we also care about the rules
whose conclusions are premise for that rule.
9
For completeness, we use the expression → ? to identify the lack of consequence, for situations
not associated with any conclusion.
7
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to refine the previous rule in order to retain consistency, as r1 and r2 have opposite
conclusions, and therefore may be in conflict. Removing the domain of applicability
of r2 from the domain of r1 , we obtain the following representations:
CB (full-tabular)
A ∧ ¬B → P
A ∧ B → ¬P
¬A ∧ B → ¬P
[¬A ∧ ¬B →?]

CB (intermediate)
A ∧ ¬B → P
B → ¬P

PB
A→ P
B → ¬P

The table distinguishes two types of constraint-based representations: full-tabular,
where the configuration of all factors is written explicitly for each rule, and intermediate, where redundancy is reduced via boolean simplification.
We follow this illustrative example to propose some algorithms to transform one
representation into another. This is sufficient to handle the problem of incremental
construction. Given a constraint-based rule base ∆, the refinement required for the
introduction of a new rule rn is equivalent to the conversion of the priority-based
rule-base ∆ + {rn }, where rn has higher priority than all other rules.

19.3.2

From PB to intermediate CB representations

Suppose we have a strictly ordered set of simple rules ∆ = {r1 , r2 , .., rn }, where r1 is
the rule with lowest priority, rn with the highest. Algorithm 1 overwrites the elements of ∆ with their translation in a constraint-based intermediate representation10 .
Algorithm 1 Rule base conversion from PB to intermediate CB
1: for each ri ∈ ∆, starting from rn down to r2 do
2:
for each r j ∈ ∆, starting from ri−1 down to r1 do
3:
if Conclusion(r j ) = ¬Conclusion(ri ) then
4:

r j :=

V

Premise(r j ) ∧ ¬

V

Premise(ri ) → Conclusion(r j )

Stated in words, each cycle adds the complement of the domain of applicability of
the rule with higher priority to the rule with lower priority. The negation in the core
formula usually applies to sequence of multiple and expressions, so it is equivalent to
a sequence of or expressions. Using the second formula in (19.1), we can divide such
a compound rule into its simple components, some of these may be redundant with
other rules in the rule base. This is not the only potential cause of redundancy: for
historical or clarity reasons, redundant rules may have already been introduced into
the priority-based account (ex. r3 : A ∧ ¬B → P ). As a consequence, the previous
algorithm may produce subsumed or cloned rules11 , which can be removed.
10

V
{ f1 , f2 , ..., fn } ⇔ f1 ∧ f2 ∧ ... ∧ fn
11
Given two rules ri and r j such that Conclusion(ri ) = Conclusion(r j ), if Premise(ri ) ⊇ Premise(r j )
then ri subsumes r j ; if Premise(ri ) = Premise(r j ) then ri clones r j .
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19.3.3

From intermediate to full-tabular CB representations

The same regulation can be described with several intermediate representations. A
way to compare them is to fully compute their extensional meaning, i.e. the underlying full-tabular representation. In order to do so, we can expand each rule with the
unspecified factors that are relevant (i.e. are part of the premises) for relevant rules
(i.e. having the same conclusion or its complement) in the rule base.
For instance, in the illustrative example, r1 and r2 are relevant to each other, and
refer to the two factors A and B. However, r2 : B → ¬P does not explicitly refer to
the factor A, but it can be rewritten as two full-specified rules using simple boolean
properties:
B → ¬P ⇒ (B ∧ A → ¬P ) ∧ (B ∧ ¬A → ¬P )
If a rule has n unspecified factors in the constraint-based intermediate representation, then it is written as 2n rules in the full-tabular representation.

19.3.4

From full-tabular to minimal CB representations

Our objective at this point is to find a way to produce a minimal intermediate form,
i.e. removing all redundancy. The solution we propose is to pass by the full-tabular
representation and then simplify using known algorithms for boolean simplification.
We have a set of rules ∆ = {r1 , r2 , .., rn }, represented in a full-tabular constraintbased way. Its characterization can be visualized using a table similar to a truth table.
The only difference is that we are not interested in showing the specific truth value
of the output variable for all combinations of inputs, but in mapping where specific
outputs are defined. Considering the illustrative example, we have:
A
T
T
F
F

B
T
F
T
F

P

¬P
X

?

X
X
X

To reduce the implicit redundancy of the full-tabular representation, we can then
apply the same principle of the minterm expansion used for logic circuits in order to
compute the characteristic function. We follow a procedure of three steps:
(1) We aggregate all rules that share the same conclusion φ into seed rules rφ , following an algorithm such as the following:
(2) We apply an algorithm for boolean reduction—e.g. Quine-McCluskey [McCluskey, 1956]—to reduce each rφ to its minimal form.12 These algorithms
take as input the logical addition (disjuction, or) of the products (conjunction,
12

The Quine-McCluskey algorithm provides an optimal solution, but is costly in computational
terms. There are heuristics that provide suboptimal solutions consuming less computational power
exist, e.g. Espresso [Rudell, 1986].
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Algorithm 2 Aggregation of rules sharing the same conclusion
1: for each ri ∈ ∆, with ri 6= rφ do
2:
φ := Conclusion(ri )
3:
if rφ is not set then
4:
rφ := ri
5:
else
V
V
6:
rφ := Premise(rφ ) ∨ Premise(ri ) → φ

and) of factors producing a target φ. The output is a rule rφ0 which may be a
0
0
compound rule. In this case, it can be divided in its components rφ1
, rφ2
, ...
using the second formula in (19.1).
(3) Considering both positive and negative characterizations of a certain conclu0
0
0
0
sion φ, we obtain ∆φ = {rφ1
, rφ2
, . . . , r¬φ1
, r¬φ2
, . . .}, which is, by construction,
the minimal constraint-based representation of the φ-relevant component of
the initial rule-base.

19.3.5

From CB to PB representations

Suppose we have a set of rules ∆, given in a minimal constraint-based representation.
In order to obtain an associated priority-based representation we need some partial
ordering between the rules. Such ordering can be: (a) hard-coded, i.e. provided as
input, or (b) obtained by some evaluative function which takes the rules as inputs.
For the rest of this section, we will suppose we are in the first situation, knowing
that in the next section (§ 19.4), we will investigate how to obtain an ordering from
the second situation. For simplicity, we assume that the input priorities construct a
strict order on the rule set (we label rn the rule intended to have the highest priority,
r1 with the lowest one).
Given this priority labeling, Algorithm 3 performs the conversion of ∆ to a priority-based rule base. The general principle of the algorithm is to create clusters of
rules depending on the conclusion, and to synthesize the reciprocal dependency only
within these clusters. We leverage the following functions:
• Relevant(∆, φ): which factors are relevant, considering the whole rule base,
with respect to the conclusion;
• Allocate(factors): the set of all possible situations, via the allocation of a truth
value to such relevant factors.
• ExtractFacts(situations): the set of factors that have been established on the input set of situations.
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Algorithm 3 Rule base conversion from CB to PB
1: for each ri in ∆, from rn to r1 do
2:
φ = Conclusion(ri )
3:
factors := RelevantFactors(∆, φ)
4:
if notYetEvalSituations(φ) is not set then
5:
notYetEvalSituations(φ) := Allocate(factors)

if establishedFactors(φ) is not set then
establishedFactors(φ) = ∅

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

create two empty rule bases ∆i and ∆0i
add ri to ∆i
convert ∆i to full tabular considering factors (§ 19.3.3)
for each r j ∈ ∆i do
if Premise(r j ) ∈ notYetEvalSituations(φ) then
newPremise := Premise(r j ); toBeIncluded := true
for f ∈ establishedFactors(φ) do
if ¬ f ∈ Premise(r j ) then
toBeIncluded := false; break
else if f ∈ Premise(r j ) then
newPremise := newPremise \ { f }

19:
20:

if toBeIncluded
V ∧ newPremise 6= ∅ then
r j0 := newPremise → φ; add r j0 to ∆0i

21:
22:

notYetEvalSituations(φ) := notYetEvalSituations(φ) \ Premise(r j )
establishedFactors(φ) := ExtractFacts(notYetEvalSituations(φ))
apply Quine-McCluskey on ∆0i obtaining ri0

23:

19.4

Integrating Assumptions

In a constraint-based representation, all relevant and discriminatory factors are made
explicit. In an operational setting, however, it is difficult and inefficient to evaluate
all of them: the check of conditions may require external investigations. Following
optimization principles, it is important to begin with checks on conditions which
cost less (more generally, have better pay-off) and provide more discrimination in the
set of possible execution paths (i.e. are more informative, in the terms of Shannon
[1948]). Knowledge about the world and of the system operational mechanisms do
provide elements to create a priority in the evaluation. Consider for instance this
example:
if (f()) [...];
else if (g()) [...];
else [...];
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This implementation would be really poor if f() is very costly and often false, while
g() is not computationally expensive and often true.

19.4.1

Payoff analysis

In general, the expected payoff in performing an action can be decomposed as:
E[payoff ] = p(success) · E[payoff of success] + p(failure) · E[payoff of failure]
Actions are expected to have some side effects, which may occur at a symbolic level
(e.g. acquiring new information) or at a practical level (e.g. modifying the physical
environment). The second aspect may be critical in certain settings. For instance,
trying to get a certain piece of evidence carries the risk of destroying other evidence:
side effects modify what the agent could do in the following step. For simplicity,
we neglect these dynamic components in this work. Considering a (non invasive)
action, the most important aspect related to side effects remains a quantification of
the expected cost.
Suppose that the action is an investigation or inquiry. Success corresponds to
reaching a certain conclusion about φ, i.e. of concluding whether φ is the case.
Assuming the cost is known and is the same for both success and failure, the previous
equation becomes:
E[investigation payoff ] = p(success) · E[payoff of concluding φ]
+ p(failure) · E[payoff of not concluding φ]
− cost

(19.2)

The investigation is worth if E[payoff ] > 0, i.e. if
E[payoff of concluding φ] >

cost − (1 − p(success)) · E[payoff of not concluding φ]
p(success)

In the case in which no positive or negative outcome is entailed from not reaching
a conclusion φ or reaching a negative conclusion about φ (an assumption of inertial
environment), the previous constraint is simplified to:
E[payoff of concluding φ] >

19.4.2

cost
p(success)

(19.3)

Rule-guided investigation

Moving on, let us suppose our knowledge is described in the form of a rule base.
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Individual evaluation

Suppose we have a rule whose conclusion is φ, belonging to a rule base ∆ described in
a constraint-based representation. The probability that the state of the world satisfies
the domain of applicability of r is given by:
^
p(applicable(r )) = p( Premise(r ))
An action of investigation performed following a certain rule is successful if it is able
to reach a conclusion about φ. Therefore, accounting the set of known facts K:
^
p(success) = p( Premise(r )|K)
We then identify the set of target factors T consisting of the factors in the premise
which are not known:
T (r ) = Premise(r ) \ K
Thus, rewriting the function quantifying the informational cost in the form c(T (r ), K),
the rule r should be evaluated only if:
E[payoff of concluding φ] >

c(T (r ), K)
V
p( Premise(r )|K)

(19.4)

Optimization
In the previous formula, we look ahead one step. In general, the rule base may contain several rules that imply φ. The payoff of reaching a conclusion φ is independent
of the rule used (it is defined by what the agent gains from this knowledge), and
therefore can be labeled as a constant:
∀r : E[payoff of concluding φ by selecting r ] = G = E[payoff of concluding φ]
Still, the choice about which rule should be evaluated first is optimal if the rule
maximizes the investigative payoff. Reconsidering (19.2), neglecting the payoff of not
concluding φ, we can rewrite this investigative payoff as:
^
E[investigation payoff by selecting r ] = G · p( Premise(r )|K) − c(T (r ), K) (19.5)
In the next paragraphs, we will analyze a few simple configurations.
Equal probabilities. Suppose that there are n factors relevant for φ, statistically
independent and with equal probability. Supposing c(T (r ), K) negligible for all r ,
we have:
1 #T (r )
E[investigation payoff by selecting r] ∝
n
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Suppose also we are ignorant about the world, therefore #T (r ) = #Premise(r ). In a
full-tabular constraint-based representation, all rules have the same number of conditions in the premises; therefore, the expected payoff is the same for all rules. Conversely, in a minimal constraint-based representation, rules have been constructed by
functional aggregation reducing the number of premises. Therefore, the optimal choice
is to choose the rule with fewer conditions in the premise.
Unequal probabilities. In a condition of ignorance, and with statistically independent factors, we have:
p(Premise(r )) = p( f1 ) · p( f2 ) · . . . · p( fn )
At this point, it is interesting to create an explicit bridge to the theory of communication introduced by Shannon [1948]. Defining the information related to a
certain symbol s as:
I (s) = − log2 ( p(s ))
the information of a message m composed of different and statistically independent
symbols (s1 , s2 , . . . , sn ) is given by the sum of information of each symbol:
I (m) = I (s1 ) + I (s2 ) + . . . + I (sn )
Thus, assigning each factor to a symbol, the premise of a rule r can be interpreted as
a message. As information maintains monotonicity, we can consider the best rule to
be chosen not in terms of maximizing the product of probabilities, but as minimizing
the sum of information required to reach the target conclusion, possibly integrating
the cost component.

19.4.3

Default assumptions

Let us consider again the story reported in the introduction. Both Samuel and
Raphael think it is normal to take the umbrella if it is raining. Simplifying13 , we
can write this practical rule as:
rain → umbrella
With no prior assumptions, the rule base of both agents consists of a simple rule.
Now, suppose the agents have a probabilistic model of the world. According to (19.5),
the payoff of the evaluation of this rule is equal to:
E[payoff ] = G · p(rain) − c({rain}, K)
If the agent already knows the fact that it will rain, the overall cost c is null. In
such a case, the payoff of the investigation is always positive. It tends to 0 when the
13

We put aside all issues related to causality, intentionality, action, etc.
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agent thinks that the probability of rain is very low, as in the case of Samuel, who
lives in a sunny country: p(rain) ∼ 0.
However, if Samuel’s knowledge base does not contain the rain fact, the expected
payoff of the investigation may be negative: if G · p(rain) is small enough, the payoff
constraint is violated, so the rule shouldn’t be evaluated.14 Raphael is in the opposite condition: as p(rain) is not null, the positive addend in the expected payoff of
investigation makes the cost of checking the weather negligible.
Prioritization with default rules
The analysis of evaluation payoffs provides an optimal order of investigation and
such ordering can feed the conversion from constraint-based to priority-based representations (§ 19.3.5). However, if the expected payoff is null or negative, the related
investigation is not worthwhile and the agent should instead consider introducing a
default assumption rule. A simple way to represent that is to introduce default negation In practice, when we commit to a default assumption concerning the fact f ( f
is normally the case), we add to the rule base a single default rule. In the tradition of
logic programming (e.g. Baral and Gelfond [1994]; Lifschitz [2008]), the rule would
be:
not ¬ f → f
to be read as: if ‘f is not the case’ is unknown, then ‘f is the case’. Using the composite default operator constructed in § 2.1.2, an additional alternative formulation
is possible:
not f → f
to be read as: if ‘f is the case’ and ‘f is not the case’ are unknown, then ‘f is the case’.
In both cases, such intervention does not modify the previous rules, but overrides
the investigations concerning f . They force the agent not to perform the investigation but to simply refer to his current knowledge, so that the payoff constraint is not
violated. There may be more radical transformations, though. For instance, destructive simplifications can be imagined which remove f from the premises of the rules,
removing from the rule base any rules that have ¬ f in the premises, etc.

19.5

Construction and reconstruction

We have investigated two types of events changing a rule base. The first type of
events consisted of incremental modifications: new rules are added by external intervention, determining a partial reconfiguration of the operational knowledge used by
14

The payoff G of concluding the fact that it rains can be interpreted in terms of the practical consequences that such a conclusion entails. For instance, the agent will avoid becoming wet, by taking
the umbrella. How valuable this is to the agent depends on subjective components, and plausibly it
changes in time.
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the agent. Because of distinguishing actions, the new rules bring to the foreground
factors left implicit in the previous rules.
The second family of events concerned ad-hoc reorganizations, aiming for better
adaptation. However, when a rule base is ‘compiled’ to a more efficient prioritybased form, the agent loses the reasons motivating that structure (e.g. probabilistic
assumptions), and therefore cannot check if those reasons are still valid. To rewrite
the rule base again, the agent has to reflect over the rule base. He must uncover
unveil the underlying constraint-based representation, removing all default assumptions, and recompute the optimal priority-based indexing.
What may motivate the agent to do that? An intuitive answer is because of (repeated) failures of his current practical reasoning. To use our earlier example, if
Samuel moves to a rainy place, his default assumption about the rain will lead him
to get wet often. If the number of practical failures exceeds a certain (subjective)
threshold, we expect the agent to look for a better adaptation to the context, asynchronously starting the reflection cycle.

Conclusion and further developments
This chapter began the development of a computational framework operationalizing
a constructivist approach to rule bases. By dividing agency into regulated and regulatory sub-systems, we explicitly disjoin the processing of facts, depending on the rule
base, from the modification of the rule base.
The analysis we presented is not targeting beliefs—in the traditional sense of the
belief revision literature, e.g. Fermé [2011]—nor is it built upon a model of dynamic theory revision of knowledge accounting for both facts and rules, as in machine
learning, see e.g. Omlin and Giles [1996], Goldsmith and Sloan [2005]. Similarly
to Horty [2011], our specific scope focuses on rules, as components of a rule base,
already defined at the symbolic level.
In psychology, the theory of constructivism is traditionally linked to Piaget,
Piercy, and Berlyne [2001], who investigated the mechanisms under which knowledge is internalized by learners. He argued that individuals construct their knowledge
through the two processes of:
• assimilation: the process of framing new experiences through the current knowledge framework without changing it; the structure exists, and it is filled by
data;
• accomodation: the process of re-framing the agent’s knowledge framework, usually responding to contradictions or operational failures of his or her knowledge framework; the structure is reorganized.
This theory is aligned with our contribution, as:
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• rule bases are interpreted as compiled programs for reactive symbolic processing modules, which respond to facts (e.g. data fed by sensors), possibly performing actions (e.g. sending stimuli to actuators, communicating, etc.);
• construction and reconstruction of rule bases provide the reflective, adaptive
processing dimension, which occurs concurrently to the first one.

This contribution is a starting operationalization; therefore, several research directions remain to be investigated. First, an evaluation of the application of our
proposal on more complex rule bases is required, possibly in comparison with other
approaches from the expert systems literature. Related to that, an in-depth analysis
of the proposed algorithms is necessary, measuring their complexity and suggesting
possible optimizations, out of the scopes of this thesis. Second, an investigation of
possible theoretical interactions with the insights coming from belief revision, e.g.
Dubois [2008], but applied on our definition of rule revision, would be useful.
Finally, we explored adaptation only as a problem of maximization of payoffs,
typically studied in decision theory, game theory, and similar top-down approaches.
In the future, we plan to analyze this topic through the lens of Heiner’s theory of
predictable behaviour Heiner [1983] or similar theories, aiming to model adaptation
as a bottom-up mechanism as well.

Conclusions, summaries and
appendices
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Chapter 20

Summary and conclusions

20.1

Main arguments

This section provides a bird’s-eye view of the matters investigated in this thesis, bringing forward the main arguments and highlighting their connections. We generally
follow the same outline of the thesis, although some specific passages may be treated
slightly differently than in the main text.

20.1.1

Problem context

The fast pace of innovation in modern societies is a challenge for organizations. In
such context, agility a becomes a crucial feature: for private companies, to not lose
sustenance; for public agencies, to not fall behind structural changes in the social
system, that may be detrimental to successfully maintaining their function. A second
dimension of agility concerns the normative framework in which organizations are
embedded: new legislation and new court cases may have relevant impact on their
current activities, creating needs or opportunities for new actions.
Adequate IT infrastructures may effectively support organizations, in terms of
scalability and responsiveness of service provision. Unfortunately, two current practices strategically undermine the possible results. First, the focus on implementation
and optimization of ‘normal’ provision patterns—the so-called happy flow—puts patterns of failure outside the scope of attention. Consequently, even if numerically negligible, failures in service delivery absorb proportionally more and more resources,
and result in a more complicated experience for the service consumer. Second, relying on standardized IT procedures, without adequate feedback and traceability to
account for change, compromises the situatedness of the organization in the social
system. This work aims to indicate a direction and begins to construct solutions
to reduce these issues. First, knowing that certain failures are systematic, the organization may respond with remedy/repair patterns, adequately prepared, whens
they occur. Furthermore, introducing a ground representational model for both im331
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plementation and environmental models, the organization may implement situated
traceability and study actual or hypothetical couplings between internal and external
views, for analysis or design purposes.
Focus on public administrations. The thesis focuses specifically on public administrations. They provide a good test bench for the investigation: the semi-formalization
of regulations is an advantage for modeling purposes. The mandates of public administrations are defined by the sources of law, but these types of organizations have
partial control over the regulatory system as well. Their implementations count as
implementations of law, as they translate what is defined at policy level into operational terms. Furthermore, they are participants in the social system, and as such
they accumulate informal knowledge of failures, such as cases of non-compliance, and
of misalignment of current services with user requirements. Therefore, internal and
external views of an administrative organization are scattered along three domains:
representations of law, representations of implementations of law, and representations of
behaviour. Misalignments between these three realms identify existing frictions. The
resulting research questions deal with identifying the matter constituting the relevant knowledge, how it can be acquired, and how to operationalize its processing in
support of adaptability and responsiveness of administrative agencies.

20.1.2

Theory

The representational axes acknowledged above require different types of investigations. Law is a matter of normative provisions and interpretation. Behaviour is a
matter of processes (under an operational view), and of intents (under an agentive
view). A direct nexus between these perspectives is the notion of action: actions may
be normatively qualified (ex-ante via prescription or ex-post via adjudication), may be
part of an activity, and may be intentionally qualified. Thus, to take advantage of this
intrinsic connection for alignment purposes, we start by investigating the normative
matter, particularly from an action-oriented perspective. Then, taking into account
the results of this investigation, we provide a different model of the practical reasoning of the agents, carefully disentangling non-reflective (reactive) from reflective
(deliberative) components.
Normative positions, the Hohfeldiam prisms, and positional change
The practical function of the legal system is to intervene when an institutional failure supposedly occurs in social interactions, i.e. when the institutional expectations
of one of the parties involved aren’t met. An ex-post interpretation, built upon the
sources of law, allows us to make clear the normative positions of the parties before
the failure, and then to associate the institutional response, if the failure is confirmed.
This is the starting point of Hohfeld’s analysis of fundamental legal concepts, identifying eight primitive positions that parties may occupy, with associated constraints.
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His contribution was not conclusive: beyond arguments against its philosophical
grounds and its practical utility, critics pointed to contradictions in the framework.
The subsequent formal analytical works on normative positions, mainly based on
integrations of deontic logic with logics of action, solved these ambiguities in part
(e.g. making explicit the asymmetry between the two squares), but carried other
limitations, exemplified by the problem of contrary-to-duty obligations.
This thesis proposes an alternative formulation. First, following a pragmatic reading of the use of negation, informed by how humans deal with this operator and
building upon the triangle of contrariety, we reformulate deontic logic primitives
(making permission a first-class deontic notion); then, by providing depth to the
Hohfeldian squares via the triangle of contrariety, we form the Hohfeldian prisms,
re-establishing the symmetry and then the gestalt of Hohfeld’s framework.
Proposition 23. A redefinition of negation (and thus of permission) removes the formal
contradictions associated with Hohfeld’s original positional framework.
Interestingly, the construction of the Hohfeldian prisms leads to the hypothesis of
the existence of the positions of negative liability/negative power, which we confirm
with a passage from the Declaration of Independence of the Netherlands.
Second, as conflicts occur in social interactions, we acknowledge that normative
sources are essentially used to enrich behavioural models of the parties, possibly implicit in the text, with normative positions (or compositions of those). In order to
deal with these procedural aspects of reality, we ground our work on a process notation (Petri Nets), adequately extended to specify declarative aspects as well. Thus,
the behavioural models present in the normative sources can be extracted through an
interactional analysis.
Proposition 24. Starting from a positional model, normative representations can be
mapped, reifying the associated interactions, to the wider representational category of
representations of behaviour.
Issued from prescriptions or after adjudications, normative positions are ideally
meant to interact with the practical reasoning of the agents participating in the normative system. In effect, the idea of obligation presupposes the autonomy of social
participants, and most normative provisions are constructed from (and justified by)
the assumption that agents promote certain interests, some of which may be in conflict with the norms.
Proposition 25. Law is embedded with a theory of mind ascribed to social participants,
which, although not formally expressed, has to be considered to adequately capture interpretations.
The thesis approaches institutional action (and the related notion of power) starting
from physical action (and power), whereas obligation is approached as an extension
of the notion of necessity. After this analysis, institutional power is interpreted as
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a conditional epistemic obligation: the obligation of the normative system to recognize—at its utilization—the associated institutional consequences. Obligation is instead deconstructed into two components: recognition of satisfaction, and recognition
of violation.
Recognition thus becomes a key concept, leading us to investigate how a certain
element is recognized as carrier of institutional meaning. After an in-depth analysis
of constitutive rules, the thesis identifies two interrelated senses of constitution: rules
constitutive-for the institution, which create meaning for the institution (i.e. institutional facts), and rules constitutive-of the institution, which establish the meaning of
the institution, i.e. its function, or the intended impact of the institution to the social
world.
Agentive positions and agent-roles
The notion of agency and the informal practice of agent-based modeling (via the
ascription of intents, knowledge, and capabilities to parties) is at the base of the legal
activity: it is an important requirement for the attribution of responsibility. However,
although the usual accounts of agency are concerned by aspects such as reflection and
consciousness, we start from an alternative perspective. We are primarily dealing
with the matter of which agent model to assign, rather than defining what is agency
or how it functions. This ex-post, interpretative approach suggests the remapping
of the analysis made for the Hohfeldian prisms to investigate the full spectrum of
positions that may correlate an agent with the environment; this is, in effect, an even
more foundational dual relation than that of two parties: an agent is, by definition,
always interacting with an environment.
Proposition 26. There exists a general analogy between the correlativeness of normative positions binding two parties and the correlativeness of the agent with his own environment (agentive positions), a consequence of a sort of “contract for living” determined
by evolution and experience.
Exploiting this analogy, we identify the notions of commitment, expectation, affordance, and susceptibility as fundamental components providing the vocabulary to
specify behavioural models. From a theoretical standpoint, commitments and expectations can be interpreted as the motivational and informational dimensions associated with the belief-desires-intentions (BDI) characterization of agency. In addition
to these categories, we make explicit the role in practical reasoning of affordance (in
the sense of subjectively perceived ability) and of susceptibility. Interestingly, the introduction of susceptibility provides a cognitive anchor to the problem of evidence
gathering. Additionally, as our framework is built upon a different treatment of
negation, we enable the possibility of defining negative positions for each of these
categories.
Proposition 27. Negative positions cannot simply be defined as dual to positive positions, as they play different roles in the practical reasoning of the agent: positive and
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negative characterizations (e.g. obligation and prohibition) have a different practical impact.
Once we have defined the components specifying the practical reasoning of the
agent from an interpretative view, we need to clarify how this can be implemented
and how it interacts with a deliberative view on agency. Differently from the traditional model of deliberative agent in which rational decisions are taken by weighting
reasons, we have focused on models of agency described after deliberation. This
choice is motivated by the consideration that, when an agent has to decide what to
do next, he does not necessarily perform a planning task, but may simply follow an
already known course of actions, which may result from a previous deliberation but
also from (normative) guidance, from previous observations of the social system, or
from scenarios narrated by other social participants. In other words, we want to put
the stress on the intelligence distributed and shared within the social system, rather
than the rationality of individual components.
Thus, at first, the thesis sketches an agent architecture that completely removes
reflection from the specifications. In order to prepare a correct mapping to a computational environment, we analyze how the notion of reflection is used in decisionmaking and in computer science, and, inspired by physiological models of sensorymotor systems, we identify the components necessary to implement a purely reactive entity. The resulting specification of agency—the agent-role model—is similar to
a character in a narrative: the agent is the executor of a script assigned by the narrator, or, conversely, he is an anchor to which the reader, observing his behaviour,
associates (‘ascribe’) a script. It is easy to recognize a similarity with the function of
the institutional roles defined in the sources of law.
Proposition 28. Obtained by separating the reactive component of agency from the
reflective (or deliberative) one, the agent-role model is a behavioural abstraction that
integrates notions such as intentional agent, institutional role, and narrative role.
Additionally, the model allows us to take into consideration a system of agents
(MAS) as a collective agency by assigning different identities to the elements of an
agent-role topology.
Social affordances and social systems
Having defined the agent-role model, we need to provide elements of the agent-role
embodiment mechanism, i.e. how the deliberative component of agency interacts
with the reactive one. The main argument brought by this thesis is that:
Proposition 29. An agent selects a certain agent-role in certain social circumstances
with a mechanism similar to the one described by the theory of affordances.
In general, a social system is defined by social components (individual or groups)
and relations between them; within the relations, a social structure corresponds to a
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series of patterns related to the composition and behaviour of social entities. A social institution is considered to be a mature, specialized, and comparatively rigid part
of the social structure. Considering the human social system, language is generally
considered to be a fundamental institution, as it underpins the operations of maintenance and constitution of most social institutions, including games and legal norms
(cf. the speech act theory of Austin and Searle). Primitive figures of communication
such as promises, assertions, commands, and inquiries correspond to fundamental
agent-roles, e.g. “to promise is to say something which creates an obligation for the
promisor”. These primitive agent-roles are then composed in more complex figures.
For instance, a sale can be seen as e.g. the seller’s promise of delivery conditional to
the buyer’s promise of payment. In general, however, a sale does not concern just
one buyer and one seller: sales occur in a whole market, composed of several competing economic actors. Additionally, we have to take into account the role of the
enforcer, functional to the maintenance of the institution. Enforcement actions are
expected to provide an institutional response to failures and to strengthen the general
compliance, using rewards and sanctions. In order to perceive an institutional failure,
the enforcer must have some sensing ability regarding the actions of the parties; for
this reason, the primary enforcer is usually the agent who considers his claim to be
unsatisfied. However, in modern systems, the enforcement role is not played solely
by the victim, but normally refers to collective entities liable to intervene. Interactions between parties, and between parties and enforcers, are essentially built upon
exchanges of evidence, ex-ante or ex-post the transaction.
Taking into account competition, coalition-formation, non-compliance, and enforcement, the actual institutional dynamics becomes different from a simple aggregation of repeated agent-role models. At the micro-level, the perception of certain
environmental features and conditions enables or disables the selection of certain
agent-roles, which may result, at the macro-level, in a relevant modification of the
social system, which, in turn, may reflect in different perceptions at micro-level.
This non-linear, complex and adaptive phenomena cannot be studied analytically.
Rephrasing Giddens:
Proposition 30. Agent-roles (like any other normative structures) cannot be seen as isolated formulae, similar to specific and fixed moves in a chess game, but only as intimately
connected (as medium and outcome) to practices.
Luhmann’s systems theory also addresses this phenomenal aspect, but it completely neglects all teleological aspects. We revisit his theory through our conceptualization, reaffirming instead that practices, as executions of agent-roles, are intimately
connected to commitments, at the individual and collective levels. Normative guidance has (usually) practical effects on reality.

20.1.3

Modeling

As this work intends to support public administration, special attention is devoted
to the types of knowledge present in this type of organizations. Legal knowledge is
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usually expressed in the form of cases, either those that actually occurred or ones that
are prototypical for a certain domain of law. Planning/design departments in administrations translate policies into concrete services, translating the requirements issued
by policy makers into operational specifications such as business processes. Furthermore, legal activity deals in practice with argumentation, concerning evidence, validity, and applicability of norms. Therefore, we need to investigate an integrated
representational infrastructure supporting these different views.
Narratives and requirement descriptions
Narratives form the fundamental medium that people use to share experiences and
knowledge, and to construct their individual and collective identities. Not surprisingly, their role is crucial in the legal activity as well. It is common for legal experts to
make points about the law by providing hypothetical or actual cases. Cases in themselves can be seen as narrative constructs: depending on the context, they target the
story about what caused the wrong and/or the argumentation process that occurred
in the court (factual reconstruction and legal interpretation). They are, therefore, a
primary source of knowledge for our purposes.
Any narrative exhibits three ontological dimensions: story, discourse, and conversation—respectively the content, the form, and the context. From an operational
point of view, we aim to acquire agent-role models, and therefore we are interested
in the first dimension, issued after an interpretation, and subsequently, we neglect in
principle the discourse and conversation layers. Nevertheless, when the story concerns e.g. an argumentation process, it clearly includes elements of the discourse
and conversation dimensions of the communications occurring within the story (e.g.
order of messages, intents, and knowledge of participants).
In essence, a story is a partial order of events occurring in certain conditions and
involving certain actors. In order to render it in an adequate representation, we start
by identifying three levels of constraints: strong, medium, and weak—respectively,
logical/causal dependencies defined by the interpreter or expressed with the narrative, temporal aspects, and mere position in the source. On top of this infrastructure,
we reconstruct the action schemes of the agents involved, following the general template motive → intent → action → consequences, possibly enriched with motivations
(what makes the motive an element triggering a behavioural response?), affordances
(what let the agent think he would be able to perform the action successfully?) and
dispositions (which environmental conditions enabled that?). The full model of a
story, therefore, consists of a message layer, mapping what the event and conditions
that have been explicitly said, anchored to agentive and institutional layers, reproducing the foreground and background mechanisms generating those messages.
A second, similar source of knowledge consists of requirement descriptions, generally used in business design/software engineering practices. The ease of mapping
UML diagrams as message sequence charts (MSC) into the previous representational
model supports us in envisioning an incremental acquisition method, building upon
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several types of interfaces targeting the required knowledge at different granularity.
We then enrich the MSC with explicit intentional components and consider a topology diagram to visualize the distribution of identities over the actors. The two solutions provide the basis for constructing the agent-role scripts and topology provided
by the scenario.
Argumentation
Knowledge deals not only with models (ontology), but also with how such models
are settled (epistemology). As norms do not exist ‘out there’, epistemology becomes
crucial. Not surprisingly, argumentation is fundamental in the legal activity, and
deals both with matters of fact and with matters of law. On closer inspection, also
case law, observed through the lens of the canonicity and breach dimensions, can be
interpreted as a collection of defeasible models.
Traditional studies of argumentation focus on the dialectic process occurring
among competing parties (or views), and specifically on the role of arguments in
the structure of argumentation. In formal argumentation, the focus is on systems of
arguments, and attack/support relationships between them. However, anyone who
actively engages in extracting such system from a given dialectic will find the task
to be complex: it is not always immediate, and may produce different results with
different people. Furthermore, formal accounts usually consider justification only
in discrete terms (something is justified or it is not), and it is susceptible to issues
such as zombie arguments and mistakenly applied consilience effects. These reasons
motivated the introduction of an alternative account on argumentation, based on
explanations.
In practice, given an observation consisting of messages provided by the parties
or other agents involved in the case, an explanation is a scenario which is compatible with these messages, and with the mechanisms of production of such messages,
i.e. agent-roles attributed to the parties. From the set of candidate hypothetical
explanations, the best explanation is issued depending on the strengths of relevant
commitments of the interpreter. From this account:
Proposition 31. A claim can be seen as attacking or supporting another claim depending on the effect it has on the search space of explanations. Stated differently, explanationbased argumentation (EBA) takes into account that agents make claims in order to manipulate the explanatory search space of the interpreter.
In order to overcome the limitation of discretization, we base the computation
of justification on the theory of probability, interpreted as subjective strength of commitment. However, rather than following the usual methods based on posterior probability, we prefer to deal with confirmation factors, thus renouncing the effort to
check the ‘absolute’ probability of a certain scenario, focusing instead on its relative
strength with respect to the other scenarios. In this way, we can take into account
neutral commitments (i.e. prior indifference) in the computation of justification, thus
allowing us to overlook priors unless necessary.
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Reason, rules and agent-roles
Argumentation is usually related to defeasible reasoning, i.e. being concerned by reasons that may be defeated by other reasons. In certain contexts, these defeating conditions can be interpreted as exceptions, that is, they are not considered to hold by
default. On the other hand, reasons are also provided in support, i.e. to justify a certain epistemic, practical, or normative conclusion. For completeness, we introduce
the class of volitional reasons (reason for desire), and we divide normative reasons
into constitutive and regulative reasons. This consideration allows us to shape a mapping from types of reasons to the positional reasoning constructs analyzed in the
previous chapters.
The passage from informal knowledge expressed in reasons to formal knowledge
is realized by rules and, in our case, by computational rules. It is thereofre important to investigate how the types of reasons given above are translated to the types of
rules available in a computational setting. We consider two aspects. The first concerns the function that the rule brings in the system applying it; we thus distinguish
declarative rules (about constraints, transformations) from reactive rules (triggering
processes and therefore implementing causation). From this basis, we can observe
that e.g. practical reasons can be written as reactive rules, and volitional reasons as
declarative rules. The second aspect is defeasibility. We consider two ways of representing rules: constraint-based (each rule can be applied indepedently of the others)
and priority-based (the evaluation of applicability follows a specific order). Defaults
can be approached using priority-based representations; therefore, in order to deal
with defeasibility, we have to investigate how to pass from one representation to the
other, and how to construct defaults.
We can now close the circle. Reasoning elements (positions) and processes (rules)
are unified in agent-role scripts. Scripts and topologies define the scenario, which
is, in practice, a deterministic multi-agent system (MAS). In acquisition, the direction is inverted: we start from scenarios, then extract agent-roles scripts and topologies, thence (systems of) rules (implementing reasons). Vice versa, from a normative
source we extract rules, which are then anchored to prescriptive agent-roles. Note
that the actual relationship between agent-roles and rules in normative sources is
many-to-many: agent-roles may refer to several rules in the code, and a rule may
concern several agent-roles.
Institutional mechanisms
In the first two chapters, we highlighted the role of institutional power in the institutional dynamics. Hohfeld’s theory didn’t primarily address this aspect, though.
Building upon a simplified notation (easily remapped to Petri Nets) we consider some
minimal design patterns observable in the law. For instance, command is a liability
that generates a duty, which in turn generates a liability to enforcement in case of
violation; license is instead a prohibition or a duty that is transformed by a power to
a liberty (this would be the etymologically correct meaning of the word ‘privilege’).
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For clarifying reasons, we return as well to the delicate interaction between permission (liberty) and power. Exploiting the analogy with practical reasoning, permission corresponds to no-commitment by the social system towards a certain reference. When implicit (weak permission), the normative system does not impose any
directive on its subjects. When explicit (strong permission), the normative system
imposes a directive of not-intervention on its subjects (a commitment of not having
a commitment), which can be reasonably remapped for the addressee of the permission as a protection from others’ interference, and an immunity against lower
normative bodies attempts to modify the permission. A special case is that of institutional actions; here, explicit liberty (e.g. right to marry) also implies an obligation of
the normative system to follow along the consequence of the action, i.e. an institutional liability (correlatively power, for the addressee of the liberty), otherwise their
non-intervention would count as an interference. From practical purposes, formal
institutions have to complement this liability to institutional requests with adequate
formalizing powers, used to create artifacts—provided with status functions—acting
as evidence for further processes.
To conclude the chapter about institutional modeling, we test our notation on a
number of deontic puzzles proposed in the literature. Taking advantage of the clearcut distinction between dynamic and static aspects provided by the LPPN notation,
we identify the minimal constructs needed to model these puzzles in order to obtain a result conforming to common-sense intuitions. These are namely: a way to
deal with exceptional conditions (i.e. of integrating defaults), and a way to override
commitments (i.e. of suspending but maintaining previous commitments). From the
resulting elaboration, we observe that factual detachment is a sound principle, but deontic detachment is not, and consequently our conceptualization does not generate
Chisholm’s paradox and similar issues.

20.1.4

Operationalizations

The third part of the thesis focuses on specific operationalizations, exploiting the
knowledge structures identified in the second part and satisfying the conceptual and
practical requirements expressed in the first part. As a reminder, our objective is to
support responsiveness and adaptability within public administrations.
Explanation-based argumentation
For better responsiveness, we build upon explanation-based argumentation (EBA)
to interpret observations collected about a certain case. This would allow support
for interpretation, maintaining traceability to related norms and scenarios. As EBA
works with multiple explanations, it is, in principle, fit to consider a pluralism of
views (multiple possible scenarios, multiple legal interpretations), which are then
selected only after taking certain commitments. We present an operationalization
based on answer set programming (ASP), adequately extended to take into account
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the incremental nature of argumentation and the inclusion of background knowledge. Taking advantage of the search abilities of ASP, we allocate the relevant factors
to scenarios, removing the impossible ones and those incompatible with the observation. The last selection is done by justification, computing the confirmation values
using the strength of commitments associated with the relevant factors.
We evaluate the proposal on two cases: an interesting puzzle about evidencebased reasoning presented by Pollock illustrating the problem of zombie arguments
and making explicit the issue of dealing with strengths of commitment; and the argumentation process occurring in Pierson v Post. As an outcome, we show that EBA
allows us to derive attack and support measures; to make explicit the impact of commitment towards a certain conclusion; and, in principle, to extract dimensions, if the
case base is adequately rich.
Model-based diagnosis
At this point, we investigate a variation of the previous approach, exploiting known
scenarios of non-compliance in order to implement model-based diagnosis on streams
of real-time data. The case study concerns the tax administration, dealing with tax
frauds exploiting apparently normal real-estate transactions.
Traditional accounts of model-based diagnosis consider individual components as
the source of failures. Similarly, most proposals concerning non-compliance consider
individual social participants as the units of agency. In these conditions, failure/noncompliance is defined by negation of what is due (e.g. missed, wrong performance in
case of duty). In reality however, there may be scenarios in which individual agents
may seem to be compliant, but actually they are not, as they are exploiting hidden collaborations. In the framework we propose, building upon agent-role scripts
distributed along topologies, we consider identities mostly as an attribute to assign
responsibility, and not as the only referent that may be source of intentionality. This
approach refocuses the diagnostic analysis on scenarios (i.e. coordinated actions),
rather than individual performances.
Therefore, contrast amongst scenarios of compliance and non-compliance is used
to identify what has to be monitored as threshold conditions or events triggering the
diagnostic process. Diagnosis looks for additional evidence in order to select an adequate explanation. The operationalization exercise is conducted using Prolog, taking
advantage of backward chaining to perform diagnosis at need (instead of generating
all scenarios as in EBA). In the future, the two approaches should be integrated in
order to maintain the possibility of considering multiple scenarios at stake, as well
as to address the possibility of missing information (Prolog conflates strong negation
with negation as failure).
Alignment checking
For better adaptability, we investigate a general method to test the alignment of two
models, possibly intentionally or institutionally characterized, and therefore to scope
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frictions (at least representationally) amongst different realms. As a test case, we
consider models of sale transactions that were presented throughout the thesis, with
different granularity and with descriptions which possibly build upon institutional
positions, or agentive positions.
To simplify the problem, we focus on finding an adequate homomorphic relation
between the models. Alignment could be defined in a second instance as a composition of homomorphisms holding between components of the two structures. We
investigate how this problem is dealt with in general. In conceptual domains, it is
normal to refer to the notion of subsumption, but this is unfortunately silent, or not
immediately defined on dynamic aspects of the model. In computational domains,
the focus is on notions like simulation (process-similarity) that are instead centered
around dynamic aspects; unfortunately, simulation requires that models are specified
at the same level of granularity. To deal with this issue, we integrate practices from
conformance checking via event log analysis, allowing us to treat incomplete knowledge and limited visibility, and therefore enabling the analysis of models expressed
with different granularity and with irrelevant components. At this point, we include
considerations about supervenience in order to treat models referring to different ontological layers, distinguishing domains of relevance (agentive, institutional). The
result of the analysis is a hybrid method, allowing us to test the existence of an enhanced subsumption relation between two models.

Constructivism
Finally, we consider two additionally topics which are relevant for adaptation. The
first concerns the operational revision of a rule-base after the introduction of a new
rule. In order to translate the impact of this modification, we present a set of algorithms for the conversion of rule-bases from priority-based to constraint-based representations and vice versa. Furthermore, exploiting the Quine-McCluskey algorithm
for minimal reduction of boolean functions, we provide a method to find the minimal priority-based representation.
The second topic relates to the adaptation of the rule-base to a certain environmental setting. In a priority-based representation, defaults are reified through
a privileged order of evaluation, but what happens if some default (e.g. the statistics of certain phenomena of reference) changes in the world? The system operating
through this rule-base will encounter more and more failures, thus requiring adaptation, namely an operational reconfiguration (we assume the regulative effect should
not change, only its contextualization). Utilizing the previous algorithms of conversion, we can reconstruct the rule-base in a constraint-based representation (which
is independent from the defaults), and then, by referring to the new environmental
setting (in terms of probabilities associated with relevant factors), we may recompute
the defaults, obtaining a new, adapted, priority-based rule-base.
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Contribution

The main contribution of this thesis is at the conceptual level, for the alternative
foundations and for the unifications and connections proposed amongst alternative
theories and disciplines. We summarize in the following some of the advances brought
by this work:
• an acknowledgement of the fundamental (and complex) role of negation in
constructing knowledge (§ 2.1.1);
• a reframing of the existential burden from objects to mechanisms (§ 2.2): even
if law is like a ‘hidden ball’, the ‘playing’ of lawyers, law-makers, and other
people is evidently real (§ 2.2.1);
• the introduction of a formal visual notation (LPPN) enabling us to describe
and specify causal/temporal and logical dependencies (§ 3), obtained via the
integration of a concurrency-based computational model such as Petri Nets
(used for hardware and biological simulation) with logic programming;
• a re-visitation of the Hohfeldian framework of legal concepts (§ 4), discovering
the ‘forgotten’ positions of negative power/negative liability (§ 4.4.4), made
explicit with the Hohfeldian prisms (§ 4.4);
• a conceptual analysis of institutional power constructed from physical power
(§ 5.3); of obligation starting from necessity (§ 5.4); and the re-framing of two
notions in a conceptual framework accounting agentive causation (§ 5.5);
• a re-visitation of existing proposals formalizing constitutive rules, attempting
a more general reformulation, and a proposal supporting the connection of
constitution with supervenience (§ 6);
• an introduction of an agent framework based on the notions of commitment,
expectations, affordances, and susceptibilities (§ 7.3); the associated practical
reasoning allows us to capture the cognitive dimensions of approach/avoidance
and the issue of evidence gathering (§ 7.4);
• a confirmation of the intimate connection between agentive and normative
attitudes (§ 7.1); an alternative account of the distinction between weak and
strong permission (§ 5.5.3), and the interaction of permission with power (§ 15.1.3);
• an investigation into the notions of reflection and reflex (§ 8); the proposal of an
agent architecture based on the distinction between a reflective and a reactive
component (§ 8.4); a physiologically inspired architecture for the reactive component, aligned with the general dependencies between problem types (§ 8.3);
• a preliminary investigation into the notion of social affordance (§ 9.4), integrated with the perspective of (classic) institutional economics; a conceptual
bridge between practical reasoning, operant conditioning, enforcement and evidence (§ 9.5); preliminary observations on setting up an evolutionary analysis
from this standpoint reflecting on systems theory (§ 9.6);
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• an investigation of computational models of narratives (§ 11); the proposal of
a representational model and of an acquisition method to ‘naturally’ acquire
interpretations of cases, scenarios, and requirements, also utilizing MSC and
other diagrams (§ 11, § 12);
• a causal interpretation of Hohfeldian notions, used to construct positional patterns (§ 5.2, § 15.1.2); a constraint interpretation of the same notions based on
practical reasoning, uncovering the underlying connections between the two
squares/prisms (§ 15.1.3);
• re-visitation of deontic paradoxes (§ 15.2); the visualization offered by LPPN
allows us to easily distinguish causal/temporal from logical issues, providing
an alternative way to deal with the problems analyzed in the literature (§ 15.2);
• an operationalization of explanation-based argumentation (EBA), through an
abductive inference method with a measure of justification computed using
confirmation factors; given a set of possible behavioural scenarios and an observation accounting for different testimonies, sources, actors, etc., the decision on what was the case becomes a consequence of (strengths of) ontological
commitments (§ 16);
• the outline of an operationalization of real-time model-based diagnosis, applied
on a specific domain (tax fraud in real-estate transactions) (§ 17);
• an investigation of the notions of subsumption, simulation, replay fitness, and
supervenience to operationalize alignment checking between behavioural models, possibly including mental and institutional elements (§ 18);
• an operationalization of constructivist principles on rule-bases: given a rulebase (e.g. a behavioural script), we investigated the computation of the operational knowledge entailed by the whole system when a new rule is added
(§ 19.3), and the optimization of this knowledge for a certain environmental
(probabilistic) setting, by tinkering with defaults (§ 19.4).

20.3

Evaluation

Obviously, when attempting the ‘convergence’ or integration of theories, excessive
simplification is a risk, and, beyond philosophical inquiry, empirical confirmation
is of foremost importance. A full validation cycle would include the concrete assessment of the proposed methods in an administrative organization, but, as this
contribution focused mostly on the conceptual level of the problem, we could tailor
validation specifically for this component, using case examples addressed by experts
or presented in the literature. For the computational knowledge level constructed on
top of the conceptual framework elaborated in this thesis, most operationalizations
described in this work have been tested, and proofs-of-concept and related libraries
are publicly available.
At this point, we may go back to our initial research question:
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• How might we establish a constructive computational legal theory that supports
administrative organizations in achieving better responsiveness and adaptability?
In the introduction, starting from general considerations about agility, we derived
a number of specific sub-questions from the main one, including references to the
specific sections in which they were confronted. To conclude this work, we can
revisit the general question again:
• The end result of the thesis is a legal theory, as it proposes accounts on normative concepts, on normative reasoning, and on relevant practical reasoning; on
associated knowledge constructs; and on the ontological status of law.
• This theory is computational, because it is meant to be integrated into some
computational artifact and, for this reason, it has been elaborated with computational theories and practices in mind.
• It is constructive, because it does not consider the possibility of acquiring a
normative system monolithically, but rather focuses on the collection of a plurality of models and on the consequent selection by confrontation as the most
viable method to construct knowledge.
• It supports administrative organizations in achieving better adaptability, for
the possibility of testing alignment between services, between services and legal
requirements, and between services and use cases. It also enables the possibility
of simulating a certain system configuration via model execution. Additionally, it introduces a (simplified) operational account to manage the revision of
the normative system, and to optimize evidence-gathering activities depending
on assumptions about the environment.
• Finally, it supports administrative organizations in achieving better responsiveness, by allowing the interpretation of evidence (namely suspect evidence) via
model-based diagnosis.

20.4

Conclusions

This journey has been longer than expected, but we hope the reader found it as interesting as we did. However, if we have to trace some conclusions, they cannot but be
about an open ending. Each chapter contains, explicitly or between the lines, many
indications for future research—we won’t report them here as it would be a not useful collage—and we were attentive in underlining the less than definitive nature of
some of our conclusions. We don’t read this consideration necessarily as a default;
we want simply to acknowledge that, considering the wide spectrum of domains and
subjects that had to be bridged to investigate this topic, we presented on some occasions approximate solutions rather than neat, rigorously established ones. Moreover,
when operating outside disciplinary boundaries, it is, in general, difficult to find definite methods, shared evaluative frameworks, or communities. We cannot help but
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proceed by small, incremental steps. However, even if rough, this contribution still
presents a map, one which will hopefully be refined by further explorations.

Chapter 21

Samenvatting

Het overkomt iedereen op een bepaald moment in zijn leven. Het heldere inzicht dat
wat de wet voorschrijft, hoe openbare diensten de wet toepassen en hoe mensen zich
echt gedragen, drie verschillende zaken zijn, die slechts losjes op elkaar afgestemd
zijn.
Als we ons een beeld kunnen vormen van deze gebrekkige afstemming, betekent
dit dat we een soort mentaal model hebben van de drie zaken. Namelijk, een idee
van onze rechten en plichten (toch bij benadering), een (mogelijk fout) model van de
formele praktische stappen binnen een bepaalde wettelijk-administratieve context, en
enige kennis over het gedrag van andere sociale deelnemers in een gelijkaardige situatie. Anderzijds maken we de vergelijking juist omdat we ervan uitgaan dat de drie
punten raakvlakken hebben. Maar hoe kunnen we deze raakvlakken operationeel
definiëren? Deze vraag, en wat mogelijk is wanneer die beantwoord wordt, bakent
de onderzoekspaden van deze thesis, getiteld “Afstemming tussen regelgeving en handelen” (“Aligning Law and Action”), af.
In een context waarin burgers en bedrijven steeds hogere verwachtingen hebben
van de kwaliteit en flexibiliteit van openbare diensten, richt dit werk zich specifiek op
bestuursorganen. Deze organisaties zijn een goede proeftuin voor het onderzoek: het
semi-formele karakter van de wetgeving is een voordeel voor modelleringsdoeleinden. Hun mandaten zijn gedefinieerd door de rechtsbronnen, maar ze hebben ook
een gedeeltelijke controle over het reguleringsstelsel. Hun keuzes in de uitvoering
tellen als toepassingen van de wet, omdat ze wat op beleidsniveau gedefinieerd wordt,
in operationele termen vertalen. Bovendien accumuleren ze als deelnemers van het
sociale systeem, informele kennis van mislukkingen, zoals gevallen van niet-naleving
en van slechte afstemming van huidige diensten met gebruikersbehoeften. Daarom
zijn interne en externe visies op een bestuursorgaan verspreid over drie domeinen:
weergaven van de wet, weergaven van toepassingen van de wet en weergaven van
gedrag.
Slechte afstemmingen tussen deze drie domeinen identificeren bestaande fricties.
Het is in deze fricties dat sociale deelnemers redenen vinden voor gedrags- en/ of
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normatieve veranderingen. De onderzoeksvragen die hieruit resulteren, behandelen
de identificatie van relevante kennis, hoe die verworven kan worden en hoe de verwerking ervan geoperationaliseerd kan worden als ondersteuning van het aanpassingsen reactievermogen van bestuursorganen.
De thesis is als volgt opgebouwd.
In het voorbereidende deel pakken we fundamentele conceptuele kwesties aan,
zoals bestaan en ontkenning, en de interactie tussen logische afhankelijkheid en causaal
verband. We introduceren ook een visuele formele notatie om onze bijdrage te ondersteunen (Logic Programming Petri Nets).
In het eerste deel van dit boek onderzoeken we de normatieve materie en bestuderen we het analytische kader van primitieve wettelijke relaties dat Hohfeld presenteerde en funderen we dit in een interactioneel perspectief. We wijden een specifiek
hoofdstuk aan de analyse van constitutieve regels. De praktische redeneringen die
verankerd zijn in deze concepten, vragen om een onderzoek naar de constructies
van algemene redeneringen, op die manier de verschillende interventies van positieve en negatieve posities expliciet makend. Een tweede aspect waarmee we geconfronteerd worden is het rekening houden met off-line deliberaties. Actoren kunnen namelijk eenvoudigweg gegeven scripts volgen in plaats van hun eigen keuzes
te maken. We stellen een agent-architectuur voor die draait rond het actor-rol concept, verkregen door de scheiding van reflectieve en niet-reflectieve componenten,
in het besef dat de functies van actoren verdeeld kunnen zijn over verschillende identiteiten. Dit conceptueel deel eindigt met een onderzoek naar het belichamingsmechanisme. Namelijk de vraag waarom bepaalde actoren bepaalde actor-rollen zouden
belichamen: we staan kort stil bij instellingen, orde-handhaving en sociale systemen
en verbinden de notie van de actor-rol met die van sociale opbrengst.
In het tweede deel van het boek onderzoeken we de kennisconstructies die nodig
zijn voor de bedoelde toepassingen meer in detail. We bouwen verder op de in het
eerste deel onderzochte concepten en geven bijzondere aandacht aan de bijhorende
acquisitiemethoden. Aangezien de eerste bron van kennis bestaat uit scenario’s en
cases (ervarings- en normatieve modellen), beginnen we door ons te richten op verhalen en beschrijvingen van vereisten, en presenteren we methodes voor het verwerven van actor-rollen uit de interpretaties van deze artefacten. Een tweede dimensie,
die epistemisch is en vooral relevant is in wettelijke activiteiten, gaat over argumentatie. We onderzoeken daarvoor de onderliggende interactie tussen argumentatie en
interpretatie en stellen een theorie voor due argumenten gebaseerd verankert in uitleg (EBA: explanation-based theory of argumentation). Zo bakenen we een unificerend
relaas af. Tot slot behandelen we de modellering van procedurele en beperkende
aspecten van normen als ontwerppatronen, en onderzoeken we de deontische paradoxen via de voorgestelde notatie.
In het derde deel richten we ons op computationele operationalisatie. We beginnen met de voorstelling van een (versimpelde) toepassing van EBA en we adresseren
het algemene probleem van rechtvaardiging in het licht van concurrerende interpretaties. Vervolgens bekijken we het specifieke geval van model-gebaseerde diagnose,
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geoperationaliseerd voor de behandeling van gevallen van niet-naleving. Het derde
probleem is algemener en gaat over het testen van de overeenstemming van modellen
die zogenaamd dezelfde referent delen. We werken met begrippen zoals subsumptie,
proces-gelijkenis, geschiktheid en superveniëntie om zo een voorlopig ontwerp voor
te stellen. In het laatste hoofdstuk passen we een constructivistisch perspectief toe
op regelbestanden, dit laat de analyse toe van de operationele impact van een nieuwe
regel op een bestaand regelbestand, en de optimalisatie van een regelbestand tegenover de omgeving waarop die van toepassing is.

Appendix A

Formalization of the LPPN notation

This appendix provides a formal presentation of Logic Programming Petri Nets (LPPN)
notation (§ 3.2). We proceed along similar lines to the introduction of Simple Logic
Petri Nets (SLPN) by Behrens and Dix [2008]. The main difference between the two
notations is that in SLPN, the labels are on arcs, whereas in LPPN, they are on places
and transitions. This can be explained by the different purposes of the notations:
SLPN is used to map an AgentSpeak(L) agent program to answer set programming
(ASP) for verification purposes, it does not primarily address modeling. Interestingly, Anwar, Baral, and Inoue [2013a,b] have also recently proposed more extended
mappings of higher-order Petri Nets to ASP. However, when addressing the denotational semantics, instead of considering ad-hoc transformations like these authors
did, we explicitly refer to event calculus (EC) [Kowalski and Sergot, 1986; Shanahan,
1999], prefiguring future integration with existing literature (e.g. van Lambalgen and
Hamm [2004]).

A.1

Basic Petri Nets

A.1.1

Topology

Definition 30 (NET). A net is a bipartite directed graph connecting two finite sets
of nodes, called places and transitions. It can be written as N = 〈P, T , E〉, where:

• P = p1 , . . . , pn is the set of place nodes;

• T = t1 , . . . , t m is the set of transition nodes;
• E = E + ∪ E − is the set of arcs connecting them: E + ⊆ T × P are the arcs
going from transitions to places, E − ⊆ P × T are the arcs going from places to
transitions.
We will denote an arc between two nodes ni and n j as (ni , n j ).
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Definition 31 (PRESET, POSTSET). Given a node x, the
 set of nodes connected
as inputs to x is called the preset of x; in formula, •x = y|(y, x) ∈ E . Similarly,
the
 set of nodes connected as outputs to x is called the postset of x; in formula, x• =
y|(x, y) ∈ E .
Definition 32 (PETRI NET). A basic Petri Net consists of a net enriched with a
marking and arc weights. It can be written as P N = 〈P, T , E,W , M 〉, where:
• 〈P, T , E〉 is a net;
• M : P → N returns the marking of a place, i.e. the number of tokens that the
place contains;

• W : E → N \ 0 specifies the weight per arc, i.e. the number of tokens consumed from (produced at) the place node at the head (tail) of the arc, when the
firing of the transition occurs.
The image of M , as it collects all the values of the local states modeled by places,
can be interpreted as the global state of system modeled by the Petri Net.
Definition 33 (PLACE CAPACITY). The maximum number of tokens that a place
can maintain is called the capacity of the place.
Definition 34 (CONDITION/EVENT NET). If all places of a Petri Net have capacity 1, the Petri Net is a condition/event (C/E) net.

A.1.2

Execution semantics

The dynamics of a Petri Net corresponds to the movement of tokens through places
by means following specific execution rules.
Definition 35 (ENABLED TRANSITION). A transition t is enabled in a marking M
if each of its input places pi carry a number of tokens at least equal to the weight of
the connecting arc:
Enabled(t ) ≡ ∀ pi ∈ •t : M ( pi ) ≥ W (( pi , t ))
Given a set of transitions T , Enabled(T ) is the subset of T enabled in M .
Definition 36 (FIRING). An enabled transition t fires by removing from each input
place pi , W ( pi , t ) tokens from pi , and adding W (t , po ) tokens to each output place
po . To formally specify the change, we need to introduce new denotations. Given a
certain local state M ( p), we denote the successor local state with M 0 ( p).
∀t ∈ Enabled(T ) :
t fires ≡
0
∀ pi ∈ •t : M ( pi ) = M ( pi ) − W (( pi , t )) ∧
∀ po ∈ t • : M 0 ( po ) = M ( po ) + W (( po , t ))
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Firing semantics. The previous definition specifies what happens when a firing
occurs, but we have not specified yet how the firing occurs. Two dimensions of choice
can be identified:
• parallelism semantics: How many transitions can fire simultaneously?
• pre-selection semantics: Which transitions will eventually fire?
For the first, we will consider an interleaving semantics: only one transition can
be fired for each computational step, even if there are more transitions enabled (see
[Diaz, 2009, pp. 13] for an overview on the available options). In other words, we
assume an underlying continuous temporal dimension in the world: this allows us
to always temporally distinguish discrete physical events. For the second, the choice
is between a deterministic or a non-deterministic model (see [van der Aalst, van Hee,
and Reijers, 2000] for further details) In our case, we do not need to impose a fully
deterministic model in order to explore variations of dynamics with the same structure.
Net properties. With the specification of the semantics, we can define some net
properties: boundness, liveness, etc.; see for instance Bobbio [1990]; Peterson [1981].
The analysis of the possible global states of a Petri Net is usually performed in terms
of reachability. It has been proven that the generation of a reachability tree employs always a finite number of steps [Peterson, 1981, p. 97]. When the Petri Net is bounded
(i.e. no place can possibly have infinite tokens), the reachability set is finite and can
be used to construct the reachability graph.
Computational expressiveness. The computational expressiveness of basic Petri
Nets is inferior to that of a Universal Turing machine. For instance, they are unable
to determine whether a place is empty. A method to overcome this problem is to
create specific places for such ‘negated’ positions, but this is feasible only when we
are considering bounded places.
Inhibitor and reset arcs. The modeling capabilities of a basic Petri Net can be
enhanced by adding inhibitor and reset arcs (amongst other types): the inhibitor arcs
I ⊆ P ×T prevent the transition from firing when the source place is empty; the reset
arcs R ⊆ T × P remove all tokens from the target place when the transition is fired.
We overlook their formalization in the present work.
Intuitively, we could say that reset arcs introduce a notion of cancellation, which
is present in more advanced languages and allows revision. On the other hand, inhibitor arcs allow the modeling of constructs such as priorities, pre-emption (i.e. to
transfer all the tokens before proceeding), OR joins, and others. Not surprisingly,
the computational expressiveness increases with these extensions. In particular, the
formalism becomes Turing-complete when we include inhibitor arcs [Haddad, 2010].
Unfortunately, there is a price to be paid: both inhibitor and reset arcs determine that
some computational problems (e.g. analyzing reachability) become undecidable. On
the other hand, they usually allow the construction of more compact models.
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A.2

Labeling language

Definition 37 (TERM). Let CONST be a finite set of constants, VAR a finite set of
variables, and FUNC a finite set of function symbols. The (possibly infinite) set of
terms TERMS consists of:
• all constants CONST ,
• all variables VAR,
• all associations of function symbols FUNC to terms, in the form f (t1 , . . . , tn ),
with f ∈ FUNC and t1 , . . . , tn ∈ TERMS.
Following logic programming languages, we will use strings in lower-case for constants (e.g. john) and strings starting with an upper-case letter for variables (e.g.
Person).
Definition 38 (GROUND TERM).
ables.

A ground term is a term not containing vari-

Definition 39 (ATOM). Given a finite set of predicate symbols PRED, an atom is a
structure in the form p(t1 , . . . , tn ), with p ∈ PRED and t1 , . . . , tn ∈ TERMS.
Predicates are also written in lower-case (e.g. student(john)).
Definition 40 (LITERAL). The set of literals L consists of positive literals (atoms),
negative literals (negated atoms) and null literals (nullified atoms):
• L = L+ ∪ L− ∪ L0

• L+ = p(t1 , . . . , tn ) | p ∈ PRED, ti ∈ TERM, n > 0

• L− = − p(t1 , . . . , tn ) | p ∈ PRED, ti ∈ TERM, n > 0

• L0 = ¬ p(t1 , . . . , tn ) | p ∈ PRED, ti ∈ TERM, n > 0
where ‘−’ stands for quantitative negation (switching polarity between positive and
negative), ‘¬’ stands for qualitative negation (removing polarity), (§ 2.1.2).
Definition 41 (EXTENDED LITERAL).
literals and default negation literals:

The set of extended literals L∗ consists of

• L∗ = L ∪ Lnot

• Lnot = not l | l ∈ L
where ‘not’ stands for default negation, in the sense given in § 2.1.2.
Default negation is used to reify a situation in which something cannot be retrieved/inferred (e.g. ‘It is unknown whether it rains or not’).
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Definition 42 (GROUND SET). For all set of extended literals X ⊆ L∗ we denote
with Xgrnd the ground set of X , i.e. the elements of X which do not contain any
variable.
Definition 43 (VARIABLE SET). We denote with varOf : L∗ → VAR, the function
returning the variables used in a extended literal.

A.3

Logic Programming Petri Nets (LPPN)

For simplicity, we will neglect the W (weight) field.

A.3.1

Topology

Definition 44 (DECLARATIVE NET OF PLACES). A declarative net of places is a
bipartite directed graph connecting two finite sets of nodes: places labeled with literals
and logic operator nodes. It can be written as LPN = 〈P, CP , LP, CLP , DELP 〉, where:

• P = p1 , . . . , pn is the set of place nodes;
• CP : P → L∗ is a labeling functions, associating literals to places;

• LP = l1 , . . . , l m is the set of logic operator nodes applied on places;

• Given the set of logic operators for places OP LP = ¬, −, ∧, ∨, →, ↔, . . . , CLP :
LP → OP LP maps logic operators to logic operator nodes.
• DELP = DE+
∪DE−
is the set of arcs connecting logic operator nodes to places:
LP
LP
+
DELP ⊆ LP×P from logic operator nodes to places, DE−
⊆ P ×LP from places
LP
to logic operator nodes;
Definition 45 (DECLARATIVE NET OF TRANSITIONS). A declarative net of transitions can be written as LTN = 〈P, CP , T , CT , LT , CLT , DELT 〉, where:

• P = p1 , . . . , pn is the set of place nodes;
• CP : P → L∗ is a labeling function, associating literals to places;

• T = t1 , . . . , tn is the set of transition nodes;
• CT : T → L∗ is a labeling function, associating literals to transitions;

• LT = l1 , . . . , l m is the set of logic operator nodes applied on transitions;

• Given the set of logic operators for transitions OP LT = →, ↔ , CLT : LT →
OP LT maps logic operators for transitions to logic operator nodes.
• DELT = DE+
∪ DE−
is the set of arcs connecting logic operator nodes to
LT
LT
+
transitions: DELT ⊆ LT × T from logic operator nodes to transitions, DE−
⊆
LT
(T ∪ P ) × LT from transitions and places to logic operator nodes;
The declarative nets of places and of transitions operate at different ontological
levels. The first is used to compute the steady state of the system. The second connects
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all impulse events that are in a relation of dependency. As, in our case, the Petri Net is
associated with an interleaving semantics, the execution cycle cannot autonomously
originate multiple events; therefore, the only operators available at event level are
implication and bi-implication.
Definition 46 (LOGIC PROGRAMMING PETRI NET). A Logic Programming Petri
Net LPPN is a Petri Net whose places and transitions are labeled with literals, enriched with declarative nets of places and of transitions. It can be written as LPPN =
〈P, CP , T , CT , PE, LP, CLP , DELP , LT , CLT , DELT , M 〉, where:
• 〈P, T , PE〉 is a net; PE stands for procedural edges;
• CP : P → L∗ and CT : T → L∗ are the labeling functions, associating literals to
places and to transitions, respectively;
• 〈P, CP , LP, CLP , DELP 〉 is a declarative nets of places;
• 〈P, CP , T , CT , LT , CLT , DELT 〉 is a declarative nets of transitions;
L∗

• M : P → 2 grnd returns the marking of a place, i.e. the set of labels of the tokens
that the place contains.
From this definition, we observe the following properties:
• if LP ∪ LT = ∅, we have a strictly procedural LPPN;
• if T = ∅, we have a strictly declarative LPPN.
A strictly declarative LPPN can be directly mapped to an ASP program.

A.3.2

Syntaxic constraints

We derive from ASP the following constraints:
• CP cannot map output places to default negation literals; in ASP, negationas-failure literals can be used only in the body of rules: we cannot conclude
ignorance (default negation literals) but, if necessary for the modeler, only undecidability in terms of positive or negative polarity (null literals).
• CT cannot map transitions to default negation literals (L instead of L∗ );
• if n ∈ LP is mapped to:
– a negation (¬, −), it requires only one input place;
– a conjunction or a disjunction (∧, ∨), it requires at least one input place;
– a negation, a conjunction or a disjunction (¬, −, ∧, ∨) it requires at least
one output place;
• if n ∈ LP ∪ LT is mapped to:
– an implication (→), it requires at least one input or one output node;
– a bi-implication (↔), it requires one input and one output node;
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However, to ensure that the execution is valid, we have to include additional
constraints. In order to transport only ground elements, there should be always a
connection of parameters between outputs and inputs. More formally:
Definition 47 (SAFENESS CONDITIONS). For each transition, all variables that are
present in the labels of output places have to be present in one of the input places, or
in the transition label:
∀t ∈ T , ∀ po ∈ t •,
∀v ∈ varOf (CP ( po )) : v ∈ varOf (CT (t )) ∨ ∃ pi ∈ •t : v ∈ varOf (CP ( pi ))

(A.1)

For each logic operator node, all variables that are present in the labels of output
nodes have to be present in at least one of the input nodes:
∀n ∈ LP, ∀ po ∈ l •, ∀v ∈ varOf (CP ( po )), ∃ pi ∈ •n : v ∈ varOf (CP ( pi ))

(A.2)

∀n ∈ LT , ∀to ∈ l •, ∀v ∈ varOf (CT (to )),
∃ti ∈ •n ∩ T : v ∈ varOf (CT (ti )) ∨ ∃ pi ∈ •n ∩ P : v ∈ varOf (CP ( pi ))

(A.3)

A.3.3

Execution semantics

As LPPN transitions are labeled, their firing forges a transition event. However, we
need to distinguish the direct, external firings (started by the simulator/interpreter)
from the indirect, immediately propagated, internal firings (triggered by the declarative net of transitions). In practice, the execution semantics of a LPPN corresponds
to a three-step cycle. Given a certain marking M :
(1) an enabled transition is selected to pre-fire, so determining a ‘source’ transition
event;
(2) all propagations of this event are entailed using the specifications of the declarative net of transitions, obtaining a set of transition events;
(3) all transitions events are fired, produding and consuming the relative tokens.

Running example. As an example, we consider the LPPN in Fig. A.1. The net
provides causal mechanisms, declarative constraints, and only one element—c1(a)—
localized in p1 . In this configuration, the following execution paths are possible:
• t2 fires the transition event e2, consuming c1(a) from p1 ;
• t1 fires the transition event e1(a), consuming c1(a) from p1 and producing
c2(a) in p2 ; thanks to dt1 , the existence of c2(a) is a sufficient reason for
immediately reifying c5(a).
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e2

c1(A)

t2

p1

c4(B)
p4

e1(A)

c2(A)

IMPLIES

c5(A)

t1

p2

dt1

p5

dp1

IMPLIES

c1(a)

t3

e3(A)

c3(A, B)
p3

Figure A.1: An example of a LPPN with all types of components.

Restarting again, let us suppose the presence of an additional element c4(b) in p4 ,
enabling t3 . With this variation, the second execution path would be slightly different
because:
• thanks to dp1 , the transition event e1(a) propagates to t3 , that in turn, being
enabled, immediately fires another event e3(a), consuming c4(b) and producing c3(a, b) in p3 .
Formalization
As this example shows, a crucial element of the execution mechanism is the selection
of an adequate substitution of variables, built upon the locally available information
of conditions and events.
Definition 48 (VARIABLE SUBSTITUTION). A substitution B is a set of associations between variables and constants: B ⊆ VAR × CONST . Given a literal l , we
denote with l[B] the rewriting of l , substituting all variables v in l with the constant
associated with v in B. Similarly, given a set X of literals, X[B] is the set obtained by
substituting with B all literals of X .
Definition 49 (ENABLED TRANSITION). A transition t is enabled in a marking M
if it is possible to construct a variable substitution using the tokens available in the
input places:
Enabled(t ) ≡ ∃B ⊆ VAR × CONST :
(A.4)
∀ pi ∈ •t , CP ( p)[B] ∈ M ( p)
We define with Subs(t ) = {B1 , . . .} the set of possible substitutions (depending on the
marking as well). Equivalently, if Subs(t ) = ∅ the transition is not enabled.
In LPPNs, transitions have labels has well. When they are fired they forge transition events, volatile elements whose label specifies the actual event. Transition events
are therefore always associated with a certain source transition.
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Given a transition event e, we denote with CE (e) ∈

For safeness reasons, (direct) firing has to be disabled if the transition label would
remain with some free variable after substitution. We define therefore a dedicated additional enabling condition, that can be acknowledged off-line, via syntaxic analysis.
Definition 51 (SAFE TRANSITION). A transition t is safe if all variables of its literal
label are included in the literal label of its input places:
Safe(t ) ≡ ∀v ∈ varOf (CT (t )), ∃ pi ∈ •t : v ∈ varOf (CP ( pi ))

(A.5)

Given a set of transitions T , Safe(T ) is the set of elements of T that are safe.
Safe transitions may pre-fire, producing a transition event with a substitution selected amongst those available.
Definition 52 (PRE-FIRING). A safe enabled transition t pre-fires in a marking M
by selecting one substitution B from Subs(t ), and forging with B a transition event:
∀t ∈ Enabled(T ) ∪ Safe(T ) :
t pre-fires ≡ ∃B ∈ Subs(t ), ∃e ∈ TransitionEvent(t ) : CE (e) = CT (t )[B]
Where TransitionEvent(t ) is the set of transition events fired by transition t .
At this point, the transition event forged with the pre-firing is propagated through
the declarative net of transitions.
Definition 53 (FIRING). An enabled transition t fires by propagation, selecting (if
it exists) one substitution B from Subs(t ) compatible with the incoming transition
event e, consuming a token satisfying B from each input place, and forging with B a
token in each output place:
∀t ∈ Enabled(T ) :
t fires ≡ ∃e ∈ TransitionEvent(t ), ∃B ∈ Subs(t ) :
CT (t )[B] = CE (e) ∧
∀ pi ∈ •t : M 0 ( pi ) = M ( pi ) \ CP ( pi )[B] ∧
∀ po ∈ t • : M 0 ( po ) = M ( po ) ∪ CP ( po )[B]
The propagated firing is evidently an exception to the interleaving semantics of
standard basic Petri Nets. However, this declarative dimension for events allows us
to treat at higher abstraction all phenomena for which there is a viable specification
at outcome level. Consider terminological or institutional qualifications issued from
a narrative model: for the model to work, it is not important how those epistemic
inferences are performed, but only that their result is logically consistent.
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Known limitations. It is important to note, however, that from a theoretical point
of view, a generic LPPN may present configurations incompatible with the dual dimensionality. For instance, when propagated firings involve transitions sharing the
same input places, they may consume more than what is available in the input tokens,
going against the rules of the execution semantics. If this occurs, this is plausibly a
consequence of an error in the modeling phase. For the moment, we simply raise a
warning to the modeler. A more structured solution remains to be investigated.

A.3.4

Denotational semantics

One of the possibilities to validate a formal language is to map it into another formal
language, i.e. to provide a denotational semantics. A LPPN consists of two components. The declarative component, by construction, can be directly rewritten as
ASP code. As we are already halfway down the path, we can translate the remaining
procedural component into ASP code as well. Note that it is not efficient to use this
mapping in production. Exploiting direct execution, in principle, should be much
faster.
Event calculus axioms. An existing solution to treat change in logic programming
is event calculus (EC) [Kowalski and Sergot, 1986; Shanahan, 1999]. The simple version is already satisfactory for our purposes. A modification of the original axioms
is, however, necessary to deal with the locality brought by places and transitions:
#domain fluent(F), event(E), time(N), time(N1), time(N2), time(N3).
#domain place(P), trans(T), trans(T1), trans(T2).
holdsAt(F, P, N) :initially(F, P),
not clipped(0, F, P, N).
holdsAt(F, P, N2) :- firesAt(E, T, N1), N1 < N2,
initiates(T, F, P, N1),
not clipped(N1, F, P, N2).
clipped(N1, F, P, N2) :- firesAt(E, T, N), N1 <= N, N < N2,
terminates(T, F, P, N).

Execution semantics axioms. Furthermore, we need to define the execution semantics of LPPNs. Considering interleaved semantics for the selection of the transition, and for simplicity, only deterministic firing, we have the following rules:
(i) all safe enabled transitions may or may not pre-fire,
(ii) at least one transition must pre-fire per step, i.e. it is impossible that no transition fire, save the last step,
(iii) at maximum one transition can pre-fire per step.
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In ASP code:
{prefiresAt(T, N)} :- enabled(T, N), safe(T).
someTransitionPrefiresAt(N) :- prefiresAt(T, N).
:- N > 0, not someTransitionPrefiresAt(N-1).
:- prefiresAt(T1, N), prefiresAt(T2, N), T1 != T2.

% (i)
% (ii)
% (iii)

Transformation of a LPPN to an ASP program. The mapping of a given LPPN
to an equivalent ASP program includes the previous axioms and the output of the
following steps:
(1) for each place p, with label CP ( p)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

type it as place,
define its label as fluent,
specify its initial state,
for each place with more than one output, write down that you cannot
consume more than the only available token.

(2) for each transition t , with label CT (t )
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

type it as transition,
define its label as event,
specify if it is safe,
define the conditions for which it is enabled,
if it is safe, define the substitution transforming the prefiring in firing,
define how the variable substitution is defined
for each output place, define how to create tokens in the output places,
for each input place, define how to consume tokens in the output places.

(3) for each logic operator node dt for places,
(a) specify the logic constraint to be applied between inputs and outputs.
(4) for each logic operator node dp for transitions,
(a) write down the logic dependencies between transitions allowing the propagation.
As a concrete example, we apply these actions on some of the components of the
LPPN in Fig. A.1:
%%% p1
place(p1).
fluent(c1(A)).
initially(c1(a), p1).
:- 2{terminates(t1, c1(A), p1, N),

%
%
%
%

1.a
1.b
1.c
1.d
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terminates(t2, c1(A), p1, N)}.
%%% t1
trans(t1).
event(e1(A)).
safe(t1).
enabled(t1, N) :- holdsAt(c1(A), p1, N).
firesAt(e1(A), t1, N)
:- holdsAt(c1(A), p1, N), prefiresAt(t1, N).
appliesAt(t1, subs(A), N)
:- holdsAt(c1(A), p1, N), firesAt(e1(A), t1, N).
initiates(t1, c2(A), p2, N) :- appliesAt(t1, subs(A), N).
terminates(t1, c1(A), p1, N) :- appliesAt(t1, subs(A), N).
%% dt1
holdsAt(c5(A), p5, N) :- holdsAt(c2(A), p2, N).
%% dp1
firesAt(e3(A), t3, N)
:- holdsAt(c4(B), p4, N), appliesAt(t1, e1(A), N).

%
%
%
%
%

2.a
2.b
2.c
2.d
2.e

% 2.f
% 2.g
% 2.h
% 3.a
% 4.a

Output. With the transformation steps given above, valid LPPNs can be transformed into ASP programs, whose answer sets, defining a temporal range (with the
instruction ‘time(0..n ).’) represent all possible executions path after at most n
steps. For instance, running our example1 with the ASP engine lparse+smodels,
we obtain:
smodels version 2.34. Reading...done
Answer: 1
Stable Model:
holdsAt(c1(a),p1,0) holdsAt(c4(b),p4,0) firesAt(e2,t2,0) holdsAt(c4(b),p4,1)
Answer: 2
Stable Model:
holdsAt(c1(a),p1,0) holdsAt(c4(b),p4,0) firesAt(e1(a),t1,0)
firesAt(e3(a),t3,0) holdsAt(c3(a,b),p3,1) holdsAt(c2(a),p2,1)
holdsAt(c5(a),p5,1)

For the interested reader, the full code of the example is available online at http://justinian.
leibnizcenter.org/lppn2asp/.
1

Appendix B

Primitive patterns of positional change

In the following pages, we collect a part of all possible combinations of primitive
patterns that are obtainable by the combination of the positions illustrated on the
Hohfeldian prisms (§ 4.4). Dualities and symmetries of the structures allow us to
easily construct from those the missing ones. We divide the collection into two parts:
patterns that refer to only one target (e, standing for event), and patterns that refer
to two targets, one allowing the change (e) and one concerning what the change is
about (ae, standing for alternative event).
How to read the collection. The collection has been constructed:
• considering p, q and r , s (or q again for potestative positions) respectively
as the progressive and regressive parties for the positions concerning the first
target (e) and the second target (ae);
• considering only positions having q and s (where applicable) in the foreground;
• considering negative susceptibility only as consequent;
• removing all inactive combinations, i.e. those that could not produce institutional change (e.g. a liberty without any power operating on it).
Note that p, q, r , and s may coincide with each other.

B.1

Auto-modifying patterns

The following patterns describe how the construction of institutional meaning of a
certain event may be changed, by the event itself.

1.

p

II

q

susceptibility
e

e

p

II

q

2.

immunity
e

p

II

q

susceptibility
e
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e

p

II

q

neg susceptib.
e
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3.

p

q

I

e

¬e
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violation

duty
e
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e

duty
e
p
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I

p

I
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e

q
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I

p
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p
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10.
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q
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prohibition
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q
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Patterns accounting two targets

The following pattern describes how events related to a certain referent (e) can modify institutional positions related to another referent (ae).
r
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Aligning Law and Action
a conceptual and computational inquir y
Everyone experiences, at a certain point in life, that what the law states, how
public services implement the law and how people actually behave are three
different matters which are only loosely aligned. But, evidently, they do have
some ground in common. How can we operationally define this ground?
In a context of increasing expectations of citizens and businesses concerning
the quality and agility of public services, this thesis approaches this question
focusing specifically on public administrations. These organizations provide a
good test bench for the investigation: the semi-formalization of regulations is
an advantage for modeling purposes. Their mandates are defined by the
sources of law, but they have partial control over the regulatory system as well.
Their implementations count as implementations of law, as they translate what
is defined at policy level into operational terms. Furthermore, they are
participants in the social system, accumulating informal knowledge of failures,
such as cases of non-compliance, and of misalignment of current services with
user requirements. Thus, internal and external views of an administrative
organization are scattered along three domains: representations of law,
representations of implementations of law, and representations of behaviour.
Misalignments between these three realms identify existing frictions. And it is
in these frictions that social participants find reasons for behavioural and
normative change. The related research questions deal with identifying the
matter constituting the relevant knowledge, how it can be acquired, and how
to operationalize its processing in support of adaptability and responsiveness
of administrative agencies.
By integrating explanatory and requirement models (e.g. scenarios, business
processes, use cases) with normative concepts (e.g. fundamental legal concepts),
this research targets a computational applicative niche in current technologies
for organizational design, specifically addressing and leveraging the knowledge
of legal experts and administrators.
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